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CHAPTER
The

IV.

death of King Charles the Second took the nation by coap.

~
His frame was naturally strong, and did not appear
De>lh ot
have suffered from excess. He had always been mindful of Ch»ri«t
in
his
pleasures;
his
even
and
habits
health
were
such
as
his
promise a long life and a robust old age. Indolent as he was
on all occasions which required tension of the mind, he was
He had, when
active and persevering in bodily exercise.
young, been renowned as a tennis player *, and was, even in
the decline of life, an indefatigable walker. His ordinary
pace was such that those who were admitted to the honour of
his society found it difficult to keep up with him.
He rose
early, and generally passed three or four hours a day in the
open air. He might be seen, before the dew was off the grass
in St. James’s Park, striding among the trees, playing with
his spaniels, and flinging corn to his ducks; and these exhibitions endeared him to the common people, who always love
to see the great unbend.**
At length, towards the close of the year 1684, he was prevented, by a slight attack of what was supposed to be gout,
from rambling as usual. He now spent his mornings in his
laboratory, where he amused himself with experiments on the

surprise.

to

* Pepys’s Diary, Dec. 28. 1663, Sept. 2. 1667.
*• Burnet, i 606. Spectator, No. 462. Lords’
Journals, Oct. 28. 1678;
;
;
Cibber’s Apology.

Macaulay, History.

II.

}
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chap-

His temper seemed to have suffered
confinement. He had no apparent cause for disquiet.
kingdom
His
was tranquil: he was not in pressing want of
money : his power was greater than it had ever been the party
which had long thwarted him had been beaten down but the
cheerfulness which had supported him against adverse fortune
had vanished in this season of prosperity. A trifle now sufficed to depress those elastic spirits which had borne up
against defeat, exile, and penury. His irritation frequently
showed itself by looks and words such as could hardly have
been expected from a man so eminently distinguished by good
humour and good breeding. It was not supposed however
that his constitution was seriously impaired.*
His palace had seldom presented a gayer or a more scandalous appearance than on the evening of Sunday the first of
February 1685.** Some grave persons who had gone thither,
properties of mercury.

— from

:

;

alter the fashion of that age, to pay their duty to their sowho had expected that, on such a day his court
would wear a decent aspect, were struck with astonishment
and horror. The great gallery of Whitehall, an admirable
relic of the magnificence of the Tudors, was crowded with
The King sate there chatting and
revellers and gamblers.
toying with three women, whose charms were the boast, and
of three nations. Barbara
the
disgrace,
whose vices were
Palmer, Duchess ol Cleveland, was there, no longer young,
but still retaining some traces of that superb and voluptuous
loveliness which twenty years before overcame the hearts of
all men.
There too was the Duchess of Portsmouth whose
soft and infantine features were lighted up with the vivacity of
France. HortensiaMancini, Duchess of Mazarin and niece

vereign, and

,

,

,

i. 605, 606. ; Welwood, 138. ; North’s Life of Guildford, 251.
take this opportunity of mentioning that whenever I give
only one date, 1 follow the old style, which was, in the seventeenth century, the style of England; but 1 reckon the year from the first of January.

•

**

Burnet,
1

may
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of the great Cardinal, completed the group. She had been CHAP.
IV.
early removed from her native Italy to the court where her 1685.
uncle was supreme. His power and her own attractions had
drawn a crowd of illustrious suitors round her. Charles him-

self, during his exile, had sought her hand in vain.
No gift
of nature or of fortune seemed to be wanting to her. Her face
was beautiful with the rich beauty of the South, her understanding quick her manners graceful, her rank exalted, her
possessions immense; but her ungovernable passions had
turned all these blessings into curses. She had found the
misery of an ill assorted marriage intolerable, had fled from
her husband, had abandoned her vast wealth, and, after
having astonished Rome and Piedmont by her adventures,
had fixed her abode in England. Her house was the favourite
resort of men of wit and pleasure, who, for the sake of her
smiles and her table, endured her frequent fits of insolence
and ill humour. Rochester and Godolphin sometimes forgot
the cares of state in her company. Barillon and Saint Evremond found in her drawing room consolation for their long
banishment from Paris. The learning of Vossius, the wit of
Waller, were daily employed to flatter and amuse her. But
her diseased mind required stronger stimulants, and sought
them in gallantry, in basset, and in usquebaugh.* While
Charles flirted with his three sultanas, Hortensia’s French
page, a handsome boy, whose vocal performances were the
delight of Whitehall, and were rewarded by numerous presents of rich clothes, ponies, and guineas, warbled some
amorous verses. ** A party of twenty courtiers was seated at
cards round a large table on which gold was heaped in
mountains.*** Even then the King had complained that he did
,

• Sainl Evremond, patsim.
St. Rdal, M6moires dc la Duchesse de
Mazarin; Rochester’s Farewell; Evelyn’s Diary, Sept. 6. 1676, June U.

1699.
*•

Evelyn’s Diary, Jan. 28. 168$; Saint Evreraond’s Letter to D6ry.

•*• Evelyn’* Diary,

Feb.

4. 168$.
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He had no appetite for his supper: his
was broken; but on the following morning he

feel quite well.

rest that night

rose, as usual, early.

To that morning the contending factions in his council
had, during some days, looked forward with anxiety. The
struggle between Halifax and Rochester seemed to be approaching a decisive

crisis.

Halifax , not content with having

already driven his rival from the Board of Treasury, had

undertaken to prove him guilty of such dishonesty or neglect
in the conduct of the finances as ought to be punished by dismission from the public service. It was even whispered that
the Lord President would probably be sent to the Tower.

The King had promised

The

to inquire into the matter.

second of February had been fixed for the investigation and
several officers of the revenue had been ordered to attend
with their books on that day.* But a great turn of fortune was
at hand.
Scarcely had Charles risen from his bed when his attendants perceived that his utterance was indistinct, and that
his thqughts seemed to be wandering.
Several men of rank
had, as usual, assembled to see their sovereign shaved and
dressed. He made an effort to converse with them in his
usual gay style but his ghastly look surprised and alarmed
them. Soon his face grew black his eyes turned in his head;
he uttered a cry, staggered, and fell into the arms of Thomas
Lord Bruce, son of the Earl of Ailesbury. A physician who
had charge of the royal retorts and crucibles happened to be
present. He had no lancet; but he opened a vein with a
penknife. The blood flowed freely; but the King was still
;

;

;

insensible.

He
•

was

laid

on

his

bed, where, during a short time, the

Sir Dudley North, 110.; The True Patriot
vindicated, or a Justification of his Excellency the
Burnet,
of
;
i. 605 .
The Treasury Books prove that Buraet had good intelligence..

Roger North’s Life of

E—

R—
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Dnchess of Portsmouth hung over him with the familiarity of
a wife. But the alarm had been given. The Queen and the
Duchess of York were hastening to the room. The favourite
concubine was forced to retire to her own apartments. Those
apartments had been thrice pulled down and thrice rebuilt by
her lover to gratify her caprice.

chimney was massy

The very

CHAP.
IV.

1685.

furniture of the

Several fine paintings, which

silver.

properly belonged to the Queen, had been transferred to the

dwelling of the mistress.
richly

wrought

The

sideboards were piled with

plate. In the niches stood cabinets, the master-

pieces of Japanese art.

On

the hangings, fresh from the

looms of Paris, were depicted, in tints which no English tapestry could rival, birds of gorgeous plumage, landscapes,
hunting matches, the lordly terrace of Saint Germains, the
statues and fountains of Versailles.* In the midst of this
splendour, purchased by guilt and shame, the unhappy woman
gave herself up to an agony of grief, which, to do her justice,
was not wholly selfish.
And now the gates of Whitehall, which ordinarily stood
open to all comers, were closed. But persons whose faces
were known were still permitted to enter. The antechambers
and galleries were soon filled to overflowing and even the
sick room was crowded with peers, privy councillors, and
foreign ministers. All the medical men of note in London
were summoned. So high did political animosities run that
the presence of some Whig physicians was regarded as an
;

extraordinary circumstance.**

One Roman

Catholic

whose

was then widely renowned, Doctor Thomas Short, was
in attendance.
Several of the prescriptions have been preserved. One of them is signed by fourteen Doctors. The
patient was bled largely. Hot iron was applied to his head.
A loathsome volatile salt, extracted from human skulls, was
skill

*

**

Evelyn’s Diary, Jan.

24. 168$,

Oct. 4 1683.
.

Dugdale’s Correspondence.
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forced into his mouth.

He recovered his

senses; but he was

— evidently in a situation of extreme danger.
The Queen was
The Duke of York

for a time assiduous in her attendance.

scarcely left his brother’s bedside.

The

Primate and four other Bishops were then in London. They
remained at Whitehall all day, and took it by turns to sit up at

The news of his illness filled the
sorrow and dismay. For his easy temper and
manners had won the affection of a large part of the
nation; and those who most disliked him preferred his unprincipled levity to the stem and earnest bigotry of his

night in the King’s room.
capital with

affable

brother.

On

the morning of

Thursday the

London Gazette announced

fifth

of February, the

that His Majesty was going on

be out of danger.
The bells of all the churches rang merrily; and preparations
for bonfires were made in the streets. But in the evening it
was known that a relapse had taken place, and that the
medical attendants had given up all hope. The public mind
was greatly disturbed; but there was no disposition to tumult.
The Duke of York, who had already taken on himself to give
orders, ascertained that the City was perfectly quiet, and
that he might without difficulty be proclaimed as soon as his
well,

and was thought by the physicians

to

brother should expire.

The King was
as if

a

fire

in great pain, and complained that he felt
was burning within him. Yet he bore up against
which did not seem to belong to

his sufferings with a fortitude

and luxurious nature. The sight of his misery affected
much that she fainted, and was carried senseless to
The prelates who were in waiting had from
the first exhorted him to prepare for his end. They now
thought it their duty to address him in a still more urgent
manner. William Sancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury, an
honest and pious, though narrow-minded, man, used great

his soft

his wife so

her chamber.
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freedom. “It is time,” he said, “to speak out; for, Sir, chap.
you are about to appear before a Judge who is no respecter of"’ jess,

The King answered not a word.
Thomas Ken, Bishop of Bath and Wells, then tried his
powers of persuasion. He was a man of parts and learning,
of quick sensibility and stainless virtue. His elaborate works
have long been forgotten
but his morning and evening

persons.”

;

hymns are still repeated daily in thousands of dwellings.
Though, like most of his order, zealous for monarchy, he
was no sycophant. Before he became a Bishop, he had
maintained the honour of his gown by refusing, when the
court was at Winchester, to let Eleanor Gwynn lodge in the
house which he occupied there as a prebendary.* The King
had sense enough to respect so manly a spirit. Of all the
prelates he liked Ken the best. It was to no purpose, however, that the good Bishop now put forth all his eloquence.
His solemn and pathetic exhortation awed and melted the
bystanders to such a degree that some among them believed
him to be filled with the same spirit which, in the old time,
had, by the mouths of Nathan and Elias, called sinful princes
to repentance.
Charles however was unmoved. He made no
objection indeed

when the

Sick was read.

In reply to the pressing questions of the

service for the Visitation of the

was sorry for what he had done amiss
and he suffered the absolution to be pronounced over him
according to the forms of the Church of England: but, when
he was urged to declare that he died in the communion of that
Church, he seemed not to hear what was said; and nothing
could induce him to take the Eucharist from the hands of the
Bishops. A table with bread and wine was brought to his
bedside, but in vain. Sometimes he said that there was no
hurry, and sometimes that he was too weak.
Many attributed this apathy to contempt for divine things,
divines , he said that he

*

Hawkins's Life of Ken, ilia.
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'

1685.

an(i

many

~ there

to the stupor which often precedes death.

But

a few persons who knew better.
member of the Established
His mind had long oscillated between Hobbism and
When his health was good and his spirits high , he

were

in the palace

Charles had never been a sincere

Church.

Popery.
was a scoffer.
Catholic.

In his few serious moments he was a

Roman

The Duke of York was aware of this, but was
own interests. He had

entirely occupied with the care of his

ordered the outports to be closed. He had posted detachments of the Guards in different parts of the City. He had
also procured the feeble signature of the dying King to an
instrument by which some duties, granted only till the demise
of the crown, were let to farm for a term of three years.
These things occupied the attention of James to such a degree
that, though, on ordinary occasions , he was indiscreetly and
unseasonably eager to bring over proselytes to his Church,
he never reflected that his brother was in danger of dying
without the last sacraments. This neglect was the more extraordinary because the Duchess of York had at the request
of the Queen, suggested, on the morning on which the King
was taken ill, the propriety of procuring spiritual assistance.
For such assistance Charles was at last indebted to an agency
very different from that of his pious wife and sister-in-law.
A life of frivolity and vice had not extinguished in theDuchess
of Portsmouth all sentiments of religion or all that kindness
which is the glory of her sex.
The French Ambassador
Barillon, who had come to the palace to inquire after the
King, paid her a visit. He found her in an agony of sorrow.
She took him into a secret room, and poured out her whole
heart to him. “ I have ,” she said “a thing of great moment
to tell you. If it were known, my head would be in danger.
The King is really and truly a Catholic; but he will die without being reconciled to the Church. His bedchamber is full
of Protestant clergymen. I cannot enter it without giving
,

,

,
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him.

The Duke is
Remind him that

now.

He can

scandal.

9

thinking only of himself.
there

is

clear the room.

a soul at stake.

Go

Speak to

He is master

this instant, or

it

will

ikbj.

be

too late.”
Barillon hastened to the bedchamber,

took the

Duke

and delivered the message of the mistress. The conJames smote him. He started as if roused from
sleep, and declared that nothing should prevent him from
discharging the sacred duty which had been too long delayed.
Several schemes were discussed and rejected.
At last the
Duke commanded the crowd to stand aloof, went to the bed,
stooped down and whispered something which none of the
spectators could hear, but which they supposed to be some
Charles answered in an
question about affairs of state.
audible voice, “Yes, yes, with all my heart.” None of the
bystanders, except the French Ambassador, guessed that
the King was declaring his wish to be admitted into the bosom
of the Church of Rome.
“Shall I bring a priest?” said the Duke. “Do, brother,”
replied the sick man. “ For God’s sake do and lose no time.
But no; you will get into trouble.” “If it costs me my life,”
said the Duke, “I will fetch a priest.”
To find a priest, however, for such a purpose, at a moment’s notice, was not easy. For, as the law then stood,

aside,

science of

,

,

the person

who admitted

a proselyte into the

Roman Catholic

Church was guilty of a capital crime. The Count of Castel
Melhor, a Portuguese nobleman, who, driven by political
troubles from his native land, had been hospitably received
at the English court, undertook to procure a confessor.
He
had recourse to his countrymen who belonged to the Queen’s
household; but he found that none of her chaplains knew
English or French enough to shrive the King. The Duke and
Barillon were about to send to the Venetian minister for a
clergyman, when they heard that a Benedictine monk, named
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John Huddleston, happened to be at Whitehall. This man
had with great risk to himself, saved the King’s life after the
battle of Worcester, and had, on that account, been, ever
,

since the Restoration, a privileged person.

In the sharpest
proclamations which had been put forth against Popish
priests, when false witnesses had inflamed the nation to fury,
Huddleston had been excepted by name.* He readily consented to put his life a second time in peril for his prince but
there was still a difficulty. The honest monk was so illiterate
that he did not know what he ought to say on an occasion
of such importance.
He however obtained some hints,
through the intervention of Castel Melhor, from a Portuguese
ecclesiastic, and, thus instructed, was brought up the back
stairs by Chiffinch, a confidential servant, who, if the satires
of that age are to be credited, had often introduced visitors
of a very different description by the same entrance. The
Duke then, in the King’s name, commanded all who were
present to quit the room, except Lewis Duras, Earl of Feversham, and John Granville, Earl of Bath.
Both these
Lords professed the Protestant religion; but James conceived
that he could counton their fidelity. Feversham, a Frenchman of noble birth, and nephew of the great Turenne, held
high rank in the English army, and was Chamberlain to the
Queen. Bath was Groom of the Stole.
The Duke’s orders were obeyed, and even the physicians
withdrew.
The back door was then opened, and Father
Huddleston entered. A cloak had been thrown over his sacred
vestments, and his shaven crown was concealed by a flowing
wig. “Sir,” said the Duke, “this good man once saved your
life.
He now comes to save your soul.” Charles faintly answered, “He is welcome.” Huddleston went through his part
;

*

that

See the London Gazette of Nov. 21. 1678. Barillon and Burnet say
Huddleston was excepted out of all tbe Acts of Parliament made

against priests; but this

is

a mistake.
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He knelt by the bed listened
pronounced the absolution, and administered extreme unction. He asked if the King wished to

better than had been expected.

,

to the confession,

receive the Lord’s supper.

The

not unworthy.”

“Surely,” said Charles, “if I

host was brought

strove to rise and kneel before

it.

in.

The

c

^p

i

‘

685 .

am

Charles feebly

priest

bade him

lie

and assured him that God would accept the humiliation

still,

of the soul and would not require the humiliation of the body.
,

The King found

much

difficulty in swallowing the bread
open the door and to procure a glass
monk held up a crucifix before
the penitent, charged him to fix his last thoughts on the sufferings of the Redeemer and withdrew. The whole ceremony
had occupied about three quarters of an hour; and, during
that time, the courtiers who filled the outer room had communicated their suspicions to each other by whispers and significant glances. The door was at length thrown open, and the

that

it

so

was necessary

to

of water. This rite ended, the

,

crowd again filled the chamber of death.
It

The King seemed much
had passed. His natural children were
bedside, the Dukes of Grafton, Southampton,

was now

late in the evening.

relieved by what

brought to his

and Northumberland, sons of the Duchess of Cleveland, the
Duke of Saint Albans, son of Eleanor Gwynn, and the Duke
of Richmond son of the Duchess of Portsmouth. Charles
blessed them all, but spoke with peculiar tenderness to Richmond. One face which should have been there was wanting.
The eldest and best beloved child was an exile and a wanderer. His name was not once mentioned by his father.
During the night Charles earnestly recommended the
Duchess of Portsmouth and her boy to the care of James;
“And do not,” he good-naturedly added, “let poor Nelly
starve.” The Queen sent excuses for her absence by Halifax.
She said that she was too much disordered to resume her post
by the couch, and implored pardon for any olfence which she
,
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might unwittingly have given.

“She ask my pardon, poor

woman ” cried Charles “ I ask hers with all my heart.”
The morning light began to peep through the windows
I

;

of

Whitehall; and Charles desired the attendants to pull aside
the curtains, that he might have one

He remarked

more look

at the day.

it was time to wind up a clock which stood
These little circumstances were long remembered, because they proved beyond dispute that, when he declared himself a Roman Catholic, he was in full possession of
his faculties.
He apologized to those who had stood round
him all night for the trouble which he had caused. He had
been, he said, a most unconscionable time dying; but he
hoped that they would excuse it. This was the last glimpse of
that exquisite urbanity, so often found potent to charm away
the resentment of a justly incensed nation. Soon after dawn

that

near his bed.

the speech of the dying man failed. Before ten his senses
were gone. Great numbers had repaired to the churches at
the hour of morning service. When the prayer for the King
was read loud groans and sobs showed how deeply his people
felt for him.
At noon on Friday, the sixth of February, he
passed away without a struggle.*
,

*
Clarke’s Life of James the Second , i. 146. Orig. Mem. ; Barillon’s
Citters’s Despatches of Feb. A-. and Feb. A.
-fo 1685;
Huddleston’s Narrative Letters of Philip, second Earl of Chesterfield,
Sir
H. Ellis’s Original Letters, First Series, iii.333.; Second Series,
217.;
ir. 74.; Cbaillot MS.; Burnet, i. 606.; Evelyn's Diary, Feb. 4
168f.;
Welwood's Memoirs, 140. ; North's Life of Guildford, 252. ; Examen,64S.
Hawkins’s Life of Ken ; Dryden’s Threnodia Augustalis; Sir II. Halford’s
Essay on Deaths of Eminent Persons. See also a fragment of a letter
which Lord Bruce wrote long after be- had become Earl of Ailesbury, and
which is printed in the European Magazine for April, 1795. Ailesbury
calls Burnet an impostor. Yet bis own narrative and Burnet’s will not, to
any candid and sensible reader, appear to contradict each other. I have
seen in the British Museum, and also in the Library of the Boyal Institution, a curious broadside containing an account of the death of
Charles. It will be found in the Somers Collection. The author was
evidently a zealous Roman Catholic, and must have had access to good
sources of information. I strongly suspect that he had been in communication, directly or indirectly, with James himself. No name is given

Despatch of Feb

.

;
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people throughout Europe, and

'^

P-

1

in

England, were

in the habit of attribu-

of princes, especially when the prince

i’

685 .

wass.u s Pj-

popular and the death unexpected, to the foulest and darkest

o

f

r»ison.

Thus James the First had been accused
of poisoning Prince Henry. Thus Charles the First had been
accused of poisoning James the First. Thus when, in the
kind of assassination.

but the initials are perfectly intelligible, except in one place.
;
said that the D. of Y. was reminded of the duty which be owed to his
A. C. F. I must own myself quite unable to decipher the
It is some consolation that Sir Walter Scott was equally
last five letters.
unsuccessful. Since the first edition of this work was published , several
very ingenious conjectures touching these mysterious letters have been
communicated to me; but l am convinced that the true solution has not
yet been suggested.
It should seem that no transactions in history ought to be more accurately known to us than those which took place round the deathbed of
Charles the Second.
have several relations written by persons who
were actually in his room. We have several relations written by persons
who, though not themselves eye witnesses, had the best opportunities of
obtaining information from eye witnesses. Yet whoever attempts to
digest this vast mass of materials into a consistent narrative will find the
task a difficult one. Indeed James and his wife, when they told the story
The
to the nuns of Chaillot, could not agree as to some circumstances.
Queen said that, after Charles bad received the last sacraments, the
Protestant Bishops renewed their exhortations. TheKingsaid that nothing
of the kind took place. “Surely," said the Queen, “you told me so
yourself.” “It is impossible that I could have told you so,” said the
King; “ for nothing of the sort happened.”
It is much to be regretted that Sir Henry nalford should have taken
so little trouble to ascertain the facts on which be pronounced judgment.
He does not seem to have been aware of the existence of the narratives
of James, Barillon, and Huddleston.
As this is the first occasion on which I cite the correspondence of
the Dutch ministers at the English court, I ought here to mention that
a series of their despatches, from the accession of James the Second to
his flight, forms one of the most valuable parts of the Mackintosh collection.
The subsequent despatches, down to the settlement of the government in February, 1689, 1 procured from the Hague. The Dutch archives
have been far too little explored. They abound with information interesting in the highest degree to every Englishman. They are admirably
arranged; and they are in the charge of gentlemen whose courtesy, liberality, and real for the interests of literature, cannot be too highly
praised. 1 wish to acknowledge, in the strongest manner, my own obliat length
It is

brother by P-

M

We

gations to Mr.

De Jongc and

to

Mr. Van Zwanne.
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c®y P- time of the Commonwealth, the Princess Elizabeth died at
Carisbrook, it was loudly asserted that Cromwell had stooped
"i6Bi

and dastardly wickedness of mixing noxious
drugs with the food of a young girl whom he had no conceivable motive to injure.* A few years later, the rapid decomposition of Cromwell’s own corpse was ascribed by many to a
deadly potion administered in his medicine. The death of

to the senseless

Charles the Second could scarcely

mours.

fail to

occasion similar ru-

The public ear had been repeatedly abused by

stories

There was, therefore, in
many minds, a strong predisposition to suspicion; and there
were some unlucky circumstances which, to minds so predisposed, might seem to indicate that a crime had been perpetrated.
The fourteen Doctors who deliberated on the King’s
case contradicted each other and themselves. Some of them
thought that his fit was epileptic, and that he should be suffered to have his doze out. The majority pronounced him
apoplectic, and tortured him during some hours like an Indian
Then it was determined to call his complaint a
at a stake.
fever, and to administer doses of bark. One physician, however, protested against this course, and assured the Queen
that his brethren would kill the King among them. Nothing
better than dissension and vacillation could be expected from
such a multitude of advisers. But many of the vulgar not unof Popish plots against his

life.

naturally concluded, from the perplexity of the great masters

of the healing art, that the malady had some extraordinary
origin.

There

is

reason to believe that a horrible suspicion

did actually cross the mind of Short, who, though skilful in

seems to have been a nervous and fanciful
man, and whose perceptions were probably confused by dread
of the odious imputations to which he, as a Roman Catholic,
his profession,

* Clarendon mentions this calumny with just scorn. “According to
the charity of the time towards Cromwell, very many would have it believed to he by poison, ol which there was no appearance, nor any proof

ever after made."

Book

xiv.
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was peculiarly exposed. We cannot, therefore, wonder that
wild stories without number were repeated and believed by
His Majesty’s tongue had swelled to the
the common people.
A cake of deleterious powder had
size of a neat’s tongue.
been found in his brain. There were blue spots on his breast.
There were black spots on his shoulder. Something had been
put into his snuffbox. Something had been put into his broth.
Something had been put into his favourite dish of eggs and
ambergrease. The Duchess of Portsmouth had poisoned him
in a cup of chocolate.
The Queen had poisoned him in a jar
of dried pears. Such tales ought to be preserved for they
furnish us with a measure of the intelligence and virtue of the
generation which eagerly devoured them. That no rumour of
the same kind has ever, in the present age, found credit
among us, even when lives on which great interests depended
have been terminated by unforeseen attacks of disease, is to
be attributed partly to the progress of medical and chemical
science, but partly also, it may be hoped, to the progress
which the nation has made in good sense, justice, and hu-

C

P-

J^
1685.”"

;

manity.*

When

was over, James retired from the bedside to his
he remained alone,
Meanwhile the Privy Councillors who were in the palace assembled. The new King came forth, and took his place at
all

closet, where, during a quarter of an hour,

the head of the board.

He commenced

speech of
to the

Council,

his administration,

according to usage, by a speech to the Council. He expressed his regret for the loss which he had just sustained,
* Welwood, 139.; Burnet,!. 609.; Sheffield’s Character of Charles
(he Second; North’s Life of Guildford, 252.; Examen, 648.; Revolution
Politics; Higgons on Burnet. What North says of the embarrassment
and vacillation of the physicians is confirmed by the despatches ofCitters.
I have been much perplexed by the strange story about Short’s suspi-

cions.

I

was, at one time, inclined to adopt North’s solution. But,
to the authority of Welwood and Burnet in
the testimony of so well informed and so

though 1 attach little weight
such a case, I cannot reject

unwilling a witness as Sheffield.
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promised to imitate the singular lenity which had distinguished the late reign. He was aware, he said, that he
had been accused of a fondness for arbitrary power. But that
was not the only falsehood which had been told of him. He
was resolved to maintain the established government both in
Church and State. The Church of England he knew to be
an(j h e

eminently loyal.

It

should therefore always be his care to

The laws of England, he also knew,
make him as great a King as he could wish to
He would not relinquish his own rights; but he would

support and defend her.

were
be.

sufficient to

respect the rights of others.
in

He had

formerly risked his

defence of his country, and he would

still

go as

far as

life

any

man in support of her just liberties.
This speech was not, like modern speeches on similar
occasions, carefully prepared by the advisers of the sovereign.
It

was the extemporaneous expression of the new King’s

feelings at a

moment of

great excitement.

The members

tude.

The Lord

President, Rochester, in the

of

and

grati-

name

of his

the Council broke forth into clamours of delight

brethren, expressed a hope that His Majesty’s most welcome
declaration

would be made public.

The

Solicitor General,

He was a zealous
to act as clerk.
churchman, and, as such, was naturally desirous that there

Heneage Finch, offered

should be some permanent record of the gracious promises
which had just been uttered. “Those promises,” he said,

“have made so deep an impression on me thatl can repeat them
for word.” He soon produced his report. James read it,
approved of it, and ordered it to be published. Atalater period
he said that he had taken this step without due consideration,
that his unpremeditated expressions touching the Church of
England were too strong, and that Finch had, with a dexterity
which at the time escaped notice, made them still stronger."

word

*
ii.

London Gazette, Feb.

3.} Barillon,

Feb.

9
-j

^

;

9.

168}; Clarke's Life of

Evelyn's Diary, Feb.

James

the Second,
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The King had been exhausted by long watching and by
many violent emotions. He now retired to rest. The Privy

c »* p -

Councillors , having respectfully accompanied him to his bed- ; ame ,
chamber, returned to their seats, and issued orders for the clamed,

ceremony of proclamation. The Guards were under arms;
the heralds appeared in their gorgeous coats and the pageant
proceeded without any obstruction. Casks of wine were broken
up in the streets , and all who passed were invited to drink to
the health of the new sovereign. But, though an occasional
shout was raised, the people were not in a joyoug mood. Tears
were seen in many eyes and it was remarked that there was
scarcely a housemaid inLondon who had not contrived to procure some fragment of black crape in honour of King Charles.*
;

;

The

funeral called forth

much

censure.

It

_

„

would, indeed,

hardly have been accounted worthy of a noble and opulent
subject. The Tories gently blamed, the new King’s parsimony; the Whigs sneered at his want of natural affection;

and the

fiery

Covenanters of Scotland exultingly proclaimed

had
and that the departed tyrant had been
buried with the burial of an ass.** Yet James commenced his
administration with a large measure of public good will. His
speech to the Council appeared in print, and the impression
which it produced was highly favourable to him. This then,
was the prince whom a faction had driven into exile and had
tried to rob of his birthright, on the ground that he was a
deadly enemy to the religion and laws of England. He had
triumphed; he was on the throne; and his first act was to
declare that he would defend the Church, and would strictly
respect the rights of his people.
The estimate which all
parties had formed of his character, added weight to every

that the curse denounced of old against wicked princes

been

signally fulfilled,

,

*

6*1.

;

••

See the authorities cited in the last note. See also the Examen,
i. 620.; Iliggons on Burnet.
London Gazette, Feb. t*. 16&f; Evelyn’s Diary of the same day

Burnet,

Burnet, i. 610. ; The Hind
Macaulay, History. II,

let loose.
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that

fell

implacable,

from him.

obstinate,

The Whigs

called

him haughty,

regardless of public opinion.

The

Rories, while they extolled his princely virtues, had often

lamented

of the arts which conciliate popularity.
had never represented him as a man likely to
by
promising what he had no intention of performing. On the
Sunday which followed his accession, his speech was quoted
“We have now for our Church cried one
in many pulpits.
loyal preacher, “the word of a King, and of a King who was
never worse than his word.” This pointed sentence was fast
circulated through town and country, and was soon the watchword of the whole Tory party.*
The great offices of state had become vacant by the demise
of the crown; and it was necessary for James to determine
how they should be filled. Few of the members of the late
cabinet had any reason to expect his favour. Sunderland,
who was Secretary of State, and Godolpbin, who was First
Lord of the Treasury, had supported the Exclusion Bill.
Halifax, who held the Privy Seal, had opposed that bill with
unrivalled powers of argument and eloquence. But Halifax
was the mortal enemy of despotism and of Popery. He saw
with dread the progress of the French arms on the continent,
and the influence of French gold in the counsels of England.
Had his advice been followed, the laws would have been
strictly observed; clemency would have been extended to
the vanquished Whigs: the Parliament would have been
convoked in due season an attempt would have been made
to reconcile our domestic factions; and the principles of the
Triple Alliance would again have guided our foreign policy.
He had therefore incurred the bitter animosity of James.
The Lord Keeper Guildford could hardly be said to belong to
either of the parties into which the court was divided. He
his neglect

Satire itself

court public favour by professing what he did not feel , and

State of
the administra
tion.

;

*

Burnet, i.628.; Lestrauge, Observator, Feb.

It. 168$.
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could by no means be called a friend of liberty; and yet be chap.
had so great a reverence for the letter of the law that he was ~

He was accordingly
designated by the vehement Tories as a Trimmer, and was to
James an object of aversion with which contempt was largely
mingled. Ormond, who was Lord Steward of the Household
and Viceroy of Ireland, then resided at Dublin. His claims
on the royal gratitude were superior to those of any other
subject. He had fought bravely for Charles the First he had
shared the exile of Charles the Second and, since the Restoration, he had, in spite of many provocations, kept his loyalty
unstained. Though he had been disgraced during the predominance of the Cabal, he had never gone into factious
opposition, and had, in the days of the Popish Plot and the
Exclusion Bill, been foremost among the supporters of the
throne. He was now old, and had been recently tried by the
most cruel of all calamities. He had followed to the grave a
not a serviceable tool of arbitrary power.

;

;

son who should have been his own chief mourner, the gallant
Ossory. The eminent services, the venerable age, and the
domestic misfortunes of Ormond made him an object of general interest to the nation.
The Cavaliers regarded him as,
both by right of seniority and right of merit, their head and
Whigs knew that, faithful as he had always been to the
cause of monarchy , he was no friend either to despotism or to
;

the

But, high as he stood in the public estimation, he
James, into expect from his new master.
deed, while still a subject, had urged his brother to make
a complete change in the Irish administration. Charles had
assented; and it had been arranged that, in a few months,
Rochester should be appointed Lord Lieutenant.*
Rochester was the only member of the cabinet who stood n«w *rhigh in the favour of the new King. The general expectation menu.
Popery.

had little favour

*

The

subject

which passed between Rochester and Ormond on
be found in the Clarendon Correspondence.

letters

will

this
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was that he would be immediately placed at the head of
affairs, and that all the other great officers of state would be
changed.
This expectation proved to be well founded in
part only. Rochester was declared Lord Treasurer, and thus
became prime minister. Neither a Lord High Admiral nor a
Board of Admiralty was appointed. The new King, who
loved the details of naval business, and would have made a
respectable clerk in the dockyard at Chatham, determined to
be his own minister of marine. Under him the management
of that important department was confided to Samuel Pepys,
whose library and diary have kept his name fresh to our time.
No servant of the late sovereign was publicly disgraced.
Sunderland exerted so much art and address, employed so
many intercessors, and was in possession of so many secrets,
that he was suffered to retain his seals. Godolphin’s obsequiousness, industry, experience, and taciturnity, could ill
be spared. As he was no longer wanted at the Treasury, he
was made Chamberlain to the Queen. With these three Lords
the King took counsel on all important questions. As to Halifax, Ormond, and Guildford, he determined not yet to
dismiss them, but merely to humble and annoy them.
Halifax was told that he must give up the Privy Seal and
accept the Presidency of the Council.
He submitted with
extreme reluctance. For, though the President of the Council had always taken precedence of the Lord Privy Seal, the
Lord Privy Seal was, in that age, a much more important
officer than the Lord President. Rochester had not forgotten
the jest which had been made a few months before on his own
removal from the Treasury , and enjoyed in his turn the
pleasure of kicking his rival up stairs. The Privy Seal was delivered to Rochester’s elder brother, Henry Earl of Clarendon.
To Barillon James expressed the strongest dislike of
Halifax. “I know him well, I never can trust him. He shall
have no share in the management of public business. As to
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show

J*

how

little influence he has.”
But to Halifax it was thought
convenient to hold a very different language. “All the past
is forgotten,” said the King, “except the service which you
did me in the debate on the Exclusion Bill.” This speech

-

16gs

has often been cited to prove that James was not so vindictive
as he has been called by his enemies.
It seems rather to
prove that he by no means deserved the praises which have
been bestowed on his sincerity by his friends.*
Ormond was politely informed that his services were no
longer needed in Ireland, and was invited to repair to Whitehall, and to perform the functions of Lord Steward.
He
dutifully submitted, but did not affect to deny that the new
arrangement wounded his feelings deeply. On the eve of his
departure he gave a magnificent banquet at Kilmainham Hospital, then just completed, to the officers of the garrison of
Dublin. After dinner he rose, filled a goblet to the brim
with wine, and, holding it up, asked whether he had spilt
one drop.
“No, gentlemen; whatever the courtiers may
say, I am not yet sunk into dotage.
My hand does not fail me
yet; and my hand is not steadier than my heart.
To the
health of King James ” Such was tlje last farewell of Ormond to Ireland. He left the administration in the hands of
Lord Justices, and repaired to London, where he was received with unusual marks of public respect. Many persons
of rank went forth to meet him on the road. A long train of
equipages followed him into Saint James’s Square, where his
mansion stood; and the Square was thronged by a multitude
which greeted him with loud acclamations.**
!

*

Feb.
**

The

ministerial changes are

19. 168f.

See Burnet,

Ireland, 1690;

i.

announced

in the

621.; Barillon, Feb.

Ormond; Secret Consults
Memoirs of Ireland, 1116.

Carte’s Life of

of the

London Gazette,
JJ.;

and

^

Romish Party
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Sir

Georgo
Jeffreys.

The Great

Seal was left

in Guildford’s custody: but a
indignity was at the same time offered to him. It was
determined that another lawyer of more vigour and audacity
should be called to assist in the administration. The person

marked

selected was Sir

of King’s Bench.

George

The

Jeffreys, Chief Justice of the Court

depravity of this

man

has passed into

Both the great English parties have attacked his
with emulous violence: for the Whigs considered
him as their most barbarous enemy; and the Tories found
it convenient to throw on him the blame of all the crimes
which had sullied their triumph. A diligent and candid inquiry will show that some frightful stories which have been
told concerning him are false or exaggerated.
Yet the disa proverb.

memory

passionate historian will be able to

make very little deduction

from the vast mass of infamy with which the memory of the
wicked judge has been loaded.
He was a man of quick and vigorous parts, but constitutionally prone to insolence and to the angry passions. When
just emerging from boyhood he had risen into practice at the
Old Bailey bar, a bar where advocates have always used a
Here,
license of tongue unknown in Westminster Hall.
during many years, his chief business was to examine and
cross-examine the most hardened miscreants of a great capital.
Daily conflicts with prostitutes and thieves called
out and exercised his powers so effectually that he became
the most consummate bully ever known in his profession. All
tenderness for the feelings of others,

all self-respect, all

sense

He acof the becoming, were obliterated from his mind.
quired a boundless co mmand of the rhetoric in which the
vulgar express hatred and contempt. The profusion of maledictions

and vituperative

epithets

which composed

his voca-

bulary could hardly have been rivalled in the fish-market or
the bear-garden. His countenance and his voice must always

have been unamiable.

But these natural advantages,

— for
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he had improved to CHAP.
such he seems to have thought them,
IV.
such a degree that there were few who , in his paroxysms of I58S.
Impudence
rage, could see or hear him without emotion.
and ferocity sate upon his brow. The glare of his eyes had a
fascination for the unhappy victim on whom they were fixed.
Yet his brow and his eye were said to be less terrible than the
savage lines of his mouth. His yell of fury, as was said by
one who had often heard it, sounded like the thunder of the
judgment day. These qualifications he carried, while still a
young man, from the bar to the bench. He early became
Common Serjeant and then Recorder of London. As a judge
at the City sessions he exhibited the same propensities which
afterwards, in a higher post, gained for him an unenviable
Already might be remarked in him the most
immortality.
odious vice which is incident to human nature, a delight in
misery merely as misery. There was a fiendish exultation
in the way in which he pronounced sentence on offenders.
Their weeping and imploring seemed to titillate him voluptuously; and he loved to scare them into fits by dilating with
luxuriant amplification on all the details of what they were to
Thus, when he had an opportunity of ordering an
suffer.
unlucky adventuress to be whipped at the cart’s tail, “Hangwould exclaim, “I charge you to pay particular
he
man,”
Scourge her soundly, man. Scourge
attention to this lady
1

her

till

the blood runs

down

1

It is Christmas, a cold

time

See that you warm her shoulders
facetious when he passed
judgment on poor Lodowick Muggleton, the drunken tailor
who fancied himself a prophet. “Impudent rogue 1” roared
Jeffreys, “thou shalt have an easy, easy, easy punishment!”
One part of this easy punishment was the pillory, in which the
wretched fanatic was almost killed with brickbats.**
for

Madam

thoroughly

•

**

to strip in!

”

1

*

He was hardly less

Christmas Sessions Paper of 1678.
The Acts of the Witnesses of the Spirit, party, chapter

v.

In this
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By

this

time the heart of Jeffreys had been hardened to

— that temper which tyrants require in their worst implements.
He had

hitherto looked for professional

corporation of London.

He had

advancement to the

therefore professed himself

Roundhead and had always appeared to be in a higher state
of exhilaration when he explained to Popish priests that they
were to be cut down alive, and were to see their own bowels
burned, than when he passed ordinary sentences of death. But,
as soon as he had got all that the City could give, he made
haste to sell his forehead of brass and his tongue of venom to
the Court. Chiffinch who was accustomed to act as broker in
infamous contracts of more than one kind, lent his aid. He had
conducted many amorous and many political intrigues; but he
assuredly never rendered a more scandalous service to his
masters than when he introduced Jeffreys to Whitehall. The
a

,

,

renegade soon found a patron in the obdurate and revengeful
James, but was always regarded with scorn and disgust by
Charles, whose faults, great as they were, had no affinity with
insolence and cruelty. “That man,” said the King, “has no
learning, no sense, no manners, and more impudence than ten
Work was to be done, however,
carted street-walkers.”*
which could be trusted to no man who reverenced law or was
sensible of shame; and thus Jeffreys, at an age at which a
barrister thinks himself fortunate if he is employed to conduct
an important cause, was made Chief Justice of the King’s

Bench.
His enemies could not deny that he possessed some of the
His legal knowledge indeed was
qualities of a great judge.
merely such as he had picked up in practice of no very high
But he had one of those happily constituted intellects
kind.
,

,

his fashion, revenges himself on the “bawling
devil,” as he calls Jeffreys, by a string of curses which Ernulphus might
have envied. The trial was in January, 1677.

work, Lodowick, after

*
This saying is to be found in many contemporary pamphlets.
Titus Oates was never tired of quoting it. See his Einwr Baoih*rj.
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which , across labyrinths of sophistry, and through masses of CHAP.
IV.
immaterial facts, go straight to the true point. Of his intellect, • 1685.
however, he seldom had the full use. Even in civil causes his
malevolent and despotic temper perpetually disordered his

judgment. To enter his court was to enter the den of a wild
beast, which none could tame, and which was as likely to be
roused to rage by caresses as by attacks. He frequently poured
forth

on

plaintiffs

and defendants,

barristers

and attorneys,

witnesses and jurymen, torrents of frantic abuse, intermixed

and curses. His looks and tones had inspired terror
when he was merely a young advocate struggling into practice.
Now that he was at the head of the most formidable tribunal in
the realm, there were few indeed who did not tremble before
him. Even when he was sober, his violence was sufficiently
frightful.
But in general his reason w^s overclouded and his
His
evil passions stimulated by the fumes of intoxication.
evenings were ordinarily given to revelry. People who saw
him only over his bottle would have supposed him to be a man
gross indeed, sottish, and addicted to low company and low
merriment, but social and good-humoured. He was constantly
surrounded on such occasions by buffoons selected, for the
most part, from among the vilest pettifoggers who practised
before him. These men bantered and abused each other for
with oaths

his entertainment.

He joined in their ribald talk, sang

catches

when his head grew hot, hugged and kissed
them in an ecstacy of drunken fondness. But, though wine at
first seemed to soften his heart, the effect a few hours later was
very different. He often came to the judgment seat, having
with them, and,

kept the court waiting long, and yet having but half slept off
his debauch his cheeks on fire, his eyes staring like' those of a
maniac. When he was in this state, his boon companions of
the preceding night, if they were wise, kept out of his way: for
the recollection of the familiarity to which he had admitted
,

them

inllarned his malignity

;

and he was sure

to take every op-
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CHAP.

portunityof overwhelming them with execration and invective.

IV.

1684.

Not the

least odious of his

many odious

peculiarities

was the

pleasure which he took in publicly brow-beating and mortifying

those

whom,

in his fits

of maudlin tenderness, he had en-

couraged to presume on his favour.
The services which the government had expected from him
were performed, not merely without flinching, but eagerly and
triumphantly.
His first exploit was the judicial murder of
Algernon Sidney. What followed was in perfect harmony with
Respectable Tories lamented the disgrace
this beginning.
which the barbarity and indecency of so great a functionary
brought upon the administration of justice. But the excesses
which filled such men with horror were titles to the esteem of
James. Jeffreys, therefore, after the death of Charles, obtained a seat in the cabinet and a peerage. This last honour
was a signal mark of royal approbation. For, since the judicial
system of the realm had been remodelled in the thirteenth
century, no Chief Justice had been a Lord of Parliament.*
Guildford now found himself superseded in all his political
functions, and restricted to his business as a judge in equity.
At Council he was treated by Jeffreys with marked incivility.
The whole legal patronage was in the hands of the Chief
Justice ; and it was well known by the bar that the surest way
to propitiate the Chief Justice was to treat the Lord Keeper
with disrespect.
The revenue
collected

without
an Act o

James had not been many hours King when a dispute arose
between the two heads of the law. The customs had been
settled on Charles only for life, and could not therefore be

Parlia-

ment.
• The chief sources of information concerning Jeffreys are the State
Trials and North’s Life of Lord Guildford. Some touches of minor importance I owe to contemporary pamphlets in verse and prose. Such are
the Bloody Assizes, the Life and Death of George Lord Jeffreys, the
Panegyric on the late Lord Jeffreys, the Letter to the Lord Chancellor,
Jeffreys's Elegy. See also Evelyn’s Diary, Dec. 5. 1683, Oct. 31.1685. I scarcely need advise every reader to consult Lord Campbell’s excellent book.
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Some weeks must

House of Commons could be chosen.

If, in

the

c

—^

Pi

meantime, the duties were suspended, the revenue would
suffer; the regular course to trade would be interrupted; the
consumer would derive no benefit; and the only gainers would
be those fortunate speculators whose cargoes might happen to
arrive during the interval between the demise of the crown and
the meeting of the Parliament. The Treasury was besieged by
merchants whose warehouses were filled with goods on which
duty had been paid, and who were in grievous apprehension of
being undersold and ruined. Impartial men must admit that
this was one of those cases in which a government may be justified in deviating from the strictly constitutional course.
But,
when it is necessary to deviate from the strictly constitutional
course, the deviation clearly ought to be no greater than the
necessity requires. Guildford felt this and gave advice which
did him honour. He proposed that the duties should be levied,
but should be kept in the Exchequer apart from other suifis till
the Parliament should meet. In this way the King, while violating the letter of the laws would show that he wished to conform to their spirit. Jeffreys gave very different counsel He
advised James to put forth an edict declaring it to be His Majesty’s will and pleasure that the customs should continue to be
paid. This advice was well suited to the King’s temper. The
judicious proposition of the Lord Keeper was rejected as
worthy only of a Whig, or of what was still worse a Trimmer.
A proclamation, such as the Chief Justice had suggested, appeared. Some people expected that a violent outbreak of
public indignation would be the consequence but they were
deceived. The spirit of opposition had not yet revived and
the court might safely venture to take steps which, five
years before, would have produced a rebellion. In the City of
London, lately so turbulent, scarcely a murmur was heard.*
,

,

.

,

:

'

;

*

London

Gazelle, Feb. 12. 168}.

Norlh’s Life of Guildford, 254.
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would

a Par-

shortly meet.

1

ctiied?

•which announced that the customs
announced also that a Parliament would
was not without many misgivings that James

TIue proclamation,
still

-be levied,
It

had determined

to call the Estates of his realm together.

moment was, indeed, most
Never

The

auspicious for a general election.

since the accession of the

House of Stuart had the con-

stituent bodies been so favourably disposed towards the court.
But the new sovereign’s mind was haunted by an apprehen-

sion not to be mentioned, even at this distance of time, with-

He was

out shame and indignation.

afraid that

by summon-

ing his Parliament he might incur the displeasure of the King

of France.
Tram-

To

the

King of France

it

mattered

little

which of the two

between

English parties triumphed at the elections : for

jameaand

menk wjjich had me t

£[*“

cb

s i nce

all

the Parlia-

the Restoration, whatever might

have been their temper as to domestic politics, had been
jealous of the growing power of the House of Bourbon. On
this subject there was little difference between the Whigs and
the sturdy country gentlemen who formed the main strength
of the Tory party. Lewis had therefore spared neither bribes
nor menaces to prevent Charles from convoking the Houses
and James, who had from the first been in the secret of his
brother’s foreign politics, had now, in becoming King of England, become also a hireling and vassal of France.
Rochester, Godolphin, and Sunderland, who now formed
the interior cabinet, were perfectly aware that their late master
had been in the habit of receiving money from the court of
Versailles.
They were consulted by James as to the expediency of convoking the legislature.

They owned

the great

importance of keeping Lewis in good humour: but it seemed
to them that the calling of a Parliament was not a matter of
Patient as the nation appeared to be, there were
choice.
limits to its patience.

The

principle that the

subject could not be lawfully taken by the

money of

the

King without the

•
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Commons, -was firmly rooted in the public mind;
and though , on an extraordinary emergency , even Whigs
might be willing to pay, during a few weeks, duties not imassent of the

posed by

statute,

it

c

—^

p*

was certain that even Tories would become

refractory if such irregular taxation should continue longer

than the special circumstances which alone justified

it.

The

Houses then must meet; and, since

it was so, the sooner they
were summoned the better.
Even the short delay which
would be occasioned by a reference to Versailles might produce irreparable mischief. Discontent and suspicion would
spread fast through society. Halifax would complain that the
fundamental principles of the constitution were violated. The
Lord Keeper, like a cowardly pedantic special pleader as he
was , would tpke the same side. What might have beep done
with a good grace would at last be done with a bad grace.
Those very ministers whom His Majesty most wished to lower
in the public estimation would gain popularity at his expense.
The ill temper of the nation might seriously affect the result of

the elections.

King

These arguments were unanswerable.

The

therefore notified to the country his intention of holding

But he was

a Parliament.
self from the

guilt

painfully anxions to exculpate himof having acted undutifully and disrespectHe led Barillon into a private room,

fully towards France.

and

there apologized for having dared to take so important a

step without the previous sanction of Lewis.
master,*' said James, “of

know
what

I

I

know

I

himself by not adhering
will take good care not to let the Houses

affairs.

mischief, I will send

plain this to

do nothing.

my brother brought on

steadily to France.

make

“Assure your

gratitude and attachment.

that without his protection I can

troubles

'meddle with foreign
to

my

my good

If I see in them any disposition
them about their business. ExI hope that he will not take it

brother.

amiss that I have acted without consulting him. He has a right
to be consulted; and it is my wish to consult him about every-
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"jjjjj:

thing.

But

in this case the delay

even of a week might have

— produced serious consequences. ”
These ignominious excuses were

,

on the following morn-

by Rochester. Barillon received them civilly.
Rochester, grown bolder, proceeded to ask for money. “It
ing, repeated

be well laid out,” he said; “ your master cannot employ
revenues better. Represent to him strongly how important

will

his

that the

it is

King of England should be dependent, not on his

own people, but on the friendship of France alone.”*
Barillon hastened to communicate to Lewis the wishes

of the English government; but Lewis had already anticipated
act, after he was apprised of the death of
bills of exchange on England to the
hundred thousand livres , a sum equivalent to
about thirty- seven thousand five hundred pounds sterling.
Such bills were not then to be easily procured in Paris at a
day’s notice. In a few hours, however, the purchase was
effected, and a courier started for London.** As soon as
Barillon received the remittance, he flew to Whitehall, and
communicated the welcome news. James was not ashamed
to shed, or pretend to shed, tears of delight and gratitude.
“Nobody but your King,” he said, “does such kind, such
noble things. I never can be grateful enough. Assure him
that my attachment will last to the end of my days.” Rochester,
Sunderland, and Godolphin came, one after another, to
embrace the ambassador, and to whisper to him that he had

them.

His

first

Charles, was to collect

amount of

given

five

new life to

their royal master.***

were pleased
had shown, they were by
no means satisfied with the amount of the donation. As they

But though James and

his three advisers

with the promptitude which Lewis

•

The

chief authority for those transactions

is

Barillon’s despatch of

A. 1685. It will be found in the Appendix to Mr. Fox’s History.
See also Preston’s letter to James, dated April i|. 1685, in Dalrymple.
** Lewis to Barillon, Feb.
1685.
Jjj.
*** Barillon, Feb.
1685.

Feb.
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were afraid, however, that they might give offence by im- chap.
*
portunate mendicancy, they merely hinted their wishes. —
They declared that they had no intention of higgling with so
generous a benefactor as the French King , and that they were
They, at the same

willing to trust entirely to his munificence.

him by a large sacrifice of naIt was well known that one chief end of his
was to add the Belgian provinces to his dominions.
England was bound by a treaty, which had been concluded
with Spain when Danby was Lord Treasurer, to resist any
attempt which France might make on those provinces. The
time, attempted to propitiate

tional

honour.

politics

three ministers informed

sidered that treaty as

Barillon that

no longer

obligatory.

their master conIt

had been made,

might, perhaps, have been binding
on him; but his brother did not think himself bound by it.
might, therefore, without any fear
King
Christian
The most
they said, by Charles:

it

of opposition from England, proceed to annex Brabant and
Hainault to his empire.*
Chorchiu
It was at the same time resolved that an extraordinary
^ Senl aD1 ~
.
embassy should be sent to assure Lewis of the gratitude and bassador
raDCe
affection of James. For this mission was selected a man who
did not as yet occupy a very eminent position, but whose
renown, strangely made up of infamy and glory, filled at a
•

'

later period the whole civilised world.

Soon

after the Restoration, in the

gay and dissolute times

celebrated by the lively pen of Hamilton, James, young and

His
h ">lorr ’

ardent in the pursuit of pleasure, had been attracted by Arabella Churchill, one of the maids of honour who waited on his
The young lady was not beautiful but the taste of
first wife.
James was not nice: and she became his avowed mistress.
She was the daughter of a poor Cavalier knight who haunted
Whitehall, and made himself ridiculous by publishing a dull
and affected folio, long forgotten, in praise of monarchy and
:

Barillon

,

Feb. U- 1685.
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The

were pressing;
was ardent; and their only feeling about Araseems to have been joyful surprise that so
plain a girl should have attained such high preferment.
Her interest was indeed of great use to her relations; but
none of them was so fortunate as her eldest brother John, a
fine youth, who carried a pair of colours in the foot guards.
He rose fast in the court and in the army., and was early
distinguished as a man of fashion and of pleasure. His stature
was commanding, his face handsome, his address singularly
winning, yet of such dignity that the most impertinent fops
never ventured to take any liberty with him; his temper,
even in the most vexatious and irritating circumstances,
always under perfect command. His education had been so
much neglected, that he could not spell the most common
words of his own language but his acute and vigorous understanding amply supplied the place of book learning. He was
not loquacious: but, when he was forced to speak in public,
his natural eloquence moved the envy of practised rhetoricians.
His courage was singularly cool and imperturbable.
During many years of anxiety and peril, he never, in any
emergency, lost, even for a moment, the perfect use of his
admirable judgment.
In his twenty-third year he was sent with his regiment to
join the French forces, then engaged in operations against
His serene intrepidity distinguished him among
Holland.
His professional skill comthousands of brave soldiers.
manded the respect of veteran officers. He was publicly
thanked at the head of the army, and received many marks
of esteem and confidence from Turenne, who was then at the
monarchs.

— —— their

necessities of the Churchills

loyalty

bella’s seduction

:

height of the military glory.

Unhappily the splendid qualities of John Churchill were
mingled with alloy of the most sordid kind. Some propensities, which in youth are singularly ungraceful, began very
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show themselves in him. He was thrifty in his very
vices, and levied ample contributions on ladies enriched by
the spoils of more liberal lovers. He was, during a short
early to

CHAP.
iv.
lisas.

the object of the violent but fickle fondness of the

time,

Duchess of Cleveland. On one occasion he was caught with
her by the King, and was forced to leap out of the window.
She rewarded this hazardous feat of gallantry with a present

With this sum the prudent young
hero instantly bought an annuity of five hundred a year, well
secured on landed property.* Already his private drawers
contained heaps of broad pieces which, fifty years later, when
of five thousand pounds.

he was a Duke, a Prince of the Empire, and the richest subject in Europe, remained untouched.**

After the close of the war he was attached to the household

Duke of York, accompanied his patron to the Low
Countries and to Edinburgh, and was rewarded for his ser-

of the

and with the command of the only
regiment of dragoons which was then on the English establishvices with a Scotch peerage

ment.*** His wife had a post in the family of James’s younger

daughter, the Princess of Denmark.

Lord Churchill was now sent

as

ambassador extraordinary

Dartmouth's note on Burnet, I. 264. Chesterfield’s Letters, Nov. 18.
1748. Chesterfield is an unexceptionable witness; for the annuity was a
charge on the estate of his grandfather, Halifax. I believe that there is
no foundation for a disgraceful addition to the story which may be found
in Pope:
“ The gallant, too. to whom she naid it down,
Lived to refuse bis mistress hair a crown."
•

Curll calls this a piece of travelling scandal.
**

Pope

in

Spence's Anecdotes.

*** See the Historical Records of the First or Royal Dragoons. The
appointment of Churchill to the command of this regiment was ridiculed
as an instance of absurd partiality- One lampoon of that time, which I
do not remember to have seen in print, but of which a manuscript copy
is

in the British

Museum,

contains these lines:

“Let ’s cut our meat with spoons:
The sense is as good
As that Churchill should
to command the dragoons."

Be put
Macaulay,

llittory. 11.

3

•
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He had it in charge to express the warm gragovernment for the money which had
been so generously bestowed. It had been originally intended that he should, at the same time, ask Lewis for a
much larger sum; but, on full consideration, it was apprehended that such indelicate greediness might disgust the
benefactor whose spontaneous liberality had been so signally
Churchill was therefore directed to confine himdisplayed.
self to thanks for what was past, and to say nothing about the

CnAP. to Versailles.
IV.
J68S-

titude of the English

future .

But James and

even while protesting that
be importunate, contrived to hint, very
intelligibly, what they wished and expected.
In the French
ambassador they had a dexterous, a zealous, and, perhaps,
not a disinterested intercessor. Lewis made some difficulties,
probably with the design of enhancing the value of his gifts.
In a very few weeks, however, Barillon received from Versailles fifteen hundred thousand livres more.
This sum,
equivalent to about a hundred and twelve thousand pounds
sterling, he was instructed to dole out cautiously.
He was
authorised to furnish the English government with thirty
thousand pounds, for the purpose of corrupting members of
they did not

mean

his ministers,

to

new House of Commons.

the

keep

in reserve for

The rest he was directed to
some extraordinary emergency, such as a

dissolution or an insurrection. ••

The

turpitude of these transactions

is

universally acknow-

ledged: but their real nature seems to be often misunderstood;
for, though the foreign policy of the two last Kings of the

House of Stuart has never,

since the

correspondence of

Barillon was exposed to the public eye, found an apologist

among

us, there

domestic policy.

is still

a party which labours to excuse their

Yet it is

Barillon, Fob. 4L
*• Barillon, April

•

certain that

between their domestic

,r' 85 -

Lewis to Barillon, April

4|.
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and

their foreign policy there

dissoluble connexion.

If they

35

was a necessary and

™p

Cl

in-

had upheld, during but a few

-

,,,#5.

months, the honour of the country abroad, they would have

been compelled to change the whole system of their admiTo praise them for refusing to govern in
nistration at home.
conformity with the sense of Parliament, and yet to blame
them for submitting to the dictation of Lewis, is inconsistent.
For they had only one choice, to be dependent on Lewis, or
to be dependent on Parliament.
James, to do him justice, would gladly have found out a
third way: but there was none.
He became the slave of
France: but it would be incorrect to represent him as a contented slave. He had spirit enough to be at times angry with
himself for submitting to such thraldom, and impatient to
break loose from it; and this disposition was studiously encouraged by the agents of many foreign powers.
His accession had excited hopes and fears in every con- Feelings
of the
,,
tmental court: and the commencement of his administration contiwas watched by strangers with interest scarcely less deep governthan that which was felt by his own subjects. One government alone wished that the troubles which had, during three Engl * nd
generations, distracted England , might be eternal. All other
governments, whether republican or monarchical, whether
Protestant or Roman Catholic, wished to see those troubles
•

......

*

happily terminated.

The nature of the long contest between the Stuarts and
was indeed very imperfectly apprehended
by foreign statesmen: but .no statesman could fail to perceive
the effect which that contest had produced on the balance of
power in Europe. In ordinary circumstances , the sympathies
of the courts of Vienna and Madrid would doubtless have been
with a prince struggling against subjects, and especially with

their Parliaments

a Roman Catholic prince struggling against heretical subjects
but all such sympathies were now overpowered by a stronger
3*
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The

and hatred inspired by the greatness, the
and the arrogance of the French King were at the
height. His neighbours might well doubt whether it were
more dangerous to be at war or at peace with him. For in
peace he continued to plunder and to outrage them; and
they had tried the chances of war against him in vain. In
feeling.

fear

injustice,

this perplexity

they looked with intense anxiety towards

Would she

act on the principles of the Triple
Dover? On that
depended the fate of all her neighbours. With her help
Lewis might yet be withstood: but no help could be expected
from her till she was at unity with herself. Before the strife
between the throne and the Parliament began, she had been
a power of the first rank: on the day on which that strife
terminated she became a power of the first rank again; but
while the dispute remained undecided, she was condemned
She had been great under the
to inaction and to vassalage.
Plantagenets and Tudors: she was again great under the
princes who reigned after the Revolution: but, under the
Kings of the House of Stuart, she was a blank in the map
of Europe. She had lost one class of energies, and had not
yet acquired another. That species of force, which, in the
fourteenth century, had enabled her to humble France and
Spain, had ceased to exist. That species of force, which,
in the eighteenth century, humbled France and Spain once
more, had not yet been called into action. The government
was no longer a limited monarchy after the fashion of the
middle ages. It had not yet become a limited monarchy after
the modern fashion. With the vices of two different systems
it had the strength of neither.
The elements of our polity,
instead of combining in harmony, counteracted and neutralised each other.
All was transition, conflict, and disorder.
The chief business of the sovereign was to infringe the privileges of the legislature. The chief business of the legislature

England.

Alliance or on the principles of the treaty of

issue
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was to encroach on the prerogatives of the sovereign. The
King readily accepted foreign aid, which relieved him from
the misery of being dependent on a mutinous Parliament.
The Parliament refused to the King the means of supporting
the national honour abroad, from an apprehension, too well
founded, that those means might be employed in order to
The effect of these jealousies
establish despotism at home.
was that our country, with all her vast resources, was of as
little weight in Christendom as the duchy of Savoy or the
duchy of Loraine and certainly of far less weight than the

CI I
)

1 ‘-

^

"

'"i6ss.

,

small province of Holland.

France was deeply interested in prolonging this state of
All other powers were deeply interested in bringing
things. *
The general wish of Europe was that James Policy
it to a close.
would govern in conformity with law and with public opinion, of Rome.
From the Escurial itself came letters, expressing an earnest
hope that the new King of England would be on good terms
with his Parliament and his people.** From the Vatican
* I might transcribe half Barilton’s correspondence in proof of ibis
proposition; but I will only quote one passage, in which the policy of
the trench government towards England is exhibited concisely and with
perfect clearness.
“On peut tenir pour un maxime indubitable que 1’accord du Roy
d’Angleterre avec son parlemcnl, en quelque mani&re qu'il se fasse,
n'est pas conforme aux inldrfils dc V. MJe me contenle de penser cela
sans m’en ouvrir & personne, et je cache avec soin mes sentimens a cet

gard.”
60

— Barillon to Lewis M»r.
^ -- — 1681.
,
7

7
10.

That

this

was the real secret

of the whole policy of Lewis towards our country wasperfectlyunderstood
at Vienna.

“ Galli

id

The Emperor Leopold wrote thus

unum

to

James,

agebaol, ut, perpetuas inter Serenilalem vestram et

ejusdetn populos fovendo simultates, reliqtise Christianas Europoe tanlo
securius insultarent."
**
“Que sea unido con su reyno, y en todo buena intelligencia con
el parlamento.”
Despatch from the King of Spain to Don Pedro Ronquillo, March
1685. This despatch is in the archives of Simancas,
which contain a great mass of papers relating to English affairs. Copies
of the most interesting of those papers are in thepossession ofM. Guizot,
and were by him lent to me. It is with peculiar pleasure that, at this
lime, I acknowledge this mark of the friendship of so great a man.

—
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Jtself

came cautions against immoderate

Catholic faith.
chair under the

zeal for the

Roman

Benedict Odescalchi, who filled the papal
name of Innocent the Eleventh, felt, in his

character of temporal sovereign, all those apprehensions
with which other princes watched the progress of the French

power.

He had

also

peculiar to himself.

It

grounds of uneasiness which were
was a happy circumstance for the

Protestant religion that, at the

moment when

the last Roman

King of England mounted the throne, the Roman
Catholic Church was torn by dissension , and threatened with
a new schism.
A quarrel similar to that which had raged in
the eleventh century between the Emperors and the Supreme
Pontiffs had arisen between Lewis and Innocent.
Lewis,
zealous even to bigotry for the doctrines of the Church of
Rome, but tenacious of his regal authority, accused the Pope
of encroaching on the secular rights of the French crown,
and was in turn accused by the Pope of encroaching on the
spiritual power of the keys.
The King, haughty as he was,
encountered a spirit even more determined than his own.
Innocent was, in all private relations, the meekest and gentlest
of men: but, when he spoke officially from the chair of
St. Peter, he spoke in the tones of Gregory the Seventh and
of Sixtus the Fifth. The dispute became serious. Agents
of the King were excommunicated. Adherents of the Pope
were banished. The King made the champions of his authority
Bishops.
The Pope refused them institution. They took
possession of the episcopal palaces and revenues; but they
Catholic

were incompetent to perform the episcopal functions. Before
the struggle terminated, there were in France thirty prelates

who could not confirm or ordain. *
Had any prince then living, except Lewis, been engaged
* Few English readers will be desirous to go deep into the history of
Summaries will be found in Cardinal Bausset’s Life of
Bossuet, and in Voltaire’s Age of Lewis XIV.

this quarrel.
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he would have had all
Protestant governments on his side. But the fear and resentment which the ambition and insolence of the French King
had inspired were such that whoever had the courage manfully
Even Lutherans
to oppose him was sure of public sympathy.
and Calvinists who had always detested the Pope, could not
refrain from wishing him success against a tyrant who aimed at
universal monarchy. It was thus that in the present century,
many who regarded Pius the Seventh as Antichrist were well
pleased to see Antichrist confront the gigantic power of Nain such a dispute with the Vatican,

39
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,

,

poleon.

The resentment which Innocent
posed him
land.

to take a mild

The

and

liberal

felt towards France disview of the affairs of Eng-

return of the English people to the fold of which

he was the shepherd would undoubtedly have rejoiced his
But he was too wise a man to believe that a nation, so
soul.
bold and stubborn, could be brought back to the Church of
Rome by the violent and unconstitutional exercise of royal
authority. It was not difficult to foresee that, if James attempted to promote the interests of his religion by illegal and
unpopular means, the attempt would fail; the hatred with
which the heretical islanders regarded the true faith would become fiercer and stronger than ever and an indissoluble association would be created in their minds between Protestantism and civil freedom, between Popery and arbitrary power.
In the meantime the King would be an object of aversion and
suspicion to his people. England would still be, as she had
been under James the First, under Charles the First, and
under Charles the Second, a power of the third rank; and
France would domineer unchecked beyond the Alps and the
Rhine. On the other hand, it was probable that James, by
acting with prudence and moderation , by strictly observiftg
the laws, and by exerting himself to win the confidence of his
Parliament, might be able to obtain, for the professors of his
;
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Penal statutes would go
religion, a large measure of relief.
Statutes imposing civil incapacities would soon follow.
In the meantime, the English King and the English nation
united might head the European coalition, and might oppose
an insuperable barrier to the cupidity of Lewis.
Innocent was confirmed in his judgment by the principal
first.

Englishmen who resided at his court. Of these the most illuswas Philip Howard, sprung from the noblest houses of
Britain, grandson, on one side, of an Earl of Arundel, on
other,
of a Duke of Lennox. Philip had long been a
the
member of the sacred college: he was commonly designated
as the Cardinal of England; and he was the chief counsellor of
the Holy See in matters relating to his country. He had been
driven into exile by the outcry of Protestant bigots; and a
member of his family, the unfortunate Stafford , had fallen a
victim to their rage. But neither the Cardinal’s own wrongs,
nor those of his house had so heated his mind as to make him
a rash adviser. Every letter, therefore, which went from the
trious

,

Vatican to Whitehall recommended patience, moderation,
Struggle
In tho
mind of

James.

and respect for the prejudices of the English people.*
In the mind ofJames there was a great conflict. We should
do him injustice if we supposed that a state of vassalage was
agreeable to his temper. He loved authority and business.
He had a high sense of his personal dignity. Nay , ho was
not altogether destitute of a sentiment which bore some affinity to patriotism. It galled his soul to think that the kingdom
which he ruled was of far less account in the world than many
states which possessed smaller natural advantages; and he
listened eagerly to foreign ministers when they urged him to
assert the dignity of his rank to place himself at the head of a
great confederacy, to become the protector of injured nations,
and to tame the pride of that power which held the Continent
,

Burnet,

*

part

viii.

book

i.

i.

661.,

and Letter from Rome; Dodd's Church History,

art. 1.
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Such exhortations made his heart swell with emotions
unknown to his careless and effeminate brother. But those ~76 8y."~
emotions were soon subdued by a stronger feeling. A vigoin awe.

'

rous foreign policy necessarily implied a conciliatory domestic
It was impossible at once to confront the might of
France and to trample on the liberties of England. The executive government could undertake nothing great without
the support of the Commons, and could obtain their support

policy.

only by acting in conformity with their opinion.

Thus James

Fiuctu*-

found that the two things which he most desired could not be Ms pollCT
possessed together. His second wish was to be feared and
respected abroad. But his first wish was to be absolute master
Between the Incompatible objects on which his
at home.
heart was set, he, for a time, went irresolutely to and fro.
struggle
in his own breast gave to his public acts a strange
The
appearance of indecision and insincerity. Those who, without the clue, attempted to explore the maze of his politics
were unable to understand how the same man could be, in the
same week, so haughty and so mean. Even Lewis was perplexed by the vagaries of an ally who passed, in a few hours,
from homage to defiance and from defiance to homage. Yet,
now that the whole conduct of James is before us, this inconsistency seems to admit of a simple explanation.
At the moment of his accession he was in doubt whether
the kingdom would peaceably submit to his authority. The
Exclusionists lately so powerful, might rise in arms against
him. He might be in great need of French money and French
troops. He was therefore, during some days, content to be
a sycophant and a mendicant. He humbly apologized for
daring to call his Parliament together without the consent of
the French government. He begged hard for a French subsidy. He wept with joy over the French bills of exchange.
Ho sent to V ersailles a special embassy charged with assurances of his gratitude, attachment, and submission. But scarce‘

,

,

.
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embas8 y departed when his feelings underwent a
TSSsr change. He had been everywhere proclaimed without one
riot, without one seditious outcry.
From all corners of the
island he received intelligence that his subjects were tranquil
and obedient. His spirit rose. The degrading relation in
which he stood to a foreign power seemed intolerable. Ho
became proud, punctilious, boastful, quarrelsome. He held
such high language about the dignity of his crown and the
balance of power that his whole court fully expected a complete revolution in the foreign politics of the realm. He commanded Churchill to send a minute report of the ceremonial of
Versailles, in order that the honours with which the English
embassy was received there might be repaid, and not more
than repaid, to the representative of France at Whitehall.
The news of this change was received with delight at Madrid,
Vienna, and the Hague.* Lewis was at first merely diverted.
“My good ally talks big,” he said; “but he is as fond of my
pistoles as ever his brother was.” Soon, however, the altered
demeanour of James, and the hopes with which that demeanour inspired both the branches of the House of Austria,
began to call for more serious notice. A remarkable letter is
still extant, in which the French King intimated a strong suspicion that he had been duped, and that the very money which
he had sent to Westminster would be employed against him.**
By this time England had recovered from the sadness and
anxiety caused by the death of the good-natured Charles. The
Tories wore loud in professions of attachment to their new
master. The hatred of the Whigs was kept down by fear.
That great mass which is not steadily Whig or Tory, but
which inclines alternately to Whiggism and to Toryism, was
?v

ba<^ ^he

*

April

Consultations of the Spanish Council of State on April
1685, in the Archives of Simancas.
‘

'*

Lewis

to Barillon, j’

u n^

-j*

s

.

and

'

'j

1685; Burnet,

i.

623.
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on the Tory side. The reaction which had followed the
dissolution of the Oxford parliament had not yet spent its

still

c

^

l><

force.

The King early put the loyalty of his Protestant friends to
While he was a subject, he had been in the habit tion of
of hearing mass with closed doors in a small oratory which had man c»been fitted up for his wife. He now ordered the doors to be rues'in

the proof.

thrown open, in order that all who came to pay their duty to
him might see the ceremony. When the host was elevated
there was a strange confusion in the antechamber. The Roman Catholics fell on their knees the Protestants hurried out
of the room. Soon a new pulpit was erected in the palace and,
during Lent, a series of sermons was preached there by Popish
divines, to the great discomposure of zealous churchmen.*
:

;

A more serious innovation followed. Passion week came
and the King determined to hear mass with the same pomp
with which his predecessors had been surrounded

when they

repaired to the temples of the established religion.

nounced

his intention to the three

members of

He

an-

the interior

and requested them to attend him. Sunderland, to
whom all religions were the same , readily consented. Godolphin, as Chamberlain of the Queen, had already been in the
habit of giving her his hand when she repaired to her oratory,
and felt no scruple about bowing himself officially in the house
of Rimmon. But Rochester was greatly disturbed. His influence in the country arose chiefly from the opinion entertained by the clergy and by the Tory gentry, that he was a
zealous and uncompromising friend of the Church. His orthodoxy had been considered as fully atoning for faults which
would otherwise have made him the most unpopular man in
the kingdom, for boundless arrogance, for extreme violence
cabinet,

* Clarke's Life of James the Second,
Evelyn's Diary, March 5. ltiSf.

10
if.

5.;

Barillon,

1685.
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of temper, and for manners almost brntal.* He feared that,
by complying with the royal wishes, he should greatly lower
himself in the estimation of his party. After some altercation
he obtained permission to pass the holidays out of town. All
the other great civil dignitaries were ordered to be at their
posts on Easter Sunday. The rites of the Church of Rome
were once more, after an interval of a hundred and twentyseven years performed at Westminster with regal splondour.
The Guards were drawn out. The Knights of the Garter
wore their collars. The Duke of Somerset, second in rank
among the temporal nobles of the realm, carried the sword of
state.
A long train of great lords accompanied the King to
But it was remarked that Ormond and Halifax rehis seat.
mained in the antechamber. A few years before they had
gallantly defended the cause of James against some of those
who now pressed past them. Ormond had borne no share in
the slaughter of Roman Catholics. Halifax had courageously
pronounced Stafford not guilty. As the timeservers who had
pretended to shudder at the thought of a Popish king, and
who had shed without pity the innocent blood of a Popish
peer, now elbowed each other to get near a Popish altar, the
accomplished Trimmer might, with some justice indulge his
,

,

unpopular nickname.**
Within a week after this ceremony James made a far greater
sacrifice of his own religious prejudices than he had yet called
on any of his Protestant subjects to make. He was crowned
on the twenty-third of April, the feast of the patron saint of
the realm. The Abbey and the Hall were splendidly decorated. The presence of the Queen and of the peeresses gave
solitary pride in that

His coro
nation.

to the solemnity a
•

”

charm which had been wanting to the

“To

those that ask boons
He swears by God’s oons,
And chides them as if they came there to steal spoons.”
Lamentable Lory, a ballad, 1684.
Barillon, April jjj. 1685.
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Yet those who chap.
'
remembered that inauguration pronounced that there was a "isasT
great falling off. The ancient usage was that, before a comagnificent inauguration of the late King.

ronation, the sovereign, with
cillors , lords ,

the

Tower

to

and great

all his

heralds, judges, coun-

dignitaries , should ride in state

Westminster.

Of

from

these cavalcades the last and

the most glorious was that which passed through the capital
while the feelings excited by the Restoration were

still

in full

Arches of triumph overhung the road. All Cornhill, Cheapside, Saint Paul’s Church Yard, Fleet Street,
and the Strand , were lined with scaffolding. The whole city
had thus been admitted to gaze on royalty in the most splendid
and solemn form that royalty could wear. James ordered an
estimate to be made of the cost of such a procession, and
found that it would amount to about half as much as he proposed to expend in covering his wife with trinkets. He accordingly determined to be profuse where he ought to have
been frugal, and niggardly where he might pardonably have
been profuse. More than an hundred thousand pounds were
laid out in dressing the Queen , and the procession from the
Tower was omitted. The folly of this course is obvious. If
pageantry be of any use in politics, it is of use as a means of
vigour.

striking the imagination of the multitude.

It is surely

the

height of absurdity to shut out the populace from a show of
which the main object is to make an impression on the populace. James would have shown a more judicious munificence and a more judicious parsimony, if he had traversed
London from east to west with the accustomed pomp, and had
ordered the robes of his wife to be somewhat less thickly set
with pearls and diamonds. His example was however, long
followed by his successors; and sums which, well employed,
would have afforded exquisite gratification to a large part of
the nation, were squandered on an exhibition to which only
three or four thousand privileged persons were admitted. At
,
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On the day of
the coronation of Queen Victoria there was a procession in
which many deficiencies might be noted, but which was seen
with interest and delight by half a million of her subjects and
which undoubtedly gave far greater pleasure, and called forth
length the old practice was partially revived.

,

more

costly display

which

was witnessed by a select circle within the Abbey.
James had ordered Sancroft to abridge the ritual.

The

far greater enthusiasm, than the

reason publicly assigned was that the day was too short for
that was to be done.

which were made

some

will

all

But whoever examines the changes
see that the real object was to remove

things highly offensive to the religious feelings of a

Roman Catholic. The Communion Service was not
The ceremony of presenting the sovereign with a richly

zealous
read.

bound copy of the English Bible, and of exhorting him

to

volume which he had been
taught to regard as adulterated with false doctrine, was
omitted. What remained, however, after all this curtailment,
might well have raised scruples in the mind of a man who
sincerely believed the Church of England to be a heretical
society, within the pale of which salvation was not to be found.
The King made an oblation on the altar. Ho appeared to join
in the petitions of the Litany which was chaunted by the
Bishops. He received from those false prophets the unction
typical of a divine influence, and knelt with the semblance of
devotion while they called down upon him that Holy Spirit of
which they were, in his estimation, the malignant and obdurate
foes
Such are the inconsistencies of human nature that this
man, who, from a fanatical zeal for his religion, threw away
three kingdoms yet chose to commit what was little short of
an act of apostasy , rather than forego the childish pleasure of
being invested with the gewgaws symbolical of kingly power.*
prize above

all

earthly treasures a

,

*

From Adda’s despatch

Jan. 22 *

of

1086,

and from the expressions of
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He

was one Cl j^ p
of those writers who still affected the obsolete style of Arch- "1^5.
bishop Williams and Bishop Andrews. The sermon was made
up of quaint conceits, such as seventy years earlier might
have been admired, but such as moved the scorn of a generation accustomed to the purer eloquence of Sprat, of South,
and of Tillotson. King Solomon was King James. Adonijah
was Monmouth. Joab was a Rye House conspirator Shimei,
a Whig libeller; Abiathar, an honest but misguided old Cavalier.
One phrase in the Book of Chronicles was construed
to mean that the King was above the Parliament: and another
to prove that he alone ought to command the militia.
cited
was
Towards the close of the discourse the orator very timidly
alluded to the new and embarrassing position in which the
Church stood with reference to the sovereign, and reminded
his hearers that the Emperor Constantius Chlorus though not
himself a Christian had held in honour those Christians who
remained true to their religion, and had treated with scorn
those who sought to earn his favour by apostasy. The service
in the Abbey was followed by a stately banquet in the Hall,
the banquet by brilliant fireworks, and the fireworks by much
Francis Turner, Bishop of Ely, preached.

-

;

,

,

bad

poetry.*

This may be fixed upon as the moment at which the enthusiasm of the Tory party reached the zenith. Ever since the
accession of the new King, addresses had been pouring in

of

<tre<aea.

Ihe Pfcre d’Orleans (Histoirc do* Revolutions d’Angleterre, liv. li.), it is
clear that rigid Catholics thought the King’s conduct indefensible.
• London Gazette; Gazette de France; Clarke’s Life of James the
Second, ii. 10. ; History of the Coronation of King James the Second and
Queen Mary, by Francis Sandford, Lancaster Herald, Fol. 1081; Evelyn's
Diary, May 21. i685; Despatch of lb** Dutch Ambassadors, April
1685;
Burnet, i. 628.; Eacbard, iii. Ti4. ; A Sermon preached before their Majesties King James the Second and Queen Mary at their Coronation in
Westminster Abbey, April 23. 1685, by Francis, Lord Bishop of Ely, and
Lord Almoner. 1 nave seen an Italian account which was published at
Modena, and which is chiefly remarkable for the skill with which the
writer sinks the fact that the prayers and psalms were in English, and
(hat the Bishops were heretics.
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which expressed profound veneration for his person and
office, and bitter detestation of the vanquished Whigs.
The
magistrates of Middlesex thanked God for having confounded
the designs of those regicides and excluders who, not content
with having murdered one blessed monarch, were bent on
destroying the foundations of monarchy. The city of Gloucester execrated the blood-thirsty villains who had tried to
deprive His Majesty of his just inheritance. The burgesses
of Wigan assured their sovereign that they would defend him
against all plotting Acliitophels and rebellious Absaloms. The
grand jury of Suffolk expressed a hope that the Parliament
would proscribe all the excluders. Many corporations pledged
themselves never to return to the House of Commons any
person who had voted for taking away the birthright of
James. Even the capital was profoundly obsequious. The
lawyers and traders vied with each other in servility. Inns
of Court and Inns of Chancery sent up fervent professions of
attachment and submission.
All the great commercial sothe East India Company, the African Company, the
Turkey Company, the Muscovy' Company, the Hudson’s Bay
Company, the Maryland Merchants , the Jamaica Merchants,
the Merchant Adventurers, declared that they most cheerfully
complied with the royal edict which required them still to pay
cieties,

custom.

Bristol, the

second

city

of the island, echoed the

But nowhere was the spirit of loyalty
the two Universities. Oxford declared that

voice of London.

stronger than in

she would never swerve from those religious principles which

bound her to obey the King without any restrictions or limitations.
Cambridge condemned, in severe terms, the violence and treachery of those turbulent men who had maliciously endeavoured to turn the stream of succession out of

the ancient channel. •
* See the London Gazette during the months of February, March
aud April, 16S5.
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as these filled, during a considerable time, c ”ap.

every number of the London Gazette. But it was not only — |688
by addressing that the Tories showed their zeal. The writs Tbe
for the new Parliament had gone forth, and the country was elecUoBS
agitated by the tumult of a general election. No election
had ever taken place under circumstances so favourable to
the court. Hundreds of thousands whom the Popish plot had
scared into Whiggism had been scared back by the Rye House
plot into Toryism.
In the counties the government could
depend on an overwhelming majority of the gentlemen of
three hundred a year and upwards, and on the clergy almost
to a man.
Those boroughs which had once been the citadels
of Whiggism had recently been deprived of their charters
by legal sentence, or had prevented the sentence by voluntary
surrender.
They had now been reconstituted in such a
manner that they were certain to return members devoted to
the crown. Where the townsmen could not be trusted, the
freedom had been bestowed on the neighbouring squires. In
some of the small western corporations, the constituent
bodies were in great part composed of Captains and LieuteThe returning officers were everynants of the Guards.
where in the interest of the court. In every shire the Lord
Lieutenant and his deputies formed a powerful, active, and
vigilant committee, for the purpose of cajoling and intimidating the freeholders. The people were solemnly warned from
thousands of pulpits not to vote for any Whig candidate, as
they should answer it to Him who had ordained the powers
that be, and who had pronounced rebellion a sin not less
deadly than witchcraft. All these advantages the predominant
party not only used to the utmost, but abused in so shameless
a manner that grave and reflecting men, who had been true to
the monarchy in peril, and who bore no love to republicans
and schismatics , stood aghast , and augured from such
beginnings the approach of evil times.*

-

* It would be easy to fill a volume with what Whig historians and
pamphleteers have written on this subject. I will cite only one witness,
a churchman and a Tory. “Elections," says Evelyn, “were thought to
be very indecently carried on in most places. God give a better issue of

Hucaulay, Uittory.

II.

4
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though suffering the just punishment of
though defeated, disheartened, and disor-

Yet the Whigs,

CHAP.

their

errors,

They were still
ganized, did not yield -without an effort.
numerous among the traders and artisans of the towns, and
among the yeomanry and peasantry of the open country. In
some

districts, in

Dorsetshire for example, and in Somerset-

they were the great majority of the population. In the
remodelled boroughs they could do nothing: but, in every
county where they had a chance, they struggled desperately,
In Bedfordshire, which had lately been represented by tho
virtuous and unfortunate Russell, they were victorious on the
show of hands, but were beaten at the poll.* In Essex they
shire,

polled thirteen hundred votes to eighteen hundred. **
the election for Northamptonshire the

common

At

people were

so violent in their hostility to the court candidate that a

body

of troops was drawn out in the market place of the county
town, and was ordered to load with ball.*** The history of
the contest for Buckinghamshire

The Whig

candidate,

is

still

Thomas Wharton,

more remarkable.
eldest son of Philip

Lord Wharton, was a man distinguished alike by dexterity
and by audacity, and destined to play a conspicuous, though
not always a respectable, part in the politics of several reigns.

He had been one of those members of the House of Commons
who had carried up the Exclusion Bill to the bar of the Lords.
The court was therefore bent on throwing him out by fair or
foul means.
The Lord Chief Justice Jeffreys himself came
down into Buckinghamshire, for the purpose of assisting a
gentleman named Hacket, who stood on the high Tory
than some expect!” (May 10. 1685.) Again be says, “The truth is there
were many of the new members whose elections and returns were universally condemned.” (May 22.)
il

* From a newsletter in the library of the Royal Institution.
Cittcrs
mentions the strength of the Whig party in Bedfordshire.
** Bramston's MemoirsReflections on a Remonstrance and Proteslation of all the good
Protestants of this Kingdom, 1689; Dialogue between Two Friends, 1689.
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A

stratagem was devised which,

51
it

was thought,

could not fail of success. It was given out that the polling
would take place at Ailesbury; and Wharton, whose skill in
all the arts of electioneering was unrivalled, made his ar*
rangements on that supposition. At a moment’s warning the

CI]A p .
1*35.

Newport Pagnell.
Wharton
and found that Hacket,
had
already
secured every inn and
who was in the secret,
The Whig freeholders were compelled to tie
lodging.
their horses to the hedges, and to sleep under the open
sky in the meadows which surround the little town. It was
with the greatest difficulty that refreshments could be proSheriff adjourned the poll to

and

his friends

hurried thither,

cured at such short notice for so large a number of

men

though Wharton, who was utterly regardless of
his ambition and party spirit were roused, disbursed fifteen hundred pounds in one day, an immense outlay
Injustice seems, however, to have animated
times.
those
for
the courage of the stout-hearted yeomen of Bucks, the sons
of the constituents of John Hampden. Not only was Wharton
at the head of the poll; but he was able to spare his second
votes to a man of moderate opinions, and to throw out the

and

beasts,

money when

Chief Justice’s candidate.*
In Cheshire the contest lasted six days. The Whigs polled
about seventeen hundred votes, the Tories about two thousand. The common people were vehement on the Whig side,
raised the cry of “Down with the Bishops,” insulted the
clergy in the streets of Chester, knocked down one gentleman
of the Tory party, broke the windows and beat the constables.
The militia was called out to quell the riot, and was kept as-

sembled, in order to protect the festivities of the conquerors.
When the poll closed, a salute of five great guns from the
castle, proclaimed the triumph of the Church and the crown to
the surrounding country. The bells rang. The newl^electcd
*

Memoirs of

the Life of

Thomas Marquess

of Wharton, 1715.

4 *
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members went in state to the City Cross, accompanied by a
TeasT band of music, and by a long train of knights and squires.

The

procession, as

it

”
marched, sang “ Joy to Great Caesar
,

a loyal ode, which had lately been written by Durfcy, and

which, though, like

ail

Durfey’s writings, utterly contemptible,

was, at that time, almost as popular as Lillibullero became a
few years later. * Round the Cross the trainbands were drawn
up in orders a bonfire was lighted: the Exclusion Bill was
'

burned: and the health of King James was drunk with loud
acclamations.
The following day was Sunday. In the morning the militia lined the streets leading to the Cathedral.

The

two knights of the shire were escorted with great pomp to the
choir by the magistracy of the city, heard the Dean preach a
sermon, probably on the duty of passive obedience, and were
afterwards feasted by the Mayor.**
In Northumberland the triumph of Sir John Fenwick, a
courtier whose name afterwards obtained a melancholy celebrity, was attended by circumstances which excited interest
in London, and which were thought not unworthy of being
mentioned in the despatches of foreign ministers. Newcastle
was lighted up with great piles of coal. The steeples sent
forth a joyous peal. A copy of the Exclusion Bill, and a
black box, resembling that which, according to the popular
fable, contained the contract between Charles the Second and
Lucy Walters, were publicly committed to the dames, with
loud acclamations. ***

The general result of the elections exceeded the most sanguine expectations of the court. James found with delight
that

it

would be unnecessary for him

buying votes.

to

expend a farthing

in

He said that, with the exception of about forty

*

See the Guardian, No. 61. ; an exquisite specimen of Addison’s peculiar manner. It would be difficult to find in any other writer such an
instance of benevolence delicately flavoured with contempt.
*• The Observator, April 4. 1685.
*** Despatch of the Dutch Ambassadors, April
ig. 1685,
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members, the House of Commons -was just such as he should ci*ap.
himself have named. * And this House of Commons it^vas in “TsisT
his power, as the law then stood, to keep to the end of his
reign.

Secure of parliamentary support , he might now indulge in
the luxury of revenge.
while

still

His nature was not placable ; and,

a subject, he had suffered some injuries and indig-

which might move even a placable nature to fierce and
One set of men in particular had, with a
all example and all description,
attacked his honour and his life, the witnesses of the plot. He
may well be excused for hating them since , even at this day,
the mention of their names excites the disgust and horror of
all sects and parties.
Some of these wretches were already beyond the reach of
human justice. Bedloe had died in his wickedness, without
one sign of remorse or shame.** Dugdale had followed to the
grave, driven mad, men said, by the Furies of an evil conscience, and with loud shrieks imploring those who stood
round his bed to take away Lord Stafford.*** Carstairs,too, was
gone. His end was all horror and despair; and, with his last
breath, he had told his attendants to throw him into a ditch
like a dog, for that he was not fit to sleep in a Christian burial
ground. f
But Oates and Dangerfield were still within the
reach of the stern prince whom they had wronged. James, a ^™ ce, d *
nities

lasting resentment.

baseness and cruelty beyond

;

'

short time before his accession, had instituted a civil suit against

and a jury had given
damages to the enormous amount of a hundred thousand
pounds. j-f The defendant had been taken in execution, and
against Oates for defamatory words

*

Burnet,

i.

:

626.

** A faithful account of the Sickness, Death, and Burial of Captain
Bedlow, 1680; Narrative of Lord Chief Justice North.
*** Smith’s Intrigues
of the Popish Plot, 1685.

+ Burnet, i. 43!).
ff See the proceedings

in the Collection of Slate Trials.
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less,

was lying in prison as a debtor, without hope of release. Two
bills of indictment against him for perjury had been found by
the grand jury of Middlesex, a few weeks before the death of
Charles.

Soon

Among
friend

even

after the close of the elections the trial

came

on.

the upper and middle classes Oates had scarcely a

left.

if his

Whigs were now convinced that,
had some foundation in fact, he had

All intelligent
narrative

erected on that foundation a vast superstructure of romance.

A considerable number of low fanatics, however, still regarded
him as a public benefactor. These people well knew that, if
he were convicted, his sentence would be one of extreme
severity, and were therefore indefatigable in their endeavours
Though as yet in confinement only for
to manage an escape.
debt, he was put into irons by the authorities of the King’s
Bench prison; and even so he was with difficulty kept in safe
custody. The mastiff that guarded his door was poisoned
and, on the very night preceding his trial, a ladder of ropes
was introduced into his cell.
On the day in which he was brought to the bar, Westminster Hall was crowded with spectators, among whom were
many Roman Catholics, eager to see the misery and humilia-

A few years earlier his short neck,
uneven as those of a badger, his forehead low as that of
and his monstrous length of chin,
had been familiar to all who frequented the courts of law.
He had then been the idol of the nation. Wherever he had
appeared men had uncovered their heads to him. The lives
and estates of the magnates of the realm had been at his mercy.
Times had now changed; and many, who had formerly regarded him as the deliverer of his country, shuddered at the
sight of those hideous features on which villany seemed to be
written by the hand of God.**

tion of their persecutor. *
his legs

a baboon, his purple cheeks,

•

*•

Evelyn’s Diary, Mayl. 1685.
There remain many pictures of Oates.

The most

striking descrip-
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was proved, beyond all possibility of doubt, that this man
had, by false testimony, deliberately murdered several guiltless
persons. He called in vain on the most eminent members of
the Parliaments which had rewarded and extolled him to give
evidence in his favour. Some of those whom he had summoned
absented themselves. None of them said anything tending to
his vindication. One of them, the Earl of Huntingdon, bitterly
reproached him with having deceived the Houses and drawn
on them the guilt of shedding innocent blood. The Judges
browbeat and reviled the prisoner with an intemperance which,
even in the most atrocious cases, ill becomes the judicial character. He betrayed, however, no sign of fear or of shame,
and faced the storm of invective which burst upon him from
bar, bench, and witness box, with the insolence of despair. He
was convicted on both indictments. His offence, though , in a
moral light, murder of the most aggravated kind, was, in the
eye of the law, merely a misdemeanour. The tribunal, however, was desirous to make his punishment more severe than
that of felons or traitors, and not merely to put him to death,
but to put him to death by frightful torments. He was sentenced to be stripped of his clerical habit, to be pilloried in Palace Yard, to be led round Westminster Hall with an inscription
declaring his infamy over his head, to be pilloried again in
front of the Royal Exchange, to be whipped from Aldgate to
Newgate, and, after an interval of two days, to be whipped
from Newgate to Tyburn. If, against all probability, he should
happen to survive this horrible infliction, he was to be kept
close prisoner during life. Five times every year he was to be
brought forth from his dungeon and exposed on the pillory in
It

CHAP.
tv.
ISH5.

different parts of the capital. •

lions of his person are in North's Examen, 225., in Dryden’s Absalom
and Achilophel, and in a broadside entitled, A Hue and Cry after T. O.
* The proceedings will be found at length in the Collection of Stale
Trials.
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This rigorous sentence was rigorously executed. On the
day on which Oates was pilloried in Palace Yard, he was mer*
cilessly pelted and ran some risk of being pulled in pieces.
But in the City his partisans mustered in great force, raised a

and upset the pillory. *• They were, however, unable to
It was supposed that he would try to
doom which awaited him by swallowing
poison. All that he ate and drank was therefore carefully
inspected. On the following morning he was brought forth to
undergo his first flogging. At an early hour an innumerable
multitude filled all the streets from Aldgate to the Old Bailey.
The hangman laid on the lash with such unusual severity as
showed that he had received special instructions. The blood
ran down in rivulets. For a time the criminal showed a strange
riot,

rescue their favourite.

escape the horrible

constancy : but at last his stubborn fortitude gave way.
bellowings were frightful to hear.

but the scourge

still

His

He swooned several times
When he was un-

continued to descend.

it seemed that he had borne as much as the human
frame can bear without dissolution. James was intreated to
His answer was short and clear,
“He shall go through with it, if he has breath in his body.” An

bound,

remit the second flogging.

attempt was

made

to obtain the Queen’s intercession; but she

indignantly refused to say a word in favour of such a wretch.

After an interval of only forty-eight hours, Oates was again

brought out of his dungeon. He was unable to stand, and it
was necessary to drag him to Tyburn on a sledge. He seemed
quite insensible and the Tories reported that he had stupified
himself with strong, drink. A person who counted the stripes
on the second day said that they were seventeen hundred. The
bad man escaped with life, but so narrowly that his ignorant
and bigoted admirers thought his recovery miraculous, and
;

appealed to

it

as

a proof of

* Gazette de France,
**

June

his innocence.

The

doors of the

1685.
9.

Despatch of the Dutch Ambassadors, May i|-

1685.
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During many months he remained
ironed in the darkest hole of Newgate. It was said that in his
cell he gave himself up to melancholy, and sate whole days
uttering deep groans, his arms folded, and his hat pulled over
his eyes. It was not in England alone that these events excited

prison closed

upon him.

strong interest.

Millions of

Roman

Catholics,

CHAP.
tv.

tsss.

who knew

nothing of our institutions or of our factions, had heard that a
persecution of singular barbarity had raged in our island
against the professors of the true faith, that

many pious men

had suffered martyrdom, and that Titus Oates had been the
chief murderer. There was, therefore, great joy in distant
countries when it was known that the divine justice had overtaken him. Engravings of him, looking out from the pillory,
and writhing at the cart’s tail, were circulated all over Europe
and epigrammatists, in many languages, made merry with the
doctoral title which he pretended to have received from the
University of Salamanca, and remarked that, since his forehead could not be made to blush, it was but reasonable that his
back should do so. *
Horrible as were the sufferings of Oates, they did not equal
The old law of England which had been suffered
his crimes.
to become obsolete, treated the false witness, who had caused
,

Evelyn's Diary, May 22. 1685; Eachard, ill. 741.; Burnet, 1.637.;
Observator, May 27. 1685; Oates’s Elxiav, 89.; Eixwv fiyoToXotyov, 1697;
Commons’ Journals of May, June, and July, 1689; Tom Brown’s Advice
to Dr. Oates. Some interesting circumstances are mentioned in a broadside, printed for A. Brooks, ( haring Cross, 1685. I have seen contemporary French and Italian pamphlets containing the history of the trial
and execution. A print of Titus in the pillory was published at Milan,
with the following curious inscription: “Questo 6 il naturale ritralto di
Tito Otez, o vero Oatz, inglese, posto in berlina, uno de* principal!' professori della religion proleslanle, acerrimo persecutore de’ Cattolici, e
gran spergiuro.” I have also seen a Dutch engraving of his punishment,
with some Latin verses, of which the following are a specimen:
*

“At Doctor fictus non ficlos pcrlulil ictus,
A torlore datos haud molli in corpore gralos,
Disceret ut vere scelera ob commissa rubere."
of his name, “Testis Oyat," may be found on
prints published in different countries.

The anagram

many
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death by means of perjury, as a murderer.* This was wise and
is , in truth , the worst of mur: for such a witness
derers. To the guilt of shedding innocent blood he has added

righteous

the guilt of violating the most solemn engagement into which

man can

enter with his fellow

men, and of making

institutions,

which it is desirable that the public should look with respect
and confidence, instruments of frightful wrong and objects of
general distrust. The pain produced by an ordinary assasto

no proportion to the pain produced by assaswhich the courts of justice are made the agents.
is a very small part of what makes
an execution horrible. The prolonged mental agony of the
sufferer, the shame and misery of all connected with him, the
stain abiding even to the third and fourth generation, are

sination bears
sination of

The mere

extinction of life

things far

more dreadful than death

itself.

In general

it

may

be safely affirmed that the father of a large family would rather
be bereaved of all his children by accident or by disease than
lose one of them by the hands of the hangman. Murder by false
testimony is therefore the most aggravated species of murder
and Oates had been guilty of many such murders. Nevertheless
the punishment which was inflicted upon him cannot be justified. In sentencing him to be stripped of his ecclesiastical habit
and imprisoned for life, the judges seem to have exceeded
They were undoubtedly competent to intheir legal power.
flict whipping; nor had the law assigned a limit to the number
of stripes. But the spirit of the law clearly was that no misdemeanour should be punished more severely than the most
atrocious felonies. The worst felon could only be hanged.
The judges, as they believed, sentenced Oates to be scourged
That the law was defective is not a sufficient exto death.
cuse : for defective laws should be altered by the legislature,
and not strained by the tribunals and least of all should the
law be strained for the purpose of inflicting torture and de;

*

Blackstooe’s Commentaries, Chapter of Homicide.
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cuse

;

life.

That Oates was a bad man

is

for the guilty are almost always the

first

p-

C!

not a sufficient ex-

^ -

to suffer those

1885.

hardships which are afterwards used as precedents for oppress-

Thus it was in the present case. Merciless
became an ordinary punishment for political mis-

ing the innocent.

flogging soon

demeanours of no very aggravated kind. Men were sentenced,
for hasty words spoken against the government, to pain so excruciating that they, with unfeigned earnestness, begged to be
brought to trial on capital charges and sent to the gallows.
Happily the progress of this great evil was speedily stopped by
the Revolution , and by that article of the Bill of Rights which
condemns all cruel and unusual punishments.
,

The

villany of Dangerfield

destroyed

many innocent

had not,

like that

of Oates, frocMdhad not gainst

victims; for Dangerfield

taken up the trade of a witness

till

the plot had been blown

g er

*

uewi .

upon and till juries had become incredulous.* He was brought
to trial, not for perjury, but for the less heinous offence of
libel.

Bill,

He had, during the agitation caused by the Exclusion
put forth a narrative containing some false and odious

imputations on the late and on the present King.

For

this

publication he was now, after the lapse of five years, suddenly

brought before the Privy Council, committed,
tried, convicted, and sentenced to be whipped from Aldgate
to Newgate and from Newgate to Tyburn. The wretched
man behaved with great effrontery during the trial but, when
he heard his doom, he went into agonies of despair, gave
himself up for dead, and chose a text for his funeral sermon.
His forebodings were just. He was not, indeed, scourged
taken up,

;

* According to Roger North the judges decided that Dangerfield,
having been previously convicted of perjury, was incompetent to be a
witness of the plot. But this is one among many instances of Roger’s
inaccuracy. It appears, from the report of the trial of Lord Caslelmaine
in June 1680, that, after much altercation between counsel, and much
consultation among the judges of the different courts in Westminster
Hall, Dangerfield was sworn, and sufTered to tell his storyi but the jury
very properly refused to believe him.
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had been; but he had not Oates’s
and mind. After the execution Dangerwas put into a hackney coach and was taken back to
prison. As he passed the corner of Hatton Garden, a Tory
gentleman of Gray’s Inn, named Francis, stopped the carriage, and cried out with brutal levity, “Well, friend, have
you had your heat this morning?” The bleeding prisoner,
maddened by this insult, answered with a curse. Francis
instantly struck him in the face with a cane which injured the
Dangcrfield was carried dying into Newgate.
This
eye.
dastardly outrage roused the indignation of the bystanders.
They seized Francis and were with difficulty restrained from
tearing him to pieces. The appearance of Dangcrfield’s body,
which had been frightfully lacerated by the whip, inclined
many to believe that his death was chiefly, if not wholly,
caused by the stripes which he had received. The government and the Chief Justice thought it convenient to lay the
whole blame on Francis, who, though he seems to have been
at worst guilty only of aggravated manslaughter, was tried
and executed for murder. His dying speech is one of the
most curious monuments of that age. The savage spirit which
had brought him to the gallows remained with him to the last.
Boasts of his loyalty and abuse of the Whigs were mingled
with the parting ejaculations in which he commended his soul
to the divine mercy.
An idle rumour had been circulated that
his wife was in love with Dangerfield, who was eminently
handsome and renowned for gallantry. The fatal blow, it
was said, had been prompted by jealousy. The dying husband, with an earnestness, half ridiculous, half pathetic,
vindicated the lady’s character. She was, he said, a virtuous
woman: she came of a loyal stock, and, if she had been inclined to break her marriage vow, would at least have selected
a Tory and a churchman for her paramour.*
quite so severely as Oates

iron strength of body
field

,

*

DangerOeld’s

trial

was not reported; but

I

have seen a concise ac-
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who bore very

c

little re-

^p

*
'

semblance to Oates or Dangerfield, appeared on the floor of jess.
the Court of King’s Bench. No eminent chief of a party has r ° ceed “
n s
ever passed through many years of civil and religious dissen- apainst
1 8
sion with more innocence than Richard Baxter. He belonged
'

J’

'

and most temperate section of the Puritan body.
He was a young man when the civil war broke out. He thought
that the right was on the side of the Houses; and he had no
to the mildest

scruple about acting as chaplain to a regiment in the parlia-

mentary army: but his clear and somewhat sceptical understanding, and his strong sense of justice, preserved him from
He exerted himself to check the fanatical vioall excesses.
lence of the soldiery. He condemned the proceedings of the
High Court of Justice. In the days of the Commonwealth he
had the boldness to express , on many occasions and once
even in Cromwell’s presence, love and reverence for the
ancient institutions of the country. While the royal family
was in exile, Baxter’s life was chiefly passed at Kidderminster
in the assiduous discharge of parochial duties. He heartily
concurred in the Restoration, and was sincerely desirous to
bring about an union between Episcopalians and Presbyterians.
For, with a liberality rare in his time, he considered
questions of ecclesiastical polity as of small account when
compared with the great principles of Christianity, and had
never, even when prelacy was most odius to the ruling powers,
,

joined in the outcry against Bishops.

The

attempt to re-

it in a contemporary broadside.
An abstract of the evidence
against Francis, and bis dying speech, will be found in the Collection of
State Trials. See Eachard, iii. 741. Burnet's narrative contains more
mistakes than lines. See alsoNorth’sExamen,256., the sketch of Dangerfield's life in the Bloody Assizes, the Observalor of July 29. 1685, and the
poem entitled “ Dangerfteld's Ghost to Jeffreys." In the very rare volume
entitled “Succinct Genealogies, by Robert Halstead,’! Lord Peterborough
says that Dangerfield, with whom he had had some intercourse, was “a
young man who appeared under a decent figure, a serious behaviour,
and with words that did not seem to proceed from a common understanding."

count of
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concile the contending factions failed.

Baxter cast

in his lot

”75T~ with his proscribed friends , refused the mitre of Hereford,
quitted the parsonage of Kidderminster, and gave himself

up almost wholly to study. His theological writings though
too moderate to be pleasing to the bigots of any party, had an
immense reputation. Zealous Churchmen called him a Roundhead; and many Nonconformists accused him of Erastianism
and Arminianism. But the integrity of his heart, the purity
of his life, the vigour of his faculties, and the extent of his
attainments were acknowledged by the best and wisest men of
,

every persuasion.

His

op-

political opinions, in spite of the

pression which he and his brethren had suffered, were

mo-

He

was friendly to that small party which was hated
by both "Whigs and Tories. He could not, he said, join in
cursing the Trimmers, when he remembered who it was that
had blessed the peacemakers.*
In a Commentary on the New Testament he had complained, with some bitterness, of the persecution which the
Dissenters suffered. That men who, for not using the Prayer
Book, had been driven from their homes, stripped of their
property, and locked up in dungeons, should dare to utter a
murmur, was then thought a high crime against the State and
the Church. Roger Lestrange, the champion of the government and the oracle of the clergy, sounded the note of war
An information was filed. Baxter begged
in the Observator.
that he might be allowed some time to prepare for his defence.
It was on the day on which Oates was pilloried in Palace Yard
that the illustrious chief of the Puritans, oppressed by age
and infirmities, came to Westminster Hall to make this rederate.

quest.

with sinners.
*

“Not a minute,”
can deal with saints as well as

Jeffreys burst into a storm of rage.

he cried, “to save

his life.

I

Tfiere stands Oates on one side of the pillory;

Baxter's preface to Sir Matthew Hale's

True Religion,

1684

Judgment of

the Nature of

.
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if Baxter stood on the other, the two greatest rogues in
kingdom would stand together.”
a crowd of those who
loved and honoured Baxter filled the court. At his side stood
Doctor William Bates, one of the most eminent of the Noncon-

and,
the

cnAP.
I

V.

1684 .

When the trial came on at Guildhall,

formist divines.

Two Whig barristers

of great note, Pollexfen

and Wallop, appeared for the defendant. Pollexfen had scarce
begun his address to the jury, when the Chief Justice broke
I will set a mark on
forth: “Pollexfen, I know you well.
you.

You

are the patron of the faction.

This

rogue, a schismatical knave, a hypocritical villain.

is

an old

He

hates

He would

have nothing but long-winded cant
without book:” and then his Lordship turned up his eyes,
clasped his hands, and began to sing through his nose, in
imitation of what he supposed to be Baxter’s style of praying,
the Liturgy.

“Lord, we are thy people, thy peculiar people, thy dear
people.” Pollexfen gently reminded the court that his late
Majesty had thought Baxter deserving of a bishopric. “ And
what ailed the old blockhead then,” cried Jeffreys, “that he
did not take

it?

”

His fury

now

rose almost to madness.

He

would be no more than
justice to whip such a villain through the whole City.
Wallop interposed, but fared no better than his leader.
“You are in all these dirty causes, Mr. Wallop,” said the
Judge. “Gentlemen of the long robe ought to be ashamed
called Baxter a dog,

and swore that

to assist such factious knaves.”

it

The

advocate made another

“If you do
know your duty,” said Jeffreys, “I will teach it you.”
Wallop sate down; and Baxter himself attempted to put
in a word. But the Chief Justice drowned all expostulation
in a torrent of ribaldry and invective, mingled with scraps of
Hudibras. “My Lord,” said the old man, “/have been
much blamed by Dissenters for speaking respectfully ol
Bishops.” “Baxter for Bishops 1” cried the judge, “that’s
attempt to obtain a hearing, but to no purpose.
not
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I know what yon mean by Bishops,
Kidderminster Bishops factious snivel-

a merry conceit indeed.

“iMiT" rascals like yourself,

ling Presbyterians!”

,

Again Baxter essayed to speak, and

again Jeffreys bellowed, “Richard, Richard, dost thou think

we

will let

thee poison the court?

Thou

knave.

Richard, thou art an old

hast written books enough to load a cart, and

of sedition as an egg is full of meat. By the
grace of God, I ’ll look after thee. I see a great many of your
brotherhood waiting to know what will befall their mighty
every book as

full

And there,” he continued, fixing his savage eye on
is a Doctor of the party at your elbow.
But,
by the grace of God Almighty, I will crush you all.”

Don.

Bates, “there

Baxter held his peace. But one of the junior counsel for
made a last effort, and undertook to show that the
words of which complaint was made would not bear the construction put on them by the information. With this view he
began to read the context. In a moment he was roared down.

the defence

“You

shan’t turn the court into a conventicle.”

The

noise

of weeping was heard from some of those who surrounded
Baxter. “ Snivelling calves ” said the Judge.
1

Witnesses to character were in attendance, and among
them were several clergymen of the Established Church. But
the Chief Justice would hear nothing. “Does your Lordship
think,” said Baxter, “that any jury will convict a

such a

trial as

this?”

right.

The Sheriffs were

juries, selected

by the

man on

“I warrant you, Mr. Baxter,”

Jeffreys: “don’t trouble yourself about that.”

the tools of the government.

Sheriffs

from among the

said

Jeffreys was

The

fiercest zealots

of the Tory party, conferred for a moment, and returned
a verdict of guilty. “My Lord,” said Baxter, as he left the

“thlre was once a Chief Justice who would have
He alluded to his learned and
“ There is not an honest
virtuous friend Sir Matthew Hale.
court,

treated

me very differently.”
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man in England,” answered Jeffreys, “but looks on thee as
a knave.” *

P-

CI

J*

"

isss.

sentence was, for those times, a lenient one. What
passed in conference among the judges cannot be certainly
known. It was believed among the Nonconformists, and is

The

highly probable, that the Chief Justice was overruled

by

his

He proposed, it is said, that Baxter should
be whipped through London at the cart’s tail. The majority
thought that an eminent divine, who, a quarter of a century
before, had been offered a mitre, and who was now in his
seventieth year, would be sufficiently punished for a few
sharp words by fine and imprisonment.**
The manner in which Baxter was treated by a judge who
was a member of the cabinet and a favourite of the sovereign Pariuindicated, in a manner not to be mistaken, the feeling with Scotland,
which the government at this time regarded the Protestant
Nonconformists. But already that feeling had been indicated
by still stronger and more terrible signs. The Parliament
James had purposely hastened the
of Scotland had met.
session of this body, and had postponed the session of the
English Houses, in the hope that the example set at Edinburgh would produce a good effect at Westminster. For the
legislature of his northern kingdom was as obsequious as
those provincial Estates which Lewis the Fourteenth still
three brethren.

suffered to play at

and Burgundy.

some of their ancient functions

None but an

in

Episcopalian could

Scottish Parliament, or could even vote for a

Britanny
sit

in the

member; and

in

Scotland an Episcopalian was always a Tory. From an assembly thus constituted little opposition to the royal wishes
was to be apprehended; and even the assembly thus cousti• See the Observator of February 25. 1685, the information in the
Collection of State Trials, the account of wbat passed in court given by
Calarny, Life of Baxter, chap, xiv., and the very curious extracts from
the Baxter MSS. in the Life, by Orme, published in 1830.

••

Baxter MS. cited by Orme.

Macaulay, Uistory.

II.

5
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no law which had not been previously approved by a committee of courtiers.
All that the government asked was readily granted. In
a financial point of view, indeed, the liberality of the Scottish
They gave, however,
Estates was of little consequence.

their scanty means permitted.
They annexed in percrown the duties which had been granted to the
King, and which in his time had been estimated at forty
thousand pounds sterling a year. They also settled on James
for life an additional annual income of two hundred and
sixteen thousand pounds Scots , equivalent to eighteen
thousand pounds sterling. The whole sum which they were
able to bestow was about sixty thousand a year, little more
than what was poured into the English Exchequer every

what

petuity to the
late

fortnight.*

Having little money to give, the Estates supplied the deby loyal protestations and barbarous statutes. The King,
in a letter which was read to them at the opening of their
session, called on them in vehement language to provide new
penal laws against the refractory Presbyterians, and expressed
his regret that business made it impossible for him to propose
such laws in person from the throne. His commands were
obeyed. A statute framed by the ministers of the crown was
promptly passed, which stands forth, even among the statutes of that unhappy country at that unhappy period, preeminent in atrocity. It was enacted, in few but emphatic
words, that whoever should preach in a conventicle under a
fect

roof, or should attend, either as preacher or as hearer, a con-

venticle in the

open

air,

should be punished with death and

confiscation of property.**

•

May

Act Pari. Car.

II.

March.

29. 1661;

Jac. VII. April 2S. 1685,

and

13. 1685.

* Act Pari. Jac. VII. May8.1685; Ohscrvalor, Junc20. 1685. Leslrange
evidently wished to see the precedent followed in England.
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P
This law, passed at the King’s instance by an assembly deJ^
voted to his will, deserves especial notice. For he has been ' mgs"
frequently represented by ignorant writers as a prince rash, p e j^*
s
f
indeed, and injudicious in his choice of means, but intent on towards
one of the noblest ends which a ruler can pursue, the estab- tans,
lishment of entire religious liberty. Nor can it be denied
C

-

some portions of his life, when detached from the rest
superficially considered, seem to warrant this favourable
view of his character.
While a subject he had been, during many years, a per-

that

and

secuted man; and persecution had produced

its

usual effect

on him. His mind, dull and narrow as it was, had profited
under that sharp discipline. While he was excluded from the
Court, from the Admiralty, and from the Council, and was
in danger of being also excluded from the throne, only because he could not help believing in transubstantiation and in
the authority of the see of Rome he made such rapid progress
in the doctrines of toleration that he left Milton and Locke
behind. What, he often said, could be more unjust, than to
visit speculations with penalties which ought to be reserved
for acts?
What more impolitic than to reject the services of
good soldiers, seamen, lawyers, diplomatists, financiers,
because they hold unsound opinions about the number of the
sacraments or the pluripresence of saints? He learned by rote
the commonplaces which all sects repeat so fluently when they
are enduring oppression, and forget so easily when they are
able to retaliate it. Indeed he rehearsed his lesson so well,
that those who chanced to hear him on this subject gave him
credit for much more sense and much readier elocution than
he really possessed. His professions imposed on some charitable persons, and perhaps imposed on himself.
But his
zeal for the rights of conscience ended with the predominance
of the Whig party. When fortune changed, when he was no
longer afraid that others would persecute him, when he had
,
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chap,

it

in his

power to persecute others

,

his real propensities

began

"Isirr to show themselves. He hated the Puritan sects with a manifold hatred, theological and political, hereditary and personal.

He

regarded them as the foes of Heaven, as the foes of

all

Church and State, as his great grandmother’s foes and his grandfather’s, his father's and his
mother’s, his brother’s and his own. He, who had com-

legitimate authority in

now declared
how men could have the im-

plained so loudly of the laws against Papists,

himself unable to conceive

pudence to propose the repeal of the laws against Puritans.*
He , whose favourite theme had been the injustice of requiring
civil functionaries to

land,

take religious tests , established in Scot-

when he resided

there as Viceroy, the most rigorous

been known in the empire.** He,
who had expressed just indignation when the priests of his
own faith were hanged and quartered, amused himself with

religious test that has ever

hearing Covenanters shriek and seeing them writhe while their
knees were beaten flat in the boots.*** In this mood he became
King , and he immediately demanded and obtained from the

obsequious Estates of Scotland, as the surest pledge of their
most sanguinary law that has ever in our islands

loyalty, the

been enacted against Protestant Nonconformists.
With this law the whole spirit of his administration was in
perfect harmony. The fiery persecution, which had raged
ruled Scotland as vicegerent, waxed hotter than ever
cofcnan- when he
ter*.
from the day on which he became sovereign. Those shires in
which the Covenanters were most numerous were given up to
the license of the army. With the army was mingled a militia,
composed of the most violent and profligate of those who

Cruel

nt

oMh"*

* His own words reported by himself.
Clarke’s Life of James the
Second, i. 656. Grig. Mem.
•* Act Pari. Car. II. August 31. 1681.
•'* Burnet, i. 583.; Wodrow, III. v. 2. Unfortunately the Acta of the
Scottish Privy Council during almost the whole administration of the

Duke

of

York arc wanting.
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Preeminent among the
called themselves Episcopalians.
bands which oppressed and wasted these unhappy districts ”
were the dragoons commanded by James Graham of Claverhouse. The story ran that these wicked men used in their
revels to play at the torments of hell, and to call each other
by the names of devils and damned souls.* The chief of
this Tophet on earth, a soldier of distinguished courage and
professional skill, but rapacious and profane, of violent
temper and of obdurate heart, has left % name which, where-

c ”* p '

less.

t

ever the Scottish race is settled on the face of the globe, is
mentioned with a peculiar energy of hatred. To recapitulate
the crimes , by which this man and men like him, goaded
the peasantry of the Western Lowlands into madness, would
be an endless task. A few instances must suffice; and all
those instances shall be taken from the history of a single fortnight, that very fortnight in which the Scottish Parliament,
at the urgent request of James, enacted a new law of unprecedented severity against Dissenters.
John Brown, a poor carrier of Lanarkshire, was, for his
all

,

commonly called the Christian carrier. Many
when Scotland enjoyed reBt, prosperity, and
freedom, old men who remembered the evil days,

singular piety,

years later,
religious

described him as one versed in divine things, blameless in

and so peaceable that the tyrants could find no offence
,
him except that he absented himself from the publicworship
of the Episcopalians.
On the first of May he was cutting
turf, when he was seized by Claverhouse’s dragoons, rapidly

life

in

examined, convicted of nonconformity, and sentenced to
death. It is said that, even among the soldiers, it was not
easy to find an executioner. For the wife of the poor man
was present: she led one little child by the hand: it was easy
to see that she was about to give birth to another; and even
those wild and hard-hearted men who nicknamed one another
,

*

Wodrow,

III. ix.

6
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Beelzebub and Apollyon, shrank from the great wickedness
of butchering her husband before her face. The prisoner,
meanwhile, raised above himself by the near prospect of
eternity, prayed loud and fervently as one inspired, till
Claverhouse, in a fury, shot him dead. It was reported by
credible witnesses that the widow cried out in her agony,
“Well, Sir, well; the day of reckoning will come;” and that
the murderer replied, “To man I can answer for what I have
done; and as for God, I will take him into mine own hand.”
Yet it was rumoured that even on his seared conscience and
adamantine heart the dying ejaculations of his victim made an
impression which was never effaced.*
On the fifth of May two artisans , Peter Gillies and John
Bryce, were tried in Ayrshire by a military tribunal consisting
of fifteen soldiers. The indictment is still extant. The prisoners were charged, not with any act of rebellion, but with
holding the same pernicious doctrines which had impelled
others to rebel, and with wanting only opportunity to act upon
those doctrines. The proceeding was summary. In a few
hours the two culprits were convicted, hanged, and flung
together into a hole under the gallows.**
The eleventh of May was signalised by more than one
Some rigid Calvinists had from the doctrine
great crime.
of reprobation drawn the consequence that to pray for any
person who had been predestined to perdition was an act
of mutiny against the eternal decrees of the Supreme Being.
Three poor labouring men, deeply imbued with this unamiable
• Wodrow, III. ix. 6.
The editor of the Oxford edition of Durnet
this act by alleging that Claverhouse was then
employed to intercept ail communication between Argyle and Monmouth,
and by supposing that John Brown may have been detected in conveying
intelligence between the rebel camps. Unfortunately for this hypothesis
John Brown was shot on the first of May, when both Argyle and Monmouth were in Holland, and when there was no insurrection in any part
of our island.

attempts to excuse

**

Wodrow,

111. ix. 6.
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were stopped by an officer in the neighbourhood chap.
IV.
of Glasgow?. They were asked whether they would pray for* 1685.
King James the Seventh. They refused to do so except under
divinity,

the condition that he was one of the elect. A
was drawn out. The prisoners knelt down

file
:

of musketeers

they were blind-

folded; and, within an hour after they had been arrested,

was lapped up by the dogs.*
While this was done in Clydesdale , an act not less horrible
was perpetrated in Eskdale.
One of the proscribed Covenanters, overcome by sickness, had found shelter in the
house of a respectable widow, and had died there. The
corpse was discovered by the Laird of Westerhall, a petty
tyrant who had, in the days of the Covenant, professed inordinate zeal for the Presbyterian Church, who had, since
the Restoration, purchased the favour of the government by
apostasy, and who felt towards the party which he had deserted the implacable hatred of an apostate. This man pulled
down the house of the poor woman, carried away her furniture, and, leaving her and her younger children to wander
in the fields, dragged her son Andrew, who was still a lad,
before Claverhouse, who happened to be marching through
that part of the country. Claverhouse was just then strangely
Some thought that he had not been quite himself
lenient.
since the death of the Christian carrier, ten days before. But
Westerhall was eager to signalise his loyalty, and extorted a
sullen consent. The guns were loaded, and the youth was
told to pull his bonnet over his face. He refused , and stood
confronting his murderers with the Bible in his hand. “I can
look you in the face,” he said; “I have done nothing of
which I need be ashamed. But how will you look in that day
when you shall be judged by what is written in this book?”
He fell dead, and was buried in the moor.**
their blood

•

Wodrow,

•* lb.

III. ix. 6.

Cloud of Witnesses.
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women Margaret Maclachlan and
Margaret Wilson, the former an aged widow, the latter a
maiden of eighteen, suffered death for their religion in
Wigtonshire. They were offered their lives if they would
consent to abjure the cause of the insurgent Covenanters , and
to attend the Episcopal worship.
They refused; and they
were sentenced to be drowned. They were carried to a spot
which the Solway overflows twice a day, and were fastened to
stakes fixed in the sand, between high and low water mark.
The elder sufferer was placed near to the advancing flood, in
the hope that her last agonies might terrify the younger into
submission. The sight was dreadful. But the courage of the
survivor was sustained by an enthusiasm as lofty as any that
is recorded in martyrology.
She saw the sea draw nearer
and nearer, but gave no sign of alarm. She prayed and sang
verses of psalms till the waves choked her voice. When she
had tasted the bitterness of death she was, by a cruel mercy,
unbound and restored to life. When she came to herself,
pitying friends and neighbours implored her to yield. “Dear
Margaret, only say, God save the King!” The poor girl,
true to her stem theology, gasped out, “May God save him,
if it be God’s will!”
Her friends crowded round the prethe same day two

“She has

siding officer.
it.”

,

“Will she

take

said

the

it;

indeed, Sir, she has said

abjuration?”

“Never!” she exclaimed. “Iam

he

Christ’s; let me

the waters closed over her for the last time.

demanded.
go!” And

•

Thus was Scotland governed by that prince whom ignorant

men have
*

represented as a friend of religious liberty, whose

Wodrow, III.

yard at Wigton,

is

ix.e. The epitaph of Margaret Wilson, in the churchprinted in the Appendix to the Cloud of Witnesses:
for owning Christ supreme

“ Murdered
Head of

bis Church, and no more crime.
But her not owning Prelacy,

And not abjuring Presbytery,
Within the sea,

tied to a stake,

She suffered for Christ Jesus' sake."
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was to be too wise and too good for the age in
which he lived. Nay, even those laws which authorised him
to govern thus were in his judgment reprehensibly lenient.
While his officers were committing the murders which have
just been related, he was urging the Scottish Parliament to
pass a new Act compared with which all former Acts might be
misfortune

C,

it

'^

P-

I
'

""

168s.

called merciful.

In England his authority, though great, was circumby ancient and noble laws which even the Tories
would not patiently have seen him infringe. Here he could

scribed

not hurry Dissenters before military tribunals, or enjoy at

Council the luxury of seeing them swoon in the boots. Here
he could not drown young girls for refusing to take the abjuration, or shoot poor countrymen for doubting whether he
was one of the elect. Yet even in England he continued to
persecute the Puritans as far as his power extended, till
events which will hereafter be related induced him to form
the

design

of uniting Puritans

and Papists

in

a coali-

tion for the humiliation and spoliation of the Established

Church.

One

sect of Protestant Dissenters indeed he, even at this reeling

early period of his reign,

regarded with some tenderness,

iow»rds

the Society of Friends.

His partiality for that singular fratemity cannot be attributed to religious sympathy; for, of ail

who acknowledge
Catholic and the

Quakers,

Roman
may seem

the divine mission of Jesus, the

Quaker

differ

most widely.

It

paradoxical to say that this very circumstance constituted

a tie between the Roman Catholic and the Quaker; yet such
was really the case. For they deviated in opposite directions
so far from what the great body of the nation regarded as
right that even liberal men generally considered them both
as lying beyond the pale of the largest toleration.
Thus the
two extreme sects, precisely because they were extreme
sects, had a common interest distinct from the interest of the
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The Quakers were also guiltless of all
his House.
They had not been in

CHAP. intermediate sects.
IV.
’

1685.

offence against

James and

existence as a community

till the war between his father and
the Long Parliament was drawing towards a close. They had
been cruelly persecuted by some of the revolutionary govern•

ments.

They had,

since the Restoration, in spite of

much

usage, submitted themselves meekly to the royal authority.
For they had, though reasoning on premises which the
ill

Anglican divines regarded as heterodox, arrived, like the
Anglican divines, at the conclusion, that no excess of tyranny
on the part of a prince can justify active resistance on the part
of a subject. No libel on the government had ever been
traced to a Quaker.*

In no conspiracy against the govern-

ment had a Quaker been

implicated.

The

society

had not

joined in the clamour for the Exclusion Bill, and had solemnly

condemned the Rye House Plot as

a hellish design and a

work

of the devil.** Indeed, the Friends then took very little part
in civil contentions; for they were not, as now, congregated
in large towns, but were generally engaged in agriculture, a
pursuit from which they have been gradually driven

by the

vexations consequent on their strange scruple about paying
tithe.

They were,

therefore, far

removed from the scene

of political strife.
They also, even in domestic privacy,
avoided on principle all political conversation.
For such
conversation was, in their opinion, unfavourable to their
spirituality of mind, and tended to disturb the austere composure of their deportment. The yearly meetings of that age
repeatedly admonished the brethren not to hold discourse
touching affairs of state.*** Even within the memory of per-

now living those grave elders who retained the habits
of an earlier generation systematically discouraged such
sons

*

See the letter to King Charles II. prefixed to Barclay’s
** Sewel’s History erf the Quakers,
book x.
•** Minutes of Yearly
Meetings, 1689, 1690.

Apology.
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a wide CH * P -

wordly talk.* It was natural that James should make
distinction between this harmless race and thoso fierce and
restless sects which considered resistance to tyranny as a
Christian duty, which had, in Germany, France, and Holland, made war on legitimate princes , and which had, during
four generations,

(

i6sj.

borne peculiar enmity to the House of

Stuart.

•

happened, moreover, that it was possible to grant large
relief to the Roman Catholic and to the Quaker without mitigating the sufferings of the Puritan sects. A law which was
then in force imposed severe penalties on every person who
refused to take the oath of supremacy when required to do so.
This law did not affect Presbyterians, Independents, or Bapfor they were all ready to call God to witness that they
tists
renounced all spiritual connection with foreign prelates and
potentates. But the Roman Catholic would not swear that
tho Pope had no jurisdiction in England, and the Quaker
would not swear to any thing. On the other hand neither
the Roman Catholic nor the Quaker was touched by the Fivo
Mile Act, which, of all the laws in the Statute Book, was
perhaps the most annoying to the Puritan Nonconformists.**
The Quakers had a powerful and zealous advocate at
Though, as a class, they mixed little with the world,
court.
and shunned politics as a pursuit dangerous to their spiritual
interests, one of them, widely distinguished from the rest by
station and fortune , lived in the highest circles, and had conIt

;

,

* Clarkson on Quakerism; Peculiar Customs, chapter v.
*• After this passage was written, I found, in tho British Museum, a
manuscript (llarl. MS. 1506.) entitled, “An Account of the Seizures, Sequestrations, great Spoil and Havock made upon the Estates of the several Protestant Dissenters called Quakers, upon Prosecution of old
Statutes made against Papist and Popish Recusants.’’ The manuscript
is marked as having belonged to James, and appears to have bee"n given
by his confidential servant, Colonel Graham, to Lord Oxford. This circumstance appears to me to confirm the view which 1 have taken of the
lung’s conduct towards the Quakers.

"\
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•

was the celebrated William
His father had held great naval commands , had been
8 Commissioner of the Admiralty, had sate in Parliament,
had received the honour of knighthood, and had been encouraged to expect a peerage. The son had been liberally educated, and had been designed for the profession of arms, but
had, while still young, injured his prospects and disgusted
his friends by joining what was then generally considered as a
gang of crazy heretics. He had been sent sometimes to the
Tower, and sometimes to Newgate. He had been tried at
the Old Bailey for preaching in defiance of the law. After a
time, however, he had been reconciled to his family, and had
succeeded in obtaining such powerful protection that, while
all the gaols of England were filled with his brethren, he was
permitted, during many years, to profess his opinions without
molestation. Towards the close of the late reign he had obstant access to the royal ear. This

'TsmT' Penn.
<im

pen u

l

him from the
crown, the grant of an immense region in North America. In
this tract, then peopled only by Indian hunters, he had invited his persecuted friends to settle. His colony was still in
tained, in satisfaction of an old debt due to

when James mounted the throne.
Between James and Penn there had long been a familiar
The Quaker now became a courtier, and
almost a favourite. He was every day summoned from the
gallery into the closet, and sometimes had long audiences
while peers were kept waiting in the antechambers. It was
noised abroad that he had more real power to help and hurt
than many nobles who filled high offices. He was soon surrounded by flatterers and suppliants. His house at Kensington was sometimes thronged, at his hour of rising, by
more than two hundred suitors. He paid dear, however, for
this seeming prosperity.
Even his own sect looked coldly on
him, and requited his services with obloquy. He was loudly
its

infancy

acquaintance.

accused of being a Papist, nay, a Jesuit.

Some

affirmed
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he had been educated at St. Omers, and others, that he
had been ordained at Rome. These calumnies indeed,
could find credit only with the undiscerning multitude: but
with these calumnies were mingled accusations much better
that

,

CHAP.
IV.
1685.

founded.*
To speak the whole truth concerning Penn is a task which
requires some courage; for he is rather a mythical than a
Rival nations and hostile sects have agreed
England is proud of his name. A great
commonwealth beyond the Atlantic regards him with a reverence similar to that which the Athenians felt for Theseus,
and the Romans for Quirinus. The respectable society of
which he was a member honours him as an apostle. By pious

historical person.

in canonizing him.

men of other persuasions he is generally regarded as a bright
pattern of Christian virtue. Meanwhile admirers of a very
different sort

have sounded

his praises.

The French philo-

sophers of the eighteenth century pardoned what they regarded as his superstitious fancies in consideration of his conpriests, and of his cosmopolitan benevolence, imextended to all races and to all creeds. His name
has thus become, throughout all civilised countries, a synonyme for probity and philanthropy.
Nor is this high reputation altogether unmerited. Penn
was without doubt a man of eminent virtues. He had a strong
sense of religious duty and a fervent desire to promote the
happiness of mankind. On one or two points of high importance he had notions more correct than were, in his day, com-

tempt for

partially

*

Penn's

visits to

Whitehall, and levees at Kensington, are described

with great vivacity, though in very bad Latin, by Gerard Croese.
“Sumebat,” be says, “rex ssepe secretum, non horarium, vero horarum
plurium, in quo de variis rebus cum Penno serio sermonem conferebat,
el interim diflerebat audire prncipuorum nobilium ordinero, qui hoc
interim spatio in proccatone, in proximo, regem convenlum praesto
erant." Of the crowd of suitors at Penn’s bouse, Croese says, “Vidi

qiiandoque de hoc gcnere hominum non minus bis centum."
Quakeriana, lib. ii. 1G J5.

—

Historia

(
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mon even among men

of enlarged minds; and, as the pro-

and legislator of a province which, being almost uninwhen it came into his possession, afforded a clear
field for moral experiments, he had the rare good fortune of
being able to carry his theories into practice without any compromise, and yet without any shock to existing institutions.
He will always be mentioned with honour as a founder of a
prietor

habited

colony,

who

did not, in his dealings with a savage people,

abuse the strength derived from civilisation , and as a lawgiver
who, in an age of persecution, made religious liberty the

comer stone of a

polity.
But his writings and his life furnish
abundant proofs that he was not a man of strong sense. He
had no skill in reading the characters of others. His confidence in persons less virtuous than himself led him into great
errors and misfortunes. His enthusiasm for one great principle sometimes impelled him to violate other great principles
which ho ought to have held sacred. Nor was his rectitude
altogether proof against the temptations to which it was exposed in that splendid and polito, but deeply corrupted society, with which he now mingled.
The whole court was in a
ferment with intrigues of gallantry and intrigues of ambition.
The traffic in honours, places, and pardons was incessant.
It was natural that a man who was daily seen at the palace and
who was known to have free access to majesty, should be
frequently importuned to use his influence for purposes which
a rigid morality must condemn. The integrity of Penn had
stood firm against obloquy and persecution. But now, attacked by royal smiles, by female blandishments, by the insinuating eloquence and delicate flattery of veteran diplomatists and courtiers, his resolution began to give way.
Titles
and phrases against which he had often borne his testimony
dropped occasionally from his lips and his pen. It would be
well if he had been guilty of nothing worse than such compliances with the fashions of the world. Unhappily it cannot
,
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be concealed that lie bore a chief part in some transactions
condemned, not merely by the rigid code of the society to
which he belonged, but by the general sense of all honest
men. He afterwards solemnly protested that his hands were
pure from illicit gain, and that he had never received any
gratuity from those whom he had obliged, though he might
easily, while his influence at court lasted, have made a hundred and twenty thousand pounds.* To this assertion full
credit is due. But bribes may be offered to vanity as well as
to cupidity; and it is impossible to deny that Penn was cajoled
into bearing a part in some unjustifiable transactions of which

CHAP.
IV.
teas.

others enjoyed the profits.
The first use which he made of his credit was highly com- Peculiar
favour
mendable. He strongly represented the sufferings of the shown to
Roman
Quakers to the new King, who saw with pleasure that it was Catholics

possible to grant indulgence to these quiet sectaries

and to

and Quakers.

Roman Catholics,

without showing similar favour to other
classes which were then under persecution. A list was framed

the

of prisoners against whom proceedings had been instituted for
not taking the oaths , or for not going to church, and of whose

had been produced to the government.
These persons were discharged, and orders were given that
no similar proceeding should be instituted till the royal pleasure should be further signified. In this way about fifteen
hundred Quakers, and a still greater number of Roman Caloyalty certificates

tholics , regained their liberty.**
*

my

“Twenty thousand

province.”

into

my

pocket; and a hundred thousand into

— Penn’s Letter to Popplo.

* These orders, signed by Sunderland, will be found
In Sewel’s
History. They bear dale April 18. 1685. They are written in a style
singularly obscure and intricate; but I think that I have exhibited the
meaning correctly. I have not been able to find any proof that any
person, not a Roman Catholic or a Quaker, regained his freedom under
these orders. See Neal’s History of the Puritans, vol. ii. chap. ii. Gerard Croese, lib. ii. Croese estimates the number of Quakers liberated
at fourteen hundred and sixty.
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when the English Parliament was to meet. The members of the House of Commons
who had repaired to the capital were so numerous that there
was much doubt whether their chamber, as it was then fitted
up, would afford sufficient accommodation for them. They

And now

the time had arrived

employed the days which immediately preceded the opening
of the session in talking over public affairs with each other and
with the agents of the government. A great meeting of the
loyal party was held at the Fountain Tavern in the Strand;

and Roger Lestrange, who had recently been knighted by the
King, and returned to Parliament by the city of Winchester,
took a leading part in their consultations.*

soon appeared that a large portion of the

It

Commons had

views which did not altogether agree with those of the Court.

The Tory

country gentlemen were, with scarcely one exception, desirous to maintain the Test Act and the Habeas
Corpus Act; and some among them talked of voting the re-

venue only for a term of years. But they were perfectly ready
townact severe laws against the Whigs and would gladly have
,

seen

all

the supporters of the Exclusion Bill

of holding

office.

The King, on

made

incapable

the other hand, desired to

obtain from the Parliament a revenue for

life,

the admission

of Roman Catholics to

office, and the repeal of the Habeas
Corpus Act. On these three objects his heart was set; and
he was by no means disposed to accept as a substitute for them
a penal law against Exclusionists. Such a law, indeed, would
have been positively unpleasing to him; for one class of Exclusionists stood high in his favour, that class of which Sunderland was the representative, that class which had joined
the Whigs in the dayB of the plot, merely because the Whigs
were predominant, and which had changed with the change
of fortune. James justly regarded these renegades as the
•

mm

Rarillon,
_•

Memoirs.

^" y
JUDO

1685.
7»

Observator,

May

21. 1685;

Sir J. Reresby’s

'
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he could employ. It was not from CHAP.
iv.
the stout-hearted Cavaliers who had been true to him in his 1085.
adversity, that he could expect abject and unscrupulous obedience in his prosperity. The men who , impelled not by zeal
for liberty or for religion, but merely by selfish cupidity and
selfish fear, had assisted to oppress him when he was weak,
were the very men who, impelled by, the same cupidity and
the same fear, would assist him to oppress his people now that
he was strong.* Though vindictive, he was not indiscriminately vindictive. Not a single instance can be mentioned in
which he showed a generous compassion to those who had
opposed him honestly and on public grounds. But he frequently spared and promoted those whom some vile motive
had induced t6 injure him. For that meanness which marked
them out as fit implements of tyranny was so precious in his
estimation that he regarded it with some indulgence even
when it was exhibited at his own expense.
The King’s wishes were communicated through several
channels to the Tory members of the Xower House. The
majority was easily persuaded to forego all thoughts of a penal
law against the Exclusionists, and to consent that his majesty
should have the revenue for life. But touching the Test Act
and the Habeas Corpus Act, the emissaries of the court could
obtain no satisfactory assurances.**
On the nineteenth of May the session was opened. The Heeling
of the
benches of the Commons presented a singular spectacle. English

most serviceable

tools that

,

Parlia-

That great party which, in the last three Parliaments, had ment.
been predominant, had now dwindled to a pitiable minority,
and was indeed little more than a fifteenth part of the House.
* Lewis wrote toBarillon about this class of Exclusionists
as follows:
auront ft elTacer cette tftche par ties services considerables les portera, selon toutesles apparences, ft le servir plus utilement
que ne pourroient faire ceux qui ont toujours fttft les plus attaches ft sa
personne.’' May 4?. 1685.
• Barillon, May
1685 j Sir John Reresby’s Memoirs.

“L’intftrftt qu’ils

^

Macaulay, History. IL
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i68i.

Of the

hundred and thirteen knights and burgesses only a
hundred and thirty-five had ever sate “in that place before.
It is evident that a body of men so raw and inexperienced
must have been, in some important qualities, far below the
average of our representative assemblies. •
The management of the House was confided by James to
two peers of the kingdom of Scotland. One of them, Charles
five

Middleton, Earl of Middleton, after holding high office at
Edinburgh, had, shortly before the death of the late King,
been sworn of the English Privy Council, and appointed one
of the Secretaries of State. With him was joined Richard

Graham, Viscount Preston, who had long held the post of
Envoy at Versailles.
Tretor

Weaker.

Commons was to elect a Speaker.
was a question which had been much
debated in the cabinet. Guildford had recommended Sir
Thomas Meres, who, like himself, ranked among the Trimmers. Jeffreys, -who missed no opportunity of crossing the
Lord Keeper, had pressed the claims of Sir John Trevor.
Trevor had been bred half a pettifogger and half a gambler,
had brought to political life sentiments and principles worthy
of both his callings, had become a parasite of the Chief
Justice, and could, on occasion, imitate, not unsuccessfully,
the vituperative style of his patron. The minion of Jeffreys
was, as might have been expected, preferred by James,
was proposed by Middleton, and was chosen without oppoThe

first

business of the

Who should be the man-,

sition.**

chmcter
mou*

7'

Thus far all went smoothly. But an adversary of no common P row e 89 was watching his time. This was Edward
Seymour of Berry Pomeroy Castle, member for the city of
Exeter. Seymour’s birth put him on a level with the noblest
subjects in Europe. He was the right heir male of the body of
*

**

Burnet,

i.

626.

;

Evelyn’s Diary,

May

Roger North’s Life of Guildford, 218

22. 16S5.
}

Bramslon’s Memoirs.
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that

Duke of Somerset who had been

Henry the Eighth

,

brother-in-law of King CHAP.
IV.

and Protector of the realm of England.

In the original limitation of the

dukedom of Somerset,

16SS.

the

elder son of the Protector had been postponed to the younger

From the younger son the Dukes of Somerset were
descended. From the elder son was descended the family
which dwelt at Berry Pomeroy. Seymour’s fortune was large,
and his influence in the west of England extensive. Nor was

son.

the importance derived from descent and wealth the only

importance which belonged to him. He was one of the most
skilful debaters and men of business in the kingdom.
He had
sate

many years in the House of Commons, had

studied

all its

and usages, and thoroughly understood its peculiar
temper. He bad been elected Speaker in the late reign under
circumstances which made that distinction peculiarly" honourable. During several generations none but lawyers had been
called to the chair; and he was the first country gentleman
whose abilities and acquirements enabled him to break that
long prescription. He had subsequently held high political
But his haughty and
office, and had sate in the cabinet.
unaccommodating temper had given so much disgust that he
had been forced to retire. He was a Tory and a Churchman
he had strenuously opposed the Exclusion Bill he had been
persecuted by the Whigs in the day of their prosperity; and
he could therefore safely venture to hold language for which
any person suspected of republicanism would have been sent
He had long been at the head of a strong parto the Tower.
liamentary connection, which was called the Western Alliance,
and which included many gentlemen of Devonshire, Somer*
setshire, and Cornwall.
In every House of Commons a member, who unites eloquence, knowledge, and habits of business to opulence and
illustrious descent, must be highly considered.
But in a

rules

;

,

** North’s Life of Guildford, 228 .-,

News from Westminster.
0

*
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House of Commons from

-which

many of the eminent orators

~7ti8s7~and parliamentary tacticians of the age were excluded,

and

which was crowded with people who had never heard a
debate, the influence of such a man was peculiarly formidable.
Weight of moral character was indeed wanting to Edward
Seymour. He was licentious, profane, corrupt, too proud to
behave with common politeness, yet not too proud to pocket
But he was so useful an ally, and so mischievous
illicit gain.
an enemy, that he was frequently courted even by those who
most detested him. •
He was now in bad humour with the government. His
interest had been weakened in some places by the remodelling
of the western boroughs: his pride had been wounded by the
elevation of Trevor to the chair; and he took an early opportunity of revenging himself.

On

Tim
speech

to

moned

the twenty-second of

May

to the bar of the Lords;

the Commons were sumand the King, seated on his

He declared himself
u*menL~ throne, made a speech to both Houses.
resolved to maintain the established government in Church
But he weakened the

and State.

effect

of this declaration by

addressing an extraordinary admonition to the Commons.
He was apprehensive, he said, that they might be inclined to
dole out money to him, from time to time, in the hope that
they should thus force him to call them frequently together.
But he must warn them that he was not to be so dealt with, and

wished him to meet them often, they must use
him well. As it was evident that without money the government could not be carried on, these expressions plainly
implied that, if they did not give him as much money as he
wished, he would take it. Strange to say, this harangue was
received with loud cheers by the Tory gentlemen at the bar.
Such acclamations were then usual. It has now been during
that, if they

,

* Burnet,
Dec. 28. 1611 .

i.3S2.

;

Rawdou Papers Lord Conway
;

to Sir

George Rawdon,
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\

.

many

the grave and decorous usage of Parliaments to

hear, in respectful silence,

all

expressions

,

acceptable or un-

CI

|*

P*

~issiT"

acceptable, which are uttered from the throne."
It was then the custom that, after the King had concisely
explained his reasons for calling Parliament together, the

minister

who held

the Great Seal should, at

more

explain to the Houses the state of public affairs.
in imitation of his

predecessors,

length,

Guildford,

Clarendon, Bridgeman,

Shaftesbury, and Nottingham, had prepared an elaborate
oration, but found, to his great mortification, that his services

were not wanted.**
As soon as the Commons had returned to their own »•*>»*•
chamber, it was proposed that they should resolve themselves com™ 0M
into a Committee, for the purpose of settling a revenue on the
King.
|pe«
h “*
Then Seymour stood up. How he stood, looking like
ou
what he was , the chief of a dissolute and high spirited gentry,
'

with the

round

artificial ringlets clustering in

his

fashionable profusion

shoulders, and a mingled expression of volup-

tuousness and disdain in his eye and on his lip, the likenesses

of him which still remain enable us to imagine. It was not,
the haughty Cavalier said, his wish that the Parliament should
withhold from the crown the means of carrying on the government. But was there indeed a Parliament? Were there not
on the benches many men who had, as all the world knew, no
right to sit there, many men whose elections were tainted by
corruption, many men forced by intimidation on reluctant
voters, and many men returned by corporations which had no
legal existence? Had not constituent bodies been remodelled,
in defiance of royal charters and of immemorial prescription?
Had not returning officers been everywhere the unscrupulous
agents of the Court? Seeing that the very principle of re* London Gazette, May 25. 168:> Evelyn’s Diary,
;
** North’s Life of Guildford, 256.

May

22. 1685.
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~

168S.

.

P resen ^ation had been thus systematically attacked, he

knew

not

how

the

House would take into consideration petitions against
and that no member whose right to sit was disputed

of gentlemen which he saw around
him by the honourable name of a House of Commons. Yet
never was there a time when it more concerned the public weal
that the character of the Parliament should stand high.
Great dangers impended over the ecclesiastical and civil
constitution of the realm. It was matter of vulgar notoriety,
it was matter which required no proof, that the Test Act, the
rampart of religion, and the Habeas Corpus Act, the rampart
of liberty, were marked out for destruction. “Before we
proceed to legislate on questions so momentous, let us at least
ascertain whether we really are a legislature. Let our first
proceeding be to inquire into the manner in which the
elections have been conducted.
And let us look to it that the
inquiry be impartial. For, if the nation shall find that no
redress is to be obtained by peaceful methods, we may perhaps ere long suffer the justice which we refuse to do.” He
concluded by moving that, before any supply was granted,
to call the throng

returns,

should be allowed to vote.

Not a cheer was heard. Not a member ventured to second
Indeed, Seymour had said much that no other

the motion.

man

could have said with impunity.

The

proposition

the ground, and was not even entered on the journals.

fell to

But a

mighty effect had been produced. Barillon informed his
master that many who had not dared to applaud that remarkable speech had cordially approved of it, that it was the universal subject of conversation throughout London, and that
the impression made on the public mind seemed likely to be
durable.*

Um 25-Bumet,
*

i.

639.; Evelyn’s Diary,

,

junT*

* 685,

s ‘l ence °f d»e

May

22. 1685; Barillon,

—

Jun®

and

journals perplexed Mr. Fox: but ills

explained by the circumstance that Seymour’s motion was not seconded.
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The Commons went
voted to the King, for
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committee without delay, and CRAP —
the whole revenue enjoyed by his The tie-

into

life

,

brother.

The

dotted.

zealous churchmen

House seem

who formed

the majority of the

Proeced-

to have been of opinion that the promptitude thfcom-

with which they had met the wish of James, touching the
revenue , entitled them to expect some concession on his part.

reU *
^‘fJU

They said that much had been done to gratify him, and that
they must now do something to gratify the nation.
The
itself into a Committee of Reorder to consider the best means of providing for

House, therefore, reso'ved
ligion, in

the security of the eccleaastical establishment.

In that

Com-

mittee two resolutions were unanimously adopted. The first
expressed fervent attadiment to the Church of England.
the King to put in execution the penal
all persois who were not members of that
Church."
The Whigs would dmbtless have wished to see the Protestant dissenters tolented, and the Roman Catholics alone
persecuted. But the Whigs were a small and a disheartened

The second called on
laws against

minority.
sible out

They therefore kept themselves as much as posof sight, dropped their party name, abstained from

obtruding their peculiar opinions on a hostile audience, and
steadily supported every proposition tending to disturb the

harmony which

as yet sibsisted

between the Parliament and

the Court.

When the proceeding of the Committee

of Religion were

known at Whitehall, tlu King’s anger was great. Nor can
we justly blame him for Bscnting the conduct of the Tories.
[f they

were disposed to Bquire the rigorous execution of the

penal code, they clearlj ought to have supported the Exclusion BilL
*

Journals,
** Journals,

For to
May ‘22.
May 26,

plac.i

a Papist on the throne , and then to

StatJac.
27.

fir

II.

i. 1.

J. lleresby’s

Memoirs.
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on his persecuting to the death the teachers of that faith
-;«£~ in which alone, on his principles, salvation could be found,
was monstrous. In mitigating by a lenient administration the
severity of the bloody laws of Elizabeth, the King violated no
He only exerted a power which has
constitutional principle.
always belonged to the crown. Nay, he only did what was
succession
of sovereigns zealous for the
done
by
a
afterwards
doctrines of the Reformation, by William, by Anne, and by
the princes of the House of Brunswick. Had he suffered
Roman Catholic priests, whose live* he could save without
infringing any law, to be hanged, drawn, and quartered, for
discharging what he considered as tleir first duty, he would
have drawn on himself the hatred an4 contempt even of those
to whose prejudices he had made so shameful a concession;
and had he contented himself with ganting to the members
of his own Church a practical toleratbn by a large exercise of
his unquestioned prerogative of mercy, posterity would have
unanimously applauded him.
The Commons probably felt on -eflection that they had
acted absurdly. They were also disturbed by learning that the
King, to whom they looked up with superstitious reverence,
was greatly provoked. They made histe, therefore, to atone
n9 i 8 t

;

In the House thiv unanimously reversed
the decision which in the Committee they had unanimously
for their offence.

adopted, and passed a resolution inporting that they relied
with entire confidence on His Majety’s gracious promise to
them than life itself.*

protect that religion which was dearer to
Additlo-

ml

taxes
voted.

Sir

Dudley
Norik.

Three days later the King informed the House that his
brother had left some debts, and tint the stores of the navy
and ordnance were nearly exhausted. It was promptly resolved that new taxes should be inposed. The person on
whom devolved the task of devising ways and means was Sir
Dndley North, younger brother of he Lord Keeper. Dudley
•

Commons*

Journals, jtfay 27. 1685.
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North was one of the ablest men of his time. He had early in
life been sent to the Levant, where he had been long engaged
Most men would, in such a situation,
in mercantile pursuits.
have allowed their faculties to rust. For at Smyrna and Constantinople there were few books and few intelligent companions. But the young factor had one of those vigorous
understandings which are independent of external aids. In
his solitude he meditated deeply on the philosophy of trade,
and thought out by degrees a complete and admirable theory,
substantially the same with that which, a hundred years later,
was expounded by Adam Smith.
After an exile of many
years, Dudley North returned to England with a large fortune,
commenced
business
and
as a Turkey merchant in the City of
London. His profound knowledge, both speculative and
practical, of commercial matters, and the perspicuity and
liveliness with which he explained his views, speedily introduced him to the notice of statesmen. The government found
in him at once an enlightened adviser and an unscrupulous
slave.
For with his rare mental endowments were joined lax
principles and an unfeeling heart. When the Tory reaction
was in full progress, he had consented to be made Sheriff for
the express purpose of assisting the vengeance of the court.
His juries had never failed to find verdicts of Guilty; and, on
a day of judicial butchery, carts, loaded with the legs and
arms of quartered Whigs, were, to the great discomposure

i

685 .

.

of his lady, driven to his fine house in Basinghall Street for
orders. His services had been rewarded with the honour of
knighthood, with an Alderman’s gown, and with the office
of Commissioner of the Customs. He had been brought into
Parliament for Banbury, and, though a new member, was the
person on whom the Lord Treasurer chiefly relied for the
conduct of financial business in the Lower House.*
*

166

.

;

Roger North’s Life

of Sir

Dudley North; Life of Lord Guildford

M'Culloch’s Literature of Political Economy.
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Though the Commons were unanimous

in their resolution

crown they were by no means
agreed as to the sources from which that supply should be
drawn. It was speedily determined that part of the sum which
was required should be raised by laying an additional impost,
for a term of eight years, on wine and vinegar: but something more than this was needed. Several absurd schemes
were suggested. Many country gentlemen were disposed to
put a heavy tax on all new buildings in the capital. Such a
tax, it was hoped, would check the growth of a city which had
long been regarded with jealousy and aversion by the rural
aristocracy. Dudley North’s plan was that additional duties
should be imposed, for a term of eight years, on 6ugar and
tobacco. A great clamour was raised. Colonial merchants,
grocers sugar bakers and tobacconists , petitioned the House
to grant a further supply to the

,

,

and besieged the public

offices.

The

people of Bristol,

who

were deeply interested in the trade with Virginia and Jamaica,
sent up a deputation which was heard at the bar of the Commons. Rochester was for a moment staggered ; but North’s
ready wit and perfect knowledge of trade prevailed, both in
the Treasury and in the Parliament, against all opposition.
The old members were amazed at seeing a man who had not
been a fortnight in the House, and whose life had been chiefly
passed in foreign countries, assume with confidence, and discharge with ability, all the functions of a Chancellor of the
Exchequer.*
His plan was adopted; and thus the crown was in possession of a clear income of about nineteen hundred thousand
pounds, derived from England alone. Such an income was
then more than sufficient for the support of the government in
time of peace.**
*

Life of Dudley North, 116.; Lonsdale's

Memoirs

;

Van

Citters,

June

If. 1685.
** Commons’ Journals,

March

1.

1689.
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had, in the meantime, discussed several im- c®£ p *

The Tory party had always been strong “IsssT"
the peers. It included the whole bench of Bishops, p ™ ce e d "
o
and had been reinforced, during the four years which had UieLord*.
elapsed since the last dissolution, by several fresh creations.
Of the new nobles, the most conspicuous were the Lord
Treasurer Rochester, the Lord Keeper Guildford, the Lord
Chief Justice Jeffreys, the Lord Godolphin, and the Lord
Churchill, who, after his return from Versailles, had been
portant questions.

among

f

made a baron of England.
The peers early took into consideration the case of four
members of their body who had been impeached in the late
had never been brought to trial, and had, after a
long confinement, been admitted to bail by the Court of
King’s Bench. Three of the noblemen who were thus under
recognisances were Roman Catholics. The fourth was a Protestant of great note and influence, the Earl of Danby. Since
he had fallen from power and had been accused of treason by
the Commons, four Parliaments had been dissolved; but he
In 1679 the
had been neither acquitted nor condemned.
Lords had considered, with reference to his situation, the
question whether an impeachment was or was not terminated
by a dissolution. They had resolved, after long debate and
full examination of precedents, that the impeachment was
still pending.
That resolution they now rescinded. A few
Whig nobles protested against this step, but to little purpose.
The Commons silently acquiesced in the decision of the Upper
House. Danby again took his seat among his peers, and
became an active and powerful member of the Tory party. •
The constitutional question on which the Lords thus, in
the short space of six years, pronounced two diametrically
reign, but

opposite decisions, slept during more than a century, and
was at length revived by the dissolution which took place
*

Lords' Journals, March 18,

19. 1619,

May

22. 1665.
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during the long

trial

of Warren Hastings.

sary to determine whether the rule laid

down

It

was then neces-

down

in 1679, or the

was to be accounted the law
of the land. The point was long debated in both Houses;
and the best legal and parliamentary abilities which an age
preeminently fertile both in legal and in parliamentary ability
could supply were employed in the discussion. The lawyers
were not unequally divided. Thurlow, Kenyon, Scott, and
Erskine maintained that the dissolution had put an end to the
impeachment. The contrary doctrine was held by Mansfield,
Camden, Loughborough, and Grant. But among those
statesmen who grounded their arguments, not on precedents
and technical analogies, but on deep and broad constitutional
Pitt and
principles, there was little difference of opinion.
Grenville, as well as Burke and Fox, held that the impeachment was still pending. Both Houses by great majorities set
aside the decision of 1685, and pronounced the decision of
1679 to be in conformity with the law of Parliament,
Of the national crimes which had been committed during
reversing
P an' c excited by the fictions of Oates, the most signal had
ufodcr of
sutrord. been the judicial murder of Stafford.
The sentence of that
unhappy nobleman was now regarded by all impartial persons
opposite rule laid

in 1685,

The principal witness for the prosecution had
been convicted of a series of foul perjuries. It was the duty
of the legislature, under such circumstances, to do justice
to the memory of a guiltless sufferer, and to efface an unmerited stain from a name long illustrious in our annals. A
bill for reversing the attainder of Stafford was passed by the
Upper House, in spite of the murmurs of a few peers who
were unwilling to admit that they had shed innocent blood.
The Commons read the bill twice without a division, and
ordered it to be committed. But, on the day appointed for
the committee, arrived news that a formidable rebellion had
broken out in the West of England. It was consequently
as unjust.
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much important business. The amends

due to the memory of Stafford were deferred, as was sup- ~7«is7
only for a short time.
But the misgovernment of
James in a few months completely turned the tide of public
During several generations the Roman Catholics
feeling.
were in no condition to demand reparation for injustice, and
accounted themselves happy if they were permitted to live
unmolested in obscurity and silence. At length, in the reign
of King George the Fourth, more than a hundred and forty
years after the day on which the blood of Stafford was 6hed
on Tower Hill, the tardy expiation was accomplished. A law
annulling the attainder and restoring the injured family to
its ancient dignities was presented to Parliament by the ministers of the crown was eagerly welcomed by public men of
*
all parties, and was passed without one dissentient voice.
It is now necessary that I should trace the origin and progress of that rebellion by which the deliberations of the
Houses were suddenly interrupted.
posed,

,

* Slat.

5 Geo. IV. c. 46.
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the close of the reign of Charles the Second,

80me Whigs who had been deeply implicated in the plot so
and who knew themselves to be marked
ou * f° r destruction , had sought an asylum in the Low
the' coa-

~Ts8sT~
whig

re-

lineut.

f*tal to their party,

Countries.

These refugees were in general men of fiery temper and
weak judgment. They were also under' the influence of that
peculiar illusion which seems to belong to their situation.

A

politician

driven

into banishment

by a hostile faction

generally sees the society which he has quitted through a false

medium.

and discoloured by his
regrets, his longings, and his resentments.
Every little
discontent appears to him to portend a revolution. Every
Every object

is

distorted

is a rebellion.
He cannot be convinced that his country
does not pine for him as much as he pines for his country.
He imagines that all his old associates, who still dwell at their
homes and enjoy their estates, are tormented by the same
feelings which make life a burden to himself. The longer his

riot

expatriation,

The lapse

the greater does this hallucination become.

of time, which cools the ardour of the friends

whom

Every month his impatience
and every month his
to revisit his native land increases;
native land remembers and misses him less. This delusion
becomes almost a madness when many exiles who suffer in
Their
the same cause herd together on a foreign shore.
chief employment is to talk of what they once were, and of
what they may yet be, to goad each other into animosity
against the common enemy, to feed each other with extravagant hopes of victory and revenge. Thus they become
ripe for enterprises which would at once be pronounced
he has

left

behind, inflames

his.
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man whose passions had not deprived him
"
power of calculating chances.
iras.
mood were many of the outlaws who had assembled Tbeir

hopeless by any
the

In this

on the Continent. The correspondence which they kept u P* p °”'
!n
with England was, for the most part, such as tended to excite England,
Their infortheir feelings and to mislead their judgment.
mation concerning the temper of the public mind was chiefly
derived from the worst members of the Whig party, from men
who were plotters and libellers by profession, who were
pursued by the officers of justice , who were forced to sculk in
disguise through back streets, and who sometimes lay hid for
weeks together in cocklofts and cellars. The statesmen who
had been the ornaments of the Country Party the statesmen
who afterwards guided the counsels of the Convention, would
have given advice very different from that which was given by
such men as John Wildman and Henry Danvers.
,

Wildman had served

forty years before in the parlia-

mentary army, but had been more distinguished there as an
agitator than as a soldier,

and had early quitted the profession

of arms for pursuits better suited to his temper. His hatred
of monarchy had induced him to engage in a long series of
first against the Protector, and then against the
But with Wildman’s fanaticism was joined a tender
his own safety.
He had a wonderful skill in grazing

conspiracies ,
Stuarts.

care for

the edge of treason.

No man

understood better how to inby words which, when

stigate others to desperate enterprises

repeated to a jury, might seem innocent, or, at worst,
ambiguous.
Such was his cunning that, though always
plotting, though always known to be plotting, and though
long malignantly watched by a vindictive government, he

eluded every danger, and died in his bed, after having seen
his accomplices die on the gallows.*
* Clarendon’s History of the Rebellion, book xiv.
Burnet’s Own
;

two generations of

Times, i. 546. 625.; Wade’s and Irelon’s Narratives, Lansdowne MS.
West’s information in the Appendix to Sprat’s True Account.

1152.;
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Danvers was a man of the same class, hot-headed, but fainthearted, constantly urged to the brink of danger by enthusiasm, and constantly stopped on that brink by cowardice.
He had considerable influence among a portion of theBaptists,
had written largely in defence of their peculiar opinions, and
had drawn down on himself the severe censure of the' most
respectable Puritans

by attempting

Matthias and John of Leyden.

possessed a

little

to palliate the crimes of

probable that, had he
courage, he would have trode in the footwhom he defended. He was, at this
It is

steps of the wretches

time, concealing himself from the officers of justice; for
warrants were out against him on account of a grossly calumnious paper of which the government had discovered him
to
Characters of the
leading
refugees.

be the author.*
It is easy to

men, such

imagine what kind of intelligence and counsel

as have

been described, were

outlaws in the Netherlands.

Of

likely to

send to the

the general character of

may be formed from a few samples.
One- of the most conspicuous among them was John
by affinity with the Hydes, and
through the Hydes, with James. AylofFe had early made
himself remarkable by offering a whimsical insult to the
government. At a time when the ascendency of the court of
Versailles had excited general uneasiness, he had contrived
those outlaws an estimate

At Ioffe.

AylofFe, a lawyer connected

to put a

wooden

shoe, the established type,

among theEnglish,

of French tyranny, into the chair of the House of Commons.
He had subsequently been concerned in the Whig plot; but
there is no reason to believe that he was a party to the design
of assassinating the royal brothers. He was a man of parts
and courage; but his moral character did not stand high.
The Puritan divines whispered that he was a careless Gallio or
* London Gazette, Jan. 4.
168f ; Ferguson MS. in Eacbard’s History,
164.; Grey’s Narrative} Sprat’s True Account; Danvers's Treatise on
Baptism; Danvers’s Innocency and Truth vindicated; Crosby’s History

lii.

of the English Baptists.
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whatever zeal he might profess for chap.

the Saints would do well to avoid

all

connection ~liisT

*

Nathaniel

Wade

was, like AylofFe, a lawyer.

He had Waie.

long resided at Bristol, and had been celebrated in his own
neighbourhood as a vehement republican. At one time he

had formed a project of emigrating to New Jersey, where he
expected to find institutions better suited to his taste than
His activity in electioneering had intro-

those of England.

duced him to the notice of some Whig nobles. They had
employed him professionally, and had, at length, admitted
him to their most secret counsels. He had been deeply concerned in the scheme of insurrection and had undertaken to
head a rising in his own city. He had also been privy to the
more odious plot against the lives of Charles and James. But
he always declared that, though privy to it, he had abhorred
it, and had attempted to dissuade his associates from carrying
their design into effect.
For a man bred to civil pursuits,
Wade seems to have had, in an unusual degree, that sort of
ability and that sort of nerve which make a good soldier.
Unhappily his principles and his courage proved to be not of
sufficient force to support him when the fight was over, and
when, in a prison, he had to choose between death and
,

infamy.**

Another

fugitive

formerly been

party had long relied
*

MS.

Sprat's

was Richard Goodenough , who had
Sheriff of London. On this man his
for services of no honourable kind, and

Goo,u

Under

True Account; Burnet,

i.

634.;

Wade’s Confession, Harl,

6845.

Lord Howard of Escrick accused Ayloffe of proposing to assassinate
the Duke of York; but Lord Howard was an abject liar; and this story
was not part of his original confession, but was added afterwards by way
of supplement, and therefore deserves no credit whatever.
•* Wade’s Confession,
Harl. MS. 6845.; Lansdowne MS. 1152. Holloway’s narrative in the Appendix to Sprat’s TrueAccount. Wade owned
that Holloway had told nothing but truth.
j

Macatday, History. IL
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especially for the selection of

jurymen not likely to be
He had been deeply

troubled with scruples in political cases.

concerned in those dark and atrocious parts of the Whig plot
which had been carefully concealed from the most respectable
Whigs. Nor is it possible to plead, in extenuation of his guilt,
that he was misled by inordinate zeal for the public good.
For it will be seen that, after having disgraced a noble cause
by his crimes , be betrayed it in order to escape from his well
merited punishment. •
Rumboid.

Very different was the character of Richard Rumbold.
held a commission in Cromwell’s own regiment, had
guarded the scaffold before the Banqueting House on the day
orcester,
of the great execution had fought at Dunbar and
and had always shown in the highest degree the qualities
which distinguished the invincible army in which he served,
courage of the truest temper, fiery enthusiasm, both political
and religious, and, with that enthusiasm, all the power of
self-government which is characteristic of men trained in well
disciplined camps to command and to obey. When the
republican troops were disbanded, Rumbold became a
maltster, and carried on his trade near Hoddesdon, in that
building from which the Rye House Plot derives its name.
It had been suggested, though not absolutely determined, in
the conferences of the most violent and unscrupulous of the
malecontents, that armed men should be stationed in the Rye
House to attack the Guards who were to escort Charles and
James from Newmarket to London. In these conferences
Rumbold had borne a part from which he would have shrunk
with horror if his clear understanding had not been overclouded, and his manly heart corrupted, by party spirit.**

He had

,

W

* Sprat’s True Account and Appendix, passim.
** Sprat’s True Account and Appendix; Proceedings against Rumbold
in the Collection of Slate Trials; Burnet’s own Times, i. 633.; Appendix
to Fox’s History, No. IV.
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Far Buperior in station to those exiles who have hitherto cn\?.
been named was Ford Grey, Lord Grey of Wark. He had “75557
been a zealous Exclusionist, had concurred in the design of Lord
insurrection and had been committed to the Tower, but had
succeeded in making his keepers drunk, and in effecting his
escape to the Continent. His abilities were respectable, and
his manners pleasing: but his life had been sullied by a great
domestic crime. His wife was a daughter of the noble house
of Berkeley. Her sister, the Lady Henrietta Berkeley, was
allowed to associate and correspond with him as with a brother
by blood. A fatal attachment sprang up. The high spirit and
strong passions of Lady Henrietta broke throtigh all restraints
of virtue and decorum. A scandalous elopement disclosed to
the whole kingdom the shame of two illustrious families.
Grey and some of the agents who had served him in his amour
were brought to trial on a charge of conspiracy. A scene
unparalleled in our legal history was exhibited in the Court of
King’s Bench. The seducer appeared with dauntless front,
accompanied by his paramour. Nor did the great Whig lords
Those
flinch from their friend’s side even in that extremity.
whom he had wronged stood over against him, and were
moved to transports of rage by the sight of him. The old
Earl of Berkeley poured forth reproaches and curses on the
wretched Henrietta. The Countess gave evidence, broken by
many sobs, and at length fell down in a swoon. The jury
found a verdict of guilty. When the court rose, Lord
Berkeley called on all his friends to help him to seize his
daughter. The partisans of Grey rallied round her. Swords
were drawn on both sides: a skirmish took place in Westminster Hall; and it was with difficulty that the Judges and
,

tipstaves parted the combatants.

would be

fatal to

the standard of morality

party

spirit

In our time such a

the character of a public

was so

among

violent, that

man

;

trial

but in that age

the great was so low, and

Grey

still

continued to have
7

*
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who formed a
Whig party, looked somewhat coldly on

considerable influence, though the Puritans,
strong section of the

him.

*

it may be of the
was admitted that everywhere, except on the field of battle, he showed a high degree
of courage. More than once in embarrassing circumstances,
when his life and liberty were at stake, the dignity of his
deportment and his perfect command of all his faculties extorted praise from those who neither loved nor esteemed him.
But as a soldier he incurred, less perhaps by his fault than by
mischance, the degrading imputation of personal cowardice.
In this respect he differed widely from his friend the Duke
of Monmouth. Ardent and intrepid on the field of battle,
Monmouth was everywhere else effeminate and irresolute.
The accident of his birth, his personal courage, and his
superficial graces, had placed him in a post for which he was
altogether unfitted. After witnessing the ruin of the party of
which he had been the nominal head, he had retired to Hol-

One

part of the character, or rather

fortune, of Grey deserves notice.

M»ntnoulb.

It

land. The Prince and Princess of Orange had now ceased to
regard him as a rival. They received him most hospitably;
for they hoped that, by treating him with kindness, they

should establish a claim to the gratitude of his father.

knew

They

was not yet wearied out, that
and supplies of money still came secretly from Whitehall to Monmouth’s retreat, and that Charles frowned on
those who sought to pay their court by speaking ill of his
banished son. The Duke had been encouraged to expect
that, in a very short time, if he gave no new cause of displeasure, he would be recalled to his native land, and restored
to all his high honours and commands. Animated by such
expectations ho had been the life of the Hague during the late
that paternal affection

letters

*

Grey’s Narrative; bis

trial in

the Collection of Stale Trials; Sprat’s

True Account.
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the most conspicuous figure at a sue-

chap.

Orange Hall, which blazes on

TgssT"

cession of balls in that splendid

every side with the most ostentatious colouring of Jordaens

and Hondthorst. * He had introduced the English country
dance to the knowledge of the Dutch ladies, and had in his
turn learned from them to skate on the canals. The Princess
had accompanied him in his expeditions on the ice; and the
figure which she made there, poised on one leg, and clad in
petticoats shorter than are generally worn by ladies so strictly
decorous, had caused some wonder and mirth to the foreign
The sullen gravity which had been characteristic
ministers.
of the Stadtholder’s court seemed to have vanished before the
influence of the fascinating Englishman.
Even the stern and
pensive William relaxed into good humour when his brilliant
guest appeared. *•

Monmouth meanwhile

carefully avoided all that could give

of any Whigs, and nothing of those violent

He
men

Whig

plot.

offence in the quarter to which he looked for protection.

saw

little

who had been concerned

He was

in the worst part of the

therefore loudly accused, by his old associates, of

and ingratitude.***
e u*
of the exiles was this accusation urged with more f0 „f
vehemence and bitterness than by Robert Ferguson, the Judas
of Dryden’s great satire. Ferguson was by birth a Scot; but
England had long been his residence. At the time of the
Restoration, indeed, he had held a living in Kent. He had
been bred a Presbyterian; but the Presbyterians had cast
him out, and he had become an Independent. He had been
master of an academy which the Dissenters had set up at
Islington as a rival to Westminster School and the Charter
fickleness

By none

*

In the Pcpysian Collection

is a print representing one of the balls
time William and Mary gave in the Oranje Zaal.
Jan. 25. 1685. Letter from James to the Princess of
168J, among Birch’s Extracts in the British Museum.
Grey’s Narrative; W’ade’s Confession, Lansdowne MS. 115J.

which about
**

this

Avaux Neg.

Orange dated Jan.
***
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House; and he had preached to large congregations at a
meeting in Moorfields. He had also published some theological treatises which may still be found in the dusty recesses
of a few old libraries; but, though texts of scripture were
always on his lips, those who had pecuniary transactions with
him soon found him to be a mere swindler.
At length he turned his attention almost entirely from
theology to the worst part of politics. lie belonged to the
class whoso office it is to render in troubled times to exasperated parties those services from which honest men shrink
in disgust and prudent men in fear, the class of fanatical
knaves.

Violent, malignant, regardless of truth, insensible

shame, insatiable of notoriety, delighting in intrigue, in
its own sake, he toiled during many
years in the darkest mines of faction.
He lived among
libellers and false witnesses.
He was the keeper of a secret
purse from which agents too vile to be acknowledged received
hire, and the director of a secret press whence pamphlets,
bearing no name were daily issued. He boasted that he had
contrived to scatter lampoons about the terrace of Windsor,
and even to lay them under the royal pillow. In this way of
life he was put to many shifts, was forced to assume many
names, and at one time had four different lodgings in different
He was deeply engaged in the Rye
corners of London.
House Plot. There is, indeed, reason to believe that he was
the original author of those sanguinary schemes which brought
so much discredit on the whole Whig party. When the conspiracy was detected and his associates were in dismay, he
bade them farewell with a laugh, and told them that they were
novices, that he had been used to flight, concealment and
to

tumult, in mischief for

,

that he should never leave off plotting while he
escaped to the Continent.
But it seemed that
even on the Continent he was not secure. The English envoys
at foreign courts were directed to be on the watch for him.

disguise,
lived.

and

Ho
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Tho French government offered a reward of five hundred
Nor was it easy for him
pistoles to any who would seize him.
to escape notice; for his broad Scotch accent, his tall and
jaws,
gleam
the
of his sharp eyes
lean figure, his lantern
which were always overhung by his wig, his cheeks inllamed
by an eruption, his shoulders deformed by a stoop, and his
gait distinguished from that of other men by a peculiar shufile,
made him remarkable wherever he appeared. But, though
he was, as it seemed, pursued with peculiar animosity, it was
whispered that this animosity was feigned, and that the officers of justice had secret orders not to see him.
That he
was really a bitter malecontent can scarcely be doubted. But
there is strong reason to believe that he provided for his own
safety by pretending at Whitehall to be a spy on the Whigs,
and by furnishing the government with just so much informaThis hypothesis
tion as sufficed to keep up his credit.
furnishes a simple explanation of what seemed to his associates to be his unnatural recklessness and audacity.
Being
himself out of danger, he always gave his vote for the most
violent and perilous course, and sneered very complacently
at the pusillanimity of men who, not having taken the infamous precautions on which he relied, were disposed to
think twice before they placed life, and objects dearer than
on a single hazard.*
life
As soon as he was in the Low Countries he began to form
new projects against tho English government, and found

chap.
TeilT

,

his fellow emigrants men ready to listen to his evil
Monmouth, however, stood obstinately aloof;
and, without the help of Monmouth’s immense popularity, it
was impossible to effect anything. Yet such was the im-

among

counsels.

patience and rashness of the exiles that they tried to find
•

Burnel,

i.

and Achitophel,
|

542.

;

part.

Wood. Ath. Ox. under
ii. ;

Eachard,

iii.

the

name

of

Owen Absalom
;

682. C91.; Sprat's

lastim; Nonconformist's Memorial; North’s

Eramen,

True Account,

399.
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They sent an embassy to that solitary retreat
on the shores of Lake Leman where Edmund Ludlow, once
conspicuous among the chiefs of the parliamentary army and
among the members of the High Court of Justice, had, during
many years, hidden himself from the vengeance of therestored
another leader.

The stem

old regicide, however, refused to quit
His work, he said, was done. If England
be 6aved, she must be saved by younger men.*
The unexpected demise of the crown changed the whole
Any hope which the proscribed Whigs
aspect of affairs.
might have cherished of returning peaceably to their native
land was extinguished by the death of a careless and goodnatured prince, and by the accession of a prince obstinate
Ferguson
in all things, and especially obstinate in revenge.
was in his element. Destitute of the talents both of a writer
and of a statesman, he had in a high degree the unenviable
qualifications of a tempter; and now, with the malevolent
activity and dexterity of an evil spirit, he ran from outlaw to
outlaw, chattered in every car, and stirred up in every bosom
savage animosities and wild desires.
He no longer despaired of being able to seduce Monmouth.
The situation of that unhappy young man was completely
changed. While he was dancing and skating at the Hague,
and expecting every day a summons to London, he was overwhelmed with misery by the tidings of his father’s death and
of his uncle’s accession. During the night which followed
the arrival of the news, those who lodged near him could
distinctly hear his sobs and his piercing cries.
He quitted the
Hague the next day, having solemnly pledged his word, both
to the Prince and to the Princess of Orange, not to attempt
anything against the government of England, and having been
supplied by them with money to meet immediate demands.**
Stuarts.

his hermitage.

was

still

*

**

to

Wade’s Confession, Harl. MS. 6845.
Avaux Neg. Feb. 20. 22. 1685; Monmouth’s

letter

to

James from

Ringwood.
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The prospect which lay before Monmouth was

not a bright chap.

There was no probability that he would be recalled
from banishment. On the Continent his life could no longer
be passed amidst the splendour and festivity of a court. His
cousins at the Hague seem to have really regarded him with
kindness; but they could no longer countenance him openly
without serious risk of producing a rupture between England
and Holland. William offered a kind and judicious suggesThe war which was then raging in Hungary’, between
tion.
the Emperor and the Turks, was watched by all Europe with
interest almost as great as that which the Crusades had excited five hundred years earlier. Many gallant gentlemen,
both Protestant and Catholic, were fighting as volunteers in
one.

"

isss.

the common cause of Christendom.
The Prince advised
Monmouth to repair to the imperial camp, and assured him

he would do so, he should not want the means of
making an appearance befitting an English nobleman. * This
counsel was excellent: but the Duke could not make up his
mind.
He retired to Brussels accompanied by Henrietta
Wentworth, Baroness Wentworth of Nettlestede, a damsel
of high rank and ample fortune, who loved him passionately,
who had sacrificed for his sake her maiden honour and the
hope of a splendid alliance, who had followed him into exile,
and whom he believed to be his wife in the sight of heaven.
that, if

Under the soothing influence of female friendship, his lacerated mind healed fast. He seemed to have found happiness in obscurity and repose and to have forgotten that he
had been the ornament of a splendid court and the head of a
great party, that he had commanded armies, and that he had
,

aspired to a throne.

But he was not
ployed

where
*

all his

suffered to remain quiet. Ferguson empowers of temptation. Grey, who knew not
and was ready for any under-

to turn for a pistole,

The History of King William

the Third, 2d edition, 1103, vol.

i.

160.
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however desperate, lent his aid. No art was spared
which could draw Monmouth from retreat. To the first invitations which he received from his old associates he returned
unfavourable answers. He pronounced the difficulties of a
descent on England insuperable, protested that he was sick
of public life, and begged to be left in the enjoyment of his
newly found happiness. But he was little in the habit of
resisting skilful and urgent importunity.
It is said, too, that
he was induced to quit his retirement by the same powerful
influence which had made that retirement delightful. Lady
Wentworth wished to see him a King. Her rents, her diamonds, her credit were put at his disposal. Monmouth’s
judgment was not convinced but he had not firmness to resist
taking,

;

such solicitations. •

By

Scotch
refugee*.

the English exiles he was joyfully welcomed, and un-

animously acknowledged as their head. But there was another
of emigrants who were not disposed to recognise his
supremacy. Misgovemment, such as had never been known
in the southern part of our island, had driven from Scotland
class

many fugitives, the intemperance of whose
and religious zeal was proportioned to the oppression
which they had undergone. These men were not willing to
follow an English leader. Even in destitution and exile they
retained their punctilious national pride, and would notconsent that their country should be, in their persons, degraded
into a province.
They had a captain of their own, Archibald,
to the Continent
political

Carl of
Argjrle.

ninth Earl of Argyle, who, as chief of the great tribe of
•

Welwood’s Memoirs, App. xv.

;

Burnet,

i.

630.

Grey

told a

somewhat

different story: but he told it to save his life. The Spanish ambassador
at the English court, Don Pedro de Iionquiilo, in a letter to the governor
of the Low Countries written about this lime, sneers at Monmouth for
living on the bounty of a fond woman, and bints a very unfounded suspicion that the Duke’s passion was altogether interested. “ Hallandose hoy

que ha menestcr transformarse en Amor con Miledi
Konquillo to Grana,
necesidad de poder subsistir."

tan falto de medios

en

vista

Apnt
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—
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Campbell, was known among the population of the Highlands
by the proud name of Mac Callum More. His father, the ”i6ss.
Marquess of Argyle had been the head of the Scotch Covenanters, had greatly contributed to the ruin of Charles the
First, and was not thought by the Royalists to have atoned
for this offence by consenting to bestow the empty title of
King, and a state prison in a palace, on Charles the Second.
After the return of the royal family the Marquess was put to
death. His marquisate became extinct; but his son was permitted to inherit the ancient earldom, and was still among
,

the greatest of the nobles of Scotland. The Earl’s conduct
during the twenty years which followed the Restoration had

been, as he afterwards thought, criminally moderate. He
had, on some occasions, opposed the administration which
afilicted his country but his opposition had been languid and
:

cautious.

His compliances in ecclesiastical matters had given

and so far had he been from
showing any inclination to resistance that, when the Covenanters had been persecuted into insurrection, he had brought
into the field a large body of his dependents to support the
government.
Such had been his political course until the Duke of
York came down to Edinburgh armed with the whole regal
authority. The despotic viceroy soon found that he could
not expect entire support from Argyle. Since the most powerful chief in the kingdom could not be gained, it was thought
necessary that he should be destroyed.
On grounds so
frivolous that even the spirit of party and the spirit of chicane
were ashamed of them, he was brought to trial for treason,
convicted, and sentenced to death.
The partisans of the
Stuarts afterwards asserted that it was never meant to carry
this sentence into effect, and that the only object of the prosecution was to frighten him into ceding his extensive jurisdiction in the Highlands. Whether James designed, as his

scandal to rigid Presbyterians

;
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enemies suspected, to commit murder, or only, as his friends
affirmed, to commit extortion by threatening to commit
murder, cannot now be ascertained. “I know nothing of the
Scotch law,” said Halifax to King Charles “ but this I know,
that we should not hang a dog here on the grounds on which
my Lord Argyle has been sentenced.”*
Argyle escaped in disguise to England, and thence passed
;

over to Friesland.

In that secluded province his father had

bought a small estate, as a place of refuge for the family in
civil troubles. It was said, among the Scots, that this purchase
had been made in consequence of the predictions of a Celtic
seer, to whom it had been revealed that Mac Callum More
would one day be driven forth from the ancient mansion of

But it is probable that the politic
Marquess had been warned rather by the signs of the times
than by the visions of any prophet. In Friesland Earl Archibald resided during some time so quietly that it was not
generally known whither he had fled. From his retreat he
carried on a correspondence with his friends in Great Britain,
was a party to the Whig conspiracy, and concerted with the
chiefs of that conspiracy a plan for invading Scotland.*** This
plan had been dropped upon the detection of the Rye House
Plot, but became again the subject of his thoughts after the
his race at Inverary.**

demise of the crown.
He had, during his residence on the Continent, reflected
much more deeply on religious questions than in the preceding years of his life. In one respect the effect of these reflections on his mind had been pernicious.
His partiality for
the synodical form of church government now amounted to
*
i.

52 1.

1684;

Proceedings against Argyle

in the Collection of State Trials

;

Burnet,

and plain Account of the Discoveries made in Scotland,
; A true
The Scotch Mist cleared; Sir George Mackenzie's Vindication Lord
;

Fountainhall’s Chronological Notes.
*• Information of Itobert Smith in the App. to Sprat’s True Account.
*** True and plain Account of the
Discoveries made in Scotland.
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long he had conformed

he was overwhelmed with shame
and remorse, and showed too many signs of a disposition to
atone for his defection by violence and intolerance. He had
however, in no longtime, an opportunity of proving that the
fear and love of a higher Power had nerved him for the
most formidable conflicts -by which human nature can be

to the established worship,

Cf

^

p

i6ss.

tried.

To

companions in adversity his assistance was of the
Though proscribed and a fugitive , he was
some sense, the most powerful subject in the British
dominions. In wealth, even before his attainder, he was
his

highest moment.
still,

in

probably inferior, not only to the great English nobles, but
to some of the opulent esquires of Kent and Norfolk. But his
patriarchal authority, an authority which no wealth could give

and which no attainder could take away, made him,
leader of an insurrection,

truly formidable.

lord could feel any confidence that,

if

No

as a

southern

he ventured to

resist

the government, even his

own gamekeepers and huntsmen

An

Earl of Bedford, an Earl of De-

would stand by him.

vonshire , could not engage to bring ten

men

into the field.

Mac Callum More,

penniless and deprived of his earldom,
any moment, raise a serious civil war. He had only
himself
on
the
coast of Lorn and an army would, in
to show
a few days, gather round him. The force, which, in favourable circumstances, he could bring into the field, amounted
to five thousand fighting men, devoted to his service, accustomed to the use of target and broadsword, not afraid to
encounter regular troops even in the open plain, and perhaps

might

,

at

;

,

superior to regular troops in the qualifications requisite for
the defence of wild mountain passes, hidden in mist, and

torn by headlong torrents. What such a force, well directed,
could effect, even against veteran regiments and skilful commanders, was proved, a few years later, at Killiecrankie.
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But, strong as was the claim of Argyle to the confidence
of the exiled Scots, there was a faction among them which
regarded him with no friendly feeling, and which wished to
make use of his name and influence, without entrusting to him
any real power. The chief of this faction was a lowland gentleman, who had been implicated in the Whig plot, and had

less."

sir

p»-

Hume,

with difficulty eluded the vengeance of the court. Sir Patrick
in Berwickshire.
Great doubt has been
thrown on his integrity, but without sufficient reason. It
must, however, be admitted that he injured his cause by perverseness as much as he could have done by treachery. He
was a man incapable alike of leading and of following, conceited, captious, and wrong-headed, an endless talker, a
sluggard in action against the enemy, and active only against
With Hume was closely connected another
his own allies.
Scottish exile of great note, who had many of the same faults,
though not in the same degree, Sir John Cochrane, Becond
son of the Earl of Dundonald.
A far higher character belonged to Andrew Fletcher of
Saltoun, a man distinguished by learning and eloquence,
distinguished also by courage, disinterestedness, and public
Like
spirit, but of an irritable and impracticable temper.
many of his most illustrious contemporaries , Milton for example, Harrington, Marvel, and Sidney, Fletcher had, from
the misgovernment of several successive princes , conceived a
strong aversion to hereditary monarchy. Yet he was no democrat. He was the head of an ancient Norman house, and
was proud of his descent. He was a fine speaker and a fine
writer, and was proud of his intellectual superiority.
Both
in his character of gentleman and in his character of scholar,
he looked down with disdain on the common people, and was
so little disposed to entrust them with political power that he
thought them unfit even to enjoy personal freedom. It is a
curious circumstance that this man, the most honest, fearless,

Hume, ofPolwarth,

sir John
*
’

e

or s»^*
toun.

r

,

,
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and uncompromising republican of his time, should have been
the author of a plan for reducing a large part of the working
classes of Scotland to slavery.
He bore, in truth, a lively
resemblance to those Roman Senators who, while they hated
the name of King, guarded the privileges of their order with
inflexible pride against the encroachments of the multitude,
and governed their bondmen and bondwomen by means of the
stocks and the scourge.
Amsterdam was the place where the leading emigrants,
Scotch and English, assembled.
Argyle repaired thither
from Friesland Monmouth from Brabant. It soon appeared
that the fugitives had scarcely anything in common except
hatred of James and impatience to return from banishment.
The Scots were jealous of the English, the English of the
Scots. Monmouth’s high pretensions were offensive to Argyle,
who, proud of ancient nobility and of a legitimate descent
from kings, was by no means inclined to do homage to the
offspring of a vagrant and ignoble love. But of all the dissensions by which the little band of outlaws was distracted the
most serious was that which arose between Argyle and a por-

’

7 685

"

,

own followers. Some of the Scottish exiles had, Cort ar
a long course of opposition to tyranny, been excited into a
state
of understanding and temper, which made the scotch
morbid
tion of his

.

in

most

just

and necessary

refugeo *'

restraint insupportable to them.

They knew that without Argyle they could do nothing. They
ought to have known that, unless they wished to run headlong
to ruin, they

must either repose

full

confidence in their leader,

or relinquish all thoughts of military enterprise. Experience
has fully proved that in war every operation, from the greatest to the smallest, ought to be under the absolute direction

of one mind, and that every subordinate agent, in his degree,
ought to obey implicitly, strenuously, and with the show of
cheerfulness, orders which he disapproves, or of which the
Representative asreasons are kept secret from him.
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public discussions,

power, are out of place

many of the

and

all

the other checks by

from abusing
camp. Machiavel justly imputed
and Florence to the jealousy

rulers are restrained

in civil affairs ,

in a

disasters of Venice

which led those republics to interfere with every act of their
generals.* The Dutch practice of sending to an army deputies, without whose consent no great blow could be struck,
was almost equally pernicious. It is undoubtedly by no means
certain that a captain, who has been entrusted with dictatorial
power in the hour of peril, will quietly surrender that power
in the hour of triumph and this is one of the many considerations which ought to make men hesitate long before they
resolve to vindicate public liberty by the sword. But, if they
determine to try the chance of war, they will if they are wise,
entrust to their chief that plenary authority without which war
;

,

cannot be well conducted.
-

It is possible that, if

they give

him that authority, he may turn out a Cromwell or a NapoBut it is almost certain that, if they withhold from him
leon.
that authority, their enterprises will end like the enterprise of
Argyle.

Some of the Scottish emigrants, heated with republican
enthusiasm, and utterly destitute of the skill necessary to the
conduct of great affairs, employed all their industry and ingenuity, not in collecting means for the attack which they
were about to make on a formidable enemy, but in devising
restraints on their leader’s power and securities against his
ambition. The self-complacent stupidity with which they insisted on organizing an army as if they had been organizing a
commonwealth would be incredible if it had not been frankly
and even boastfully recorded by one of themselves.**
ArrangeAt length all differences were compromised. It was demeniH for
au attermined that an attempt should be forthwith made on the
tempt on
England

and Scotland.

*

**

Discorsi sopra la prima Decs di Tito Livio,
Sec Sir Patrick Hume’s Narrative, panim.

lib.

ii.

cap. 33.
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western coast of Scotland, and that

it

should be promptly

CHAP.
V.

followed by a descent of England.

168 $.

Argyle was to hold the nominal command in Scotland: but
he was placed under the control of a Committee which reserved to itself all the most important parts of the military adThis Committee was empowered to determine
ministration.
where the expedition should land, to appoint officers, to
superintend the levying of troops, to dole out provisions and
ammunition. All that was left to the general was to direct the
evolutions of the army in the field, and he was forced to
promise that even in the field, except in the case of a surprise,
he would do nothing without the assent of a council of war.

Monmouth was to command in England. His soft mind
had, as usual, taken an impress from the society which surrounded him. Ambitious hopes, which had seemed to be extinguished, had revived in his bosom.
He remembered the
affection with which he had been constantly greeted by the
common people in town and country, and expected that they
would now rise by hundreds of thousands to welcome him.
He remembered the good will which the soldiers had always
borne him, and flattered himself that they would come over
Encouraging messages reached him in
to him by regiments.
quick succession from London.
He was assured that the
violence and injustice with which the elections had been carried on had driven the nation mad, that the prudence of the
leading Whigs had with difficulty prevented^, sanguinary outbreak on the day of the coronation, and that all the great
Lords who had supported the Exclusion Bill were impatient to
rally round him.
Wildman, who loved to talk treason in parables, sent to say that the Earl of Richmond, just two hundred years before , had landed in England with a handful of
men, and had a few days later been crowned, on the field of
Bosworth with the diadem taken from the head of Richard.
Danvers undertook to raise the City. The Duke was deceived
,

Macaulay, Uistory. IL

8
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up his standard , BedBuckinghamshire, Hampshire, Cheshire would
He consequently became eager for the enterrise in arms.*
prise from which a few weeks before he had shrunk. His
countrymen did not impose on him restrictions so elaborately
absurd as those which the Scotch emigrants had devised. All
that was required of him was to promise that he would not assume the regal title till his pretensions had been submitted to
into the belief that, as soon as he set

fordshire,

the judgment of a free Parliament.

was determined that two Englishmen, AylofTe and Rumaccompany Argyle to Scotland, and that Fletcher
Fletcher, from
should go with Monmouth to England.
the beginning, had augured ill of the enterprise: but his chivalrous spirit would not suffer him to decline a risk which his
When Grey repeated
friends seemed eager to encounter.
with approbation whatWildman had said about Richmond and
Richard, the well read and thoughtful Scot justly remarked
that there was a great difference between the fifteenth and the
seventeenth century. Richmond was assured of the support
of barons , each of whom could bring an army of feudal retainers into the field; and Richard had not one regiment of
It

bold, should

regular soldiers.**

The

exiles

were able to

raise, partly

from their own re-

sources and partly from the contributions of well wishers in
Holland, a sum sufficient for the two expeditions. Very little
was obtained from London. Six thousand pounds had been

expected thence.

But

instead of the

money came excuses

from Wildman, which ought to have opened the eyes of all
who were not wilfully blind. The Duke made up the deficiency by pawning his own jewels and those of Lady Wentworth.
Arms, ammunition, and provisions wefe bought,
and several ships which lay at Amsterdam were freighted.***
•

**

Grey’s Narrative; Wade’s Confession,
Burnet, i. 631.

Ilarl. MS. 6845.
... Grey’s Narrative.
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from these rash counsels.
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John Locke hated tyranny and John

persecution as a philosopher; but his intellect and his temper

He had lived
and had thus incurred

preserved him from the violence of a partisan.

on confidential

terras with Shaftesbury,

the displeasure of the court. Locke’s prudence had, however,

been such that it would have been to little purpose to bring
him even before the corrupt and partial tribunals of that age.
In one point, however, he was vulnerable. He was a student
of Christ Church in the University of Oxford. It was determined to drive from that celebrated college the greatest man
of whom it could ever boast. But this was not easy. Locke
had, at Oxford, abstained from expressing any opinion on
Spies had been set about him.
the politics of the day.
Doctors of Divinity and Masters of Arts had not been ashamed
to perform the vilest of all offices, that of watching the lips
of a companion in order to report his words to his ruin. The
conversation in the hall had been purposely turned to irritating topics, to the Exclusion Bill, and to the character of
the Earl of Shaftesbury, but in vain. Locke neither broke
out nor dissembled, but maintained 6uch steady silence and
composure as forced the tools of power to own with vexation
that never man was so complete a master of his tongue and of
When it was found that treachery could dq
his passions.
After vainly trying to
nothing, arbitrary power was used.
inveigle Locke into a fault, the government resolved to
Orders came from Whitehall
punish him without one.
that he should be ejected; and those orders the Dean and

Canons made haste to obey.
Locke was travelling on the Continent for his health when
he learned that he had been deprived of his home and of his
bread without a trial or even a notice. The injustice with
which he had been treated would have excused him if he had
8

*
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CHAP. resorted to violent

methods of redress.

But he was not to be

V.

TessT"

blinded by personal resentment: he augured no good from

who had assembled at Amsterdam; and
he quietly repaired to Utrecht, where, while his partners in
misfortune were planning their own destruction, he employed
himself in writing his celebrated Letter on Toleration. *
The English government was early apprised that something
was in agitation among the outlaws. An invasion of England
seems not to have been at first expected; but it was apprehended that Argyle would shortly appear in arms among
his clansmen.
A proclamation was accordingly issued directing that Scotland should be but into a state of defence. The
militia was ordered to be in readiness.
All the clans hostile
to the name of Campbell were set in motion. John Murray,
Marquess of Athol, was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Argyleshire, and, at the head of a great body of his followers,
occupied the castle of Inverary.
Some suspected persons
were arrested.
Others were compelled to give hostages.
Ships of war were sent to cruise near the isle of Bute; and
part of the army of Ireland was moved to the coast of Ulster.**
While these preparations were making in Scotland, James
called into his closet Arnold Van Citters, who had long resided in England as Ambassador from the United Provinces,
and Everard Van Dykvelt, who, after the death of Charles,
had been sent by the States General on a special mission of
condolence and congratulation. The King said that he had
the schemes of those

Prcp»r»tion«

by
govern-

inait*

ment

for

the defence of
Scotland.

Conversation of

James
with the

Dutch
ambassadors.

Le Clerc’s Life of Locke; Lord King’s Life of Locke; Lord GrenOxford and Locke. Locke must not be confounded with the Anawhose name is spelt Locke in Grey’s Confession,
and who is mentioned in the LansdowneMS. 1152, and in the Buccleticb
narrative appended to Mr. Rose's dissertation. I should hardly think it
necessary to make this remark, but that the similarity of the two names
•

ville’s

baptist Nicholas Look,

appears to have misled a man so well acquainted with the history of those
times as Speaker Onslow. See his note on Burnet, i. 629.
*•
Wodrow, book iii. chap. ix. ; London Gazette, May 11- 1685; Barillon,

May
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received from unquestionable sources intelligence of designs

which were forming against his throne by his banished subjects
in Holland.
Some of the exiles were cutthroats
whom
nothing but the special providence of God had prevented
from committing a foul murder; and among them was the
owner of the spot which had been fixed for the butchery.
“Of all men living,'’ said the King, “ Argyle has the greatest
means of annoying me; and of all places Holland is that
whence a blow may be best aimed against me.” Citters and
Dykvelt assured His Majesty that what he had said should
instantly be com m u n icated to the government which they
represented, and expressed a full confidence that every exertion would be made to satisfy him. *
The Ambassadors were justified in expressing this con-

1

i«8 s.

,

ineffec-

Both the Prince of Orange and the States General tempts to
were, at this time, most desirous that the hospitality of their Argyll
country should not be abused for purposes of which the Eng- lauTng.
lish government could justly complain.
James had lately
held language which encouraged the hope that he would not
patiently submit to the ascendency of France.
It seemed
probable that he would consent to form a close alliance with
the United Provinces and the House of Austria. There was,
therefore, at the Hague, an extreme anxiety to avoid all that
could give him offence. The personal interest of William was
also on this occasion identical with the interest of his fatherfidence.

in-law.

But the case was one which required rapid and vigorous
and the nature of the Batavian institutions made such
action almost impossible.
The Union of Utrecht, rudely

action ;

formed, amidst the agonies of a revolution, for the purpose
of meeting immediate exigencies, had never been deliberately
revised and perfected in a time of tranquillity. Every one
of the seven commonwealths which that Union had bound
*

Register of the Proceedings of the Stales General,

May

1685.
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1685.

and

asserted those rights punctiliously against the central govern-

ment.

As the

federal authorities

had not the means of exact-

ing prompt obedience from the provincial authorities, so the
provincial authorities had not the

means of exacting prompt

Holland alone
obedience from the municipal authorities.
contained eighteen cities, each of which was, for many purposes, an independent state, jealous of all interference from
without. If the rulers of such a city received from the Hague
an order which was unpleasing to them, they either neglected
altogether, or executed it languidly and tardily. In some
town councils, indeed, the influence of the Prince of Orange
was all powerful.
But unfortunately the place where the
British exiles had congregated, and where their ships had
been fitted out, was the rich and populous Amsterdam; and
the magistrates of Amsterdam were the heads of the faction
hostile to the federal government and to the House of Nassau.
The naval administration of the United Provinces was conducted by five distinct boards of Admiralty. One of those
was partly nominated by the
boards sate at Amsterdam
authorities of that city, and seems to have been entirely
animated by their spirit.
All the endeavours of the federal government to effect
what James desired were frustrated by the evasions of the
functionaries of Amsterdam, and by the blunders of Colonel
Bevil Skelton, who had just arrived at the Hague as Envoy
from England. Skelton had been born in Holland during the
English troubles, and was therefore supposed to be peculiarly
qualified for his post;* but he was, in truth, unfit for that and

it

,

for every other diplomatic situation.

Excellent judges of

character pronounced him to be the most shallow, fickle, passionate,
*

presumptuous, and garrulous of men.**

This ismenlioned

”

Bonrepaux

in his credentials

to Seignelay,

Feb.

He

took no

dated on thei6thofMarcb, 16SJ.
1686.
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serious notice of the proceedings of the refugees
vessels which

had been equipped

three ca*P

till

for the expedition to Scot-

land were safe out of the Zuyder Zee,

till

1685

.'

the arms, ammuni-

and provisions were on board, and till the passengers
had embarked. Then, instead of applying, as he should
have done, to the States General, who sate close to his own
door, he sent a messenger to the magistrates of Amsterdam,
with a request that the suspected ships might be detained.
The magistrates of Amsterdam answered that the entrance
of the Zuyder Zee was out of their jurisdiction, and referred
him to the federal government. It was notorious that this
was a mere excuse, and that, if there had been any real wish
at the Stadthouse of Amsterdam to prevent Argyle from
sailing, no difficulties would have been made.
Skelton now
addressed himself to the States General.
They showed
every disposition to comply with his demand, and, as the
case was urgent, departed from the course which they ordinarily observed in the transaction of business.
On the same
day on which he made his application to them, an order, drawn

tion,

in exact conformity with his request,

*

was despatched to the
order, in consequence

Admiralty of Amsterdam. But this
of some misinformation which he had received, did not correctly describe the situation of the ships.
They were said
They were in the Vlie. The Admiralty
to be in the Texel.
of Amsterdam made this error a plea for doing nothing; and,
before the error could be rectified, the three ships had sailed.*

The

last

hours which Argyle passed on the coast of Hoi-

land were hours of great anxiety.
of war whose broadside would in a
his expedition.
*

Avaui Neg.

Round

his little fleet

May

May

5
-,

j.

a boat was rowing, in
1685; Sir Patrick

Narrative; Letter from the Admiralty ofAmsterdam
dated June 20. 1685; Memorial of Skelton, delivered

May

®**J*|j}

Near him lay a Dutch man
moment have put an end to Holland,

to

Hume’s

IheStales General,
General,

to the States

10 . 1685.
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whom he suspected
But no effectual step was taken for the purpose
of detaining him; and on the afternoon of the second of May
which were some persons with telescopes

to

be

spies.

he stood out to sea before a favourable breeze.
The voyage was prosperous. On the sixth the Orkneys
were in sight. Argyle very unwisely anchored off Kirkwall,
and allowed two of his followers to go on shore there. The
Bishop ordered them to be arrested. The refugees proceeded
to hold a long and animated debate on this misadventure for,
from the beginning to the end of their expedition, however
languid and irresolute their conduct might be , they never in
Some were for an
debate wanted spirit or perseverance.
attack on Kirkwall. Some were for proceeding without delay
to Argylesliire. At last the Earl seized some gentlemen who
lived near the coast of the island, and proposed to the Bishop
an exchange of prisoners. The Bishop returned no answer;
and the fleet, after losing three days, sailed away.
This delay was full of danger. It was speedily known at
Edinburgh that the rebel squadron had touched at the Orkneys. Troops were instantly put in motion. When the Earl
reached his own province, he found that preparations had
been made to repel him. At Dunstaffnage he sent his second
:

He

lands
in Scotland.

son Charles on shore to call the Campbells to arms. But
Charles returned with gloomy tidings. The herdsmen and
fishermen were indeed ready to rally round
but, of the heads of the clan,

others

had

homes were

fled.

some were

Mac Callum More;

in confinement,

Those gentlemen who remained

either well affected to the

and

at their

government or afraid of

moving, and refused even to see the son of their chief. From
Dunstaffnage the small armament proceeded to Campbelltown, near the southern extremity of the peninsula of Kintyre.
Here the Earl published a manifesto, drawn up in Holland,

under the direction of the Committee, by James Stewart, a
Scotch advocate, whose pen was, a few months later, em-
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In this paper were set forth, CH * P

ployed in a very different way.
with a strength of language sometimes approaching to scur- ~TiiiT”
It was
rility, many real and some imaginary grievances.
hinted that the late King had died by poison.

A

>

chief object

of the expedition was declared to be the entire suppression,
not only of Popery, but of Prelacy, which was termed the
most bitter root and offspring of Popery and all good Scotch;

men were exhorted

to

do

valiantly for the cause of their

country and of their God.

Zealous as Argyle was for what he considered as pure
he did not scruple to practise one rite half Popish
and half Pagan. The mysterious cross of yew, first set on
fire, and then quenched in the blood of a goat, was sent forth
The
to summon all the Campbells, from sixteen to sixty.
isthmus of Tarbet was appointed for the place of gathering.
The muster, though small indeed when compared with what
it would have been if the spirit and strength of the clan had
been unbroken, was still formidable. The whole force assembled amounted to about eighteen hundred men. Argyle
divided his mountaineers into three regiments, and proceeded

religion,

to

appoint

officers.

The bickerings which had begun in Holland bad never ms «»been intermitted during the whole course of the expedition: with* hi*
ow "
but at Tarbet they became more violent than ever. The Com- e«.
mittee wished to interfere even with the patriarchal dominion
of the Earl over the Campbells, and would not allow him to
settle the military rank of his kinsmen by his own authority.
While these disputatious meddlers tried to wrest from him his
power over the Highlands, they carried on their own correspondence with the Lowlands , and received and sent letters
which were never communicated to the nominal General.
Hume and his confederates had reserved to themselves the
superintendence of the stores, and conducted this important
part of the administration of war with a laxity hardly to be
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from dishonesty, suffered the arms to be spoiled,
wasted the provisions , and lived riotously at a time when they
ought to have set to all beneath them an example of abstemiousness.

The great question was whether the Highlands or the
Lowlands should be the seat of war. The Earl’s first object
was to establish his authority over his own domains, to drive
out the invading clans which had been poured from Perthshire,
into Argyleshire, and to take possession of the ancient seat of
He might then hope to have four or
his family at Inverary.
five thousand claymores at his command.
With such a force
he would be able to defend that wild country against the whole
power of the kingdom of Scotland, and would also have
secured an excellent base for offensive operations.
This
seems to have been the wisest course open to him. Rumbold,
who had been trained in an excellent military school, and
who, as an Englishman, might be supposed to be an impartial
umpire between the Scottish factions, did all in his power to
strengthen the Earl’s hands. But Hume and Cochrane were
utterly impracticable.
Their jealousy of Argyle was, in
truth, stronger than their wish for the success of the expedi-

They saw that, among his own mountains and lakes,
and at the head of an army chiefly composed of his own tribe,
he would be able to bear down their opposition, and to exertion.

cise the full authority

of a General.

They muttered

that the

men who had

the good cause at heart were the Lowand that the Campbells took up arms neither for
liberty nor for the Church of God, but for Mac Callum More
alone. Cochrane declared that he would go to Ayrshire if he
went by himself, and with nothing but a pitchfork in his hand.

only

landers,

Argyle, after long resistance, consented, against his better
judgment, to divide his little army. He remained with Rumbold in the Highlands. Cochrane and Hume were at the head
of the force which sailed to invade the Lowlands.
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Ayrshire was Cochrane’s object: but the coast of Ayrshire CHVAF *
was guarded by English frigates; and the adventurers were

under the necessity of running up the estuary of the Clyde to
Greenock, then a small fishing village consisting of a single
row of thatched hovels, now a great and flourishing port, of
which the customs amount to more than five times the whole
revenue which the Stuarts derived from the kingdom of Scotland. A party of militia lay at Greenock but Cochrane, who
wanted provisions, was determined to land. Hume objected.
Cochrane was peremptory, and ordered an officer, named
Elphinstone, to take twenty men in a boat to the shore. But
the wrangling spirit of the leaders had infected all ranks.
Elphinstone answered that he was bound to obey only reasonable commands, that he considered this command as unMajor
reasonable, and, in short, that he would not go.
Fullarton, a brave man esteemed by all parties but peculiarly
attached to Argyle undertook to land with only twelve men,
and did so in spite of a fire from the coast. A slight skirmish
followed. The militia fell back. Cochrane entered Greenock
and procured a supply of meal, but found no disposition to
:

,

,

,

insurrection

among the people.

In fact, the state of public feeling
as the exiles, misled

by the

in

infatuation

Scotland was not such Temper

common

in all ages to Scotch

had supposed it to be. The government was, indeed,
and hated. But the malecontents were divided into
parties which were almost as hostile to one another as to their
rulers; nor was any of those parties eager to join the invaders.
Many thought that the insurrection had no chance of success.
The spirit of many had been effectually broken by long and
cruel oppression. There was, indeed, a class of enthusiasts
who were little in the habit of calculating chances , and whom
oppression had not tamed but maddened.
But these men
saw little difference between Argyle and James. Their wrath
had been heated to such a temperature that what every body
exiles,

hateful
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would have called boiling zeal seemed to them Laodicean
lukewarmness. The Earl’s past life had been stained by what
else

The very Highlanders
he now summoned to extirpate Prelacy he had a few
summoned to defend it. And were slaves who
knew nothing and cared nothing about religion, who were
ready to fight for synodical government, for Episcopacy, for
Popery, just as Mac Callum More might be pleased to comthey regarded as the vilest apostasy.

whom

years before

mand,

fit

allies for

the people of

God?

The

manifesto, in-

decent and intolerant as was

its tone, was, in the view of these
cowardly and worldly performance. A settlement
such as Argyle would have made, such as was afterwards
made by a mightier and happier deliverer, seemed to them

fanatics, a

not worth a struggle.

They wanted not only freedom

of con-

science for themselves, but absolute dominion over the consciences of others, not only the Presbyterian doctrine, polity,

and worship, but the Covenant in its utmost rigour. Nothing
would content them but that every end for which civil society
exists should be sacrificed to the ascendency of a theological
system. One who believed no form of church government to
be worth a breach of Christian charity, and who recommended
comprehension and toleration, was, in their phrase, halting
between Jehovah and Baal. One who condemned such acts
as the murder of Cardinal Beatoun and Archbishop Sharpe
fell into the same sin for which Saul had been rejected from
being King over Israel. All the rules, by which, among
civilised and Christian men, the horrors of war are mitigated,
were abominations in the sight of the Lord. Quarter was to
be neither taken nor given. A Malay running a-muck, a mad
dog pursued by a crowd, were the models to be imitated by

To reasons such as
guide the conduct of statesmen and generals the minds of
these zealots were absolutely impervious. That a man should
venture to urge such reasons was sufficient evidence that he

warriors fighting in just self-defence.
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If the divine blessing were with-

was not one of the faithful.
held, little would be effected by crafty politicians, by veteran"
captains, by cases of arms from Holland, or by regiments
of unregenerate Celts from the mountains of Lorn. If, on
the other band, the Lord’s time were indeed come, he could
still, as of old, cause the foolish things of the world to confound the wise, and could save alike by many and by few.
The broadswords of Athol and the bayonets of Claverhouse
would be put to rout by weapons as insignificant as the sling
*
of David or the pitcher of Gideon.
Cochrane, having found it impossible to raise the population on the south of the Clyde, rejoined Argyle, who was
The Earl now again proposed to make
in the island of Bute.
an attempt upon Inverary. Again he encountered a pertinacious opposition. The seamen sided with Hume and Cochrane. The Highlanders were absolutely at the command of
There was reason to fear that the two parties
their chieftain.
would come to blows and the dread of such a disaster induced the Committee to make some concession. The castle
of Ealan Ghierig, situated at the mouth of Loch Riddan, was
selected to be the chief place of arms. The military stores
were disembarked there. The squadron was moored close
to the walls in a place where it was protected by rocks and
shallows such as, it was thought, no frigate could pass. Outworks were thrown np. A battery was planted with some
small guns taken from the ships. The command of the fort
was most unwisely given to Elphinstone, who had already
proved himself much more disposed to argue with his commanders than to fight the enemy.
And now, during a few hours, there was some show of
vigour. Rumbold took the castle of Ardkinglass. The Earl
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* If any person is inclined to suspect that I have exaggerated the absurdity and ferocity of these men, I would advise him to read two books,
which will convince him that I have rather softened than overcharged the
portrait, the “ llind let loose,” and “Faithful Contendings displayed."
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skirmished successfully with Athol’s troops , and was about to
advance on Inverary, when alarming news from the ships and
factions in the Committee forced him to turn back.
The
King’s frigates had come nearer to Ealan Ghierig than had

been thought possible. The Lowland gentlemen positively
refused to advance further into the Highlands.
Argyle
hastened back to Ealan Ghierig. There he proposed to make
an attack on the frigates. His ships, indeed, were ill fitted
for such an encounter. But they would have been supported
by a flotilla of thirty large fishing boats, each well manned
with armed Highlanders. The Committee, however, refused
to listen to this plan , and effectually counteracted it by raising
a mutiny among the sailors.
All was now confusion and despondency. The provisions
had been so ill managed by the Committee that there was
no longer food for the troops. The Highlanders consequently
deserted by hundreds; and the Earl, brokenhearted by his
misfortunes , yielded to the urgency of those who still pertinaciously insisted that he should march into the Lowlands.

The little army therefore hastened to the shore of Loch
Long, passed that inlet by night in boats, and landed in
Dumbartonshire. Hither, on the following morning, came
news that the frigates had forced a passage, that all the Earl’s
ships had been taken, and that Elphinstone had fled from
Ealan Ghierig without a blow, leaving the castle and stores to
the enemy.
All that remained was to invade the Lowlands under every
Argyle resolved to make a bold push for
Glasgow. But, as soon as this resolution was announced, the
very men, who had, up to that moment, been urging him to
hasten into the low country, took fright, argued, remonstrated,
and, when argument and remonstrance proved vain, laid a

disadvantage.

scheme

for seizing the boats,

making

their

own

escape, and

leaving their General and his clansmen to conquer or perish
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This scheme failed; and the poltroons -who had chap.
formed it were compelled to share with braver men the risks of “TiilT
the last venture.
During the march through the. country which lies between

unaided.

Loch Long and Loch Lomond, the insurgents were constantly
infested by parties of militia. Some skirmishes took place, in
which the Earl had the advantage; but the bands which he
repelled, falling back before him, spread the tidings of his

approach, and, soon after he had crossed the river Leven, he

found a strong body of regular and irregular troops prepared
to encounter him.
He was for giving battle. Aylofle was of the same opinion.
Hume, on the other hand, declared that to engage the enemy
would be madness. He saw one regiment in scarlet. More
might be behind. To attack such a force was to rush on
certain death.

The best course was to remain

and then to give the enemy the

quiet till night,

slip.

A

sharp altercation followed, which was with difficulty
quieted by the mediation of Rumbold. It was now evening.

The

hostile armies

other.

encamped

at

no great distance from each

The Earl ventured to propose a night attack and was
,

again overruled.

was determined not to fight, nothing was left but
to take the step which Hume had recommended. There was
a chance, that by decamping secretly, and hastening all night
across heaths and morasses the Earl might gain many miles
on the enemy, and might reach Glasgow without further
obstruction. The watch fires were left burning; and the
march began. And now disaster followed disaster fast. The
guides mistook the track across the moors, and led the army
into boggy ground. Military order could not be preserved by
undisciplined and disheartened soldiers under a dark sky,
and on a treacherous and uneven soil. Panic after panic
spread through the broken ranks. Every sight and sound was
Since

’

it

,
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CRAP. thought to indicate the approach of pursuers.

Some of the
officers contributed to spread the terror which it was their
duty to calm. The army had become a mob; and the mob
melted fast away. Great numbers fled under cover of the

V.

1685

.

night.

Rumbold and some other brave men whom no danger

could have scared lost their way, and were unable to rejoin
the main body. When the day broke, only five hundred
fugitives,
*

wearied and dispirited, assembled at Kilpatrick.

All thought of prosecuting the war was at an

was plain that the

chiefs of the expedition

end and it
would have suffi:

I

cient difficulty in escaping with their lives.

They

fled in

Hume reached the Continent in safety.
Cochrane was taken and sent np to London. Argyle hoped to
under
find a secure asylum
the roof of one of his old servants
who lived near Kilpatrick. But this hope was disappointed;
and he was forced to cross the Clyde. He assumed the dress
of a peasant, and pretended to be the guide of Major Fullarton, whose courageous fidelity was proof to all danger.
The friends journeyed together through Renfrewshire as far
as Inchinnan.
At that place the Black Cart and the White
Cart, two streams which now flow through prosperous towns,
and turn the wheels of many factories, but which then held
their quiet course through moors and sheepwalks, mingle
before they join the Clyde. The only ford by which the^
travellers could cross was guarded by a party of militia.
Some questions were asked. Fullarton tried to draw suspicion on himself, in order that his companion might escape unnoticed. But the minds of the questioners misgave them that
the guide was not the rude clown that he seemed. They laid
hands on him. He broke loose and sprang into the water,
but was instantly chased. He stood at bay for a short time
against five assailants. But he had no arms except his pocket
pistols, and they were so wet, in consequence of his plunge,
different directions.

Arcylc

a

prisoner.
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would not go off. He was struck to the ground with
a broadsword, and secured.
He owned himself to be the Earl of Argylo, probably in
the hope that his great name would excite the awe and pity of
those who had seized him. And indeed they were much
moved. For they were plain Scotchmen of humble rank,
and, though in arms for the crown, probably cherished a
preference for the Calvinistic church government and worship,
and had been accustomed to reverence their captive as the
head of an illustrious house and as a champion of the Protestant religion. But, though they were evidently touched,
and though some of them even wept, they were not disposed
to relinquish a large reward and to incur the vengeance of
an implacable government. They therefore conveyed their
prisoner to Renfrew. The maD who boro the chief part in
the arrest was named Riddell. On this account the whole
race of Riddells was, during more than a century, held in
abhorrence by the great tribe of Campbell. Within living
memory, when a Riddell visited a fair in Argyleshire, he
found it necessary to assume a false name.
that they

chap.
uss.

And now commenced the brightest part of Argyle’s career.
His enterprise had hitherto brought on him nothing but
reproach and derision. His great error was that he did not
resolutely refuse to accept the name without the power of a
general.

Had he remained quietly at his retreat in Friesland,

he would

in a

few years have been recalled with honour to his

country, and would have been conspicuous

among

the orna-

ments and the props of constitutional monarchy. Had ho
conducted his expedition according to his own views, and
carried with him no followers but as such as were prepared
implicitly to obey all his orders, he might possibly have
effected something great. For what he wanted as a captain
seems to have been, not courage, nor activity, nor skill, but
simply authority. He should have known that of all wants this
Macaulay,

Ills lory. II.

9
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Armies have triumphed under leaders who

the most fatal.

possessed no very eminent qualifications. But what army
commanded by a debating club ever escaped discomfiture and
disgrace ?

The

great calamity which had fallen on Argyle had this

advantage, that

it

enabled him to show, by proofs not to be
man ho was. From tho day when

mistaken, what manner of

he quitted Friesland to the day when his followers separated at
Kilpatrick, he had never been a free agent. He had borne
the responsibility of a long series of measures which his

judgment disapproved. Now at length he stood alone.
Captivity had restored to him the noblest kind of liberty, the
liberty of governing himself in all his words and actions
according to bis own sense of the right and of the becoming.
From that moment ho became as one inspired with new
wisdom and virtue. His intellect seemed to be strengthened
and concentrated, his moral character to be at once elevated
and softened. The insolence of the conquerors spared nothing that could try the temper of a man proud of ancient
nobility and of patriarchal dominion.
The prisoner was
dragged through Edinburgh in triumph. He walked on foot,
bareheaded, up the whole length of that stately street which,
overshadowed by dark and gigantic piles of stone, leads from
Holyrood House to the Castle. Before him marched the
hangman, bearing tho ghastly instrument which was to bo
used at tho quartering block. The victorious party had not
forgotten that, thirty-five years before this time, the father of

Argyle had been at the head of the faction which putMontrose
Before that event the houses of Graham and
Campbell had borne no love to each other; and they had ever
since been at deadly feud. Care was taken that the prisoner
should pass through the same gate and the same streets
through which Montrose had been led to the same doom.

to death.

The

troops

who attended tho procession were under the com-
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of Clavcrhousc, the fiercest and sternest of the race of chap.
Graham. When the Earl reached the Castle his legs were put ~IsST

mand

in irons,
live.

It

and he was informed that he had but a few days to
had been determined not to bring him to trial for his

recent offence, but to put him to death under the sentence
pronounced against him several years before, a sentence so

most servile and obdurate lawyers
of that bad age could not speak of it without shame.
But neither the ignominious procession up the High Street,

flagitiously unjust that the

nor the near view of death, had power to disturb the gentle
and majestic patience of Argyle. Ilis fortitude was tried by a
still

more severe

test.

A

paper of interrogatories was laid

before him by order of the Privy' Council. He replied to
those questions to which he could reply without danger to any
of his friends, and refused to say more.

He

was told that

unless he returned fuller answers he should be put to the

James, who was doubtless sorry that he could not
feast his own eyes with the sight of Argyle in the boots, sent
down to Edinburgh positive orders that nothing should be
omitted which could wring out of the traitor information
against all who had been concerned in the treason. But
menaces were vain. With torments and death in immediate
prospect, Mac Callum More thought far less of himself than
of his poor clansmen. “I was busy this day,” he wrote from
his cell, “treating for them, and in somo hopes.
But this
evening orders came thatl must die uponMonday or Tuesday;
and I am to be put to the torture if I answer not all questions
upon oath. Yet I hope God shall support me.”
The torture was not inflicted. Perhaps the magnanimity
of the victim had moved the conquerors to unwonted compassion. He himself remarked that at first they had been very
harsh to him, but that they soon began to treat him with
respect and kindness. God, he said, had melted their hearts.
It is certain that he did not, to save himself from the utmost
torture.

-

9«
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cruelty of his enemies, betray any of his friends.

-,g&7~

morning of his

life

On the last

he wrote these words “ I have named none
I thank God he hath supported me
:

to their disadvantage.

wonderfully.”
lie composed his own epitaph, a short poem, full of
meaning and Bpirit, simple and forcible in style, and not
contemptible in versification. In this little piece he complained that, though his enemies had repeatedly decreed his
death, his friends had been still more cruel. A comment on
these expressions is to be found in a letter which he addressed
to a lady residing in Holland. She had furnished him with a
large sum of money for his expedition, and he thought her
entitled to a full explanation of the causes which had led to his
failure.

He

acquitted his coadjutors of treachery, but de-

scribed their folly, their ignorance, and their factious perverseness, in terms which their own testimony has since
proved to have been richly deserved. He afterwards doubted
whether he had not used language too severe to become a
dying Christian and, in a separate paper, begged his friend
“ Only this I must
to suppress what he had said of these men.
acknowledge,” he mildly added “they were not governable.”
Most of his few remaining hours were passed in devotion,
and in affectionate intercourse with some members of his
family. He professed no repentance on account of his last
enterprise, but bewailed, with great emotion, his former
compliance in spiritual things with the pleasure of the government. He had, he said, been justly punished. One who
had so long been guilty of cowardice and dissimulation was
not worthy to be the instrument of salvation to the State and
Church. Yet the cause, he frequently repeated, was the
cause of God, and would assuredly triumph. “I do not,” ho
said, “take on myself to be a prophet. But I have a strong
impression on my spirit, that deliverance will come very
,

;

suddenly.”

It is

not strange that some zealous Presbyterians
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should have laid up his saying in their hearts, and should, at a chap.

have attributed it to divine inspiration.
had religious faith and hope, cooperating
with natural courage and equanimity, composed his spirits
that, on the very day on which he was to die, he dined with
appetite, conversed with gaiety at table, and, after his last
meal, lay down, as he was wont, to take a short slumber,
in order that his body and mind might be in full vigour when
he should mount the scaffold. At this time one of the Lords
of the Council , who had probably been bred a Presbyterian,
and had been seduced by interest to join in oppressing the
Church of which he had once been a member, came to the
Castle with a message from his brethren, and demanded adIt was answered that the Earl was
mittance to the Earl.
asleep. The Privy Councillor thought that this was a subterfuge, and insisted on entering. The door of the cell was
softly opened; and there lay Argyle on the bed, sleeping, in
his irons, the placid sleep of infancy.
The conscience of the
renegade smote him. He turned away sick at heart, ran out
of the Castle, and took refuge in the dwelling of a lady of his
family who lived hard by. There he flung himself on a cbuch,
and gave himself up to an agony of remorse and shame. His
kinswoman, alarmed by his looks and groans, thought that he
had been taken with sudden illness, and begged him to drink
a cup of sack. “No, no,” he said; “that will do me no
good.” She prayed him to tell her what had disturbed him.
“I have been,” he said, “in Argyle’s prison. I have seen
him within an hour of eternity, sleeping as sweetly as ever
later period,

So

man

1

J685>

effectually

did.

But as

And now

for

me — .”

the Earl had risen from his bed, and had pre-

pared himself for what was yet to be endured. He was first
brought down the High Street to the Council House, where
he was to remain during the short interval which was still to
elapse before the execution.

During that interval he asked
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his wife.
“Dear heart, God is
He hath always been good and gracious to
me; and no place alters it. Forgive me all my faults; and
now comfort thyself in him in whom only true comfort is to
be found. The Lord be with thee, bless and comfort thee,

for

pen and ink, and wrote to

unchangeable.

,

my dearest.
hi- fieeulion.

Adieu.”

It was now time to leave the Council House.
The divines
who attended the prisoner were not of his own persuasion

but he listened to them with

civility,

and exhorted them

caution their flocks against those doctrines which

all

He mounted

testant churches unite in condemning.

to

Prothe

scaffold, where the rude old guillotine of Scotland, called the
Maiden, awaited him, and addressed the people in a speech,

tinctured with the peculiar phraseology of his sect,

but

His enemies, he said, he
forgave, as he hoped to be forgiven. Only a single acrimonious expression escaped him. One of the episcopal clergybreathing the spirit of serene piety.

men who attended him went

to the

called out in a loud voice,

“My

“Yes,”

edge of the

Lord

scaffold,

and

dies a Protestant.”

said the Earl, stepping forward,

“and not only

a

Protestant, but with a heart hatred of Popery, of Prelacy,

and of

all

He then embraced his friends, put
some tokens of remembrance for his wife and

superstition.”

into their hands

children, kneeled down, laid his head on the block, prayed
for a little space, and gave the signal to the executioner. His
head was fixed on the top of the Tolbooth, where the head of
Montrose had formerly decayed.*
•

The authors from whom

I

have taken the history of Argyle’s ex-

'edition are Sir Patrick Hume, who was an eyewitness of what he refsted, and Wodrow, who had access to materials of the greatest value,
among which were the Karl's own papers. Wherever there is a question

of veracity between Argyle and Hume, I have no doubt that Argyle’s narrative ought to be followed.
See also Durnet, i. 63t. and the life of Bresson, published by Dr. Mac
Cric. The account of the Scotch rebellion in Clarke’s Life of James the
Second, is a ridiculous romance, composed by a Jacobite who did not
even lake the trouble to look at a map of the seat of war.
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head of the brave and sincere , though not blameless

ciup.

Rumbold, was already on the West Port of Edinburgh. " 68S
Surrounded by factious and cowardly associates, ho had, emcuiiob
through the whole campaign, behaved himself like a soldier bold,
trained in the school of the great Protector, had in council
strenously supported the authority of Argyle, and had in the
After the
field been distinguished by tranquil intrepidity.
dispersion of the army he was set upon by a party of militia.
He defended himself desperately, and would have cut his way
through them, had they not hamstringed his horse. He was
brought to Edinburgh mortally wounded. The wish of the
government was that he should be executed in England. But
he was so near death that, if he was not hanged in Scotland,
he could not be hanged at all and the pleasure of hanging
him was one which the conquerors could not bear to forego.
It was indeed not to be expected that they would show much
lenity to one who was regarded as the chief of the Rye House
Plot, and who was the owner of the building from which that
plot took its name: but the insolence with which they treated
the dying man seems to our more humane age almost incredible. One of the Scotch Privy Councillors told him that
he was a confounded villain. “I am at peace with God,”
answeredRumbold, calmly; “how then can I be confounded?”
He was hastily tried, convicted, and sentenced to be
hanged and quartered within a few hours near the City Cross
in the High Street.
Though unable to stand without the
support of two men, he maintained his fortitude to the last,
and under the gibbet raised his feeble voice against Popery
and tyranny with such vehemence that the officers ordered the
drums to strike up, lest the people should hear him. He was
a friend, he said, to limited monarchy. But he never would
believe that Providence had sent a few men into the world
ready booted and spurred to ride and millions ready saddled
and bridled to be ridden. “I desire,” he cried, “to bless

'

,

.

;

,

,
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God’s holy name for this, that I stand here, not
~
'
for any wrong that I have done, but for adhering to his cause
685
in an evil day. If every hair of my head were a man, in this
quarrel I would venture them all.”
Both at his trial and at his execution he spoke of assassination with the abhorrence which became a good Christian and a
brave soldier. He had never, he protested, on the faith of a
dying man, harboured the thought of committing such villany.
But he frankly owned that, in conversation with his fellow
conspirators, he had mentioned his own house as a place
where Charles and James might with advantage be attacked,
m and that much had been said on the subject, though nothing
had been determined. It may at first sight seem that this
acknowledgment is inconsistent with his declaration that he
had always regarded assassination with horror. But the truth
appears to be that he was imposed upon by a distinction which
deluded many of his contemporaries. Nothing would have
induced him to put poison into the food of the two princes, or
to poniard them in their sleep. But to make an unexpected
onset on the troop of Life Guards which surrounded the royal
coach, to exchange sword cuts and pistol shots, and to take
the chance of slaying or of being slain, was, in his view, a
lawful military operation. Ambuscades and surprises were
among the ordinary incidents of war. Every old soldier, Cavalier or Roundhead, had been engaged in such enterprises.
If in the skirmish the King should fall, he would fall by fair
* fighting and not by murder.
Precisely the same reasoning
was employed, after the Revolution, by James himself and
by his most gallant and devoted followers, to justify a wicked
attempt on the life of William the Third. A band of Jacobites
was commissioned to attack the Prince of Orange in his winter
quarters. The meaning latent under this specious phrase was
that the Prince’s throat was to be cut as he went in his coach
from Richmond to Kensington. It may seem strange that
citap.

an(j magnify

;

•
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have had power to seduce men of heroic spirit, both Whigs ~68s"~
and Tories, into a crime on which divine and human laws
have justly set a peculiar note of infamy. But no sophism is
too gross to delude minds distempered by party spirit.*
Argyle, who survived Rumbold a few hours, left a dying
testimony to the virtues of the gallant Englishman. “Poor
Rumbold was a great support to me, and a brave man, and
died Christianly.” **

much contempt of death as either Argyle
Rumbold: but his end did not, like theirs, edify pious
minds. Though political sympathy had drawn him towards
the Puritans, he had no religious sympathy with them, and
was indeed regarded by them as little better than an atheist.
He belonged to that section of the Whigs which sought for
models rather among the patriots of Greece and Rome than
among the prophets and judges of Israel. He was taken
prisoner, and carried to Glasgow. There he attempted to
Ayloffe showed as

or

,

destroy himself with a small penknife: but, though he gave

himself several wounds, none of them proved mortal, and he
had strength enough left to bear a journey to London. He was

brought before the Privy Council, and interrogated by the
King, but had too much elevation of mind to save himself by
informing against others.
A story was current among the
* Wodrow, III. ix. 10.; Western Martyrology; Burnet, i. 633.; Fox’s
History Appendix iv. I can find no way, except that indicated in the text,
of reconciling Bumbold's denial that be bad ever admitted into his mind
the thought of assassination with his confession that he had himself
mentioned his own house as a convenient place for an attack on the
royal brothers. The distinction which I suppose him to have taken was
taken by another Rye House conspirator, who was, like him, an old
soldier of the Commonwealth, Captain Walcot. On Walcot’s trial, West,
the witness for the crown, said, “Captain, you did agree to be one of
those that were to fight the Guards.” “What, then, was the reason,"
asked Chief Justice Pemberton, “that he would not kill the King?”
“He said,” answered West, “that it was a base thing to kill a naked
man, and he would not do it."
**

Wodrow,

111. ix. 9.
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Whigs that the King said, “Yon had better be frank with me,
Mr. Ayloffe. You know that it is in my power to pardon
you.” Then, it was rumoured, the captive broke bis sullen
silence, and answered, “It may be in your power; but it is
not

your nature.”

in

He

was executed under

his old out-

lawry before the gate of the Temple, and died with stoical

composure.*
Da*asta
lion of

Argyle-

In the meantime the vengeance of the conquerors was
mercilessly wreaked on the people of Argyleshire.

Many

of

ahirs.

the Campbells were hanged without a

trial by Athol; and he
by the Privy Council from taking
more lives. The country to the extent of thirty miles round
Inverary was wasted. Houses were burned, the stones of
mills broken to pieces, fruit trees cut down, and the very
roots seared with fire. The nets and fishing boats, the sole
means by which many inhabitants of the coast subsisted, were
destroyed. More than three hundred rebels and malecontents were transported to the colonies. Many of them were
also sentenced to mutilation.
On a single day the hangman
of Edinburgh cut off the ears of thirty-five prisoners. Several
women were sent across the Atlantic after being first branded
in the cheek with a hot iron. It was even in contemplation to

was with

difficulty restrained

name of Campbell,
name of Mac Gregor had been proscribed eighty years

obtain an act of Parliament proscribing the
as the

before.**

Argyle’s expedition appears to have produced little sensation in the south of the island. The tidings of his landing
reached London just before the English Parliament met. The
King mentioned the news from the throne ; and the Houses
assured him that they would 6tand by him against every
*

Wade’s Narrative, Harl. MS.

patch of
*'

Wodrow,

1685.

;

III. it.

Council the names of
or branded.

6845.} Burnet,

Luttrell’g Diary of the

4 and
.

all

III. ix. 10.

the r
prisoners

same

Wodrow

i.

634.

;

Citters’s

Des-

date.
pives from the Acts of

mutilated,
who were transported,
r
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Nothing more was required of them. Over Scotland
they had no authority and a war of which the theatre was so
distant, and of which the event might, almost from the first,
be easily foreseen, excited only a languid interest in London.

chap.

enemy.

"

;

But, a

week before

i 68 s.

the final dispersion of Argyle’s army,

England was agitated by the news that a more formidable tempts to
nt
invader had landed on her own shores. It had been agreed Monamong the refugees that Monmouth should sail from Holland ^om
six days after the departure of the Scots. He had deferred
his expedition a short time, probably in the hope that most
of the troops in the south of the island would be moved to the
north, as soon as war broke out in the Highlands, and that he
should find no force ready to oppose him. When at length
he was desirous to proceed, the wind had become adverse
and violent.
While his small fleet lay tossing in the Texel, a contest
was going on among the Dutch authorities. The States General and the Prince of Orange were on one side, the magistracy and Admiralty of Amsterdam on the other.
Skelton had delivered to the States General a list of the
refugees whose residence in the United Provinces caused
11

.

uneasiness to his master. The States General, anxious to
grant every reasonable request which James could make, sent
copies of the list to the provincial authorities. The provincial authorities sent copies to the

magistrates of

all

municipal authorities.

The

the towns were directed to take such mea-

sures as might prevent the proscribed

Whigs from molesting

the English government.

In general those directions were
obeyed. At Rotterdam in particular, where the influence of
William was all powerful, such activity was shown as called
forth warm acknowledgments from James. But Amsterdam

was the chief seat of the emigrants; and the governing body
of Amsterdam would see nothing, hear nothing, know of
nothing. The High Bailiff of the city, who was himself in
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communication with Ferguson, reported to the Hague
that he did not know where to find a single one of the refugees; and with this excuse the federal government was
forced to be content. The truth was that the English exiles
were as well known at Amsterdam and as much stared at in
*
the streets as if they had been Chinese.
A few days later, Skelton received orders from his court
to request that, in consequence of the dangers which threatened his master’s throne, the three Scotch regiments in the
service of the United Provinces might be sent to Great Britain
without delay. He applied to the Prince of Orange; and the
prince undertook to manage the matter, but predicted that
Amsterdam would raise some difficulty.
The prediction
proved correct. The deputies of Amsterdam refused to conin
causing
some
delay.
succeeded
But
sent, and
the question
was not one of those on which, by the constitution of the
republic, a single city could prevent the wish of the majority
from being carried into effect. The influence of William prevailed; and the troops were embarked with great expedition.**
daily

• Skelton’s letter is dated the -,T tb of May, tG86.
It will be found,
y
together with a letter of the Scbout or High Bailiff of Amsterdam, In a

volume published a few months later, and entitled, “Histoire des
Ev&nemens Tragiques d’Angleterre.” The documents inserted in that
work are, as far as I have examined them, given exactly from the Dutch
little

archives, except that Skelton’s French, which was not the purest, is
slightly corrected. See also Grey’s Narrative.
Goodenough, on his examination after the battle of Sedgemoor, said,
“The Schout of Amsterdam was a particular friend to this last design."

Lansdowne MS.

1152.

It is not worth while to refute those writers who represent the Prince
of Orange as an accomplice in Monmouth’s enterprise. The circumstance on which they chiefly rely is that the authorities of Amsterdam
took no effectual steps for preventing the expedition from sailing. This
circumstance is in truth the strongest proof that the expedition was not
favoured by William. No person, not profoundly igoorant of the institutions and politics of Holland, would bold the Stadiholder answerable
for the proceedings of the heads of the Loevestein party.
** Avaux, Neg. June 7 . A.
£|. 1685; Letter of the Prince of Orange
Tr
to Lord Rochester, June 9. 1685.
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Skelton was at the same time exerting himself, not indeed CH * P*
very judiciously or temperately, to stop the ships which the 1S8s.

English refugees had fitted out. He expostulated in warm
The negligence
terms with the Admiralty of Amsterdam.

of that board, he said, had already enabled one band of
For a second error of the same kind
He peremptorily demanded that a

rebels to invade Britain.

there could be no excuse.
large vessel,
It

named the Helderenbergh, might be detained.
this vessel was bound for the Canaries.
Monmouth, carried

was pretended that

But, in truth, she had been freighted by

twenty-six guns, and was loaded with arms and ammunition.

The Admiralty of Amsterdam replied

that the liberty of trade

and navigation was not to be restrained for

light reasons,

and

that the Helderenbergh could not be stopped without an order

from theStatesGeneral. Skelton, whose uniform practice seems
to have been to begin at the wrong end, now had recourse to
tho States General. The States General gave the necessary
orders. Then the Admiralty of Amsterdam pretended that
there was not a sufficient naval force in the Texel to seize so
large a ship as the Helderenbergh, and suffered Monmouth
to sail unmolested.*

The weather was bad: the voyage was long; and several
men of war were cruising in the Channel. But Mon-

English

As he passed
was thought desirable to send a

mouth escaped both the sea and the enemy.
by the

cliffs

of Dorsetshire,

it

boat to the beach with one of the refugees

Dare.

named Thomas

This man, though of low mind and manners, had
He was directed to hasten thither

great influence at Taunton.

across the country, and to apprise his friends that Monmouth

would soon be on English ground.**
* Cllters, June
5 ., June |l. 1685. The correspondence of Skelton
with the States General and w iih the Admiralty of Amsterdam is in the
archives at the Hague. Some pieces will be found in the EvCnemens
Tragiques d’Angleterre. See also Burnet, i. C40.
*• Wade’s confession
in the Hardwicke Papers; Harl. MS. 6S45,

^
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On

the morning of the eleventh of June the Helderen-

bergh, accompanied by two smaller vessels, appeared off the
That town is a small knot of steep and narrow

port of Lyme.

rival at

Lyme.

on a coast wild, rocky, and beaten by a stormy
then chiefly remarkable for a pier which,
in the days of the Plantagenets
had been constructed of
stones, unhewn and uncemented. This ancient work, known
by the name of the Cob, inclosed the only haven where, in a
space of many miles, the fishermen could take refuge from
alleys, lying

sea.

The place was

,

the tempests of the Channel.

The appearance of the three

ships, foreign built and withLyme; and the
was found that the Customhouse
officers, who had gone on board according to usage, did not
return. The town’s people repaired to the cliffs, and gazed
long and anxiously, but could find no solution of the mystery.
At length seven boats put off from the largest of the strange
From these boats landed
vessels, and rowed to the shore.
about eighty men well armed and appointed. Among them
were Monmouth, Grey, Fletcher, Ferguson, Wade, and
Anthony Buyse, an officer who had been in the service of
the Elector of Brandenburg."
Monmouth commanded silence, kneeled down on the
shore, thanked God for having preserved the friends of
liberty and pure religion from the perils of the sea, and implored the divine blessing on what was yet to be done by land.
He then drew his sword and led his men over the cliffs into

out colours, perplexed the inhabitants of

uneasiness increased

when

it

,

>

the town.

was known under what leader and for what
purpose the expedition came, the enthusiasm of the populace
burst through all restraints. The little town was in an uproar
with men running to and fro, and shouting “A Monmouth! a

As soon

*

as

it

See Buyse’s evidence against Monmouth and Fletcher jn the Col-

lection of Slate Trials.
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religion!” Meanwhile the ensign chap-

of the adventurers , a blue flag, was set up in the market place. “lissT
The military stores were deposited in the town hall; and a
Declaration setting forth the objects of the expedition was read

from the Cross.*
This Declaration, the masterpiece of Ferguson’s genius, hu
was not a grave manifesto such as ought to be put forth by a
leader drawing the sword for a great public cause, but a libel
of the lowest class, both in sentiment and language.** It contained undoubtedly many just charges against the government. But these charges were set forth in the prolix and inflated style of a bad pamphlet; and the paper contained other
charges of which the whole disgrace falls on those who made
them. The Duke of York, it was positively affirmed, had
burned down London, had strangled Godfrey, had cut the
throat of Essex and had poisoned the late King. On account
of those villainous and unnatural crimes, but chiefly of that
execrable fact, the late horrible and barbarous parricide,
such was the copiousness and such the felicity of Ferguson’s
diction,
James was declared a mortal and bloody enemy, a
tyrant, a murderer, and an usurper. No treaty should be
made with him. The sword should not be sheathed till he
had been brought to condign punishment as a traitor. The
government should be settled on principles favourable to
All Protestant sects should be tolerated. The forliberty.
feited charters should be restored. Parliaments should be
held annually, and should no longer be prorogued or dissolved by royal caprice. The only standing force should be
the militia. The militia should be commanded by the Sheriffs
and the Sheriffs should be chosen by the freeholders. Finally

de-

,

—

*

Journals of the House of

Lansdownc MS.
**

1152.

Commons, June

13. 1685;

Harl. MS- 6845.;

1152.

Burnet, i. 641.; Goodenough’s confession in the Lansdowne MS.
Copies of the Declaration, as originally printed, are very rare;

but there

is

one at the British Museum.
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Monmouth

declared that he could prove himself to have been
born in lawful wedlock, and to be, by right of blood, King
ofEngland, but that, for the present, he waived his claims,

he would leave them to the judgment of a free Parliament,
that, in the meantime, he desired to be considered only
who were in
arms against tyranny and Popery.
Disgraceful as this manifesto was to those who put it forth,
it was not unskilfully framed for the purpose of stimulating the
passions of the vulgar. In the West the effect was great. The
gentry and clergy of that part ofEngland were indeed, with
few exceptions , Tories. But the yeomen the traders of the
towns, the peasants, and the artisans were generally animated by the old Roundhead spirit. Many of them were Dissenters, and had been goaded by petty persecution into a
temper fit for desperate enterprise. The great mass of the
population abhorred Popery and adored Monmouth. He was
no stranger to them. His progress through Somersetshire
and Devonshire in the summer of 1680 was still fresh in the
memory of all men. He was on that occasion sumptuously
entertained by Thomas Thynne at Longleat Hall, then, and
perhaps still, the most magnificent country house in England.
From Longleat to Exeter the hedges were lined with shouting
spectators.
The roads were strewn with boughs and flowers.
The multitude, in their eagerness to see and touch their favourite, broke down the palings of parks, and besieged the
mansions where he was feasted. When he reached Chard his
escort consisted of five thousand horsemen. At Exeter all
Devonshire had been gathered together to welcome him. One
striking part of the show was a company of nine hundred
young men who, clad in a white uniform, marched before
him into the city.* The turn of fortune which had alienated
that

and

as the Captain General of the English Protestants

His popularity
in the
West of

England,

,

*

most

Historical Account of the Life and
illustrious Protestant Prince

magnanimous Actions of

James, Duke of Monmouth,

the

1683.
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the gentry from his cause had produced no effect on the com- chap.
mon people. To them he was still the good Duke, the Pro- T&asT
testantDuke, the rightful heir whom a vile conspiracy kept

They came to his standard in crowds. All
he could employ were too few to take down
Before he had been twenty-four
hours on English ground he was at the head of fifteen hundred
men. Dare arrived from Taunton with forty horsemen of no
very martial appearance, and brought encouraging intelligence as to the state of public feeling in Somersetshire. As
yet all Beemed to promise well.*
But a force was collecting at Bridport to oppose the insurgents.
On the thirteenth of June the red regiment of
Dorsetshire militia came pouring into that town. The Somersetshire, or yellow regiment, of which Sir William Portman,
a Tory gentleman of great note, was Colonel, was expected
to arrive on the following day.** The Duke determined to
A detachment of his troops was
strike an immediate blow.
preparing to march to Bridport when a disastrous event threw
out of his own.

the clerks

whom

the names of the recruits.

the whole

camp into confusion.

Fletcher of Saltoun had been appointed to
cavalry under Grey.

command

the

mounted; and indeed
there were few chargers in the camp which had not been taken
When he was ordered to Bridport, he
from the plough.
thought that the exigency of the case warranted him in borFletcher was

ill

rowing, without asking permission, a fine horse belonging to
Dare. Dare resented this liberty, and assailed Fletcher with
Fletcher kept his temper better than any who
knew him expected. At last Dare presuming on the patience

gross abuse.

,

with which his insolence was endured, ventured to shake a
switch at the high

blood boiled.
*

**

He

bom

and high spirited Scot. Fletcher’s
drew a pistol and shot Dare dead. Such

Wade’s confession, Hardwicke Papers', Axe Papers; Harl. MS. 6845.
Harl. MS. 6845.

Macaulay, Hislury.

II,

10
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sudden and violent revenge would not have been thought
strange in Scotland, where the law had always been weak,
where he who did not right himself by the strong hand was not
likely to be righted at all, and where, consequently, human
life was held almost as cheap as in the worst governed provinces of Italy. But the people of the southern part of the
island were not accustomed to see deadly weapons used and
blood spilled on account of a rude word or gesture, except in
duel between gentlemen with equal arms. There was a general cry for vengeance on the foreigner who had murdered
Monmouth could not resist the clamour.
an Englishman.
Fletcher, who, when his first burst of rage had spent itself,
was overwhelmed with remorse and sorrow, took refuge on
board of theHelderenbergh, escaped to the Continent, and
repaired to Hungary, where he fought bravely against the
common enemy of Christendom.*

rebels
with the
militia
at Bridport.

man of parts
Early on the morn-

Situated as the insurgents were, the loss of a

ter of the

and energy was not

easily to

be repaired.

ing of the following day, the fourteenth of June, Grey, ac-

companied by Wade, marched with about five hundred men
A confused and indecisive action took
place, such as was to be expected when two bands of ploughmen, officered by country gentlemen and barristers, were
opposed to each other. For a time Monmouth’s men drove the
militia before them. Then the militia made a stand, and Monmouth’s men retreated in some confusion. Grey and his cavalry
never stopped till they were safe at Lyme again: but Wade
rallied the infantry, and brought them off in good order.**
There was a violent outcry against Grey; and some of the
to attack Bridport.

adventurers pressed Monmouth
Monmouth, however, would not

to

take a severe course.

listen to this advice.

* Duyse’s evidence in the Collection of State Trials; Burnet,

i.

His
642.;

Ferguson’s MS. quoted by Eachard.
** London Gazette, June 18. 1685; Wade’s Confession; Hardwicke
Papers.
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been attributed by some writers to his good nature,
Others'
which undoubtedly often amounted to weakness.
have supposed that he was unwilling to deal harshly with the
lenity has

only peer

who served

in his

army.

It is

OOAP.
V.
163 $.

probable, however,

Duke, who, though not a general of the highest order,
understood war very much better than the preachers and
lawyers who were always obtruding their advice on him, made
allowances which people altogether inexpert in military affairs
never thought of making. In justice to a man who has had
few defenders, it must be observed that the task, which,
throughout this campaign, was assigned to Grey, was one
which, if he had been the boldest and most skilful of soldiers,
he could scarcely have performed in such a manner as to gain
He was at the head of the cavalry. It is notorious
credit.

that the

that a horse soldier requires a longer training than a foot

and that the war horse requires a longer training than
Something may be done with a raw infantry which
has enthusiasm and animal courage: but nothing can be more
helpless than a raw cavalry , consisting of yeomen and tradesmen mounted on cart horses and post horses; and such was
the cavalry which Grey commanded. The wonder is, not
soldier,

his rider.

men

that his

did not stand

fire

with resolution , not that they

did not use their weapons with vigour, but that they were able
to

keep

their seats.

Still recruits

went on
spread

all

fast

day.

came in by hundreds. Arming and drilling
Meantime the news of the insurrection had

and wide.

On

landed, Gregory Alford,

and a most

the evening on which the

Duke

Mayor of Lyme, a

bitter persecutor

zealous Tory,
of Nonconformists, sent off bis

servants to give the alarm to the gentry of Somersetshire

Dorsetshire, and himself took horse for the West.

and

Late at

night he stopped at Honiton, and thence despatched a few
hurried lines to

London with the ill tidings.*
•

He then pushed

Lords’ Journals, June 13. 1685.

to*
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on to Exeter, where he found Christopher Monk, Duke of
Albemarle. This nobleman, the son and heir of George
1085
Monk, the restorer of the Stuarts, was Lord Lieutenant of
Devonshire and wa9 then holding a muster of militia. Four
thousand men of the trainbands were actually assembled
under his command. He seems to have thought that, with
this force, he should be able at once to crush the rebellion.
He therefore marched towards Lyme.
EucnuoBut when, on the afternoon of Monday the fifteenth of
ter of the
rebels
June, he reached Axminster, he found the insurgents drawn
wiili the
militia at up there to encounter him.
They presented a resolute front.
Aimicster.
Four field pieces were pointed against the royal troops. The
thick hedges, which on each side overhung the narrow lanes,
were lined with musketeers. Albemarle, however, was less
alarmed by the preparations of the enemy than by the spirit
Such was Monmouth’s
which appeared in his own ranks.
popularity among the common people of Devonshire that, if
once the trainbands had caught sight of his well known face
and figure, they would probably have gone over to him in a
body.
Albemarle, therefore, though he had a great superiority
of force, thought it advisable to retreat. The retreat soon
became a rout. The whole country was strewn with the arms
and uniforms which the fugitives had thrown away; and, had
Monmouth urged the pursuit with vigour, he would probably have taken Exeter without a blow. But he was satisfied
with the advantage which he had gained, and thought it
desirable that his recruits should be better trained before
they were employed in any hazardous service. He therefore
marched towards Taunton, where he arrived on the eighteenth
of June, exactly a week after his landing.*
V.

.

,

• Wade’s Confession
Ferguson MS.; Axe Papers, Harl. MS. 6845.;
;
Oldmixon, 101, 102 Oldinixon, who was then a boy, lived very near the
.

scene of these events.
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The Court and

the Parliament had been greatly

C « AP -

moved by

At five in the morning of Saturday iisisl
King had received the letter which
The beiijon to
had
despatched
from Honiton.
Mayor of Lyme
•
*
earned

the news from the West.

the thirteenth of June , the

the
.

,

jJ

Pnvy

Council was instantly called together.

Orders were

London,

given that the strength of every company of infantry and of
every troop of cavalry should be increased.

Commissions
were issued for the levying of new regiments. Alford’s communication was laid before the Lords and its substance was
communicated to the Commons by a message. The Commons examined the couriers who had arrived from the West,
and instantly ordered a bill to be brought in for attainting
Monmouth of high treason. Addresses were voted assuring
the King that both his peers and his people were determined
to stand by him with life and fortune against all his enemies.
At the next meeting of the Houses they ordered the declaration of the rebels to be burned by the hangman, and passed
the bill of attainder through all its stages. That bill received
the royal assent on the same day; and a reward of five thousand
pounds was promised for the apprehension of Monmouth.*
The fact that Monmouth was in arms against the government was so notorious that the bill of attainder became a law
with only a faint show of opposition from one or two peers,
and has seldom been severely censured even by Whig histo:

Yet, when

rians.

lative

and

important

we consider how important

judicial functions
it is

that

common

it is

that legis-

should be kept distinct,

how

fame, however strong and general,

how important
it is to maintain the rule that no man shall be condemned to
death without an opportunity of defending himself, and how

should not be received as a legal proof of guilt,

easily and speedily breaches in great principles, when once
made, are widened, whe shall probably be disposed to think

London Gazette, June
June

13.

18.

1685; Lords’ and

and 15.; Dutch Despatch, June

Commons’

Journals,

4J.
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that the course taken

objection.

by the Parliament was open

Neither House had before

it

to

some

anything which even

so corrupt a judge as Jeffreys could have directed a jury to

The messengers
examined by the Commons were not on oath, and might
therefore have related mere fictions without incurring the
The Lords, who might have adminispenalties of perjury.
tered an oath, appear not to have examined any witness, and
to have had no evidence before them except the letter of the
Mayor of Lyme which , in the eye of the law, was no evidence
at all. Extreme danger, it is true, justifies extreme remedies.
But the act of attainder was a remedy which could not operate
till all danger was over, and which would become superfluous
While
at the very moment at which it ceased to be null.
Monmouth was in arms it was impossible to execute him. If
he should be vanquished and taken, there would be no hazard
and no difficulty in trying him. It was afterwards remembered
consider as proof of Monmouth’s crime.

,

as a curious circumstance that,

among

the zealous Tories

the bill from the House of Commons to the
bar of the Lords, was Sir John Fenwick, member for
Northumberland.* This gentleman, a few years later, had occasion to reconsider the whole subject, and then came to the
conclusion that acts of attainder are altogether unjustifiable.
The Parliament gave other proofs of loyalty in this hour
of peril. The Commons authorised the King to raise an ex-

who went up with

traordinary

sum of

four hundred thousand pounds for his

present necessities, and, that he might have no difficulty in

money, proceeded to devise new imposts. The
scheme of taxing houses lately built in the capital was revived
and strenuously supported by the country gentlemen. It was
resolved not only that such houses should be taxed, but that
a bill should be brought in prohibiting the laying of any new
finding the

* Oldmixon is wrong in saying that Fenwick carried up the
was carried up, as appears from the Journals, by Lord Ancram.

bill.
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The resolution, c ”;' p
however, was not carried into effect. Powerful men who had ~TiiTT
land in the suburbs, and who hoped to see new streets and
foundations within the

bills

of mortality.

squares rise on their estates, exerted all their influence against
the project. It was found that to adjust the details would be

a work of time} and the King's wants were so pressing that he
thought it necessary' to quicken the movements of the House
by a gentle exhortation to speed. The plan of taxing build-

was therefore relinquished; and new duties were imposed
on foreign silks, linens, and spirits.*
the Lower House proceeded to introduce
what they called a bill for the preservation of the King’s person and government. They proposed that it should be high
treason to say that Monmouth was legitimate, to utter any
words tending to bring the person or government of the sovereign into hatred or contempt, or to make any motion in
Parliament for changing the order of 'Succession. Some of
these provisions excited general disgust and alarm. The
Whigs, few and weak as they were, attempted to rally, and
found themselves reinforced by a considerable number of
moderate and sensible Cavaliers. Words, it was said, may
easily be misunderstood by an honest man.
They may easily
be misconstrued by a knave. What was spoken metaphorically may be apprehended literally.
What was spoken ludicrously may be apprehended seriously. A particle, a tense,
a mood, an emphasis, may make the whole difference between
guilt and innocence.
The Saviour of mankind himself, in
whose blameless life malice could find no act to impeach, had
been called in question for words spoken. False witnesses
had suppressed a syllable which would have made it clear that
those words were figurative, and had thus furnished the
Sanhedrim with a pretext under which the foulest of all judicial murders had been perpetrated.
With such an example

ings

for a term of five years

The Tories of

*

Commons’ Journals

of June 17, 18, and 19. 1GS5; Reresby’s Memoirs.
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on record, who could affirm that, if mere talk were made a
substantive treason, the most loyal subject would be safe?
These arguments produced so great an effect that in the committee amendments were introduced which greatly mitigated
the severity of the bill.. But the clause which made it high
treason in a member of Parliament to propose the exclusion
of a prince of the blood from the throne seems to have raised
no debate and was retained. It was indeed altogether unim,

portant, except as a proof of the ignorance and inexperience

of the hot-headed Royalists

who thronged

the

House of Com-

mons. Had they learned the first rudiments of legislation,
they would have seen that the enactment to which they
attached so much value would be superfluous while the Parliament was disposed to maintain the order of succession, and

would be repealed

as soon as there

was a Parliament bent on

changing the order of succession. *
The bill, as amended, was passed and carried up to the
Lords, but did not become law. The King had obtained from
the Parliament all the pecuniary assistance that ho could expect; and he conceived that, while rebellion was actually
raging, the loyal nobility and gentry would be of
their counties than at Westminster.
their deliberations to a close, and,

dismissed them.

On

terminated

in 1679.

more use in

therefore hurried

on the second of July,

the same day the royal assent was given

to a law reviving that censorship

at the

He

of the press which had

This object was effected by a few words
statute which continued several
courtiers did not think that they had

end of a miscellaneous

expiring acts.

The

gained a triumph.

The Whigs

did not utter a murmur.

Neither in the Lords nor in the

Commons was

there any

Journals, June 19. 29. 1685; Lord Lonsdale’s Memoirs,
8.9.; Burnet, i. 639. Tbe bill, as amended Jjy the committee, will be
found in Mr. Fox’s historical work, Appendix, iii. If Burnet's account
be correct, the offences which, by the amended bill, were made punishable only with civil incapacities were, by the original bill, made capital.
*

Commons'
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can now be learned, any debate on chap.
a question which would, in our age, convulse the whole frame '"liis
of society. In truth the change was slight and almost imdivision, or even, as far as

,

perceptible; for, since the detection of the

Eye House

Plot,

the liberty of unlicensed printing had existed -only in name.

During many months scarce one uncourtly pamphlet had been
published except by stealth; and by stealth such pamphlets
might be published still.*
The Houses then rose. They were not prorogued, but
only adjourned, in order that, when they should reassemble,
they might take up their business in the exact state in which

they had

left it.**

While the Parliament was devising sharp laws against
partisans, he found at Taunton a reception
at
which might well encourage him to hope that his enterprise Taunlon
a
prosperous
would have
issue.
Taunton, like most other
towns in the south of England, was, in that age, more important than at present. Those towns have not indeed

Monmouth and his

-

On

declined.

the contrary, they are, with very few ex-

ceptions, larger and richer, better built

and better peopled,
than in the seventeenth century. But, though they have
positively advanced, they have relatively gone back. They
have been far outstripped in wealth and population by the
great manufacturing and commercial cities of the north cities
,

which, in the time of the Stuarts, were but beginning to be
known as seats of industry. When Monmouth marched into

Taunton
were

it

was an eminently prosperous place. Its markets
It was a celebrated seat of the

plentifully supplied.

woollen manufacture.

The people boasted

that they lived in

Nor was this language
held only by partial natives; for every stranger who climbed
the graceful tower of St. Mary Magdalene owned that he saw
a land flowing with milk and honey.

*

**

t

Jac. II. c. IT.

Lords’ and

Lords’ Journals, July 2. 1685.
Journals, July 2. 1685.

Commons’
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beneath him the most fertile of English valleys. It was a
country rich with orchards and green pastures , among which
were scattered, in gay abundance, manor houses, cottages,

and
.

village spires.

The townsmen had long leaned towards
Whig politics. In the great civil

Presbyterian divinity and

war Taunton had, through all vicissitudes, adhered to the
Parliament, had been twice closely besieged by Goring, and
had been twice defended with heroic valour by Robert Blake,
afterwards the renowned Admiral of the Commonwealth.
Whole streets had been burned down by the mortars and
grenades of the Cavaliers. Food bad been so scarce that the
resolute governor had announced his intention to put the
garrison on rations of horse flesh. But the spirit of the town
had never been subdued either by lire or by hunger. *
The Restoration had produced no effect on the temper
of the Taunton men. They had still continued to celebrate
the anniversary of the happy day on which the siege laid to
their town by the royal army had been raised; and their stubborn attachment to the old cause had excited so much fear and
resentment at Whitehall that, by a royal order, their moat
had been filled up, and their wall demolished to the foundaThe puritanical spirit had been kept up to the height
tion.**
among them by the precepts and example of one of the most
celebrated of the dissenting clergy, Joseph Alleine. Allcine
was the author of a tract, entitled, An Alarm to the Unconverted, which is still popular both in England and in America.
From the gaol to which he was consigned by tho victorious
Cavaliers, he addressed to his loving friends at Taunton many
of a truly heroic piety. His frame
soon sank under the effects of study, toil, and persecution:
but his memory was long cherished with exceeding love and
reverence by those whom he had exhorted and catechized.***
epistles breathing the spirit

•
**

Savage's edition of Toulmin’s History of Taunton.
Sprat’s True Account; Toulmin's History of Taunton.
Life and Death of Joseph Alleine, 1672; Nonconformists' Memorial.
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The
manned

children of the

men who,

forty years before,

had

the ramparts of Taunton against the Royalists, now
welcomed Monmouth with transports of joy and affection.
Every door and window was adorned with wreaths of flowers.

cuap.
i6ss”

No man

appeared in the streets without wearing in his hat a
green bough, the badge of the popular cause. Damsels of
the best families in the town wove colours for the insurgents.
One flag in particular was embroidered gorgeously with emblems of royal dignity, and was offered to Monmouth by a
He received the gift with the winning
train of young girls.
The lady who headed
courtesy which distinguished him.
the procession presented him also with a small Bible of great
price.
said,

He took it with a show of reverence. “I come,” he
“to defend the truths contained in this book, and to
must be so, with my blood.” *

seal them, if it

Monmouth enjoyed the applause of the mulhe could not but perceive, with concern and appre-

But, while
titude,

hension, that the higher classes were, with scarcely an exception, hostile to his undertaking,

and that no

rising

had

taken place except in the counties where he had himself ap-

He had been

peared.

assured by agents,

who professed

to

have derived their information from Wildman, that the whole
Whig aristocracy was eager to take arms. Nevertheless more
than a week had
set

up

at

Lyme.

now elapsed since the blue standard had been
Day labourers, small farmers, shopkeepers,

had flocked to the rebel
camp: but not a single peer, baronet, or knight, not a single

apprentices, dissenting preachers,

member of the House of Commons, and scarcely any

esquire

of sufficient note to have ever been in the commission of the
peace, had joined the invaders. Ferguson, who, ever since
the death of Charles, had been Monmouth’s evil angel, had
a suggestion ready. The Duke had put himself into a false

by declining the royal

position
•

Ilarl.

title.

MS. 1006.; Oldmixon,

102,;

Had he
Eacbard,

declared himiii.

103.
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self sovereign of

of legality.

England, his cause would have worn a show

At present

it

was impossible

to reconcile his

Declaration with the principles of the constitution.
clear that either Monmouth or his uncle

was

rightful

It

was

King.

Monmouth

did not venture to pronounce himself the rightful
Those who
King, and yet denied that his uncle was so.
fought for James fought for the only person who ventured to
claim the throne, and were therefore clearly in their duty,

according to the laws of the realm.

Monmouth fought

for

some unknown

Those who fought for
which was to be

polity,

up by a convention not yet in existence. None could
wonder that men of high rank and ample fortune stood aloof
set

He Ukea
the title
of King.

from an enterprise which threatened with destruction that
system in the permanence of which they were deeply interested.
If the Duke would assert his legitimacy and assume
the crown, he would at once remove this objection.
The
question would cease to be a question between the old constitution and a new constitution.
It would be merely a question of hereditary right between two princes.
On such grounds as these Ferguson, almost immediately
after the landing, had earnestly pressed the Duke to proclaim
himself King; and Grey was of the same opinion. Monmouth
had been very willing to take this advice; but Wade and other
republicans had been refractory; and their chief, with his
usual pliability, had yielded to their arguments. At Taunton
the subject was revived. Monmouth talked in private with
the dissentients, assured them that he saw no other way of
obtaining the support of any portion of the aristocracy, and
succeeded in extorting their reluctant consent.
On the
morning of the twentieth of June he was proclaimed in the
market place of Taunton. His followers repeated his new
title with affectionate delight.
But, as some confusion might
have arisen if he had been called King James the Second,
they commonly used the strange appellation of King Mon-
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mouth; and by this name their unhappy favourite -was often c ” AP
mentioned in the western counties, within the memory ofTsisT

'

r

persons

still

living.

*

Within twenty-four hours after he had assumed the regal
title, he put forth several proclamations headed with his sign
manual. By one of these he set a price on the head of his
Another declared the Parliament then sitting at Westrival.

commanded the members
The third forbade the people to pay taxes to
The fourth pronounced Albemarle a traitor. ••
Albemarle transmitted these proclamations to London
merely as specimens of folly and impertinence. They produced no effect, except wonder and contempt; nor had Mon-

minster an unlawful assembly, and
to disperse.

the usurper.

mouth

an)'

improved

reason to think that the assumption of royalty had

his position.

Only a week had elapsed since he had

solemnly bound himself not to take the crown
liament should have acknowledged his rights.

till

a free Par-

By

breaking

engagement he had incurred the imputation of levity, if
not of perfidy. The class which he had hoped to conciliate
still stood aloof.
The reasons which prevented the great
Whig lords and gentlemen from recognising him as their King
were at least as strong as those which had prevented them
They
from rallying round him as their Captain General.
disliked indeed the person, the religion, and the politics of
James. But James was no longer young. His eldest daughter
was justly popular. She was attached to the reformed faith.
She was married to a prince who was the hereditary chief of
the Protestants of the Continent, to a prince who had been
bred in a republic, and whose sentiments were supposed to be
such as became a constitutional King. Was it wise to incur
that

• Wade’s Confession; Goodenougb’s Confession,
Harl. MS. 1152.;
Oldmixon, 702. Ferguson’s denial is quite undeserving of credit. A copy
of the proclamation is in the Harl. MS. 1006.
** Copies of ihe last three
proclamations are in the British Museum
Uarl. MS. 1006. The first I have never seen but it is mentioned by Wade.
;
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chap, the horrors of civil war, for the
r

"Isas.

effect

mere chance of being able to
immediately what nature would, without bloodshed,

without any violation of law,

many

effect, in all probability,

years should have expired?

down James.
up Monmouth?

reasons for pulling

given for setting

before

Perhaps there might be
But what reason could be
To exclude a prince from

t

the throne on account of unfitness was a course agreeable to

Whig

principles.

But on no

exclude rightful heirs,

principle could

who were admitted

it

be proper to

to be. not only

blameless, but eminently qualified for the highest public trust.

That Monmouth was

legitimate, nay, that he thought

self legitimate, intelligent

men

could not believe.

him-

He was

therefore not merely an usurper, but an usurper of the worst
If ho made out any semblance of a case,
sort, an impostor.
he could do so only by means of forgery and perjury. All
honest and sensiblo persons were unwilling to see a fraud
which, if practised to obtain an estate, would have been
punished with the scourge and the pillory, rewarded with the
English crown. To the old nobility of the realm it seemed
insupportable that the bastard of Lucy Walters should be set
up high above the lawful descendants of the Fitzalans and De
Veres. Those who were capable of looking forward must
have seen that, if Monmouth should succeed in overpowering
the existing government, there would still remain a war
between him and the House of Orange, a war which might
last longer and produce more misery than the war of the
Roses, a war which might probably break up the Protestants
of Europe into hostile parties, might arm England and Holland
against each other, and might make both those countries an

easy prey to France.

The

opinion, therefore, of almost all

Whigs seems to have been that Monmouth’s entersome great disaster to the nation,
on the whole, his defeat would be a less disaster

the leading

prise could not fail to end in

but

that,

than his victory.
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was not only by the inaction of the Whig aristocracy
The wealth and power
that the invaders were disappointed.
had sufficed in the preceding generation, and
London
of
might again suffice, to turn the scale in a civil conflict. The
Londoners had formerly given many proofs of their hatred of
Popery and of their affection for the Protestant Duke. He
had too readily believed that, as soon as he landed, there
would be a rising in the capital. But, though advices came
down to him that many thousands of the citizens had been
enrolled as volunteers for the good cause, nothing was done.
The plain truth was that the agitators who had urged him to
invade England, who had promised to rise on the first signal,
and who had perhaps imagined, while the danger was remote,
that they should have the courage to keep their promise, lost
Wildman’s fright
heart when the critical time drew near.
was such that he seemed to have lost his understanding. The
craven Danvers at first excused his inaction by saying that he
would not take up arms till Monmouth was proclaimed King,
and, when Monmouth had been proclaimed King, turned
round and declared that good republicans were absolved from
all engagements to a leader who had so shamefully broken
In every age the vilest specimens of human nature are
faith.
to be found among demagogues.*
On the day following that on which Monmouth had assumed the regal title he marched from Taunton to Bridgewater. His own spirits, it was remarked, were not high.
The acclamations of the devoted thousands who surrounded
him wherever he turned could not dispel the gloom which sate
on his brow. Those who had seen him during his progress
through Somersetshire five years before could not now observe without pity the traces of distress and anxiety on those
soft and pleasing features which had won so many hearts. ••
It

*

**

Grey’s Narrative; Ferguson's MS., Eachard,
Persecution Exposed, by John Whiling.

iii.

C, AI>

-

J.
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Ferguson was in a very different temper. With this man’s
" jess,
knavery was strangely mingled an eccentric vanity which
resembled madness. The thought that he had raised a rebellion and bestowed a crown had turned his head.
He
swaggered about brandishing his naked sword, and crying to
the crowd of spectators who had assembled to see the army
march out of Taunton, “Look at me You have heard of me.
I am Ferguson, the famous Ferguson, the Ferguson for whose
head so many hundred pounds have been offered.” And this
man, at once unprincipled and brainsick, had in his keeping
the understanding and the conscience of the unhappy Monmouth.*
iiis reBridgewater was one of the few towns which still had some
ceplionat
BridgeWhig magistrates. The mayor and aldermen came in their
robes to welcome the Duke, walked before him in procession
to the high cross, and there proclaimed him King. His troops
found excellent quarters and were furnished with necessaries
at little or no cost by the people of the town and neighbourhood. He took up his residence in the Castle, a building
which had been previously honoured by royal visits. In the
Castle field his army was encamped. It now consisted of about
six thousand men, and might easily have been increased to
double the number, but for the want of arms. The Duke had
brought with him from the Continent but a scanty supply of
pikes and muskets. Many of his followers had, therefore, no
other weapons than such as could be made out of the tools
which they had used in husbandry or mining. Of these rude
implements of war the most formidable was made by fastening
the blade of a scythe erect on a strong pole.** The tithing
men of the country round Taunton and Bridgewater received
orders to search everywhere for scythes and to bring all that
could be found to the camps. It was impossible, however,
I

m

.

,

*

**

Harl. MS. 6845,
One of these weapons

may

still

be seen

in the

Tower-
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even with the help of these contrivances, to supply the demand ; and great numbers who were desirous to enlist were
sent away.*
The foot were divided into six regiments. Many of the

cr* AP isss.

'

men had been in the militia, and still wore their uniforms, red
and yellow. The cavalry were about a thousand in number:
but most of them had only large colts, such as were then bred
herds on the marshes of Somersetshire for the purpose of supplying London with coach horses and cart horses.
These animals were so far from being fit for any military
purpose that they had not yet learned to obey the bridle, and
in great

became ungovernable as soon as they heard a gun fired or a
drum beaten. A small body guard of forty young men, well
armed and mounted at their own charge, attended Monmouth.
The people of Bridgewater, who were enriched by a thriving
coast trade, furnished him with a small sum of money.**
All this time the forces of the government were fast as- Prepsrasembiing. On the west of the rebel army Albemarle still kept the gotogether a largo body of Devonshire militia. On the east the too"i'use
him
trainbands of Wiltshire had mustered under the command of
Thomas Herbert, Earl of Pembroke. On the north east,
Henry Somerset, Duke of Beaufort, was in arms. The power
of Beaufort bore some faint resemblance to that of the great
barons of the fifteenth century. He was President of Wales
and Lord Lieutenant of four English counties. His official
‘

tours through the extensive region in which he represented

the majesty of the throne were scarcely inferior in

pomp

to

His household at Badminton was regulated
The land to a great

royal progresses.

after the fashion of an earlier generation.

own hands and
formed part of his family. Nine

extent round his pleasure grounds was in his
the labourers

who

cultivated

it

;

*
Grey’s Narrative; Paschail’s Narrative in the Appendix
wood’s Vindication.

**

Oldmixon,

to

Hey-

102.

Macaulay, History.

II.

11
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were every day spread under his roof for two hundred
A crowd of gentlemen and pages were under the
TeisI— persons.
orders of his steward. A whole troop of cavalry obeyed the
master of the horse. The fame of the kitchen, the cellar, the
kennel and the stables was spread over all England. The
gentry, many miles round, were proud of the magnificence of
their great neighbour, and were at the same time charmed by
He was a zealous Cavalier of
his affability and good nature.
the old school. At this crisis, therefore, he used his whole
influence and authority in support of the crown, and occupied
Bristol with the trainbands of Gloucestershire, who seem to
have been better disciplined than most other troops of that
chap, tables

description.*

In the counties more remote from Somersetshire the supporters of the throne were on the alert.

The militia of Sussex

to march westward, under the command of Richard,
Lord Lumley, who, though he had lately been converted

began

Roman Catholic religion, was still firm in his alRoman Catholic king. James Bertie, Earl of
Abingdon, called out the array of Oxfordshire. John Fell,
Bishop of Oxford, who was also Dean of Christchurch, summoned the undergraduates of his University to take arms for
the crown. The gownsmen crowded to give in their names.
Christchurch alone furnished near a hundred pikemen and
musketeers.
Young noblemen and gentlemen commoners
acted as officers and the eldest son of the Lord Lieutenant
was Colonel.**
But it was chiefly on the regular troops that the King
relied.
Churchill had been sent westward with the Blues;
and Feversham was following with all the forces that could be
from the

legiance to a

;

• North’s Life of Guildford, 132.; Accounts of Beaufort’s progress
through Wales and the neighbouring counties are in the London Gaieties
of July Ifi84; Letter of Beautort to Clarendon, June 19. 16S5.
•* Bishop Fell to Clarendon, June
20. ; Abingdon to Clarendon, June

20. 25. 26. 1685;

Lansdowne MS.

84$.
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A

had

chap.

started for Holland with a letter directing Skelton instantly

~Tbm7

spared from the neighbourhood of London.

courier

Dutch
service might be sent to the Thames. When the request was
made, the party hostile to the House of Orange, headed by
the deputies of Amsterdam, again tried to cause delay. But
the energy of William who had almost as much at stake as
James, and who saw Monmouth’s progress with serious
uneasiness, bore down opposition; and in a few days the
to request that the three English regiments in the

,

The three Scotch regiments were already in
They had arrived at Gravesend in excellent condiand James had reviewed them on Blackhcath. He repeatedly declared to the Dutch Ambassador that he had never
in his life seen finer or better disciplined soldiers, and had
expressed the warmest gratitude to the Prince of Orange and
the States for so valuable and seasonable a reinforcement.
This satisfaction, however, was not unmixed. Excellently as
the men went through their drill, they were not untainted with
Dutch politics and Dutch divinity. One of them was shot and
another flogged for drinking the Duke of Monmouth’s health.
It was therefore not thought advisable to place them in the
post of danger. They were kept in the neighbourhood of
London till the end of the campaign. But their arrival enabled
the King to send to the West some infantry which would
otherwise have been wanted in the capital.**
While the government was thus preparing for a conflict

troops sailed.*

England.
tion,

with the rebels in the field, precautions of a different kind

were not neglected. In London alone two hundred of those
persons who were thought most likely to be at the head of a
Whig movement were arrested. Among the prisoners were
some merchants of great note. Ever)' man who was obnoxious
•
**

Avaux, July
CHters

T^.

!f>85.

V

July T

,

don Gazette, July

1B85 ;

Avau *

Jul J

iVi Lon “

6.

11

*
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the court went in fear.

A

general gloom overhung the

Business languished on the Exchange

and the
new opera , written
by Dryden, and set off by decorations of unprecedented
magnificence, was withdrawn, because the receipts would

1685." capital.

;

theatres were so generally deserted that a

not cover the expenses of the performance. *

The magistrates

The

Dissenters were

and clergy were everywhere

active.

In Cheshire and Shropshire a

everywhere closely observed.

raged: in Northamptonshire arrests were
numerous; and the gaol of Oxford was crowded with prisoners. No I’uritan divine, however moderate his opinions,
however guarded his conduct, could feel any confidence
that he should not be torn from his family and flung into a
fierce persecution

dungeon.**

Meanwhile Monmouth advanced from Bridgewater, harassed through the whole march by Churchill,
to have

done

all that,

with a handful of men,

it

who appears
was possible

for a brave and skilful officer to effect. The rebel army,
much annoyed both by the enemy and by a heavy fall of rain,

halted in the evening of the twenty-second of June at Glaston-

The houses of the little town did not afford shelter for
Some of the troops were therefore quartered
and others lighted their fires among the

bury.

so large a force.

in the churches,

venerable ruins of the Abbey, once the wealthiest religions

house in our island.

•ign'on'
Bristol.

From Glastonbury the Duke marched

to

Wells , and from Wells to Shepton Mallet.***
Hitherto he seems to have wandered from place to place
w ith no other object than that of collecting troops. It was

now

necessary for him to form some plan of military opera-

tions.
*

His

first

Barillon, July

**

Abingdon

to

scheme was

A.

to seize Bristol.

Many

of the

1685; Scott’s preface to Albion and Albanius.
29. 1685.
Life of Philip Henry,

Clarendon, June

by

Bates.
***

London Gazette, June 22. and June
Oldmixon, 103.; llarl. M8. 6845.

25. 1685;

Wade's Confession;
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One

ciup.

thither.

JimsT

chief inhabitants of that important place were Whigs.

of the ramifications of the

The garrison
If Beaufort

Whig

plot

had extended

consisted only of the Gloucestershire trainbands.

and

his rustic followers

could be overpowered

before the regular troops arrived, the rebels would at once
find themselves possessed of

ample pecuniary resources: the

Monmouth’s arms would be raised; and his friends
throughout the kingdom would be encouraged to declare
themselves. Bristol had fortifications which, on the north
of the Avon towards Gloucestershire, were weak, but on the
credit of

south towards Somersetshire were

much

stronger.

therefore determined that the attack should be

was

It

made on

the

But for this purpose it was necessary
to take a circuitous route, and to cross the Avon at Keynsham.
Keynsham
had been partly demolished by the
at
The bridge
A detachment was
militia, and was at present impassable.
Gloucestershire side.

therefore sent forward to

make

the necessary repairs.

The

other troops followed more slowly, and on the evening of the

twenty-fourth of June halted for repose at Pensford.

At

Pensford they were only five miles from the Somersetshire
side of Bristol; but the Gloucestershire side, which could be
reached only by going round through Keynsham, was distant
a long day’s march. *
That night was one of great tumult and expectation in
Bristol.

The partisans of Monmouth knew that he was almost

and imagined that he would be
About an hour after sunset a
merchantman lying at the quay took fire. Such an occurrence, in a port crowded with shipping, could not but excite
great alarm. The whole river was in commotion. The streets
were crowded. Seditious cries were heard amidst the darkness and confusion.
It was afterwards asserted, both by
Whigs and by Tories , that the fire had been kindled by the
within sight of their city,

among them before daybreak.

*

Wade’s Confession.
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Monmouth,

hope that the trainbands would
from spreading, and
that in the meantime the rebel army would make a bold push,
and would enter the city on the Somersetshire side. If such
was the design of the incendiaries, it completely failed.
Beaufort, instead of sending his men to the quay, kept them
all night drawn up under arms round the beautiful church of
He would see
St. Mary Redcliff, on the south of the Avon.
Bristol burned down, he said, nay, he would burn it down
himself, rather than that it should be occupied by traitors.
He was able, with the help of some regular cavalry which had
joined him from Chippenham a few hours before, to prevent
an insurrection. It might have been beyond his power at
once to overawe the malecontents within the walls and to repel
an attack from without: but no such attack was made. The
fire, which caused so much commotion at Bristol, was disbe busied

in the

in preventing the conflagration

Monmouth, however, did not think
expedient to change his plan. He remained quiet till sunand then marched to Keynsham. There he found the

tinctly seen at Pensford.
it

rise,

bridge repaired.

He

determined to

let his

army rest during

the afternoon, and, as soon as night came, to proceed to
Bristol.

But
hand.

men
Ho

relin

quishrs
that design.

*
it

was too

late.

The

King’s forces were

now near

at

Colonel Oglethorpe, at the head of about a hundred

of the Life Guards, dashed into Keynsham, scattered

two troops of rebel horse which ventured to oppose him, and
retired after inflicting much injury and suffering little. In
these circumstances it was thought necessary to relinquish the
design on Bristol.**
But what was to be done? Several schemes were proposed and discussed. It was suggested that Monmouth might
* Wade’s Confession, Oldmixon, 103.; Harl. MS. 6845.;
Jeffreys lo the grand jury of Bristol, Sept. 21. 1685.
*• London Gazette, June 23. 1685; Wade’s Confession.
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hasten to Gloucester, might cross the Severn there, might chap.

breakdown the bridge behind him, and, with his right flank
protected by the river, might march through Worcestershire
into Shropshire and Cheshire. He had formerly made a progress through those counties, and had been received there
with as much enthusiasm as in Somersetshire and Devonshire.

j*»3~

His presence might revive the zeal of his old friends; and
his army might in a few days be swollen to double its present

numbers.

On full consideration, however, it appeared that this plan,
though specious, was impracticable. The rebels were ill
shod for such work as they had lately undergone, and were
exhausted by toiling, day after day, through deep mud under
heavy rain. Harassed and impeded as they would be at
every stage by the enemy’s cavalry they could not hope to
reach Gloucester without being overtaken by the main body
of the royal troops, and forced to a general action under every
,

disadvantage.

Then

it

was proposed to enter Wiltshire. Persons who
know that county well assured the Duke that he

professed to

would be joined there by such strong reinforcements as would
make it safe for him to give battle. *
He took this advice, and turned towards Wiltshire. He
first summoned Bath.
But Bath was strongly garrisoned for
the King; and Feversham was fast approaching. The rebels,
therefore, made no attempt on the walls, but hastened to
Philip’s Norton, where they halted on the evening of the
twenty-sixth of June.

Feversham followed them

thither.

Early on the morning

of the twenty-seventh they were alarmed by tidings that he

was close at hand. They got into order, and lined the hedges
leading to the town.

The advanced guard
*

of the royal army soon appeared.

It

Wade’s Confession.
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men, commanded by the
Duke of Grafton, a youth of bold spirit and rough manners,
who was probably eager to show that he had no share in the
consisted of about five hundred

ilssT

schemes of

disloyal

his half brother.

Grafton soon found

himself in a deep lane with fences on both sides of him , from
k
«i ph™\p**

Norton,

a gating fire of musketry was kept up.

Still he pushed
he came to the entrance of Philip’B Norton.
There his way was crossed by a barricade, from which a third
fire met him full in front.
His men now lost heart, and made
the best of their way back. Before they got out of the lane
more than a hundred of them had been killed or wounded.
Grafton’s retreat was intercepted by some of the rebel cavalry:
but he cut his way gallantly through them, and came off safe.*
The advanced guard thus repulsed, fell back on the
main body of the royal forces. The two armies were now face
to face and a few shots were exchanged that did little or no
execution.
Neither side was impatient to come to action.
Feversham did not wish to fight till his artillery came up, and
as soon as the night closed
fell back to Bradford. Monmouth
in, quitted his position, marched southward, and by day-break
arrived at Frome, where he hoped to find reinforcements.
Fromo was as zealous in his cause as either Taunton or
Bridgewater, but could do nothing to serve him. There had
been a rising a few days before and Monmouth’s Declaration
had been posted up in the market place. But the news of this
movement had been carried to the Earl of Pembroke, who

boldly on

till

,

;

,

;

no great distance with the Wiltshire militia. He had
marched to Frome, had routed a mob of rustics who,
with scythes and pitchforks, attempted to oppose him, had
entered the town and had disarmed the inhabitants.
No
weapons, therefore, were left there; nor was Monmouth able
lay at

instantly

to furnish any.**
*

London Gazette, July*.

*

London Gazette,7 June

1685; Bariilon, July T^,.

;

Wade's Confession.

L*"*>
-'.
29. 1685;9 Citters,9 \
i**,
July 10.
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army was in evil case. The march of thepre- cjup.
ceding night had been wearisome. The rain had fallen in “JrasT"
torrents; and the roads had been mere quagmires. Nothing
was heard of the promised succours from Wiltshire. One Monmessenger brought news that Argyle’s forces had been dispersed in Scotland.
Another reported that Feversham,
having been joined by his artillery, was about to advance.
Monmouth understood war too well not to know that his followers with all their courage and all their zeal, were no match
for regular soldiers. He had till lately flattered himself with
the hope that some of those regiments which he had formerly
commanded would pass over to his standard: but that hope
he was now compelled to relinquish. His heart failed him.
He could scarcely muster firmness enough to give orders. In

The

rebel

,

who
had induced him to quit his happy retreat in Brabant. Against
Wildman in particular he broke forth into violent imprecations.* And now an ignominious thought rose in his weak
and agitated mind. He would leave to the mercy of the government the thousands who had, at his call and for his sake,
abandoned their quiet fields and dwellings. He would steal
away with his chief officers, would gain some seaport before
his flight was suspected, would escape to the Continent, and
would forget his ambition and his shame in the arms of Lady
Wentworth. He seriously discussed this scheme with his lead-

his misery he complained bitterly of the evil counsellors

ing advisers. Some of them, trembling for their necks, listened
to it with approbation: but Grey, who, by the admission of his
detractors, was intrepid everywhere except when swords were
clashing and guns going off around him, opposed the dastardly
proposition with great ardour, and implored the Duke to face
every danger rather than requite with ingratitude andtreacbery
the devoted attachment of the Western peasantry.**
* Harl. MS. 6845., Wade’s
Confession.
** Wade’s Confession; Eachard, iii. 166.
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The scheme

was abandoned: but it was not now
To advance towards
for the road lay right
across Salisbury Plain ; and on that vast open space regular
troops, and above all regular cavalry, would have acted with
every advantage against undisciplined men. At this juncture
a report reached the camp that the rustics of the marshes near
Axbridge had risen in defence of the Protestant religion, had
armed themselves with flails, bludgeons, and pitchforks, and
were assembling by thousands at Bridgewater. Monmouth
determined to return thither, and to strengthen himself with
of

flight

easy to form any plan for a campaign.

London would have been madness;

these

new allies.*

The

rebels accordingly proceeded to Wells,

there in no amiable temper.

and arrived

with few exceptions,

a way
They not only tore the lead from
roof of the magnificent Cathedral to make bullets, an act

hostile to Prelacy ;

very
the

They were,

little

and they showed

their hostility in

to their honour.

which they might fairly plead the necessities of war, but
wantonly defaced the ornaments of the building. Grey with
difficulty preserved the altar from the insults of some ruffians
who wished to carouse round it, by taking his stand before it
with his sword drawn.**
On Thursday, the second of July, Monmouth again
entered Bridgewater, in circumstances far less cheering than
for

He

re-

turns to

Bridgewater,

those in which he had marched thence ten days before.

reinforcement which he found there was inconsiderable.
royal

army was

close

of fortifying the town

moned to

The
The

upon him. At one moment he thought
and hundreds of labourers were sum;

dig trenches and throw up mounds.

Then his mind

recurred to the plan of marching into Cheshire, a plan which

he had rejected as impracticable

•

*

Wade’s Confession.
London Gazette, July

6.

when he was at Keynsbam,

1685; Citters, July

;

Oldmixon,

103-
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and which assuredly was not more practicable now that he was
at Bridgewater.*

chap.
TGiisT

While he was thus wavering between projects equally
hopeless , the King’s forces came in sight.

T1 *e royal

They consisted of camp*

«t

about two thousand five hundred regular troops, and of about moor!
fifteen hundred of the Wiltshire militia. Early on the morning
fifth of July, they left Somerton, and pitched
day about three miles from Bridgewater, on
Sedgemoor.
the plain of
Doctor Peter Mew Bishop of Winchester, accompanied
them. This prelate had in his youth borne arms for Charles
Neither his years nor his
the First against the Parliament.
profession had wholly extinguished his martial ardour; and
he probably thought that the appearance of a father of the
Protestant Church in the King’s camp might confirm the
loyalty of some honest men who were wavering between their
horror of Popery and their horror of rebellion.
The steeple of the parish church of Bridgewater is said to
be the loftiest in Somersetshire, and commands a wide view
over the surrounding country. Monmouth , accompanied by
some of his officers, went up to the top of the square tower
from which the spire ascends, and observed through a telescope the position of the enemy. Beneath him lay a flat expanse, now rich with cornfields and apple trees, but then, as
When
its name imports, for the most part a dreary morass.
the rains were heavy, and the Parret and its tributary streams
rose above their banks, this tract was often flooded. It was
indeed anciently part of that great swamp renowned in our
early chronicles as having arrested the progress of two successive races of invaders. It had long protected the Celts
against the aggressions of the kings of Wessex; and it had
sheltered Alfred from the pursuit of the Danes.
In those
remote times this region could be traversed only in boats. It

of Sunday, the

their tents that

,

*

Wade’s Confession.
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was a vast pool, wherein were scattered many islets of shifting
and treacherous soil overhung with rank jungle, and swarm*
ing with deer and wild swine. Even in the days of the Tudors,
,

the traveller whose journey lay from Ilchesterto Bridgewater

was forced to make a

circuit

of several miles in order to avoid

When Monmouth

looked upon Scdgcmoor, it
had been partially reclaimed by art, and was intersected by
many deep and wide trenches which, in that country, arc
the waters.

called rhines.

In the midst of the

moor

clustering

rose,

round the towers of churches a few villages of which the
names seem to indicate that they once were surrounded by
waves. In one of these villages, called Weston Zoyland, the
royal cavalry lay; and Feversham had fixed his head quarters
there. Many persons still living have seen the daughter of
the servant girl who waited on him that day at table and a
large dish of Persian ware, which was set before him, is still
carefully preserved in the neighbourhood.
It is to be ob,

,

;

served that the population of Somersetshire does not, like

from
It is by no means unusual to find farmers who
same land which their ancestors cultivated when

that of the manufacturing districts , consist of emigrants
distant places.
cultivate the

the Plantagenets reigned in England.

The

traditions are, therefore, of no small value to

At a greater
Middlezoy.

Somersetshire

an historian.*

distance from Bridgewater lies the village of

In that village and

its

neighbourhood the Wiltcommand ofPembrokc.
,

shire militia were quartered, under the

On the open moor,

not far from Chedzoy, were encamped

several battalions of regular infantry.

Monmouth looked

Matt. West. Flor. Hist., a. d. 188$ MS. Chronicle quoted by Mr.
Sharon Turner in the History of the Anglo-Saxons, book IV. chap, xix.;
Drayton’s Polyolhion, iii. ; Leland’s Itinerary; Oldmixon, 103. Oldmixon
was then at Bridgewater, and probably sat* the Duke on the church
tower. The dish mentioned in the text is the property of Mr. Stradling,
who has taken laudable pains to preserve the relics and traditions of the
Western insurrection.
*
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could not but remember how, a few chap.
years before, he had, at the head of a column composed of “YsmT
some of those very men , driven before him in confusion the
lie could
fierce enthusiasts who defended Bothwell Bridge.

He

gloomily on them.

distinguish

was then

among

called,

the hostile ranks that gallant band which

from the name of

regiment, but which has long been
line,

and which,

nobly supported
said

its

Colonel, Dumbarton’s

known

as the first of the

in all the four quarters of the
its

;

world, has

“I know those men,”
had bui them, all would

early reputation.

Monmouth “they will

fight. If I

go well!”*
Yet the aspect of the enemy was not altogether discouraging. The three divisions of the royal army lay far apart
from one another. There was an appearance of negligence
and of relaxed discipline in all their movements. It was reported that they were drinking themselves drunk with the
Zoyland cider.
The incapacity of Feversham, who commanded in chief, was notorious. Even at this momentous
crisis he thought only of eating and sleeping.
Churchill was
indeed a captain equal to tasks far more arduous than that of
scattering a crowd of ill armed and ill trained peasants. But
the genius, which, at a later period, humbled six Marshals
of France, was not now in its proper place. Feversham told
Churchill little and gave him no encouragement to offer any
,

suggestion.

The

lieutenant, conscious of superior abilities

and science, impatient of the control of a chief whom he
despised, and trembling for the fate of the army, nevertheless preserved his characteristic self-command,

sembled

his feelings so well that

and disFeversham praised his sub-

missive alacrity, and promised to report

Monmouth, having observed
forces,
*

**

it

Oldmixon,

to the King.*

the disposition of the royal

and having been apprised of the

state in

which they

T03.

Churchill to Clarendon, July

4. 1685.
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‘

were, conceived that a night attack might be attended with
success.
He resolved to run the hazard, and preparations
were instantly made.

was Sunday; and his followers, who bad, for the most
been brought up after the Puritan fashion, passed a
great part of the day in religious exercises. The Castle Field,
in which the army was encamped, presented a spectacle such
as , since the disbanding of Cromwell’s soldiers, England had
never seen. The dissenting preachers who had taken arms
against Popery, and some of whom had probably fought in
the great civil war, prayed and preached in red coats and
huge jackboots, with swords by their sides. Ferguson was
one of those who harangued. He took for his text the awful
imprecation by which the Israelites who dwelt beyond Jordan
cleared themselves from the charge ignorantly brought against
them by their brethren on the other side of the river. “The
Lord God of Gods, the Lord God of Gods, he knoweth,
and Israel he shall know. If it be in rebellion or if in transIt

part,

,

gression against the Lord, save us not this day.”

*

That an attack was to be made under cover of the night
was no secret in Bridgewater. The town was full of women,
who had repaired thither by hundreds from the surrounding
region, to see their husbands, sons, lovers, and brothers
once more. There were many sad partings that day; and
many parted never to meet again.** The report of the intended attack came to the ears of a young girl who was zealous
for the King.
Though of modest character, she had the
courage to resolve that she would herself bear the intelligence
to Feversham.
She stole out of Bridgewater, and made her
way to the royal camp. But that camp was not a place where
female innocence could be safe. Even the officers, despising
alike the irregular force to which they were opposed, and tho
*

"

Oldmixon, M3.; Observator, Aug. 1. 1G85.
Paschall’s Narrative in Ueywood’s Appendix.
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negligent general
in

who commanded them, had indulged largely

wine, and wero ready for any excess of licentiousness and

cruelty.

One

chap.
is8 s.

of them seized the unhappy maiden , refused to

her errand, and brutally outraged her. She fled in
agonies of rage and shame, leaving the wioked army to its

listen to

doom.*

And now

The
The moon was

the time for the great hazard drew near.

night was not ill suited for such an enterprise.

full, and the northern streamers were shining
But the marsh fog lay so thick on Sedgcmoor that
no object could be discerned there at the distance of fifty

indeed at the
brilliantly.

paces.**

The clock struck eleven; and the Duke with his body
guard rode out of the Castle. He was not in the frame of
mind which befits one who is about to strike a decisive blow.
The very children who pressed to see him pass observed and
long remembered, that his look was sad and full of evil augury. D,oor
His army marched by a circuitous path, near six miles in
length towards the royal encampment on Sedgemoor. Part
of the route is to this day called War Lane. The foot were led
by Monmouth himself. The horse were confided to Grey, in
,

*

,

spite of the remonstrances of

some who remembered the

• Kennel, ed. 1719, tii. 432.
I am forced to believe lhal this lamentable story is true. The Bishop declares that it was communicated to
him in the year 1718 by a brave ofGcer of the Blues, who bad fought at
Sedgemoor, and who bad himself seen the poor girl depart in an agony

of distress.
**
iii.

Narrative of an officer of the Horse Guards in Kennet, ed. 1719,
MS. Journal of the Western Rebellion, kept by Mr. Edward
;
Dryden's Hind and Panther, part II. The lines of Drvden are

432.

Dummcr;

remarkable:

—

“Such were

the pleasing triumphs of the sky

For James’s

late nocturnal victory,

The pledge of his almighty patron’s love,
The fireworks which his angels made above.
saw myself the lambent easy light
Gild the brown horror and dispel the night.
The messenger with speed the tidings bore,
News which three labouring nations did restore;
But heaven's own Nuntius was arrived before.”
I
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mishap at Bridport.
Orders were given that strict silence
should be preserved, that no drum should be beaten, and no
shot fired. The word by which the insurgents were to recognise one another in the darkness was Soho. It had doubtless been selected in allusion to Soho Fields in London, where
their leader’s palace stood.*

At about one in the morning of Monday the sixth of July,
But between them and
enemy lay three broad rhines filled with water and soft
mud. Two of these, called the Black Ditch and the Langmoor Rhine, Monmouth knew that he must pass. But, strange
to say, the existence of a trench, called the Bussex Rhine,
which immediately covered the royal encampment, had not
been mentioned to him by any of his scouts.
The wains which carried the ammunition remained at the
entrance of the moor. The horse and foot, in a long narrow
column, passed the Black Ditch by a causeway. There was a
the rebels were on the open moor.

the

Langmoor Rhine: but the guide,
There was some delay and some
could be rectified. At length tho

similar causeway across the
in the fog, missed his

way.

tumult before the error

passage was effected: but, in the confusion, a pistol went

Somomen

off.

of the Horse Guards, who were on watch, heard
and perceived that a great multitude was ad-

the report,

vancing through the mist.

They

fired their carbines,

galloped off in different directions to give tho alarm.

hastened to Weston Zoyland, where tho cavalry lay.

and

Some
One

trooper spurred to the encampment of the infantry , and cried

out vehemently that the enemy was at hand.

The drums

of

Dumbarton’s regiment beat to arms; and the men got fast
into their ranks.
It was time; for Monmouth was already
* It has been said by many writers, and among them
by Pennant,
London called Soho derived its name from (he watchword of Monmouth’s army at Sedgemoor. Mention of Soho Fields will
be found in books printed before the Western insurrection: for example,
in Chamberlayne's Slate of England, 16S4.

that the district in
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He ordered Grey to

lead the

chap.
-

way with the cavalry, and followed himself at the head of the ~TiisT
Grey pushed on till his progress was unexpectedly
infantry.
arrested by the Bussex Rhine. On the opposite side of the
ditch the King’s foot

were

hastily

forming in order of battle.

“For whom are you?” called out an officer of the Foot
Guards. “For the King,” replied a voice from the ranks
of the rebel cavalry. “For which King? ” was then demanded.
The answer was a shout of “King Monmouth,” mingled with
the war cry, which forty years before had been inscribed on
the colours of the parliamentary regiments,

The royal

“God

with us.”

troops instantly fired such a volley of musketry as

all directions. The world agreed
Yet
by .no means clear that Churchill would have succeeded
better at the head of men who had never before handled arms
on horseback, and whose horses were unused, not only to
stand fire, but to obey the rein.
A few minutes after the Duke’s horse had dispersed themselves over the moor, his infantry came up running fast, and
guided through the gloom by the lighted matches of Dumbar-

sent the rebel horse flying in

to ascribe this ignominious rout to Grey’s pusillanimity.
it is

ton’s regiment.

Monmouth was startled by finding that a broad and profound trench lay between him and the camp which he had
hoped to surprise. The insurgents halted on the edge of the
rhine, and fired. Part of the royal infantry on the opposite
bank returned the fire. During three quarters of an hour the
roar of the musketry was incessant. The Somersetshire peasants behaved themselves as if they had been veteran soldiers,
save only that they levelled their pieces too high.
But now the other divisions of the royal army were in

The Life Guards and Blues came pricking fast from
Weston Zoyland, and scattered in an instant some of Grey’s
horse, who had attempted to rally. The fugitives spread a
motion.

Macaulay, Hitlory.

II,

12
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comrades in the rear, who had charge of
The waggoners drove off at full speech, and
they were many miles from the field of
Monmouth had hitherto done his part like a stout and

among

their

the ammunition.

never stopped
battle.

able warrior.

till

He had been

seen on foot, pike in hand, en-

couraging his infantry by voice and by example. But he was
too well acquainted with military affairs not to know that all

was over.

men had lost the advantage which surprise and
They were deserted by the horse
ammunition waggons. The King’s forces were

His

darkness had given them.

and by the

now united and in good order. Feversham had been awakened
firing, had got out of bed, had adjusted his cravat, had
looked at himself well in the glass, and had come to see what
his men were doing.
Meanwhile, whftt was of much more
importance Churchill had rapidly made an entirely new disposition of the royal infantry. The day was about to break.
The event of a conflict on an open plain, by broad sunlight,
could not be doubtful. Yet Monmouth should have felt that
it was not for him to fly, while thousands whom affection for
him had hurried to destruction were still fighting manfully in
his cause.
But vain hopes and the intense love of life prevailed.
He saw that if he tarried the royal cavalry would soon

by the

,

He mounted and rode from the field.
Yet his foot, though deserted, made a gallant stand. The
Life Guards attacked them on the right, the Blues on the left
but the Somersetshire clowns, with their scythes and the but
intercept his retreat.

ends of their muskets, faced the royal horse like old soldiers.
Oglethorpe made a vigorous attempt to break them and was
manfully repulsed. Sarsfield, a brave Irish officer, whose

name

afterwards obtained a melancholy celebrity, charged

on the other flank. His men were beaten back. He was
himself struck to the ground, and lay for a time as one dead.
But the struggle of the hardy rustics could not last. Their

powder and ball were

spent.

Cries were heard of

“Ammuni-
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But no ammunition was
at hand. And now the King’s artillery came up. It had been
posted half a mile off, on the high road from Weston Zoyland
to Bridgewater. So defective were then the appointments of
an English army that there would have been much difficulty in
dragging the great guns to the place where the battle was
raging, had not the Bishop of Winchester offered his coach
horses and traces for the purpose. This interference of a
tion! for

God’s sake ammunition!”

'

jms.

Christian prelate in a matter of blood has, with strange in-

consistency, been

condemned by some Whig writers who can

see nothing criminal in the conduct of the numerous Puritan
ministers then in arms against the government.

Even when

the guns had arrived, there was such a want of gunners that a

sergeant of Dumbarton’s regiment was forced to take on

The cannon,
himself the management of several pieces.*
however, though ill served, brought the engagement to a
speedy close. The pikes of the rebel battalions began to
shake; the ranks broke; the King’s cavalry charged again,
and bore down everything before them the King’s infantry
came pouring across the ditch. Even in that extremity the
Mendip miners stood bravely to their arms, and sold their
lives dearly.
But the rout was in a few minutes complete.
Three hundred of the soldiers had been killed or wounded.
Of the rebels more than a thousand lay dead on-the moor.**
;

* There is a warrant of James directing that forty pounds should be
paid to Sergeant Weems, of Dumbarton’s regiment, “for good service in
the action at Sedgemoor in firing the great guns against the rebels.”
Historical itecord of the First or Royal Regiment of Foot.
** James the Second’s account of the battle of Sedgemoor in Lord
Hardwicke’s State Papers; Wade’s Confession; Ferguson’s MS. Narrative
in Eachard, iii. 168. ; Narrative of an officer of the Horse Guards in
Kennet, ed. 1719, iii. 432.; London Gazette, July 9. 1685; Oldmixon, 703.;
Paschall’s Narrative; Burnet, i. 643.; Evelyn's Diary, July 8.; Cillers,
July ^f ; Darillon, July
Reresby’s Memoirs; the Duke of Bucking-fo . ;
ham’s Battle of Sedgemoor, a Farce; MS. Journal of the Western Rebellion, kept by Mr. Edward Dummer, then serving in the train of artillery employed by His Majesty for the suppression of the same. The

—

.
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g 0 ended the

last fight ,

name of battle that
The impression left on

deserving the

TSsT" has been fought on English ground.

,

mentioned manuscript is in the Pepysian library, and is of the
greatest value, not on account of the narrative, which contains little that
is remarkable, but on account of the plans, which exhibit the battle in
four or five different stages.
“The history of a battle," says the greatest of living generals, “is
not unlike the history of a ball. Some individuals may recollect ail the
little events of which the great result is the battle won or lost; but no
individual can recollect the order in which, or the exact moment at
which, they occurred, which makes all the difference as to their value or
Just to show you bow little reliance can be placed
importance
even on what are supposed the best accounts of a battle, I mention that
’s account which
there are some circumstances mentioned in General
did not ocrur as he relates them. It is impossible to say when each
important occurrence look place, or in what order.”
Wellington Papers, Aug. 8. and 11. 1815.
The battle concerning which the Duke of Wellington wrote thus was
that of Waterloo, fought only a few weeks before, by broad day, under
his own vigilant and experienced eye. What, then, must be the difficulty
of compiling from twelve or thirteen narratives an account of a battle
fought more than a hundred and sixty years ago in such darkness that
not a man of those engaged could see fifty paces before him ? The difficulty is aggravated by the circumstance that those witnesses who had the
best opportunity of knowing the truth were by no means inclined to tell
The paper which I have placed at the head of my list of authorities
it.
was evidently drawn up with extreme partiality to Feversham. Wade was
writing undeMhe dread of the halter. Ferguson, who was seldom scrupulous about the truth of bis assertions, lied on Ibis occasion like
Bobadil or Parolles. Oldmixon, who was a boy at Bridgewater when the
battle was fought, and passed a great part of his subsequent life there,
was so much under the influence of local passions that his local information was useless to him. His desire to magnify the valour of the
Somersetshire peasants, a valour which their enemies acknowledged,
and which did not need to be set off by exaggeration and fiction, led him
Iasi

—

—

to

compose an absurd romance.

The eulogy which

Barillon, a

French-

man accustomed to despise raw levies, pronounced on the vanquished
army, is of much more value. “Son infanlerie fit fort bien. On eul de
la

peine a les rompre, et les soldals combaiioient avec les crosses de
et les scies qu’ils avoient au bout de grands bastons au lieu de

mousquet
picques.”

Little is now to be learned by visiting the field of battle; for the face
of the country has been greatly changed ; and the old Bussex Rhine, on
the banks of which the great struggle took place, has long disappeared.
1 have derived much assistance from Mr. Roberts’s account of the
battle. Life of Monmouth, chap. xxii. His narrative is in the main confirmed by Dummer’s plans.
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the simple inhabitants of the neighbourhood was deep and chap.

That impression, indeed, has been frequently re- “
newed. For even in our own time the plough and the spade
have not seldom turned up ghastly memorials of the slaughter,
skulls, and thighbones, and strange weapons made out of
implements of husbandry. Old peasants related very recently
that, in their childhood, they were accustomed to play on
the moor at the fight between King James’s men and King
lasting.

Monmouth’s men, and

that

6857

King Monmouth’s men always

*
raised the cry of Soho.

What seems most extraordinary in the battle of Sedgemoor
that the event should have been for a moment doubtful,
and that the rebels should have resisted so long. That five
or six thousand colliers and ploughmen should contend during
an hour with half that number of regular cavalry and infantry
would now be thought a miracle. Our wonder will, perhaps,
be diminished when we remember that, in the time of Janies
the Second, the discipline of the regular army was extremely
lax, and that, on the other hand, the peasantry were accustomed to serve in the militia. The difference, therefore,
between a regiment of the foot guards and a regiment of
clowns just enrolled, though doubtless considerable, was by
no means what it now is. Monmouth did not lead a mere
mob to attack good soldiers. For his followers were not
altogether without a tincture of soldiership and Feversham’s
troops, when compared with English troops of our time, might
almost be called a mob.
It was four o’clock: the sun was rising; and the routed
army came pouring into the streets of Bridgewater. Tb©
is

;

uproar, the blood,

the gashes, the ghastly figures which
sank down and never rose again, spread horror and dismay
through the town. The pursuers, too, were close behind.

Those
*

inhabitants

who had favoured

the insurrection ex-

1 learned these things from persons living close to Sedgemoor.
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Teal

pected sack and massacre, and implored the protection of
their neighbours who professed the Homan Catholic religion,
or had made themselves conspicuous by Tory politics; and it
is

acknowledged by the

bitterest of

Whig

historians that this

protection was kindly and generously given. *
Pursuit
of the
rebel*.

During that day the conquerors continued

to chase the

The neighbouring villagers

long remembered with
of horsehoofs and what a storm of curses the
whirlwind of cavalry swept by. Before evening five hundred
prisoners had been crowded into the parish church of Weston
Zoyland. Eighty of them were wounded and five expired
within the consecrated walls. Great numbers of labourers
were impressed for the purpose of burying the slain. A few,
who were notoriously partial to the vanquished side, were
set apart for the hideous office of quartering the captives.
The tithing men of the neighbouring parishes were busied in
setting up gibbets and providing chains. All this while the
bells of Weston Zoyland and Chedzoy rang joyously, and the
soldiers sang and rioted on the moor amidst the corpses.
For the farmers of the neighbourhood had made haste, as
soon as the event of the fight was known, to send hogsheads
fugitives.

what a

clatter

;

Military

execulions.

of their best cider as peace offerings to the victors.**
Feversham passed for a goodnatured man : but he was a
foreigner, ignorant of the laws and careless of the feelings
of the English.

He was accustomed

to the military license

of France, and had learned from his great kinsman, the conqueror of the Palatinate, not indeed how to conquer, but
devastate. A considerable number of prisoners were
Among them was a youth
famous for his speed. Hopes were held out to him that his
life would be spared if he could run a race with one of the
colts of the marsh.
The space through which the man kept

how to

immediately selected for execution.

**

Oldmixon, TM.
Locke's Western Rebellion ; Sira tiling's Chilton Priory.
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up with the horse is still marked by well known bounds on
the moor, and is about three quarters of a mile. Feversham "'TmsT'
was not ashamed, after seeing the performance, to send
the wretched performer to the gallows.
The next day a
long line of gibbets appeared on the road leading from
Bridgewater to Weston Zoyland. On each gibbet a prisoner
was suspended. Four of the sufferers were left to rot in
irons.

*

Meanwhile Monmouth, accompanied by Grey, by Buyse,
and by a few other friends was flying from the field of battle. tnou1
At Chedzoy he stopped a moment to mount a fresh horse and
to hide his blue riband and his George. He then hastened
towards the Bristol Channel. From the rising ground on the
north of the field of battle he saw the flash and the smoke of
the last volley fired by his deserted followers. Before six
o’clock he was twenty miles from Sedgemoor. Some of his
companions advised him to cross the water, and to seek refuge
in Wales; and this would undoubtedly have been his wisest
course. He would have been in Wales long before the news
of his defeat was known there; and, in a country so wild and
so remote from the seat of government, he might have remained long undiscovered.
He determined, however, to
push for Hampshire, in the hope that he might lurk in the

of
'1 *

,

cabins of deer stealers

among the oaks of the New Forest,

till

means of conveyance to the Continent could be procured.
He therefore, with Grey and the German, turned to the
south east. But the way was beset with dangers. The three
fugitives had to traverse a country in which every one already
knew the event of the battle, and in which no traveller of

They
Nor was this

suspicious appearance could escape a close scrutiny.

rode on

all

day, shunning towns and villages.

so difficult as
•

it

may now appear.

For men then

living could

Locke’s Western Rebellion; Slradling’s Cbilton Priory; Oldmixon,

lot.
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remember the time when the wild deer ranged freely through
a succession of forests from the banks of the Avon in Wiltshire
to the southern coast of Hampshire. * At length, on Cranbourne Chase, the strength of the horses failed. They were
therefore turned loose. The bridles and saddles were concealed.

Monmouth and

his friends

procured rustic

attire,

and proceeded on foot towards the
the night in the open air: but
before morning they were surrounded on every side by toils.
Lord Lumley who lay at Ringwood with a strong body of the
Sussex militia, had sent forth parties in every direction.
Sir William Portman, with the Somerset militia, had formed
disguised themselves,

New

They passed

Forest.

,

a chain of posts from the sea to the northern extremity of

At five in the morning of the seventh, Grey, who
had wandered from his friends, was seized by two of the
Dorset.

Sussex scouts. He submitted to his fate with the calmness
of one to whom suspense was more intolerable than despair.
“Since we landed,” he said, “I have not had one comfortable meal or one quiet night.” It could hardly be doubted
that the chief rebel was not far off. The pursuers redoubled
The cottages, scattered over the
their vigilance and activity.
heathy country on the boundaries of Dorsetshire and Hampshire were strictly examined by Lumley ; and the clown with
whom Monmouth had changed clothes was discovered. Portman came with a strong body of horse and foot to assist in the
search. Attention was soon drawn to a place well fitted to
shelter fugitives. It was an extensive tract of land separated
by an inclosure from the open country, and divided by numerous hedges into small fields. In some of these fields the rye,
the pease, and the oats were high enough to conceal a man.
Others were overgrown with fern and brambles.
A poor
woman reported that she had seen two strangers lurking in
The near prospect of reward animated the zeal
this covert.
•

Aubrey’s Natural History of Wiltshire, 1691.
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was agreed that every man who did his duty
in the search should have a share of the promised five thousand pounds. The outer fence was strictly guarded : the
space within was examined with indefatigable diligence and
several dogs of quick scent were turned out among the bushes.
The day closed before the work could be completed: but
Thirty times the fugitives
careful watch was kept all night.
ventured to look through the outer hedge: but everywhere
they found a sentinel on the alert: once they were seen and
fired at; they then separated and concealed themselves in
of

tlie

troops.

chap.

It

"

i6«s.

;

different hiding places.
*
At sunrise the next morning the search recommenced, and *'
Buyse was found. He owned that he had parted from the
Duke only a few hours before. The corn and copsewood
were now beaten with more care than ever. At length a gaunt
figure was discovered hidden in a ditch. The pursuers sprang
on their prey. Some of them were about to fire : but Portman
forbade all violence.
The prisoner’s dress was that of a
shepherd; his beard, prematurely grey, was of several days’
growth.
trembled
greatly, and was unable to speak.
He
Even those who had often seen him were at first in doubt
whether this were truly the brilliant and graceful Monmouth.
His pockets were searched by Portman, and in them were
found, among some raw pease gathered in the rage of hunger,
a watch, a purse of gold, a small treatise on fortification, an
album filled with songs, receipts, prayers, and charms, and
the George with which, many years before, King Charles the
Second had decorated liis favourite son. Messengers were
instantly despatched to Whitehall with the good news and
with the George as a token that the news was true. The prisoner was conveyed under a strong guard to Ringwood. •

tnr#>

,

*

Account of the manner of taking the

late

Duke

of

Monmouth,

published by His Majesty’s command. Gazelle de France, July jg.
1685; Eachard, iii. T70. ; Burnet, i. 644., and Dartmouth’s note i Cillers,
July ig. 1685.
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And all was lost; and

nothing remained but that he should

prepare to meet death as became one

who had thought himself

not unworthy to wear the crown of William the Conqueror

and of Richard the Lion-hearted, of the hero of Cressy and of

The

the hero of Agincourt.

captive might easily have called

mind other domestic examples, still better suited to his
Within a hundred years, two sovereigns whoso
blood ran in his veins, one of them a delicate woman, had
been placed in the same situation in which he now stood.
They had shown, in the prison and on the scaffold, virtue of
which, in the season of prosperity, they had seemed incapable, and had half redeemed great crimes and errors By
enduring with Christian meekness and princely dignity all
to

condition.

Of cowardice Moneven had he been
might have been ex-

that victorious enemies could indict.

mouth had never been accused;
wanting in constitutional courage,

and,
it

pected that the defect would be supplied by pride and by
despair. The eyes of the whole world were upon him. The
latest generations would know how, in that extremity, he had

borne himself.
it

to

To

the brave peasants of the

show that they had not poured

West he owed

forth their blood for a

leader unworthy of their attachment.

To

her

who had

sa-

he owed it so to bear himself
though she might weep for him, she should not blush
for him. It was not for him to lament and supplicate. His
reason, too , should have told him that lamentation and supplication would be unavailing. He had done that which could
never be forgiven. He was in the grasp of one who never
crificed everything for his sake

that,

forgave.

But the

fortitude of

of fortitude which

is

Monmouth was

not that highest sort

derived from reflection and from

self-,

had nature given him one of those stout hearts
from which neither adversity nor peril can extort any sign of
weakness. His courage rose and fell with his animal spirits.

respect; nor
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was sustained on the field of battle by the excitement of enaction, by the hope of victory, by the strange influence of
sympathy. All such aids were now taken away. The spoiled
darling of the court and of the populace, accustomed to be
loved and worshipped wherever he appeared, was now surrounded by stem gaolers in whose eyes he read his doom.
Yet a few hours of gloomy seclusion, and he must die a violent
and shameful death. His heart sank within him. Life seemed
to be worth purchasing by any humiliation; nor could his
mind, always feeble, and now distracted by terror, perceive
that humiliation must degrade, but could not save him.
As soon as he reached Ringwood he wrote to the King. ® is |g Ue '
The letter was that of a man whom a craven fear had made KingHe professed in vehement terms his
insensible to shame.
remorse for his treason. He affirmed that, when he promised
his cousins at the Hague not to raise troubles in England, he
had fully meant to keep his word. Unhappily he had afterwards been seduced from his allegiance by some horrid people
who had heated his mind by calumnies and misled him by
sophistry: but now he abhorred them: he abhorred himself.
He begged in piteous terms that he might be admitted to the
royal presence. There was a secret which he could not trust to
paper, a secret which lay in a single word, and which, if he
spoke that word, would' secure the throne against all danger.
On the followingday he despatched letters, imploring the Queen
Dowager and the Lord Treasurer to intercede in his behalf.*
When it was known in London how he had abased himself the general surprise was great; and no man was more
amazed than Barillon, who had resided in England during
two bloody proscriptions, and had seen numerous victims,

It

tl

* The letter to the King was printed at the time by authority ; that to
the Queen Dowager will be found in Sir H. Ellis’s Original Letters; that
to Uocbcsler in the Clarendon Correspondence.
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both of the Opposition and of the Court, submit to their fate
without womanish entreaties and lamentations. *

Monmouth and Grey remained at Ringwood two days.
They were then carried up to London, under the guard of a
body of regular troops and militia. In the coach with

large

theDuke was an
if

officer

whose orders were to stab the prisoner
At every town along the road the

a rescue were attempted.

trainbands of the neighbourhood had been mustered under

command of

the

the principal gentry.

The march

lasted

three days, and terminated at Vauxhall, where a regiment,

commanded by George Legge,

Lord Dartmouth,

was in
They were put on board

readiness to receive the prisoners.

of a state barge, and carried down the river to Whitehall
Stairs.

Lumley and Portman had

alternately

watched the

Duke day and night till they had brought him within

the walls

of the palace.**

Both the demeanour of Monmouth and that of Grey,
during the journey,

filled all

observers with surprise.

mouth was altogether unnerved.

Mon-

Grey was not only calm but
and field sports,

cheerful, talked pleasantly of horses, dogs,

and even made jocose

allusions to the perilous situation in

which he stood.
The King cannot be blamed for determining that Monmouth should suffer death. Every man who heads a rebellion
against an established government stakes his life on the event
and rebellion was the smallest part of Mbnmouth’s crime. lie
had declared against his uncle a war without quarter. In the
manifesto put forth at Lyme, James had been held up to
execration as an incendiary, as an assassin who had strangled
one innocent man and cut the throat of another, and, lastly,
as the poisoner of his own brother.
To spare an enemy who
si

*
“On troure,” he wrote, “fort & redire icy qu’il ayt fait une chose
peu ordinaire aux Anglois.” July 4). 1685.
*• Account of the manner of taking the Duke of Monmouth; Gazette,

July

16. 1685; Cillers,

July ||.
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had not scrupled to resort to such extremities would have
been an act of rare, perhaps of blamable generosity. But
to see him and not to spare him was an outrage on humanity
and decency.* This outrage the King resolved to commit.
The arms of the prisoner were bound behind him with a silken
and, thus secured, he was ushered into the presence
of the implacable kinsman whom he had wronged.
Then Monmouth threw himself on the ground, and
crawled to the King’s feet. He wept. He tried to embrace

189
chap.

cord;

knees with his pinioned arms. He begged for
any price. He owned that he had been
guilty of a great crime, but tried to throw the blame on
others, particularly on Argyle, who would rather have put
his legs into the boots than have saved his own life by such
baseness. By the ties of kindred, by the memory of the late

Hi* inwith the
K ng ‘
'

his uncle’s

life,

only

life, life at

who had been the best and truest of brothers, the unJames
happy man adjured James to show some mercy.
gravely replied that this repentance was of the latest, that he
was sorry for the misery which the prisoner had brought on
himself, but that the case was not one for lenity.
A Declaration, filled with atrocious calumnies, had been put forth.
The regal title had been assumed. For treasons so aggravated
there could be no pardon on this side of the grave. The poor
terrified Duke vowed that he had never wished to take the
crown, but had been led into that fatal error by others. As
to the Declaration, he had not written it; he had not read it;
he had signed it without looking at it; it was all the work of
Ferguson, that bloody villain Ferguson.
“Do you expect
me to believe,” said James, with contempt but too well
merited, “that you set your hand to a paper of such moment
without knowing what it contained?” One depth of infamy
King,

• liarillon was evidently much shocked.
“II se vieot,” be says, “de
une chose bien extraordinarie et fori opposde a l'usage
ordinaire des autrcs nations." July 4}. 1G85.

passer icy
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on iy remained; and even to that the prisoner descended. He
was preeminently the champion of the Protestant religion.

The interest of that religion had been

his plea for conspiring
and for bringing on his
war: yet he was not ashamed to

against the government of his father,

country the miseries of

civil

hint that he was inclined to

Rome.

The King

be reconciled to the Church of

eagerly offered him spiritual assistance,

but said nothing of pardon or respite.

hope?” asked Monmouth.

Then Monmouth

no

“Is there then

James turned away

in silence.

strove to rally his courage, rose from his

knees, and retired with a firmness which he had not
since his overthrow.

Bhown

*

Grey was introduced next. He behaved with a propriety
and fortitude which moved even the stem and resentful King,
frankly owned himself guilty, made no excuses, and did not
once stoop to ask his life. Both the prisoners were sent to the
Tower by water. There was no tumult; but many thousands
of people, with anxiety and sorrow in their faces, tried to
catch a glimpse of the captives.

The Duke’s

resolution failed

had left the royal presence. On his way to his
bemoaned himself, accused his followers and abjectly implored the intercession of Dartmouth.
“I know, my
Lord, that you loved my father. For his sake, for God’s
sake, try if there be any room for mercy.” Dartmouth replied that the King had spoken the truth, and that a subject
who assumed the regal title excluded himself from all hope of
as soon as he

prison he

,

pardon.**

Soon

after

Monmouth had been lodged

was informed that
sent to see him.
•

Burnet,

I.

in the Tower, he
had, by the royal command, been
She was accompanied by the Earl ofCla-

his wife

644.; Evelyn’s Diary, July 15.; Sir J.

Bramston's

Me-

moirs; Reresby’s Memoirs; James to the Prince of Orange, July 14.
1685; Barillon, July $}.; Buccletich MS.
** James to the Prince of Orange, July 14 . 1685; Dutch despatch of
the same date; LuttreU's Diary; Dartmouth’s note on Burnet, i. 64o.
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CH * P
rendon. Keeper of the Privy Seal. Her husband received her
very coldly, and addressed almost all his discourse to Cla- ~liST
rendon whose intercession he earnestly implored. Clarendon
held out no hopes; and that same evening two prelates,
Turner, Bishop of Ely, and Ken, Bishop of Bath and Wells,
arrived at the Tower with a solemn message from the King.
-

,

was Monday night. On Wednesday morning Monmouth
was to die.
He was greatly agitated. The blood left his cheeks and
Most of the short
it was some time before he could speak.
time which remained to him he wasted in vain attempts to obtain, if not a pardon, at least a respite.
He wrote piteous
letters to the King and to several courtiers , but in vain. Some
Catholic divines were sent to him from court. But they soon
discovered that, though he would gladly have purchased his
life by renouncing the religion of which he had professed
himself in an especial manner the defender, yet, if he was
to die, he would as soon die without their absolution as
It

;

with

it.*

Nor were Ken and Turner much better pleased with his
frame of mind. The doctrine of nonresistance was in their
view, as in the view of most of their brethren, the distinguishing badge of the Anglican Church. The two Bishops
insisted on Monmouth’s owning that, in drawing the sword
against the government, he had committed a great sin; and,
on this point, they found him obstinately heterodox. Nor
,

was

this his

only heresy.

He maintained that

his connection

with Lady Wentworth was blameless in the sight of God.

He

said, when a child. He had never
cared for his duchess.
The happiness which he had not
found at home he had sought in a round of loose amours, condemned by religion and morality. Henrietta had reclaimed

had been married, he

*

Buccleuch MS.; Clarke’s Life of Jatnes the Second,
|lj.
Cillers, July
£ j. 1685; Gazette de France, Aug

ii.

31.

j

Orij

Mem.;
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him from a life of vice. To her he had been strictly constant,
They had, by common consent, offered up fervent prayers
for the divine guidance.
After those prayers they had found
their affection for each other strengthened; and they could
then no longer doubt that, in the sight of God, they were a
wedded pair. The Bishops were so much scandalized by this
view of the conjugal relation that they refused to administer
the sacrament to the prisoner. All that they could obtain
from him was a promise that, during the single night which
still remained to him, he would pray to be enlightened if he

were

in error.

On

the Wednesday morning, at his particular request.
Doctor Thomas Tenison, who then held the vicarage of St.
Martin’s and, in that important cure, had obtained the high
esteem of the public, came to the Tower. From Tenison,
whose opinions were known to be moderate, the Duke expected more indulgence than Ken and Turner were disposed
to show.
But Tenison, whatever might be his views con
ceming nonresistance in the abstract, thought the late rebellion rash and wicked, and considered Monmouth’s notion
respecting marriage as a most dangerous delusion.
Monmouth was obstinate. He had prayed, he said for the divine
His sentiments remained unchanged; and he
direction.
could not doubt that they were correct. Tenison’s exhortations were in a milder tone than those of the Bishops. But he,
like them, thought that he should not be justified in administering the Eucharist to one whose penitence was of so
,

,

unsatisfactory a nature.*

The hour drew near: all hope was over; and Monmouth
had passed from pusillanimous fear to the apathy of despair.
His children were brought to his room that he might take leave
*

Orig.

Bnccleuch MS.; Clarke’s Life of James the Second, it. 31, 38.
Mem.; Uurnel, i. 645.; Tenison’s account in Kennet, iii. 432.

Ed. 1110.
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of them, and were followed by his wife. He spoke to her chap.
kindly, but without emotion. Though she was a woman of~l£is7~
great strength of mind, and had little cause to love him, her
misery was such that none of the bystanders could refrain

from weeping. He alone was unmoved.*
It was ten o’clock.
The coach of the Lieutenant of the Hi »
cution.
Tower was ready. Monmouth requested his spiritual advisers
to accompany him to the place of execution and they consented: but they told him that, in their judgment, he was
about to die in a perilous state of mind, and that, if they attended him, it would be their duty to exhort him to the last.
As he passed along the ranks of the guards lie saluted them
witli a smile, and mounted the scaffold with a firm tread.
Tower Hill was covered up to the chimney tops with an innumerable multitude of gazers, who, in awful silence, broken
only by sighs and the noise of weeping, listened for the last
accents of the darling of the people. “I shall say little,” he
began. “I come here, not to speak, but to die. I die a Protestant of the Church of England.” The Bishops interrupted
him, and told him that, unless he acknowledged resistance
to be sinful, he was no member of their church. He went on
to speak of his Henrietta. She was, he said, a young lady of
virtue and honour. He loved her to the last, and he could
not die without giving utterance to his feelings. The Bishops
again interfered and begged him not to use such language.
Some altercation followed. The divines have been accused
of dealing harshly with the dying man. But they appear to
have only discharged what, in their view, was a sacred duty.
Monmouth knew their principles, and, if he wished to avoid
their importunity, should have dispensed with their attendance. Their general arguments against resistance had no
effect on him.
But when they reminded him of the ruin which
he had brought on his brave and loving followers of the blood
;

,

*

Macaulay,

Ilislory. II.

Buccleuch JUS.
.13
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which had been shed, of the souls which had been sentunprepared to the great account, he was touched, and said, in
a softened voice, “I do own that. I am sorry that it ever
happened.” They prayed with him long and fervently; and
he joined in their petitions till they invoked a blessing on the
King. He remained silent. “ Sir,” said one of the assistants,
“ do you not pray for the King with us ? ” Monmouth paused
some time, and, after an internal struggle, exclaimed
“Amen.” But it was in vain that the prelates implored him to
address to the soldiers and to the people a few words on the
duty of obedience to the government.
“I will make no
“Only ten words, my Lord.”
speeches,” he exclaimed.
He turned away, called his servant, and put into the man’s
hand a toothpick case, the last token of ill starred love. “Give
it,” he said, “to that person.”
He then accosted John
Ketch the executioner, a wretch who had butchered many
brave and noble victims, and whose name has, during a century and a half, been vulgarly given to all that have succeeded
him in his odious office.* “Here,” said the Duke, “are six
guineas for you. Do not hack me as you did my Lord Bussell.
I have heard that you struck him three or four times.
My
servant will give you some more gold if you do the work well.”
He then undressed, felt the edge of the axe, expressed some
fear that it was not sharp enough and laid his head on the
block. The divines in the meantime continued to ejaculate
with great energy; “God accept your repentance; God accept
your imperfect repentance.”
,

* The name of Ketch was often associated with that of Jeffreys in the
lampoons of those days.
“While Jeffreys on the bench, Ketch on the gibbet sits,”
says one poet. In the year which followed Monmouth’s execution Ketch
was turned out of his office for insulting one of the Sheriffs, and was
succeeded by a butcher named Rose. Butin four months Rose himself
was hanged at Tyburn, and Ketch was reinstated. Luttrell’s Diary, Jan.
20 and May 28. 1686. See a curious note by Dr. Grey, on Hudibras, part
.

iii.

canto

ii.

line 1534.
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The hangman addressed

ciup.

But he had
The first blow

himself to his office.

been disconcerted by what the Duke had said.
a slight wound. The Duke struggled, rose
from the block, and looked reproachfully at the executioner.
The head sank down once more. The stroke was repeated
again and again; but still the neck was not severed, and the
body continued to move. Yells of rage and horror rose from
the crowd. Ketch flung down the axe with a curse. “I cannot
do it,” he said; “my heart fails me.” “Take up the axe,
man,” cried the sheriff*. “Fling him over the rails,” roared
the mob. At length the axe was taken up. Two more blows
extinguished the last remains of life but a knife was used to
separate the head from the shoulders. The crowd was wrought
up to such an ecstasy of rage that the executioner was in
danger of being torn in pieces, and was conveyed away under

Tusa.

inflicted only

;

a strong guard.*
In the meantime many handkerchiefs were dipped in the
Duke’s blood; for, by a large part of the multitude he was
regarded as a martyr who had died for the Protestant religion.
The head and body were placed in a coffin covered with black
velvet, and were laid privately under the communion table of
Within four years the paveSt. Peter’s Chapel in the Tower.
ment of the chancel was again disturbed, and hard by the
remains of Monmouth were laid the remains of Jeffreys. In
is no sadder spot on the earth than that little ceDeath is there associated, not, as in Westminster
with genius and virtue, with public
veneration and with imperishable renown; not, as in our
humblest churches and churchyards, with everything that is
most endearing in social and domestic charities; but with
whatever is darkest in human nature and in human destiny,

truth there

metery.

Abbey and Saint Paul’s,

* Account of the execution of Monmouth
signed by the divines who
,
attended him. Buccleuch MS.; Burnet, i. 646.; Cillers, July!?. 1685;
Lutlrell’s Diary; Evelyn's Diary, July 15.; Barillon, July t?.

13

*

'
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w ith

the savage triumph of implacable enemies , with the in-

TwiT constancy , the ingratitude, the cowardice of friends, with
all the miseries of fallen greatness and of blighted fame.
Thither have been carried, through successive ages, by the
rude hands of gaolers, without one mourner following, the
bleeding relics of men who had been the captains of armies,
the leaders of parties , the oracles of senates , and the ornaments of courts.
Thither was borne, before the window
where Jane Grey was praying, the mangled corpse of Guilford
Dudley. Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, and Protector of the realm, reposes there by the brother whom he
murdered. There has mouldered away the headless trunk of
John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester and Cardinal of Saint
Vitalis, a man worthy to have lived in a better age, and to have
died in .a better cause. There are laid John Dudley, Duke
of Northumberland, Lord High Admiral, and Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, Lord High Treasurer. There, too, is
another Essex, on whom nature and fortune had lavished all
their bounties in vain, and whom valour, grace, genius,
royal favour, popular applause, conducted to an early and
ignominious doom. Not far off sleep two chiefs of the great
house of Howard, Thomas, fourth Duke of Norfolk, and
Philip, eleventh Earl of Arundel.
Here and there, among
the thick graves of unquiet and aspiring statesmen, lie more
delicate sufferers; Margaret of Salisbury, the last of the
proud name of Plantagenet, and those two fair Queens who
perished by the jealous rage of Henry. Such was the dust
with which the dust of Monmouth mingled.*
Yet a few months, and the quiet village of Toddington,
in Bedfordshire, witnessed a still sadder funeral.
Near that
village stood an ancient and stately hall, the seat of the
* I cannot refrain from expressing my disgust at the barbarous
stupidity which has transformed this most interesting little church iulo
the likeness of a meetinghouse in a manufacturing town.
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Wentworths. The transept of the parish church had long CH * P
been their burial place. To that burial place, in the spring TiijT
which followed the death of Monmouth was borne the coffin
of the young Baroness Wentworth of Nettlestede. Her family
reared a sumptuous mausoleum over her remains: but a less
costly memorial of her was long contemplated with far deeper
Her name, carved by the hand of him whom she
interest.
loved too well, was, a few years ago, still discernible on a
-

,

tree in the adjoining park.
It was not by Lady Wentworth alone that the memory of
JJj,*™®'
Monmouth was cherished with idolatrous fondness. His hold cherished
by th*
on the hearts of the people lasted till the generation which had common
Ribands, buckles, and other
seen him had passed away.
trilling articles of apparel which he had worn, were treasured
up as precious relics by those who had fought under him at
Old men who long survived him desired, when
Sedgenioor.
they were dying, that these trinkets might be buried with

them.
this fate

One button of gold thread which narrowly escaped
may still be seen at a house which overlooks the field

of battle.

Nay, such was the devotion of the people to their
unhappy favourite that, in the face of the strongest evidence
by which the fact of a death was ever verified, many continued
to cherish a hope that he was still living, and that he would

A person, it was said, who was
Monmouth had sacrificed himself to save
The vulgar long continued, at every

again appear in arms.

re-

markably

the

like

Protestant hero.

im-

crisis, to whisper that the time was at hand, and that
King Monmouth would soon show himself. In 1086, a knave
who had pretended to be the Duke, and had levied contributions in several villages of Wiltshire, was apprehended, and
whipped from Newgate to Tyburn. In 1698, when England
had long enjoyed constitutional freedom under a new dynasty,
the son of an innkeeper passed himself on the yeomanry of
Sussex as their beloved Monmouth and defrauded many who

portant

,
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were by no means of the lowest class. Five hundred pounds
The farmers provided him with a
'TtSsT” were collected for him.
horse. Their wives sent him baskets of chickens and ducks,
and were lavish, it was said, of favours of a more tender
kind; for, in gallantry at least, the counterfeit was a not
unworthy representative of the original: When this impostor
was thrown into prison for his fraud, his followers maintained
him in luxury. Several of them appeared at the bar to countenance him when he was tried at the Horsham assizes. So
long did this delusion last that, when George the Third had
been some years on the English throne, Voltaire thought it
necessary gravely to confute the hypothesis that the
the iron

man

in

mask was the Duke of Monmouth.*

perhaps, a fact scarcely less remarkable that, to this
day, the inhabitants of some parts of the west of England,
It is,

when any

bill affecting their interests is before the House of
Lords, think themselves entitled to claim the help of the Duke
of Buccleuch, the descendant of the unfortunate leader for

whom their ancestors bled.
• Observator, August 1.1685} Gazette de France, Nov 2. 1686}
Letter
from Humphrey Wanley, dated Aug. 25. 1698, in the Aubrey Collection
Voltaire, Diet. Phil. There are, in the Pcpysian Collection, several
ballads written after Monmouth's death, which represent him as living,
and predict bis speedy return. I will give two specimens:

“Though
Of
Yet

this is a dismal story
the fall of my design
come again in glory.
till eighty-nine}

I ’ll

If 1 live

For

I ’ll

And

have a stronger army.

of ammunition store.”

Again:

“Then

shall Monmouth in his glories
Unto bis English friends appear.
And will stifle all such stories

As are vended everywhere.

“ They

’ll

see

I

was not so degraded

To be taken gathering pease.
Or in a cock ofnay up braided.
What strange stories now are these

”
1
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the imputation of inconstancy which
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alone suffice to refute

C ” AP

so frequently thrown

—icisT

is

-

-

The common people are sometimes
are human beings. But that they are

on the common people.
inconstant; for they

inconstant as compared with the educated classes, with aristocracies, or with princes, may be confidently denied. It would
be easy to name demagogues whose popularity has remained
undiminished while sovereigns and parliaments have with-

drawn

their confidence

When

Swift had survived his faculties

from a long succession of statesmen.

many

years, the Irish

continued to light bonfires on his birthday, in
commemoration of the services which they fancied that he had
populace

still

rendered to his country when his mind was in full vigour.
While seven administrations were raised to power and hurled
from it in consequence of court intrigues or of changes in the
sentiments of the higher classes of society, the profligate
Wilkes retained his hold on the affections of a rabble whom he
pillaged and ridiculed. Politicians, who, in 1807, had sought
to curry favour with George the Third by defending Caroline
of Brunswick, were not ashamed, in 1820, to curry favour
with George the Fourth by persecuting her.

But

in 1820, as

the whole body of working men was fanatically
devoted to her cause. So it was with Monmouth. In 1 680
he had been adored alike by the gentry and by the peasantry
of the west. In 1685 he, came again. To the gentry he had
become an object of aversion: but by the peasantry he was
still loved with a love strong as death, with a love not to be
in 1807,

extinguished by misfortunes or faults,

by the flight from
from Itingwood , or by the tears and
The charge which may
with justice be brought against the common people is, not
that they are inconstant, but that they almost invariably
choose their favourite so ill that their constancy is a vice and
Sedgemoor, by the

letter

abject supplications at Whitehall.

not a virtue.
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1685

.

Cruelties
of the
soldiers
in the

West.

While the execution of Monmouth occupied the thoughts
of the Londoners, the counties which had risen against the
government were enduring all that a ferocious soldiery could
inflict.
Feversham had been summoned to the court, where
honours and rewards which he little deserved awaited him.
He was made a Knight of the Garter and Captain of the first
and most lucrative troop of Life Guards but Court and Citylaughed at his military exploits and the wit of Buckingham
:

;

gave forth

its last

feeble flash at the expense of the general

who had won a battle in bed.*
Kirke,

Feversham

left in

command

at

Bridgewater Colonel Percy Kirke, a military adventurer whose
vices had been developed by the worst of all schools, Tangier.
Kirke had during some years commanded the garrison of that
town and had been constantly employed in hostilities against
tribes of foreign barbarians, ignorant of the laws which regulate the warfare of civilised and Christian nations. Within
the ramparts of his fortress he was a despotic prince. The
only check on his tyranny was the fear of being called to
account by a distant and a careless government. He might
therefore safely proceed to the most audacious excesses of
rapacity, licentiousness and cruelty. He lived with boundless
dissoluteness, and procured by extortion the means of indulgence. No goods could be sold till Kirke had had the refusal of them. No question of right could be decided till Kirke
had been bribed. Once , merely from a malignant whim , he
staved all the wine in a vintner’s cellar. On another occasion
he drove all the Jews from Tangier. Two of them he sent to
,

the Spanish inquisition, which forthwith burned them.
this iron

Under

domination scarce a complaint was heard; for hatred

was effectually kept down by terror. Two persons who had
been refractory were found murdered; and it was universally
believed that they had been slain by Kirke’s order. When
his soldiers displeased him he flogged them with merciless
•

London Gazette, August

3.

1685;

the Battle of Sedgemoor, a Farce.
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them by permitting them to sleep
on watch, to reel drunk about the streets , to rob, beat, and
insult the merchants and the labourers.
When Tangier was abandoned, Kirke returned to Engseverity: but he indemnified

land.

He

still

continued to

command

his old soldiers,

ciup.
16gS-

who

were designated sometimes as the First Tangier Regiment,
and sometimes as Queen Catharine’s Regiment. As they had
been levied for the purpose of waging war on an infidel nation,
they bore on their flag a Christian emblem, the Paschal Lamb.
In allusion to this device, and with a bitterly ironical meaning,
these men, the rudest and most ferocious in the English army,
were called Kirke’s Lambs. The regiment, now the second
of the line, still retains this ancient badge, which is however
thrown into the shade by decorations honourably earned in
Egypt, in Spain, and in the heart of Asia.*
Such was the captain and such the soldiers who were now
let loose on the people of Somersetshire.
From Bridgewater
Kirke marched to Taunton. He was accompanied by two
carts filled with wounded rebels whose gashes had not been
dressed, and by a long drove of prisoners on foot, who were
chained two and two. Several of these he hanged as soon as
he reached Taunton, without the form of a trial. They were
not suffered even to take leave of their nearest relations.
The sign post of the White Hart Inn served for a gallows. It
is said that the work of death went on in sight of the windows
where the officers of the Tangier regiment were carousing,
and that at every health a wretch was turned off. When the
legs of the dying men quivered in the last agony, the colonel
ordered the drums to strike up. He would give the rebels,
he said, music to their dancing. The tradition runs that one
of the captives was not even allowed the indulgence of a
speedy death. Twice he was suspended from the sign post,
•

Pepys’s Diary, kept at Tangier; Historical Records of the Second or

Queen’s Royal Regiment of Foot.
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down.
Twice ho was asked if he repented
of his treason; and twice he replied that, if the thing were to
do again he would do it. Then he was tied up for the last
time.
So many dead bodies were quartered that the executioner stood ankle deep in blood. He was assisted by a poor
man whose loyalty was suspected , and who was compelled to
ransom his own life by seething the remains of his friends in
pitch.
The peasant who had consented to perform this
an(j twice cut

,

But a mark
Cain was upon him. He was known through his
village by the horrible name of Tom Boilman.
The rustics
long continued to relate that, though he had, by his sinful
and shameful deed, saved himself from the vengeance of the
Lambs, he had not escaped the vengeance of a higher power.
In a great storm he fled for shelter under an oak, and was
hideous office afterwards returned to his plough.
like that of

\

there struck dead by lightning.*

The number of those who were thus butchered cannot
now be ascertained. Nine were entered in the parish registers
of Taunton: but those registers contain the names of such
only as had Christian burial.
Those who were hanged in
chains, and those whose heads and limbs were sent to the
neighbouring villages, must have been much more numerous.
It was believed in London, at the time, that Kirke put a

hundred captives to death during the week which followed the
battle.**

Cruelty, however, was not this man’s only passion.
He
loved money; and was no novice in the arts of extortion.
A safe conduct might be bought of him for thirty or forty

pounds; and such a safe conduct, though of no value inlaw,
enabled the purchaser to pass the posts of the Lambs without
molestation, to reach a seaport, and to fly to a foreign country.
* Bloody Assizes; Burnet, i. 647.; Luttrell’s Diary, July 15. 1683;
Locke’s Western Rebellion; Toulmin’s History of Taunton, edited by
Savage.
•* Luttrell's Diary, July 15. 1685
Toulmin’s History of Taunton.
;
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The ships which were bound for New England were crowded
at this juncture with so many fugitives from Sedgemoor that

chap.
18ss .

there was great danger lest the water and provisions should
fail.*

Kirke was also, in his own coarse and ferocious way, a
nothing is more probable than that he
;
his power for the purpose of gratifying his licentious
appetites. It was reported that he conquered the virtue of a
beautiful woman by promising to spare the life of one to whom

man of pleasure and

employed

she was strongly attached, and that, after she had yielded,
he showed her suspended on the gallows the lifeless remains
of him for whose sake she had sacrificed her honour. This
It is unsupported by
tale an impartial judge must reject.
proof. The earliest authority for it is a poem written by Pomfret.

The

respectable historians of that age, while they

expatiate on the crimes of Kirke, either omit all mention of

most atrocious crime, or mention it

this

but not proved. Those who
variations as deprive it of all

tell

as a thing

the story

tell it

rumoured
with such

Some lay the
scene at Taunton, some at Exeter. Some make the heroine
tale
a
maiden,
a
married
woman.
some
The relation
of the
title

to credit.

for whom die shameful ransom was paid

is described by some
by some as her brother, and by some as her
husband. Lastly the story is one which, long before Kirke
was born, had been told of many other oppressors, and had

as her father,

become a

favourite

theme of

and dramatists.

novelists

Two

politicians of the fifteenth century, Rhynsault, the favourite

of Charles the Bold of Burgundy , and Oliver le Dain the
favourite of Lewis the Eleventh of France, had been accused
of the same crime. Cintio had taken it for the subject of a
,

romance Whetstone had made out of Cintio’s narrative the
and Shakspeare had
rude play of Promos and Cassandra
borrowed from Whetsone the plot of the noble tragicomedy
:

;

*

Oldmixoo, 105.; Life and Errors of John Dunton, cbap.

vii.
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of Measure for Measure.

— was not

lessl

the last,

to

As Kirke was not the

whom

this

first,

he
was

so

excess of wickedness

During the reaction which followed the
Jacobin tyranny in France, a very similar charge was brought
against Joseph Lebon , one of the most odious agents of the
Committee of Public Safety, and, after inquiry, was admitted
even by his prosecutors to be unfounded. *
The government was dissatisfied with Kirke, not on account of the barbarity with which he had treated his needy
prisoners, but on account of the interested lenity which he
had shown to rich delinquents.** He was soon recalled from
the west. A less irregular and at the same time a more cruel
massacre was about to be perpetrated. The vengeance was
deferred during some weeks. It was thought desirable that
the Western Circuit should not begin till the other circuits had
terminated. In the mean time the gaols of Somersetshire and
Dorsetshire were filled with thousands of captives. The chief
friend and protector of these unhappy men in their extremity
was one who abhorred their religious and political opinions,
one whose order they hated, and to whom they had done
unprovoked wrong, Bishop Ken. That good prelate used
all his influence to soften the gaolers, and retrenched from
his own episcopal state that he might be able to make some
addition to the coarse and scanty fare of those who had de-

popularly imputed.

* The silence of Oldmixon and of the compilers of the Western
Martyrology would alone seem to me to settle the question. It also
deserves to be remarked that the story of Rhynsault is told by Steele
Surely it is hardly possible to believe that,
in the Spectator, No. 401.
if a crime exactly resembling that of Rhynsault had been committed
within living memory in England by an officer of James the Second,
Steele, who was indiscreetly and unseasonably forward to display his
Wbiggism, would have made no allusion to that fact. For the case of
Lebon, see the Moniteur, 4 Messidor, l’an 3.
*• Sunderland to Kirke, July 14. and 28. 1C85.
“Ilis Majesty," says
Sunderland, “commands me to signify to you his dislike of these proceedings, and desires you to lake care that no person concerned in the

rebellion be at large." It is but just to add that, in the same
Kirke is blamed for allowing his soldiers to live at free quarter.

letter,
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this occasion

life.
His intellect was indeed
darkened by many superstitions and prejudices : but his moral
character, when impartially reviewed, sustains a comparison
with any in ecclesiastical history, and seems to approach, as
near as human infirmity permits, to the ideal perfection of

^

Christian virtue.*

His labour of love was of no long duration. A rapid and Jeffrey*
was at hand. Early in September, on the
accompanied by four other judges, set out on that circuit,
circuit of which the memory will last as long as our race and
effectual gaol delivery

Jeffreys,

language.

The

officers

who commanded the

troops in the

through which his course lay had orders to furnish
him with whatever military aid he might require. His ferocious temper needed no spur; yet a spur was applied. The
health and spirits of the Lord Keeper had given way. He bad
been deeply mortified by the coldness of the King and by the
districts

insolence of the Chief Justice, and could find
tion in looking

back on a

life,

little

consola-

not indeed blackened by any

atrocious crime, but sullied by cowardice, selfishness, and
servility.
So deeply was the unhappy man humbled that,
when he appeared for the last time in Westminster Hall, he
took with him a nosegay to hide his face, because, as he after-

wards owned, he could not bear the eyes of the bar and of the
audience. The prospect of his approaching end seems to
have inspired him with unwonted courage. Ho determined
to discharge his conscience, requested an audience of the
• I should be very glad if I could give credit to the popular story that
Ken, immediately after the battle of Sedgemoor, represented to the
army the illegality of military executions. lie would,
1 doubt not, have exerted all his influence on the side of law and of
mercy, if he had been present. But there is no trustworthy evidence
that he was then in the West at alb It is certain from the Journals of
the House of Lords that, on the Thursday before the baltle, he was
at Westminster. It is equally certain that, on the Monday after the
battle, he was with Monmouth in the Tower.

chiefs of the royal

\
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King, spoke earnestly of the dangers inseparable from violent
and arbitrary counsels, and condem n ed the lawless cruelties
which the soldiers had committed in Somersetshire. He
soon after retired from London to die.
He breathed his
last a few days after the Judges set out for the West.
It
was immediately notified to Jeffreys that he might expect
the Great Seal as the reward of faithful and vigorous service.

Trial of

Alice
Lisle.

*

At Winchester the Chief Justice first opened his commisHampshire had not been the theatre of war; but many

sion.

of the vanquished rebels had, like their leader, fled thither.
Two of them, John Hickes, a Nonconformist divine, and
Richard Nelthorpe, a lawyer who had been outlawed for his
share in the Rye House Plot, had sought refuge at the house
of Alice, widow of John Lisle. John Lisle had sate in the
Long Parliament and in the High Court of Justice, had been
a Commissioner of the Great Seal in the days of the CommonThe
wealth, and had been created a lord by Cromwell.
titles given by the Protector had not been recognised by any
government which had ruled England since the downfall of
his house; but they appear to have been often used in conversation even by Royalists. John Lisle’s widow was therefore commonly known as the Lady Alice. She was related
to many respectable, and to some noble, families; and she
was generally esteemed even by the Tory gentlemen of her
county. For it was well known to them that she had deeply
regretted some violent acts in which her husband had borne
a part, that she had shed bitter tears for Charles the First,

and that she had protected and relieved many Cavaliers in
their distress.
The same womanly kindness, which had led
her to befriend the Royalists in their time of trouble, would
* North’s Life of Guildford, 260. 263. 273
Mackintosh's View of tho
;
Iteign of James the Second, page 16, note; Letter of Jeffreys to Sunderland, Sept. 5. 1686 .
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not suffer her to refuse a meal and a hiding place to the chap.
wretched men who now intreated her to protect them. She ImsT

took them into her house, set meat and drink before them,
The next
and showed them where they might take rest.
Strict
morning her dwelling was surrounded by soldiers.
search was made. Hickes was found concealed in the malthouse, and Nelthorpe in the chimney. If Lady Alice knew
her guests to have been concerned in the insurrection, she
was undoubtedly guilty of what in strictness is a capital crime.
For the law of principal and accessory, as respects high
treason, then was, and is to this day, in a state disgraceful

In cases of felony, a distinction,
founded on justice and reason, is made between the principal and the accessory after the fact.
He who conceals from
justice one whom he knows to be a murderer, though liable
to punishment, is not liable to the punishment of murder;
but he who shelters one whom he knows to be a traitor is,
according to all our jurists, guilty of high treason. It is unnecessary to point out the absurdity and cruelty of a law which
includes under the same definition, and visits with the same
penalty, offences lying at the opposite extremes of the scale of
guilt. The feeling which makes the most loyal subject shrink
from the thought of giving up to a shameful death the rebel
who, vanquished, hunted down, and in mortal agony, begs
for a morsel of bread and a cup of water, may be a weakness
but it is surely a weakness very nearly allied to virtue, a weakness which, constituted as human beings are, we can hardly
eradicate from the mind without eradicating many noble and
benevolent sentiments. A wise and good ruler may not think
it right to sanction this weakness; but he will generally connive at it, or punish it very tenderly. In no case will he treat
it as a crime of the blackest dye.
Whether Flora Macdonald
was justified in concealing the attainted heir of the Stuarts,
whether a brave soldier of our own time was justified in asto English jurisprudence.
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escape ofLavalette, are questions on which casuists may differ: but to class such actions with the crimes
of Guy Faux and Fieschi is an outrage to humanity and comsisting the

mon

sense.

It is

evident that nothing but a lenient administration could

Such, however,

is

the classification of our law.

of the law endurable. And it is just to
say that, during many generations, no English government,
save one, has treated with rigour persons guilty merely of

make such a

state

harbouring defeated and flying insurgents. To women especially has been granted, by a kind of tacit prescription, the
right of indulging, in the midst of havoc and vengeance,
is the most endearing of all their
charms. Since the beginning of the great civil war, numerous
rebels, some of them far more important than Hickes or
Nelthorpe, have been protected against the severity of victo-

that compassion which

rious governments

by female adroitness and generosity.

But

no English ruler who has been thus baffled, the savage and
implacable James alone excepted, has had the barbarity even

and shameful death for so
and amiable a transgression.
was
strained for the purpose
the
law
was,
it
Odious as
of destroying Alice Lisle. She could not, according to the
doctrine laid down by the highest authority, be convicted till
after the conviction of the rebels whom she had harboured. *
She was, however, set to the bar before either Hickes or
Nelthorpe had been tried. It was no easy matter in such a
to think of putting a lady to a cruel

venial

The witnesses preThe jury, consisting of the principal gentlemen
of Hampshire, shrank from the thought of sending a fellow
creature to the stake for conduct which seemed deserving
rather of praise than of blame. Jeffreys was beside himself
with fur)'. This was the first case of treason on the circuit;

case to obtain a verdict for the crown.
varicated.

and there seemed
*

to

be a strong probability that

his prey

See the preamble of the Act of Parliament reversing her attainder.
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would escape him. He stormed, cursed, and swore in language chap.
which no well-bred man would have used at a race or a cock- —
One witness named Dunne, partly from concern for
fight.
Lady Alice, and partly from fright at the threats and maledictions of the Chief Justice, entirely lost his head, and at
stood silent. “Oh how hard the truth is,” said Jeffreys,
“to come out of a lying Presbyterian knave.” The witness,
after a pause of some minutes, stammered a few unmeaning
words.
“Was there ever,” exclaimed the judge, with an
last

oath,

“was there ever such a villain on

Dost thou believe that there
hell fire?

Of all

is

a

God?

the witnesses that

I

the face of the earth?

Dost thou believe
ever met with

I

in

never

saw thy fellow.” Still the poor man, scared out of his senses,
remained mute; and again Jeffreys burst forth. “I hope,
gentlemen of the jury, that you take notice of the horrible
carriage of this fellow. How can one help abhorring both
these men and their religion? A Turk is a saint, to such a
fellow as this. A Pagan would be ashamed of such villany.
Oh blessed Jesus What a generation of vipers do we live
among!” “I cannot tell what to say, my Lord,” faltered
Dunne. The judge again broke forth into a volley of oaths.
“Was there ever,” he cried, “such an impudent rascal?
Hold the candle to him that we may see his brazen face. You,
gentlemen, that are of counsel for the crown, see that an information for perjury be preferred against this fellow.” After
the witnesses had been thus handled, the Lady Alice was
She began by saying, what may
called on for her defence.
possibly have been true, that, though she knew Hickes to be
in trouble when she took him in, she did not know or suspect
that he had been concerned in the rebellion. lie was a divine,
1

a

man of peace.

that

It

had, therefore, never occurred to her

he could have borne arms against the government; and

she had supposed that he wished to conceal himself because
warrants were out against him for field preaching. The Chief
ilacaulaij, Uisti'ry.

II.
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“But I will tell you. There is not
of those lying, snivelling, canting Presbyterians but,
one way or another, had a hand in the rebellion. Presbytery
has all manner of villany in it. Nothing but Presbytery could
have made Dunne such a rogue. Show me a Presbyterian
and I ’ll show thee a lying knave.” He summed up in the
same style, declaimed dtiring an hour against Whigs and
Dissenters, and reminded the jury that the prisoner’s husband had borne a part in the death of Charles the First, a fact
which was not proved by any testimony, and which, if it had
been proved, would have been utterly irrelevant to the issue.
The jury retired, and remained long in consultation. The
judge grew impatient. He could not conceive, he said, how,
in so plain a case, they should even have left the box.
Ho
sent a messenger to tell them that, if they did not instantly
return, he would adjourn the court and lock them up all night.
Thus put to the torture, they came, but came to say that they
doubted whether the charge had been made out. Jeffreys
expostulated with them vehemently, and, after another consultation, they gave a reluctant verdict of Guilty.
On the following morning sentence was pronounced. Jeffreys gave directions that Alice Lisle should be burned alive
that very afternoon. This excess of barbarity moved the pity
and indignation even of the class which was most devoted to
the crown. The clergy of Winchester Cathedral remonstrated
with the Chief Justice, who, brutal as he was, was not mad
enough to risk a quarrel on such a subject with a body so much
respected by the Tory party. He consented to put off the
execution five days. During that time the friends of the prisoner besought James to show her mercy. Ladies of high rank
interceded for her. Feversham, whose recent victory had
increased his influence at court, and who, it is said, had been
bribed to take the compassionate side, spoke in her favour.
Clarendon the King’s brother in law, pleaded her cause. But
Justice began to storm.

— one

,
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The utmost that could be obtained was that chap.
her sentence should be commuted from burning to beheading. ~isiT.'

all

was

vain.

She was put to death on a scaffold in the market place of Win*
chester, and underwent her fate with serene courage.
In Hampshire Alice Lisle was the only victim: but, on the

e
JJ]‘0

0dy

day following her execution, Jeffreys reached Dorchester, the Assiies
principal town of the county in which Monmouth had landed,
and the judicial massacre began.
The court was hung, by order of the Chief Justice, with
scarlet; and this innovation seemed to the multitude to indicate a bloody purpose. It was also rumoured that, when the
clergyman who preached the assize sermon inforced the duty
of mercy, the ferocious mouth of the Judge was distorted by
an ominous grin. These things made men augur ill of what
was to follow.**
More than three hundred prisoners were to be tried. The
work seemed heavy; but Jeffreys had a contrivance for making
it light.
He let it be understood that the only chance of obtaining pardon or respite was to plead guilty. Twenty-nine
persons, who put themselves on their country and were convicted, were ordered to be tied up without delay. The remaining prisoners pleaded guilty by scores. Two hundred and
ninety-two received sentence of death. The whole number
hanged in Dorsetshire amounted to seventy-four.
From Dorchester Jeffreys proceeded to Exeter. The civil
war had barely grazed the frontier of Devonshire. Here,
therefore, comparatively few persons were capitally punished.
Somersetshire, the chief seat of the rebellion, had been reserved for the last and most fearful vengeance. In this county
two hundred and thirty-three prisoners were in a few days
hanged, drawn, and quartered. At every spot where two
roads met, on every market place on the green of every large

*

,

tJ
St

* Trial or Alice Lisle in the Collection of Stale Trials;
Mar.; Burnet, i. 649.; Caveat against the Whigs.
" Bloody Assizes.

14

Stat. > Gul.

*
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which had furnished Monmouth with soldiers, ironed
i68s~ corpses clattering in the wind or heads and quarters stuck on
poles, poisoned the air, and made the traveller sick with horror.
In many parishes the peasantry could not assemble in the house
of God without seeing the ghastly face of a neighbour grinning
The Chief Justice was all himself.
at them over the porch.
His spirits rose higher and higher as the work went on. He
laughed, shouted, joked, and swore in such a way that many
thought him drunk from morning to night. But in him it was
not easy to distinguish the madness produced by evil passions
from the madness produced by brandy. A prisoner affirmed
that the witnesses who appeared against him were not entitled
One of them, he said, was a Papist, and another
to credit.
a prostitute. “Thou impudent rebel,” exclaimed the judge,
I see thee, villain, I see
“to reflect on the King’s evidence
thee already with the halter round thy neck.” Another produced testimony that he was a good Protestant. “Protestant!”
said Jeffreys “you mean Presbyterian. I ’ll hold you a wager
of it. I can smell a Presbyterian forty miles.” One wretched
man moved the pity even of bitter Tories. “ My Lord ,” they
said, “this poor creature is on the parish.”
“ Do not trouble
yourselves,” said the Judge, “I will ease the parish of the
burden.” It was not only on the prisoners that his fury broke
forth.
Gentlemen and noblemen of high consideration and
Btainless loyalty, who ventured to bring to his notice any extenuating circumstance, were almost sure to receive what he
called, in the coarse dialect which he had learned in the
pot-houses of Whitechapel, a lick with the rough side of his
tongue. LordStawcll, a Tory peer, who could not conceal
his horror at the remorseless manner in which his poor neighbours were butchered, was punished by having a corpse
suspended in chains at his park gate.* In such spectacles

chap
'

village

,

!

;

,

*

Locke’s Western Rebellion.
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of terror, which were long told over the CHAP.
v.
cider by the Christmas fires of the farmers of Somersetshire. I68S.
Within the last forty years peasants, in some districts, well
originated

knew

many

tales

the accursed spots, and passed them unwillingly after

sunset. *

Jeffreys boasted that he

had hanged more

traitors than all

his predecessors together since the Conquest.

It is

certain

number of persons whom he executed in one month,
one shire, very much exceeded the number of all the
political offenders who have been executed in our island since
the Revolution. The rebellions of I715andl745were oflonger
duration, of wider extent, and of more formidable aspect than
that which was put down at Sedgemoor. It has not been
generally thought that, either after the rebellion of 1715, or
after the rebellion of 1 745, the House of Hanover erred on the
side of clemency. Yet all the executions of 1715 and 1745
added together will appear to have been few indeed when
compared with those which disgraced the Bloody Assizes.
The number of the rebels whom Jeffreys hanged on this circuit
was three hundred and twenty.**
Such havoc must have excited disgust even if the sufferers
had been generally odious. But they were, for the most part,
men of blameless life, and of high religious profession. They
were regarded by themselves, and by a large porportion of
their neighbours, not as wrong-doers, but as martyrs who
sealed with blood the truth of the Protestant religion. Very
few of the convicts professed any repentance for what they
had done. Many, animated by the old Puritan spirit, met
death, not merely with fortitude , but with exultation. It was
that the

and

in

* This I can attest from my own childish recollections.
•* Lord Lonsdale says seven hundred; Burnet six hundred.
I have
followed the list which the Judges sent to the Treasury, and which may
See the Bloody Assizes;
still be seen there in the letter book of 1685.
Locke’s Western Rebellion; the Panegyric on Lord Jeffreys; Burnet, i.

648.

;

Eachard,

iii.

115.;

Oldmixon,

105.
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of the Established Church lectured
them on the guilt of rebellion and on the importance ofpriestly
The claim of the King to unbounded authority in
things temporal, and the claim of the clergy to the spiritual
power .of binding and loosing, moved the bitter scorn of the
intrepid sectaries. Some of them composed hymns in the
dungeon, and chaunted them on the fatal sledge. Christ,
they sang while they were undressing for the butchery, would
soon come to rescue Zion and to make war on Babylon, would
set up his standard, would blow his trumpet, and would requite his foes tenfold for all the evil which had been inflicted
on his servants. The dying words of these men were noted
down; their farewell letters were kept as treasures; and, in
this way, with the help of some invention and exaggeration,
was formed a copious supplement to the Marian martyrology. •
A few cases deserve special mention. Abraham Holmes,
a retired officer of the parliamentary army, and one of those
zealots who would own no King but King Jesus, had been
taken at Sedgemoor. His arm had been frightfully mangled
and shattered in the battle; and, as no surgeon was at hand,
the stout old soldier amputated it himself. He was carried up
to London, and examined by the King in Council, but would
make no submission. “I am an aged man,” he said; “and
what remains to me of life is not worth a falsehood or a baseI have always been a republican; and I am so still.”
ness.
He was sent back to the West and hanged. The people remarked with awe and wonder that the beasts which were to
drag him to the gallows becamerestiveandwentback. Holmes
himself doubted not that the Angel of the Lord, as in the
old time, stood in the way sword in hand, invisible to human
in vain that the ministers

absolution.

Abraham
llolmea.

eyes, but visible to the inferior animals.

he cried, “let me go on foot.
•

Some

be found

There

is

of the prayers, exhortations, and
Bloody Assizes.

“Stop, gentlemen,”
in this than you

more

hymns

of the sufferers will

in the
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think.

Remember how

could not see.”

the ass saw him

He walked manfully to

the people with a smile,
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whom

the prophet

the gallows, harangued

prayed fervently that

C “ AP ~

16tji<

God would

hasten the downfall of Antichrist and the deliverance of Eng-

land , and went up the ladder with an apology for mounting so

“You see,” he said, “I have but one arm.”*
Not less courageously died Christopher Battiscombe, a
«aiyoung Templar of good family and fortune who, atDorchester, tiscombe.
an agreeable provincial town proud of its taste and refinement,
was regarded by all as the model of a fine gentleman. Great
interest was made to save him. It was believed through the
west of England that he was engaged to a young lady of gentle
awkwardly.

blood, the sister of the Sheriff, that she threw herself at the
feet of Jeffreys to

from him with a

beg for mercy, and that Jeffreys drove her
it would be an

jest so hideous that to repeat

offence against decency and humanity.

Her

lover suffered at

Lyme piously and courageously.**

A still deeper interest was excited by the fate of two galand Benjamin Hewling. They were
young, handsome, accomplished, and well connected. Their
maternal grandfather was named Kiffin. He was one of the
first merchants in London, and was generally considered as
the head of the Baptists. The Chief Justice behaved to William
Hewling on the trial with characteristic brutality. “You
have a grandfather,” he said, “who deserves to be hanged
as richly as you.” The poor lad, who was only nineteen,
suffered death with so much meekness and fortitude, that an
officer of the army who attended the execution, and who had

,

ingJ

lant brothers, William

* Bloody Assizes; Locke’s Western Rebellion; Lord Lonsdale’s Memoirs; Account of the Battle of Sedgemoor in the Hardwicke Papers.
The story in Clarke’s Life of James the Second, ii. 43., i$ not taken
from the King’s manuscripts, and sufGciently refutes itself.
** Bloody Assizes; Locke’s Western Rebellion; Humble Petition of
Widows and fatherless Children in the West of England; Panegyric on

Lord

Jeffreys.
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chap,

made himself remarkable by rudeness and

“iassT

severity, was
“I do not believe that my Lord
Chief Justice himself could be proof against this.” Hopes
were entertained that Benjamin would bo pardoned. One
victim of tender years was surely enough for one house to
furnish. Even Jeffreys was, or pretended to be, inclined to
lenity.
The truth was that one of his kinsmen, from whom
he had large expectations, and whom, therefore, he could
not treat as he generally treated intercessors, pleaded strongly
for the afflicted family.
Time was allowed for a reference to
London. The sister of the prisoner went to Whitehall with a
petition.
Many courtiers wished her success; and Churchill,
among whose numerous faults cruelty had noplace, obtained
admittance for her. “1 wish well to your suit with all my
heart,” he said, as they stood together in the antechamber;
“but do not flatter yourself with hopes. This marble,” and
he laid his hand on the chimney piece, “is not harder than
the King.”
The prediction proved true. James 'was inexorable. Benjamin Hewling died with dauntless courage,
amidst lamentations in which the soldiers who kept guard
round the gallows could not refrain from joining. *
Yet those rebels who were doomed to death were lesB to
be pitied than some of the survivors. Several prisoners to
whom Jeffreys was unable to bring home the charge of high
treason were convicted of misdemeanours, and were sentenced to scourging not less terrible than that which Oates
had undergone, A woman for some idle words, such as had
been uttered by half the women in the districts where the war
had raged, was condemned to be wtiipped through all the

strangely melted,

and

said,

* As to the Hewlings, I have followed Kiffin’s Memoirs, and Mr.
Mewling Luson’s narrative, which will be found in the second edition
Hughes Correspondence, vol. ii. Appendix. The accounts in
Locke’s Western Itebellion and in the Panegyric on Jeffreys are full of
errors. Great part of the account in the Bloody Assizes was written by
KilGn, and agrees word for word with bis Memoirs.

of ihe
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market towns in the county of Dorset. She suffered part of ciup.
‘
her punishment before Jeffreys returned to London: but, icss.
when he was no longer in the West, the gaolers, with the
humane connivance of the magistrates, took on themselves
ni sh '
the responsibility of sparing her any further torture. A still
j^
more frightful sentence was passed on a lad named Tutchin, ruichin.
who was tried for seditious words. He was, as usual, interrupted in his defence by ribaldry and scurrility from the judgment seat. “You are a rebel; and all your family have been
rebels since Adam.
They tell me that you are a poet. I ’ll
cap verses with you.” The sentence was that the boy should
be imprisoned seven years, and should, during that period,
be flogged through every market town in Dorsetshire every
'

(

year.

The women

in the

clerk of the arraigns stood

galleries

up

in

burst into tears.

The

“My

lord,”

great disorder.

f

very young. There are many market
towns in our county. The sentence amounts to whipping once
“If he is a young man,” said
a fortnight for seven years.”
said he, “the prisoner

is

Jeffreys, “he is an old rogue.
Ladies, you do not know the
The punishment is not half bad
as I do.
enough for him. All the interest in England shall not alter it.”
Tutchin in his despair petitioned, and probably with sincerity, that he might be hanged.
Fortunately for him he
was, just at this conjuncture, taken ill of the smallpox and
given over. As it seemed highly improbable that the sentence
would ever be executed, the Chief Justice consented to remit
it, in return for a bribe which reduced the prisoner to poverty.
The temper of Tutchin, not originally very mild, was exasperated to madness by what he had undergone. He lived to
be known as one of the most acrimonious and pertinacious
enemies of the House of Stuart and of the Tory party. •
The number of prisoners whom Jeffreys transported was liebeis
eight hundred and forty-one. These men, more wretched ported,
villain as well

*

See Tulchin’s account of

bis

own case

in tbe

Bloody Assizes.
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than their associates who suffered death,

were distributed
and bestowed on persons who enjoyed favour at
court.
The conditions of the gift were that the convicts
should be carried beyond sea as slaves, that they should not
be emancipated for ten years, and that the place of their
banishment should be some West Indian island. This last
article was studiously framed for the purpose of aggravating
the misery of the exiles. In New England or New Jersey
they would have found a population kindly disposed to them
and a climate not unfavourable to their health and vigour. It
was therefore determined that they should be sent to colonies
where a Puritan could hope to inspire little sympathy, and
where a labourer bom in the temperate zone could hope to
enjoy little health. Such was the state of the slave market
that these bondmen, long as was the passage, and sickly as
they were likely to prove, were still very valuable. It was
estimated by Jeffreys that, on an average, each of them,
after all charges were paid, would be worth from ten to fifteen
pounds. There was therefore much angry competition for

ms.'" into gangs,

Some Tories in the West conceived that they had,
their exertions and sufferings during the insurrection,
earned a right to share in the profits which had been eagerly
snatched up by the sycophants of Whitehall. The courtiers,
however, were victorious.*
The misery of the exiles fully equalled that of the negroes
who are now carried from Congo to Brazil. It appears from
the best information which is at present accessible that more
than one fifth of those who were shipped were flung to the
sharks before the end of the voyage. The human cargoes

grants.

by

were stowed close in the holds of small vessels. So little
space was allowed that the wretches, many of whom were
still tormented by unhealed wounds, could not all lie down at
*

Sunderland

1685, in the State

to Jeffreys, Sept.

Paper

M.

1685; Jeffreys to the King, Sept. 19.

Office.
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once without lying on one another. They were never suffered chap.
to go On deck.
The hatchway was constantly watched by l685
In the
sentinels armed with hangers and blunderbusses.
dungeon below all was darkness, stench, lamentation, disease
and death. Of ninety-nine convicts who were carried out in
one vessel, twenty -two died before they reached Jamaica,
although the voyage was performed with unusual speed. The
survivors when they arrived at their house of bondage were
mere skeletons. During some weeks coarse biscuit and fetid
water had been doled out to them in such scanty measure that
any one of them could easily have consumed the ration which
was assigned to five. They were, therefore, in such a state
that the merchant to whom they had been consigned found it
expedient to fatten them before selling them.*
Meanwhile the property both of the rebels who had suf- Confl«e»fered death, and of those more unfortunate men who were extortion,
withering under the tropical sun, was fought for and torn in
pieces by a crowd of greedy informers. By law a subject
.

attainted of treason forfeits all his substance; and this law
was enforced after the Bloody Assizes with a rigour at once
and ludicrous. The broken-hearted widows and destitute
orphans of the labouring men whose corpses hung at the cross
roads were called upon by the agents of the Treasury to
explain what had become of a basket, of a goose, of a flitch
of bacon, of a keg of cider, of a sack of beans, of a truss of
hay.** While the humbler retainers of the government were
pillaging the families of the slaughtered peasants, the Chief
Justice was fast accumulating a fortune out of the plunder of a

cruel

* The best account of the sufferings of those rebels who were sentenced to transportation is to be found in a very curious narrative
John Coad, an honest, Godfearing carpenter, who joined
Monmouth, was badly wounded at Philip's Norton, was tried by Jeffreys,
and was sent to Jamaica. The original manuscript was kindly lent to me
by Mr. Phippard, to whom it belongs.
** In the Treasury records of the autumn of 1685
are several letters
directing search to be made for trifles of this sort.
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Whigs. He traded largely in pardons. His
most lucrative transaction of this kind was with a gentleman
named Edmund Prideaux. It is certain that Prideaux had
not been in arms against the government; and it is probable
that his only crime was the wealth which he had inherited
from his father, an eminent lawyer who had been high in
office under the Protector. No exertions were spared to make
out a case for the crown. Mercy was offered to some prisoners
on condition that they would bear evidence against Prideaux.
The unfortunate man lay long in gaol, and at length, overcome by fear of the gallows, consented to pay fifteen thousand
pounds for his liberation. This great sum was received by
Jeffreys.
He bought with it an estate, to which the people
gave the name of Aceldama from that accursed field which
was purchased with the price of innocent blood.*
He was ably assisted in the work of extortion by the crew
of parasites who were in the habit of drinking and laughing
with him. The office of these men was to drive hard bargains
with convicts under the strong terrors of death, and with

chap, higher class of
“,*85.

,

A portion of the
was abandoned by Jeffreys to his agents. To one of his
he
boon companions, it is said,
tossed a pardon for a rich
traitor across the table during a revel.
It was not safe to have
recourse to any intercession except that of his creatures; for
he guarded his profitable monopoly of mercy with jealous
care.
It was even suspected that he sent some persons to the
gibbet solely because they had applied for the royal clemency
through channels independent of him.**
parents trembling for the lives of children.
spoil

n»p«iv

Some

courtiers nevertheless contrived to obtain a small

The

ladies of the

Queen’s household

Queen

share of this

indies,

distinguished themselves preeminently by rapacity and hard•

T06. ;
•*

traffic.

Commons’ Journals,

Oct. 9., Nor.

10.,

Dec. 26. 1690; Oldmixon,

Panegyric on Jeffreys.
Life and Death of Lord Jeffreys; Panegyric on Jeffreys;

Kiffin’s

Memoirs.
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Part of the disgrace which they incurred

falls

chap.

on their mistress for it was solely on account of the relation “7^7"
which they stood to her that they were able to enrich themby so odious a trade; and there can be no question that
she might with a word or a look have restrained them. But in
truth she encouraged them by her evil example, if not by her
express approbation. She seems to have been one of that
:

in

selves

large class of persons

who bear

adversity better than pro-

While her husband was a subject and an exile, shut
and in imminent danger of
being deprived of his birthright, the suavity and humility of
her manners conciliated the kindness even of those who most
abhorred her religion. But when her good fortune came her
good nature disappeared. The meek and afl'able Duchess
turned out an ungracious and haughty Queen.* The misfortunes which she subsequently endured have made her an
object of some interest; but that interest would be not a little
heightened if it could be shown that, in the season of her
greatness, she saved, or even tried to save one single victim
from the most frightful proscription that England has ever
seen. Unhappily the only request that she is known to have
preferred touching the rebels was that a hundred of those
who were sentenced to transportation might be given to her.**
The profit which she cleared on the cargo , after making large
allowance for those who died of hunger and fever during the
passage, cannot be estimated at less than a thousand guineas.
We cannot wonder that her attendants should have imitated
her unprincely greediness and her unwomanly cruelty. They
exacted a thousand pounds from Roger Hoare, a merchant of
Bridgewater, who had contributed to the military chest of the
sperity.

out from public employment,

,

• Burnet, i. 368.; Evelyn’s Diary, Feb. 4. 108}, July 13. 1686.
of the satires of that lime are these lines
“When Duchess, she was gentle. mild, and civil;
When Queen, she proved a raging furious devil.”

**

Sunderland

In one

to Jeffreys, Sept. 14. 1685.
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But the prey on which they pounced most eagerly
was one which it might have been thought that even the most
ungentle natures would have spared. Already some of the
girls who had presented the standard to Monmouth at Taunton
had cruelly expiated their offence. One of them had been
rebel army.

thrown into a prison where an infectious malady was raging.
She had sickened and died there. Another had presented
herself at the bar before Jeffreys to beg for mercy. “Take
her, gaoler,” vociferated the judge, with one of those frowns
which had often struck terror into stouter hearts than hers.
She burst into tears,, drew her hood over her face, followed
the gaoler out of court, fell ill of fright, and in a few hours
was a corpse. Most of the young ladies, however, who had
walked in the procession, were still alive. Some of them
were under ten years of age. All had acted under the orders
of their schoolmistress , without knowing that they were committing a crime. The Queen’s maids of honour asked the
royal permission to wring

money out of

the parents of the

poor children; and the permission was granted. An order
was sent down to Taunton that all these little girls should be
seized and imprisoned. Sir Francis Warre, of Hestercombe,
the Tory member for Bridgewater, was requested to undertake the office of exacting the ransom. He was charged to
declare in strong language that the maids of honour would not
endure delay, that they were determined to prosecute to
outlawry, unless a reasonable sum were forthcoming, and
that by a reasonable sum was meant seven thousand pounds.
Warre excused himself from taking any part in a transaction
so scandalous. The maids of honour then requested William
Penn to act for them; and Penn accepted the commission.
Yet it should seem that a little of the pertinacious scrupulosity
which he had often shown about taking off his hat would not
have been altogether out of place on this occasion. He probably silenced the remonstrances of his conscience by re-
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peating to himself that none of the

would go

into his

own pocket;

CH * P

money which he extorted

-

that if he refused to be the ~Yg 8^

agent of the ladies they would find agents less humane; that
by complying he should increase his influence at the court,
and that his influence at the court had already enabled him,

and might still enable him, to render great services to his
oppressed brethren. The maids of honour were at last forced
to content themselves with less than a third part of what they

had demanded.*

No

English sovereign has ever given stronger proofs of a
James the Second. Yet his cruelty was not

cruel nature than

his mercy.
Or perhaps it may be more
mercy and his cruelty were such that
each reflects infamy on the other. Our horror at the fate of
the simple clowns, the young lads, the delicate women, to

more odious than

correct to say that his

(

whom
whom and for what considerations he granted his
he was inexorably severe,

is

increased

when we

find to

pardon.

The rule by which a prince ought,

after a rebellion, to be
punishment is perfectly obvious.
rank, fortune and education,
whose power and whose artifices have led the multitude into
error, are the proper objects of severity. The deluded populace, when once the slaughter on the field of battle is over,
can scarcely be treated too leniently. This rule, so evidently
agreeable to justice and humanity was not only not observed,
While those who ought to have been spared
it was inverted.
were slaughtered by hundreds, the few who might with propriety have been left to the utmost rigour of the law were
spared. This eccentric clemency has perplexed some writers,
and has drawn forth ludicrous eulogies from others. It was
neither at all mysterious nor at all praiseworthy. It may be

guided

The

in selecting rebels for

ringleaders, the

men of

,

• Locke's Western Rebellion
Toulmin’s History of Taunton, edited
;
by Savage; Letter of the Duke of Somerset to Sir F. Warre; Letter of
Sunderland to Penn, Feb. 13. 168{, from the Stale Paper Office, in the
Mackintosh Collection.
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in every case either to a sordid or to a
malignant motive, either to thirst for money or to thirst for
distinctly traced

blood.
Cases of
Grey,

In the case of Grey there was no mitigating circumstance.
His parts and knowledge, the rank which he had inherited in
command which he had borne in the

the state, and the high

rebel army, would have pointed him out to a just government
as a much fitter object of punishment than Alice Lisle, than
William Hewling, than any of the hundreds of ignorant
peasants whose skulls and quarters were exposed in Somersetshire.
But Grey’s estate was large and was strictly entailed.

He had only a life

interest in his property; and he could for-*
no more interest than he had. If he died, his lands at
once devolved on the next heir. If he were pardoned, he
would be able to pay a large ransom. He was therefore
suffered to redeem himself by giving a bond for forty thoufeit

sand pounds to the Lord Treasurer, and smaller sums to other
courtiers.*
Cochrane,

Sir John Cochrane had held among the Scotch rebels the
same rank which had been held by Grey in the west of EngThat Cochrane should be forgiven by a prince vindictive beyond all example, seemed incredible.
But Cochrane
was the younger son of a rich family; it was therefore only by
sparing him that money could be made out of him. His father,
Lord Dundonald, offered a bribe of live thousand pounds
to the priests of the royal household; and a pardon was

land.

granted.**
Slorcy,

Samuel Storey, a noted sower of sedition, who had been
Commissary to the rebel army, and who had inflamed the
ignorant populace of Somersetshire by vehement harangues in
which James had been described as an incendiary and a
*

Burnet,

chester. .Hay
**

i.

616.,

and Speaker Onslow’s note; Clarendon

to

Ro-

8. 1686,

Burnet,

i.

C.it.
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For Storey was able to chap.
important assistance to Jeffreys in wringing fifteen
685 ;~
thousand pounds out of Pridcaux.*
None of the traitors had less right to expect favour than wado,
Wade, Goodenough, and Ferguson. These three chiefs of enough,
er
the rebellion had lied together from the field of Sedgemoor, gus 0 u.
and had reached the coast in safety. But they had found a
frigate cruising near the spot where they had hoped to embark. They had then separated. Wade and Goodenough
were soon discovered and brought up to London. Deeply as
they had been implicated in the Rye House Plot, conspicuous
as they had been among the chiefs of the Western insurrection,
they were suffered to live, because they had it in their power
to give information which enabled the King to slaughter and
plunder some persons whom he hated, but to whom he had
never yet been able to bring home any crime.**
How Ferguson escaped was, and still is, a mystery. Of
without doubt, the
all the enemies of the government he was
most deeply criminal. He was the original author of the plot

poisoner, was admitted to mercy.

~

give

,

for assassinating the royal brothers.

Ho had

written that

Declaration which , for insolence, malignity, and mendacity,

among the libels of those stormy times.
He had instigated Monmouth first to invade the kingdom, and
stands unrivalled even

then to usurp the crown. It was reasonable to expect that a
strict search would be made for the arch traitor, as he was
often called; and such a search a man of so singular an aspect
and dialect could scarcely have eluded. It was confidently
reported in the coffee houses of London that Ferguson was
taken; and this report found credit with men who had excellent opportunities of knowing the truth. The next thing
that was heard of him was that ho was safe on the Continent.
* Calamy’s Memoirs; Commons’ Journals, Dec. 26
JOSH); Sunder.

land to Jeffreys, Sept.
**

Lansdowne MS.

14. 1685;

1152.;

Privy Council Book, Feb. 20. 168J.
MS. 6845 ; London Gazette, July 20.

Uarl.

1685.

Macaulay, History.

11.

15
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was strongly suspected that he had been in constant communication with the government against which he was constantly plotting, that he had, while urging his associates to

It

every excess of rashness, sent to Whitehall just so

much

in-

formation about their proceedings as might suffice to save his

own neck, and

had been given

that therefore orders

to let

him escape.*

And now

had done his work, and returned to
He arrived at Windsor from the West,
mourning, and terror behind him. The
hatred with which he was regarded by the people of Somersetshire has no parallel in our history.
It was not to be
quenched by time or by political changes was long transmitted from generation to generation, and raged fiercely
against his innocent progeny. When he had been many years
dead, when liis name and title were extinct, his granddaughter
the Countess ofPomfret, travelling along the western road,
was insulted by the populace, and found that she could not
Jeffreys

claim his reward.

leaving carnage,

,

safely venture herself

among

had witnessed the Bloody
*

Many

the descendants of those

who

Assizes.**

writers have asserted

,

without the slightest foundation, that

a pardon was granted to Ferguson by James. Some have been so
absurd as to cite this imaginary pardon, which, if it were real, would
prove only that Ferguson was a court spy, in proof of the magnanimity
and benignity of the prince who beheaded Alice Lisle and burned
Elizabeth Gaunt. Ferguson was not Only not specially pardoned, but
was excluded by name from the general pardon published in the
.

following spring. (London Gazette, March 15. 1G8J.) If, as the pubsuspected , and as seems probable, indulgence was shown to him, it
was indulgence of which James was, not without reason ashamed, and
which was, as far as possible, kept secret. The reports which were current in London at the lime are mentioned in thcObservalor, Aug. I. 1685.
Sir John itercsby, who ought to have been well informed, positively
affirms that Ferguson was taken three days after the battle of Sedgemoor. lint Sir John was certainly wrong as to the dale, and may
therefore have been wrong as to the whole story. From the London
Gazette, and from Goodcnough's confession (Lansdownc MS. 1152.),
it is clear that, a fortnight after the battle, Ferguson had
not beeu
caught, and was supposed to be still lurking in England.
** Granger’s Biographical History “Jeffreys.”

lic

,
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was cordially welcomed. He chap.
was a judge after his master’s own heart. James had watched TiilT”
the circuit with interest and delight. In his drawing room
and at his table he had frequently talked of the havoc which
was making among his disaffected subjects with a glee at
which the foreign ministers stood aghast. With his own hand
he had penned accounts of what he facetiously called his Lord
Chief Justice’s campaign in the West. Some hundreds of
rebels, His Majesty wrote to the Hague, had been condemned.
Some of them had been hanged: more should be so: and the
rest should be sent to the plantations. It was to no purpose
that Ken wrote to implore mercy for the misguided people,
and described with pathetic eloquence the frightful state
of his diocese. He complained that it was impossible to walk
along the highways without seeing some terrible spectacle,
and that the whole air of Somersetshire was tainted with
death.
The King read, and remained, according to the
saying of Churchill, hard as the marble chimney pieces of
r* r*
Whitehall. At Windsor the great seal of England was put into
the hands of Jeffreys, and in the next London Gazette it was
ebaaco!solemnly notified that this honour was the reward of the many t°r.
eminent and faithful services which he had rendered to the

But

at the coart Jeffreys

.

^

crown.*
At a later period, when all men of all parties spoke with
horror of the Bloody Assizes, the wicked Judge and the
wicked King attempted to vindicate themselves by throwing
the blame on each other. Jeffreys, in the Tower, protested

he had not gone beyond his mashe had fallen short of them.
James, at Saint Germain’s, would willingly have had it
believed that his own inclinations had been on the side of'
clemency, and that unmerited obloquy had beeh brought on
that, in his utmost cruelty,

ter’s express orders, nay, that

* Burnet, i. 648.;
1685; Lord Lonsdale's

James to the Prince of Orange, Sept 10. and
Memoirs; London Gazette, Oct. 1 1685.

24.

.

15

*
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him by the violence of his minister. But neither of these hardhearted men must be absolved at the expense of the other.
The plea set up for James can be proved under his own hand
The plea of Jeffreys, even if it be true in
to be false in fact.
fact, is Utterly worthless.

The

Trial and

execution
of Cornish.

West was over. The slaughter in
The government was peculiarly
among the great Whig merchants of

slaughter in the

London was about to

begin.

desirous to find victims

They had,

the City.

been a fbrmidable
They were wealthy;
of many noblemen and

in the last reign,

part of the strength of the opposition.

and

their wealth

was not,

like that

country gentlemen, protected by entail against forfeiture.
In the case of Grey, and of men situated like him, it was impossible to gratify cruelty and rapacity at once: but a rich
trader might be both hanged and plundered.

mercial grandees,

Popery and

The com-

however, though in general hostile to
power, had yet been too scrupulous

to arbitrary

or too timid to incur the guilt of high treason.

One of

the

most considerable among them was Henry Cornish. He had
been an Alderman under the old charter of the City, and had
the office of Sheriff when the question of the Exclusion
occupied the public mind. In politics he was a Whig:
but
:

filled

Bill

his religious opinions leaned towards Presbyterianism
his

temper was cautious and moderate.

It is

not proved by

trustworthy evidence that he ever approached the verge of

He

had, indeed, when Sheriff, been very unwilling
to employ as his deputy a man so violent and unprincipled as
Goodenough. When the Rye House Plot was discovered,
treason.

great hopes were entertained at Whitehall that Cornish would

appear to have been concerned: but these hopes were disOne of the conspirators, indeed, Johnlluinsey,
to' swear anything: but a single witness was not

appointed.

was ready

and no second witness could be found. More than
two years had since elapsed. Cornish thought himself safe;
sufficient;
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but the eye of the tyrant was upon him. Goodenough , terri- c “* p
fied by the near prospect of death, and still harbouring malice "ImsT
on account of the unfavourable opinion which had always
been entertained of him by his old master, consented to
testimony which had hitherto been wanting.
Cornish was arrested while transacting business on the Exchange, was hurried to gaol, was kept there some days in
solitary confinement, and was brought altogether unprepared

supply the

to the bar of the

Old

The case against him
Rumsey and Goodenough.

Bailey.

wholly on the evidence of

rested

Both

were, by their own confession, accomplices in the plot with
which they charged the prisoner. Both were impelled by the
strongest pressure of hope and fear to criminate him. Evidence was produced which proved that Goodenough was also
under the influence of personal enmity. Rumsey’s story was
inconsistent with the story which he had told when he ap->
peared as a witness against Lord Russell. But these things
were urged in vain. On the bench sate three judges who had
been with Jeffreys in the West; and it was remarked by those
who watched their deportment that they had come back from
the carnage of Taunton in a fierce and excited state. It is
indeed but too true that the taste for blood is a taste which
even men not naturally cruel may, by habit, speedily acquire.
The bar and the bench united to browbeat the unfortunate
Whig. The jury', named by a courtly Sheriff, readily found
a verdict of guilty; and, in spite of the indignant murmurs
of the public, Cornish suffered death within ten days after he
had been arrested. That no circumstance of degradation
might be wanting, the gibbet was set up where King Street
meets Cheapside, in sight of the house where he had long
lived in general respect, of the Exchange where his credit
had always stood high, and of the Guildhall where he had
distinguished himself as a popular leader.
He died with
courage and with many pious expressions, but showed, by
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look and gesture, such strong resentment at the barbarity and
^imsT" injustice with which he had been treated, that his enemies
'spread a calumnious report concerning him. He was drunk,
they said, or out of his mind , when he was turned off. William
Penn, however, who stood near the gallows, and whose
prejudices were all on the side of the government, afterwards
said that he could see in Cornish's deportment nothing but the
natural indignation of an innocent man slain under the forms
of law. The head of the murdered magistrate was placed over

the Guildhall.*

tions of

Black as this case was, it was not the blackest which disgraced the sessions of that autumn at the Old Baily. Among

find Eliza-

the persons concerned in the Ilyo

»nd
execu-

Triji

gIml

named James Burton.

By

his

own

House Plot

.was a

man

confession he had been

present when the design of assassination was discussed by his

When the conspiracy was detected, a reward
was offered for his apprehension. He was saved from death
by an ancient matron of the Baptist persuasion, named Elizabeth Gaunt. This woman, with the peculiar manners and
phraseology which then distinguished her sect, had a large
charity. Her life was passed in relieving the unhappy of all
religious denominations, and she was well known as a constant visitor of the gaols. Her political and theological opinions, as well as her compassionate disposition, led her to do
everything in her power for Burton. She procured a boat
which took him to Gravesend, where ho got on board of a
ship bound for Amsterdam. At the moment of parting she
put into his hand a sum of money which, for her means, was
very large. Burton, after living sometime in exile, returned
to England with Monmouth, fought at Sedgemoor, fled to
London, and took refuge in the house of John Femley, a
accomplices.

• Trial

of Cornish in the Collection of State Trials; Sir J. Ilawles's
Trial; Burnet, i. 621.; Bloody Assizes; Slat. 1

Remarks on Mr. Cornish’s
Gul.

& Mar.
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Femley was very poor. He was cn * p
He knew that a reward of a hundred ~i 6si.

*

pounds had been offered by the government for the apprehension of Burton.
But the honest man was incapable of
come under the
shadow of his roof. Unhappily it was soon noised abroad
that the anger of James was more strongly excited against
those who harboured rebels than against the rebels themselves.
He had publicly declared that of all forms of treason
the hiding of traitors from his vengeance was the most unpardonable. Burton knew this. He delivered himself up to
the government; and he gave information against Femley
and Elizabeth Gaunt.
They were brought to trial. The
villain whose life they had preserved had the heart and the
forehead to appear as the principal witness against them.
They were convicted. Fernley was sentenced to the gallows,
Elizabeth Gaunt to the stake. Even after all the horrors of
that year, many thought it impossible that these judgments
should be carried into execution. But the King was without
pity.
Femley was hanged. Elizabeth Gaunt was burned
alive at Tyburn on the same day on which Cornish suffered
death in Cheapside. She left a paper written, indeed, in no
graceful style, yet such as was read by many thousands with
compassion and horror. “My fault,” she said, “was one
which a prince might well have forgiven. I did but relieve a
poor family, and lo! I must die for it.” She complained
betraying one who, in extreme peril, had

of the insolence of the judges, of the ferocity of the gaoler,

and of the tyranny of him, the great one of

all,

to

whose

pleasure she and so many other victims had been sacrificed.
In as far as they had injured herself, she forgave them: but,
in that they were implacable enemies of that good cause which

would yet revive and flourish, she left them to the judgment
of the King of Kings. To the last she preserved a tranquil
courage, which reminded the spectators of the most heroic
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deaths of which they had read in Fox.

'

’

1685.

William Penn, for
humane men generally avoid seem
attraction,
had
a
strong
hastened
from Cheapsidej
have
where he had seen Cornish hanged, to Tyburn, in order to
see Elizabeth Gaunt burned.
He afterwards related that,

whom

exhibitions which

to

when she calmly disposed
manner

the straw about her in such a

as to shorten her sufferings, all the bystanders burst

It was much noticed that, while the foulest judimurder which had disgraced even those times was perhad not been known
since that great hurricane© which had raged round the death
bed of Oliver. The oppressed Puritans reckoned up, not
without a gloomy satisfaction, the houses which had been
blown down, and the ships which had been cast away, and
derived some consolation from thinking that heaven was

into tears.
cial

petrating, a tempest burst forth, such as

bearing awful testimony against the iniquity which afflicted
Since that terrible day no woman has suffered
death in England for any political offence. •
It was not thought that Goodenough had yet earned his

the earth.

Trial
C

and

of BateIn,n -

a

pardon. The government was bent on destroying a victim
of no high rank, a surgeon in the city, named Bateman. He
had attended Shaftesbury professionally, and had been a
zealous Exclusionist. He may possibly have been privy to
the Whig plot; but it is certain that he had not been one of
the leading conspirators for, in the great mass of depositions
published by the government, his name occurs only once,
and then not in connection with any crime bordering on high
treason. From his indictment, and from the scanty, account
which remains of his trial, it seems clear that he was not even
accused of participating in the design of murdering the royal
brothers. The malignity with which so obscure a man, guilty
;

*

Trials of Fernley and Elizabeth Gaunt, in the Collection of State
Sir J. Bramston’s Memoirs;

Trials; Burnet, i. 649. } Bloody Assizes;
Luttrell’s Diary, Oct. 23. 1635.
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of so slight an offence, was hunted down, while traitors far CH* P
more criminal and far more eminent were allowed to ransom ~iasT
themselves by giving evidence against him, seemed to require
explanation ; and a disgraceful explanation was found. When
-

Newgate insenall thought, in the last agony, he had been bled
wounds had been dressed by Bateman. This was an
offence not to be forgiven. Bateman was arrested and indicted.
The witnesses against him were men of infamous
character, men, too, who were swearing for their own lives.
None of them had yet got his pardon; and it was a popular
saying, that they fished for prey, like tame cormorants, with
ropes round their necks. The prisoner, stupifiedby illness,
was unable to articulate or to understand what passed. His
son and daughter stood by him at the bar. They read as
well as they could some notes which he had set down, and
examined his witnesses. It was to little purpose. He was
convicted, hanged, and quartered.*
Never, not even under the tyranny of Laud, had the con- [“s'e'cn£
dition of the Puritans been so deplorable as at that time. ° n 0 f _
e p o
Never had spies been so actively employed in detecting con- ^.sUnt
gregations. Never had magistrates, grand jurors, rectors senter*.
and churchwardens been so much on the alert. Many DissenOates, after his scourging, was carried into
sible,

and

and, as

his

{|)

I

were cited before the ecclesiastical courts. Others found
necessary to purchase the connivance of the agents of the

ters
it

government by presents of hogsheads of wine and of gloves
stuffed with guineas. It was impossible for the separatists to
pray together without precautions such as are employed by
coiners and receivers of stolen goods. The places of meeting
were frequently changed. Worship was performed sometimes
just before break of day and sometimes at dead of night.
,

* Bateman's
Trial in the Collection of State Trials; Sir John
Hawles’s Remarks. It is worth while to compare Thomas Lee’s evidence
on this occasion with bis confession previously published by authority.
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Round

the building where tho little Hock was gathered together

wero posted to give the alarm if a stranger drew near.
The minister in disguise was introduced through the garden
and the back yard. In some houses there were trap doors
through which in case of danger, he might descend. Where
Nonconformists lived next door to each other, the walls wero
often broken open, and secret passages were made from
dwelling to dwelling. No psalm was sung; and many contrivances wero used to prevent the voice of the preacher, in
his moments of fervour, from being heard beyond the walls.
Yet, with all this care, it was often found impossible to elude
the vigilance of informers. In the suburbs of London, especially, the law was enforced with the utmost rigour.
Several
opulent gentlemen were accused of holding conventicles.
Their houses were strictly searched, and distresses wero
The
levied to the amount of many thousands of pounds.
fiercer and bolder sectaries, thus driven from the shelter of
roofs, met in the open air, and determined to repel force by
A Middlesex justice, who had learned that a nightly
force.
prayer meeting was held in a gravel pit about two miles from
London, took with him a strong body of constables, broke in
upon the assembly, and seized the preacher. But the congregation, which consisted of about two hundred men, soon
rescued their pastor, and put the magistrate and his officers
to flight.* This, however, was no ordinary occurrence. In
general the Puritan spirit seemed to be more effectually cowed
The
at this conjuncture than at any moment before or since.
Tory pamphleteers boasted that not one fanatic dared to move
tongue or pen in defence of his religious opinions. Dissenting
ministers, however blameless in life, however eminent for
learning and abilities, could not venture to walk the streets
for fear of outrages, which were not only not repressed, but
encouraged, by those whose duty it was to preserve the peace.
sentinels

,

•

Ciuers, Oct. if. 1685 .
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Some

divines of great

fame were

in prison.

cn AP

Among these wa9

Richard Baxter. Others, who had, during a quarter of a
century, borne up against oppression, now lost heart, and
quitted the kingdom. Among these was John Howe. Great
numbers of persons who had been accustomed to frequent
conventicles repaired to the parish churches. It was remarked
that the schismatics who had been terrified into this show of
conformity might easily be distinguished by the difficulty
which they had in finding out the collect, and by the awkward
manner in which they bowed at the name of Jesus. •
Through many years the autumn of 1685 was remembered
by the Nonconformists as a time of misery and terror. Yet in
that autumn might be discerned the first faint indications of
a great turn of fortune; and before eighteen months had
elapsed, the intolerant King and the intolerant Church were

1

i&ss.

eagerly bidding against each other for the support of the party

which both had so deeply injured.
* Neal’s History of the Puritans, Calamy’s Account of the ejected
Ministers, and the Nonconformist Memorial, contain abundant proofs
of the severity of this persecution. Howe's farewell letter to his floCk
will be found in the interesting life of that great man, by Mr. Rogers.
Howe complains that he could not venture to show himself in the streets
of London, and that bis health had suffered from want of air and exercise. Rut the most vivid picture of the distress of the Nonconformists is
furnished by their deadly enemy, Leslrange, in the Observators of September and October, 1685.
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The
power of
Janies at
the
height.

James was now

VI.

power and prosperity.
England and in Scotland he had vanquished his
enemies, and had punished them with a severity which had
indeed excited their bitterest hatred, but had, at the same

Both

time,

at the height of

in

The Whig party
The name of Whig was never used except
The Parliament was devoted to the

effectually quelled their courage.

seemed

extinct.

as a term of reproach.

King; and it was in his power to keep that Parliament to the
end of his reign. The Church was louder than ever in professions of attachment to him , and had , during the late insurrection, acted up to those professions. The Judges were his
tools; and if they ceased to be so, it was in his power to remove them. The corporations were filled with his creatures.
His revenues far exceeded those of his predecessors. His
pride rose high. He was not the same man who, a few months
before, in doubt whether his throne might not be overturned
in an hour, had implored foreign help with unkingly supplications, and had accepted it with tears of gratitude. Visions
of dominion and glory rose before him. He already saw himself, in imagination, the umpire of Europe, the champion of
many states oppressed by one too powerful monarchy. So
early as the month of June he had assured the United Provinces that, as soon as the affairs of England were settled, he
would show the world how little he feared France. In conformity with these assurances, he, within a
battle

month

after the

of Sedgemoor, concluded with the States General a

defensive treaty, framed in the very spirit of the Triple
It was regarded, both at the Hague and at Versailles, as a most significant circumstance that Halifax, who
was the constant and mortal enemy of French ascendency,

League.
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and who had scarcely ever before been consulted on any grave
affair since the beginning of the reign, took the lead on this
occasion , and seemed to have the royal ear. It was a circumstance not less significant that no previous communication was
made to Barillon. Both he and his master were taken by surprise. Lewis was much troubled, and expressed great, and

vi.
16S5.

not unreasonable, anxiety as to the ulterior designs of the
prince who had lately been his pensioner and vassal. There
were strong rumours that William of Orange was busied in
organizing a great confederacy, which was to include both
branches of the House of Austria, the United Provinces, the
kingdom of Sweden, and the electorate of Brandenburg. It
now seemed that this confederacy would havo at its head the
King and Parliament of England.*

In fact, negotiations tending to such a result were actually ids
foreign
opened. Spain proposed to form a close alliance with James policy.
and he listened to the proposition with favour, though it was
evident that such an alliance would be little less than a declaration of war against Prance. But he postponed his final
decision till after the Parliament should havo reassemblod.
The fate of Christendom depended on the temper in which
he might then find the Commons. If they were disposed to
acquiesce in his plans of domestic government, there would
be nothing to prevent him from interfering with vigour and
authority in the great dispute which must soon be brought to
an issue on the Continent. If they were refractory, he must
relinquish all thought of arbitrating between contending
nations, must again implore French assistance, must again

submit to French dictation, must sink into a potentate of the
and must indemnify himself for the contempt with which he would be regarded abroad by triumphs
over law and public opinion at home.

third or fourth class,

A.

* A vagi Neg., Aug.
1685; Despatch of Cillers and his colleagues,
inclosing the treaty, Aug. }{. ; Lewis to Darilloo, Aug.
|J.
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seemed, indeed, that

it would not be easy for him to
demand more than the Commons were disposed to give.
Already they had abundantly proved that they were desirous
to maintain his prerogatives unimpaired, and that they were
by no means extreme to mark his encroachments on the rights
of the people. Indeed, eleven twelfths of the members were
either dependents of the court, or zealous Cavaliers from the
There were few things which such an assembly
country.
could pertinaciously refuse to the Sovereign; and, happily
for the nation, those few things were the very things on which

It

James had set his heart.
The Hakeas Corpus Act.

The
standing
army.

One of his objects was to obtain a repeal of the Habeas
Corpus Act, which he hated, as it was natural that a tyrant
should hate the most stringent curb that ever legislation
imposed on tyranny. This feeling remained deeply fixed in
bis mind to the last, and appears in the instructions which he
drew up, in exile, for the guidance of his son.* But the
Habeas Corpus Act, though passed during the ascendency
of the Whigs, was not more dear to the Whigs than to the
Tories. It is indeed not wonderful that this great law should
be highly prized by all Englishmen without distinction of
party: for it is a law which, not by circuitous, but by direct
operation,, adds to the security and happiness of every inhabitant of the realm.**
James had yet another design, odious to the party which
had set him on the throne and which had upheld him there.
He wished to form a great standing army. He had taken
advantage of the late insurrection to make large additions to
the military force which his brother had left. The bodies now
designated as the first six regiments of dragoon guards, tbo
• Instructions headed,
the Stuart Papers.
••

“For my son

the Prince of Wales, 1692,” in

*

most bigoted of Tories,
“is the single advantage which our government has over that
of other countries.”

“The Habeas Corpus,”

said Johnson, the

to Boswell,
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and fourth regiments of dragoons, and the nine regiments of infantry of the line, from the seventh to the fifteenth
inclusive, had just been raised.* The effect of these augmentations, and of the recall of the garrison of Tangier, was that
the number of regular troops in England had, in a few months,
been increased from 6ix thousand to near twenty thousand.
No English King had ever, in time of peace, had such a force
at his command. Yet even with this force James was not
content.
He often repeated that no confidence could be
placed in the fidelity of the trainbands, that they sympathized
with all the passions of the class to which they belonged,
that, at Sedgemoor, there had been more militia men in the
rebel army than in the royal encampment, and that, if the
throne had been defended only by the array of the counties,
Monmouth would have marched in triumph from Lyme to
London.
The revenue, large as it was when compared with that of
former Kings, barely sufficed to meet this new charge. A
great part of the produce of the new taxes was absorbed by
third

the naval expenditure.

At the

ci^p.
J6a 5 .

close of the late reign the

whole cost of the army, the Tangier regiments included, had
been under three hundred thousand pounds a year. Six
hundred thousand pounds a year would not now suffice.** If
any further augmentation were made, it would be necessary
1 o demand a supply from Parliament
and it was not likely that
Parliament would be in a complying mood. The very name
of standing army was hateful to the whole nation, andjto no
part of the nation more hateful than to the Cavalier gentlemen
who filled the Lower House. In their minds a standing army
;

* See the Historical Records of Regiments, published under the supervision of the Adjutant General.
** ltarillon, Dec. * . 1685.
He had studied the subject much. “C’est
Tf
tin detail,” he says, “dont j’ai connoissance.”
It appears from the
Treasury Warrant Book that the charge of the army for the year 1681 was
fixed on the first of January at 623, UH/. 9*. lid.
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W as inseparably associated with the Rump, with the Protector,
w *th the spoliation of the Church with the purgation of the
,

Universities,

with the abolition of the peerage,

with the

murder of the King, with the sullen reign of the Saints, with
cant and asceticism, with fines and sequestrations, with the
insults which Major Generals, sprung from the dregs of the
people, had offered to the oldest and most honourable families
of the kingdom. There was, moreover, scarcely a baronet
or a squire in the Parliament who did not owe part of his
importance in his own county to his rank in the militia. If
that national force were set aside, the gentry of England must
much of their dignity and influence. It was therefore
probable that the King would find it more difficult to obtain
funds for the support of his army than even to obtain the

lose

repeal of the Habeas Corpus Act.
Design*

But both the designs which have been mentioned were

or ihe

subordinate to one great design on which the King’s whole

tathohc

soul was bent, but which was abhorred by those

reiigion.

Tory gentle-

men w jj Q were ready

to shed their blood for his rights, abChurch which had never, during three generahorred by
tions of civil discord, wavered in fidelity to his house, abhorred even by that army on which, in the last extremity, he
must rely.
His religion was still under proscription. Many rigorous
laws against Roman Catholics appeared on the Statute Book,
and had, within no long time, been rigorously executed. The
Test Act excluded from civil and military office all who
dissented from the Church of England ; and, by a subsequent
Act, passed when the fictions of Oates had driven the nation
wild, it had been provided that no person should sit in either
House of Parliament without solemnly abjuring the doctrine
of transubstantiation. That the King should wish to obtain
for the Church to which he belonged a complete toleration
was natural and right; nor is there any reason to doubt that,

that
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by a little patience, prudence, and justice, such a toleration
might have been obtained.
The extreme antipathy and dread with which the English
people regarded his religion was not to be ascribed solely or
chiefly to theological animosity.
That salvation might be
found in the Church of Rome, nay, that some members of
that Church had been among the brightest examples of Christian virtue, was admitted by all divines of the Anglican communion and by the most illustrious Nonconformists. It is
notorious that the penal laws against Popery were strenuously
defended by many who thought Arianism, Quakerism, and
Judaism more dangerous, in a spiritual point of view, than
Popery, and who yet showed no disposition to enact similar
laws against Arians, Quakers, or Jews.
It is easy to explain why the Roman Catholic was treated
with less indulgence than was shown to men who renounced
the doctrine of the Nicene fathers, and even to men who had
not been admitted by baptism within the Christian pale.
There was among the English a strong conviction that the
Roman Catholic, where the interests of his religion were concerned, thought himself free from all the ordinary rules of
morality, nay, that he thought it meritorious to violate those
rules if, by so doing, he could avert injury or reproach from
the Church of which he was a member. Nor was this opinion
destitute of a show of reason. It was impossible to deny that
Roman Catholic casuists of great eminence had written in

CHAP.
VI.
1C8S.

defence of equivocation, of mental reservation, of perjury,
and even of assassination. Nor, it was said, had the speculabeen barren of results.
The massacre of Saint Bartholomew, the murder of the first

tions of this odious school of sophists

William of Orange, the murder of Henry the Third of France,
the numerous conspiracies which had been formed against the

of Elizabeth, and, above all, the gunpowder treason,
were constantly cited as instances of the close connection

life

Macaulay, History.

11.

16
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between vicious theory and vicious practice. It was alleged
that every one of these crimes had been prompted or applauded by Roman Catholic divines. The letters which
Everard Digby wrote in lemon juice from the Tower to his
wife had recently been published, and were often quoted.
He was a scholar and a gentleman, upright in all ordinary
dealings and strongly impressed with a sense of duty to God.
Yet he had been deeply concerned in the plot for blowing up
King, Lords, and Commons, and had, on the brink of eternity, declared that it was incomprehensible to him how any
,

Roman

The

Catholic should think such a design sinful.

in-

ference popularly drawn from these things was that, however
fair the

general character of a Papist might bo, there was no

excess of fraud or cruelty of which he was not capable

when

the safety and honour of his Church were at stake.

The

to be
of this opinion. It was to
no purpose that the accused Roman Catholic appealed to the
integrity, humanity, and loyalty which he had shown through
the whole course of his life. It was to no purpose that he
called crowds of respectable witnesses, of his own persuasion,
to contradict monstrous romances invented by the most infamous of mankind.
It was to no purpose that, with the
halter round his neck, he invoked on himself the whole
vengeance of the God before whom, in a few moments, be
must appear, if he had been guilty of meditating any ill to his
prince or to his Protestant fellow countrymen. The evidence
which he produced in his favour proved only how little Popish
oaths were worth. His very virtues raised a presumption of
his guilt.
That he had before him death and judgment in
immediate prospect only made it more likely that he would
deny what, without injury to the holiest of causes, he could
not confess. Among the unhappy men who were convicted
of the murder of Godfrey was one Protestant of no high

extraordinary success of the fables of Oates

is

chiefly ascribed to the prevalence
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Henry Berry.

a remarkable and well attested

It is

circumstance, that Berry’s last words did more to shake the
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credit of the plot than the dying declarations of all the pious

and honourable Homan Catholics who underwent the same
fate."
It was not only by the ignorant populace, it was not only
by zealots in whom fanaticism had extinguished all reason and
Roman Catholic was regarded as a man the
very tenderness of whose conscience might make him a false
witness, an incendiary, or a murderer, as a man who, where
his Church was concerned, shrank from no atrocity and could
be bound by no oath. If there were in that age two persons
inclined by their judgment and by their temper to toleration,
those persons were Tillotson and Locke.
Yet Tillotson,
whose indulgence for various kinds of schismatics and heretics
brought on him the reproach of heterodoxy, told the House
of Commons from the pulpit that it was their duty to make

charity, that the

of a religion more
of a religion which de-

effectual provision against the propagation

mischievous than irreligion

manded from
first

its

itself,

followers services directly opposed to the

His temper, he truly said, was
but his duty to the community forced him to
He declared that, in his

principles of morality.

prone to

lenity;

be, in this one instance, severe.

judgment, Pagans who had never heard the name of Christ,
and who were guided only by the light of nature, were more
trustworthy members of civil society than men who had been
formed in the schools of the Popish casuists.** Locke, in the
celebrated treatise in which he laboured to show that even the
grossest forms of idolatry' ought not to be prohibited under
penal sanctions, contended that the Church which taught men
not to keep faith with heretics had no claim to toleration. ***
*

Burnet, i.447.

** Tillotson’s
5. 1678.

Sermon

,

preached before the House of Commons,

Not.

'*•

Locke, First Letter on Toleration.

16 *
i
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evident that, in such circumstances,

— service which

“Tciir

the greatest

an English Roman Catholic could render to his

brethren in the faith was to convince the public that, whatever some rash men might, in times of violent excitement,
have written or done , his Church did not hold that any end

could sanctify means inconsistent with morality. And this
great service it was in the power of James to render. He was
King. He was more powerful than any English King had

been within the memory of the oldest man. It depended on
him whether the reproach which lay on his religion should be
taken away or should be made permanent;
Had ho conformed to the laws, had he fulfilled his promises, had he abstained from employing any unrighteous
iqethods for the propagation of his

own

theological tenets,

had he suspended the operation of the penal

statutes

by a

large exercise of his unquestionable prerogative of mercy,

but, at the same time, carefully abstained from violating the
civil

or ecclesiastical constitution of the realm, the feeling of
must have undergone a rapid change. So con-

his people

spicuous an example of good faith punctiliously observed by a
Popish prince towards a Protestant nation would have quieted
the public apprehensions. Men who saw that a Roman Catholic might safely be suffered to direct the whole executive
administration, to command the army and navy, to convoke
and dissolve the legislature, to appoint the Bishops and Deans
of the Church of England, would soon have ceased to fear
that any great evil would arise from allowing a Roman Catholic
to be captain of a company or alderman of a borough.
It is
probable that, in a few years, the sect so long detested by the
nation would, with general applause, have been admitted to
office

and to Parliament.

If, on the other hand, James should attempt to promote
the interest of his Church by violating the fundamental laws

of his kingdom and the solemn promises which ho had re-
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had been the fashion

to
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Catholic religion would bo con-

sidered by all Protestants as fully established. For, if ever a
Roman Catholic could be expected to keep faith with heretics,
James might have been expected to keep faith with the
Anglican clergy. To them he owed his crown. But for their
strenuous opposition to the Exclusion Bill he would have
been a banished man. He had repeatedly and emphatically
acknowledged his obligation to them, and had vowed to maintain them in all their legal rights. If he could not be bound
by ties like these, it must be evident that, where his superstition was concerned, no tie of gratitude or of honour could
bind him. To trust him would thenceforth be impossible;
and, if his people could not trust him, what member of his
Church could they trust? He was not supposed to be constitutionally or habitually treacherous.

To his

blunt manner,

and to his want of consideration for the feelings of others he
owed a much higher reputation for sincerity than he at all
deserved. His eulogists affected to call him James the Just.
If then it should appear that, in turning Papist, he had also
turned dissembler and promise-breaker, what conclusion was
likely to be drawn by a nation already disposed to believe
that Popery had a pernicious influence on the moral cha,

racter?

On

many of the most eminent Roman Ca- violation
of that age, and among them the Supreme Pontiff, Test Act.
were of opinion that the interest of their Church in our island
would be most effectually promoted by a moderate and constitutional policy.
But such reasoning had no effect on the
slow understanding and imperious temper of James. In his
eagerness to remove the disabilities under which the professors of his religion lay, he took a course which convinced
the most enlightened and tolerant Protestants of his time that
these grounds

tholics
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were

his policy the English

lawless

essential to the safety of the state.

Roman

Catholics

owed

To

three years of

and insolent triumph, and a hundred and

forty years

of subjection and degradation.

Many members

of his Church held commissions in the
newly raised regiments. This breach of the law for a time
passed uncensured: for men were not disposed to note every
irregularity which was committed by a King suddenly called
to defend his crown and his life against rebels.
But the
danger was now over. The insurgents had been vanquished
and punished. Their unsuccessful attempt had strengthened
the government which they had hoped to overthrow. Yet
still James continued to grant commissions to unqualified
persons; and speedily it was* announced that he was determined to be no longer bound by the Test Act, that he hoped

upon

to induce the Parliament to repeal that Act, but that, if the

Disgrace
or IMlitai.

Parliament proved refractory, he would not the less have his
own way.
As soon as this was known, a deep murmur, the forerunner of a tempest, gave him warning that the spirit before
which his grandfather, his father, and his brother had been

compelled to recede, though dormant, was not extinct;
Halifax did not
first in the cabinet.
attempt to conceal his disgust and alarm. At the Council
board he courageously gave utterance to those feelings which,
as it soon appeared, pervaded the whole nation. None of his
colleagues seconded him; and the subject dropped. He was
summoned to the royal closet, and had two long conferences
with his master. James tried the effect of compliments and
Opposition appeared

blandishments, but to no purpose. Halifax positively refused
to promise that

he would give

his vote in the

House of Lords
Habeas Corpus

for the repeal either of the Test Act or of the

Act.

Some

of those

who were about

the

King advised him
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on the eve of the meeting of Parliament, to drive the most
eloquent and accomplished statesman of the age into opposi-

They

tion.

c ”) p

-

"

1

,

fi85

represented that Halifax loved the dignity and

emoluments of office, that, while he continued to be Lord
it would be hardly possible for him to put forth
his whole strength against the government, and that to dismiss
him from his high post was to emancipate him from all restraint.
The King was peremptory. Halifax was informed
that his services were no longer needed; and his name was
struck out of the Council Book. *
His dismission produced a great sensation not only in ®*'coaEngland, but also at Paris, at Vienna, and at the Hague ,ent
for it was well known, that he had always laboured to counteract the influence exercised by the court of Versailles on
English affairs. Lewis expressed great pleasure at the news.
The ministers of the United Provinces and of the House of
Austria, on the other hand, extolled the wisdom and virtue
of the discarded statesman in a manner which gave great
offence at Whitehall. James was particularly angry with the
President,

-

secretary of the imperial legation,

who

that the eminent service which Halifax

did not scruple to say

had performed

in the

debate on the Exclusion Bill had been requited with gross
ingratitude. **

soon became clear that Halifax would have many folA portion of the Tories, with their old leader,
Danby, at their head, began to hold Whiggish language.
It

lowers.

Even the

prelates hinted that there was a point at which the
due to the prince must yield to higher considerations.
The discontent of the chiefs of the army was still more extraordinary and still more formidable. Already began to appear
the first symptoms of that feeling which, three years later,

loyalty

•

Council Book.

Tho erasure

is

dated Oct. 21. 1685.

Halifax to

Chesterfield; Barillon, Oct. If.
•* Barillon,

1685; Lewis to Barillon,

\

No r.
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less,

impelled so

French
nofj“*”

desert the royal

standard.
scruple had on a
sudden become strangely scrupulous. Churchill gently whispered that the King was going too far. Kirke, just returned
from his western butchery, 6wore to stand by the Protestant
religion.
Even if he abjured the faith in which he had been
bred, he would never, he said, become a Papist.
He was
already bespoken. If ever he did apostatize, he was bound
by a solemn promise to the Emperor of Morocco to turn Mus-

sulman.
persccu-

many officers of high rank to
Men who had never before had a

*

While the nation, agitated by many strong emotions,
looked anxiously forward to the reassembling of the Houses,
tidings, which increased the prevailing excitement, arrived
from France.
The long and heroic struggle which the Huguenots had
maintained against the French government had been brought
to a final close by the ability and vigour of Richelieu. That
great statesman vanquished them; but he confirmed to them
the liberty of conscience which had been bestowed on them
by the edict of Nantes. They were suffered, under' some
restraints of no galling kind, to worship God according to
their own ritual, and to write in defence of their own doctrine.
They were admissible to political and military employment;
nor did their heresy, during a considerable time, practically
impede their rise in the' world. Some of them commanded
the armies of the state; and others presided over important
departments of the civil administration. At length a change
tqok place. Lewis the Fourteenth had, from an early age,
regarded the Calvinists with an aversion at once religious and
As a zealous Roman Catholic, he detested their
political.
theological dogmas. As a prince fond of arbitrary power, he
* There is a remarkable account of the first appearance of the symptoms of discontent among the Tories in a letter of Halifax to Chester-

field,- written in

October, 1685.

Burnet,

i.

684.
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detested those republican theories which were intermingled CHAP,
VI.

with the Genevese divinity.

He

gradually retrenched

all

the

1683.

which the schismatics enjoyed. He interfered
with the education of Protestant children, confiscated property bequeathed to Protestant consistories, and on frivolous
privileges

pretexts shut up Protestant churches.

The Protestant

minis-

The Protestant
were harassed by the tax gatherers.
magistrates were deprived of the honour of nobility. The
Protestant officers of the royal household were informed that
His Majesty dispensed with their services. Orders were given
that no Protestant should he admitted into the legal profession. The oppressed sect showed some faint signs of that
spirit which in the preceding century had bidden defiance to
the whole power of the House of Valois. Massacres and executions followed.
Dragoons were quartered in the towns
where the heretics were numerous, and in the country seats
of the heretic gentry; and the cruelty and licentiousness of
these rude missionaries was sanctioned or leniently censured
by the government. Still, however, the edict of Nantes,
though practically violated in its most essential provisions,
had not been formally rescinded and the King repeatedly
declared in solemn public acts that he was resolved to maintain it* But the bigots and flatterers who had his ear gave
him advice which he was but too willing to take. They represented to him that his rigorous policy had been eminently
successful, that little or no resistance had been made to his
will, that thousands of Huguenots had already been converted, that, if he would take the one decisive step which
yet remained, those who were still obstinate would speedily
submit, France would be purged from the taint of heresy,
and her prince would have earned a heavenly crown not less
glorious than that of Saint Lewis. These arguments prevailed.
The final blow was struck. The edict of Nantes was revoked;
and a crowd of decrees against the sectaries appeared in rapid
ters

;
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girls were tom from their parents and
sent to be educated in convents.
All Calvinistic ministers
were commanded either to abjure their religion or to quit

succession.

Boys and

their country within a fortnight.

The

other professors of the

faith were forbidden to leave the kingdom ; and, in
order to prevent them from making their escape, the outports

reformed

and

guarded. It was thought that the
from the evil shepherds, would soon
But in spite of all the vigilance of the
military police there was a vast emigration. It was calculated
that, in a few months, fifty thousand families quitted France
for ever. Nor were the refugees such as a country can well
spare. They were generally persons of intelligent minds, of
industrious habits, and of austere morals. In' the list are to
be found names eminent in war, in science, in literature, and
in art. Some of the exiles offered their swords to William
of Orange, and distinguished themselves by the fury with
which they fought against their persecutor. Others avenged
themselves with weapons still more formidable, and, by
means of the presses of Holland, England, and Germany,
inflamed, during thirty years, the public mind of Europe
against the French government.
A more peaceful class
erected silk manufactories in the eastern suburb of London.
One detachment of emigrants taught the Saxons to make the
stuffs and hats of which France had hitherto enjoyed a monopoly. Another planted the first vines in the neighbourhood
of the Capo of Good Hope. •
In ordinary circumstances the courts of Spain and of
Rome would have eagerly applauded a prince who had made
frontiers

were

strictly

flocks, thus separated

return to the true fold.

vigorous war on heresy.

by the
*

But such was the hatred inspired
and haughtiness of Lewis that, when he

injustice

The contemporary

this persecution are

rited

summary

will

tracts in various

innumerable.

be found

languages on the subject of

An eminently

in Voltaire's Si&cle

clear, terse,

and spi-

de Louis XIV.
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became a persecutor, the courts of Spain and Rome took the
side of religious liberty, and loudly reprobated the cruelty ‘‘TbssT"
of turning a savage and licentious soldiery loose on an unoffending people. • One cry of grief and rage rose from the
whole of Protestant Europe.
The tidings of the revocation of the edict of Nantes reached England about a week
before the day to which the Parliament stood adjourned.
It was clear then that the spirit of Gardiner and of Alva was
still the spirit of the Roman Catholic Church.
Lewis was not
inferior to James in generosity and humanity, and was certainly far superior to James in all the abilities and acquirements of a statesman. Lewis had, like James, repeatedly
promised to respect the privileges of his Protestant subjects.
Yet Lewis was now avowedly a persecutor of the reformed
religion. What reason was there, then, to doubt that James
waited only for an opportunity to follow the example? He
was already forming, in defiance of the law, a military force
officered to a great extent by Roman Catholics. Was there

anything unreasonable in the apprehension that this force

might be employed to do what the French dragoons had done?
James was almost as much disturbed as his subjects by the
conduct of the court of Versailles. In truth, that court had secution
ni
acted as if it had meant to embarrass and annoy him. He was Und.
about to ask from a Protestant legislature a full toleration for
Roman Catholics. Nothing, therefore,* could be more unwelcome to him than the intelligence that, in a neighbouring
country, toleration had just been withdrawn by a Roman
Catholic government from Protestants. His vexation was increased by a speech which the Bishop of Valence, in the name
•

“Misionarios embotados,” says Ronquillo. “Apostoli armati,"
There is, in the Mackintosh Collection, a remarkable

says Innocent.
letter

on

this

subject from Ronquillo

,

dated

1686.

See Venier,

Relatione di Francia, 1689, quoted by Professor kanlie in his Rhmischen
Papste, book viii.
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of the Gallican clergy, addressed at this time to Lewis the
Fourteenth. The pious Sovereign of England, the orator
6aid, looked to the most Christian King for support against
a heretical nation. It was remarked that the members of the
House of Commons showed particular anxiety to procure
copies of this harangue, and that it was read by all Englishmen
with indignation and alarm. • James was desirous to counteract the impression which these things had made , and was
also at that

moment by no means

unwilling to let

see that he was not the slave of France.
publicly that he disapproved of the

all

Europe

He therefore declared

manner

in

which the Hu-

guenots had been treated, granted to the exiles some relief
from his privy purse, and, by letters under his great seal,
In a very ‘few
compassion was feigned

invited his subjects to imitate his liberality.

months

it

became

clear that

all this

for the purpose of cajoling his Parliament, that he regarded

the refugees with mortal hatred, and that he regretted no-

much as his own inability to do what Lewis had done.
On the ninth of November the Houses met. The Commons
were summoned to the bar of the Lords and the King spoke
from the throne. His speech had been composed by himself.
He congratulated his loving subjects on the suppression of the
rebellion in the West: but he added that the speed with which
that rebellion had risen to a formidable height, and the length
of time during which it had continued to rage, must convince
all men how little dependence could be placed on the militia.
He had, therefore, made additions to the regular army. The
charge of that army would henceforth be more than double of
what it had been and ho trusted that the Commons would
grant him the means of defraying the increased expense. He
then informed his hearers that be had employed some officers
thing so

Meeting
of Parliament!
speech
of tho
King.

;

;

.

11

*
“Mi dicono che lutti quesli parlamentarii ne banno voluto copia,
che assolutamentc avri causate pessime impression!.”
Adda, Nov.
1685. See Evelyn’s Diary, Nov. 3.

—

•fo.
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who had not taken
public trust.

of

the test; but he

knew them

to

be

fit

c ^p.

for

'

He feared that artful men might avail themselves

this irregularity to disturb

i

68 5.

the harmony which existed

between himself and his Parliament. But he would speak
He was determined not to part with servants on whose
he could rely, and whose help he might perhaps soon

_

out.

fidelity

need.*
This explicit declaration that he had broken the laws An

oppo-

which were regarded by the nation as the chief safe-guards formed
of the established religion, and that he was resolved to per- nouse of
sist in breaking those laws, was not likely to sooth the excited m°on».
feelings of his subjects. The Lords, seldom disposed to take
the lead in opposition to a government, consented to vote him
formal thanks for what he had said. But the Commons were
in a less complying mood. When they had returned to their
own House there was a long silence ; and the faces of many of
the most respectable members expressed deep concern. At
length Middleton rose and moved the House to go instantly
into committee on the King’s speech: but Sir Edmund Jennings, a zealous Tory from Yorkshire, who was supposed to
speak the sentiments ofDanby, protested against this course,
and demanded time for consideration. Sir Thomas Clarges,
maternal uncle of the Duke of Albemarle, and long distinguished in Parliament as a man of business and a vigilant
steward of the public money, took the same side. The feeling
of the House could not be mistaken. Sir John Emley, Chancellor of the Exchequer, insisted that the delay should not
exceed forty-eight hours; but he was overruled; and it was
resolved that the discussion should be postponed for three
days.**
• Lords’ Journals, Nov. 9. 1685.
“Vengo assicurato,” says Adda,
“cbeS.M.stessa abbia composto il discorso.”— Despatch of Nov.]}. 1685.
** Commons’ Journals; Bramslon’s
Memoirs; James von Leeuwen
to the States General, Nov.
1685. Leeuvren was secretary of the Dutch
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interval

was well employed by those who took the
They had indeed no light work to

lead against the court.

perform.

The

In three days a country party was to be organized.

difficulty

of the task

is

in

our age not easily to be appre-

ciated; for in our age all the nation

may be

Baid to assist at

What

every deliberation of the Lords and Commons.

is

said

by tlie leaders of the ministry and of the opposition after midnight is read by the whole metropolis at dawn, by the inhabitants of Northumberland and Cornwall in the afternoon,
and in Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland on the morrow.
In our age, therefore, the stages of legislation, the rules of
the opinions, temper, and
of every active member of either House, are familiar
hundreds of thousands. Every man who now enters Parliament possesses what, in the seventeenth century, would
have been called a great stock of parliamentary knowledge.
Such knowledge was then to be obtained only by actual parliamentary service. The difference between an old and a
new member was as great as the difference between a veteran
soldier and a recruit just taken from the plough and James's
debate, the tactics of faction,
style

to

;

Parliament contained a most unusual proportion of new members, who had brought from their country seats to Westminster no political knowledge and

many

violent prejudices.

These gentlemen hated the Papists, but hated the Whigs not
less intensely, and regarded the King with superstitious veneTo form an opposition out of such materials was a
ration.
feat which required the most skilful and delicate management.

Some men of

great weight, however, undertook the work,

and performed
politicians,

it

with success.

who had not seats

On

advice and information.

embassy

,

Several experienced

and conducted the correspondence

As to Glances, see Burnet,

i.

Whig

gave useful
the day preceding that which

in that Parliament,

in the

absence of Citler*.

98.
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had been 'fixed for the debate, many meetings were held at chap.
which the leaders instructed the novices and it soon appeared "i6S5."""
that these exertions had not been thrown away.*
The foreign embassies were all in a ferment. It was well
of
understood that a few days would now decide the great ques- foreign
tion, whether the King of England was or was not to be the menu,
vassal of the King of France. The ministers of the House of
Austria were most anxious that James should give satisfaction
to his Parliament. Innocent had sent to London two persons
charged to inculcate moderation, both by admonition and
by example. One of them was John Leyburn , an English
Dominican, who had been secretary to Cardinal Howard,
and who with some learning and a rich vein of natural humour, was the most cautious, dexterous, and taciturn of
men. He had recently been consecrated Bishop of Adrumetum, and named Vicar Apostolic in Great Britain. Ferdinand, Count of Adda, an Italian of no eminent abilities, but
of mild temper and courtly manners, had been appointed
Nuncio.
These functionaries were eagerly welcomed by
James. No Roman Catholic Bishop had exercised spiritual
functions in the island during more than half a century. No
Nuncio had been received here during the hundred and
twenty-seven years which had elapsed since the death of
Mary. Leyburn was lodged in Whitehall, and received a
pension of a thousand pounds a year.
Adda did not yet
assume a public character. He passed for a foreigner of
rank whom curiosity had brought to London , appeared daily
at court, and was treated with high consideration. Both the
Papal emissaries did their best to diminish, as much as possible, the odium inseparable from the offices which they
filled, and to restrain the rash zeal of James.
The Nuncio,
in particular, declared that nothing could be more injurious
;

,

•

Barillon, Nov.

«.

J683
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Church of Rome than a rupture between
King and the Parliament. *
BariUon was active on the other side. The instructions
which he received from Versailles on this occasion well de-

CHAP, to the interests of the
VI.

1683 .

the

serve to be studied;

for they furnish a key to the policy

systematically pursued by his master towards

England during

the twenty years which preceded our revolution.

The advices

from Madrid, Lewis wrote, were alarming. Strong hopes
were entertained there that James would ally himself closely
with the House of Austria, as soon as he should be assured
that his Parliament would give him no trouble.
In these
circumstances, it was evidently the interest of France that
the Parliament should prove refractory. Barillon was therefore directed to act,

with

all

possible precautions against

At court he was to omit
no opportunity of stimulating the religious zeal and the kingly
it might be desirable to
have some secret communication with the malecontents. Such
communication would indeed be hazardous and would require
the utmost adroitness; yet it might perhaps be in the power
of the Ambassador, without committing himself or his government, to animate the zeal of the opposition for the laws
and liberties of England, and to let it be understood that
those laws and liberties were not regarded by his master with
an unfriendly eye.**
Lewis, when he dictated these instructions, did not foresee how speedily and how completely his uneasiness would be
detection, the part of a makebate.

pride of James ; but at the same time

* Dodd’s Church History, Leeuwen, Nov.
JJ. 1685; BariUon, Dec. 24.
1685. Barillon says of Adda, “On l'avoit fait prdvenir quo la surety et
l’avantage des Caiholiques consistoient dans une reunion enti&re de sa
Majesld Britannique et de son parlemem." Letters of Innocent to James,

and Nov.
and -5 ^7- 7 - 1685; Despatches of Adda, Nov.
The very interesting correspondence of Adda, copied from the
Papal archives, is in the British Museum; Additional MSS. No. 15395.
•* This most remarkable despatch bears date the -,^th of November
1685, and will be found in the Appendix to Mr. Fox’s History.

dated

'

4 j, 1685.
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removed by the obstinacy and stupidity of James. On the chap.
twelfth of November the House of Commons resolved itself “7^7"
into a

The Solicitor General, CommitThe debate was conducted Co mm 004

committee on the royal speech.

Hcneage Finch, was
by the

in the chair.

chiefs of the

address.

No

new country party

0

with rare tact and k",^

expression indicating disrespect to the Sover-

* l>ee ‘:h '

eign or sympathy for rebels* was suffered to escape.
The
western insurrection was always mentioned with abhorrence.

Nothing was said of the barbarities of Kirke and Jeffreys.
It was admitted that the heavy expenditure which had been
occasioned by the late troubles justified the King in asking
some further supply: but strong objections were made to
the augmentation of the army and to the infraction of the
Test Act.
The subject of the Test Act the courtiers appear to have
carefully avoided. They harangued, however, with some
force on the great superiority of a regular army to a militia.
One of them tauntingly asked whether the defence of the
kingdom was to be entrusted to the beef-eaters. Another said
that he should be glad to know how the Devonshire trainbands, who had fled in confusion before Monmouth’s scythemen, would have faced the household troops of Lewis. But
these arguments had little effect on Cavaliers who still remembered with bitterness the stem rule of the Protector.

The general

was forcibly expressed by the first of the
gentlemen of England, Edward Seymour. He
admitted that the militia was not in a satisfactory state, but
maintained that it might be remodelled. The remodelling
might require money; but, for his own part, he would rather
give a million to keep up a force from which he had nothing to
fear, than half a million to keep up a force of which ho must
ever be afraid. Let the trainbands be disciplined; let the
navy be strengthened; and the country would be secure. A

Tory

feeling

countr}'

standing army was at best a mere drain on the public retlacaulay, History. IL.

17
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soldier

was withdrawn from

all

useful labour.

VI.
1685.

He produced

nothing : he consumed the fruits of the industry
of other men; and he domineered over those by whom he was
supported. But the nation was now threatened, not only
with a standing army, but with a Popish standing army, with
a standing army officered by men who might be very amiable

and honourable, but who were'on principle enemies to the
Sir William Twisden, member
for the county of Kent, spoke on the same side with great
keenness and loud applause. Sir Richard Temple, one of
the few Whigs who bad a seat in that Parliament, dexterously
accommodating his speech to the temper of his audience,
reminded the House that a standing army had been found,
by experience, to be as dangerous to the just authority of
princes as to the liberty of nations. Sir John Maynard, the
most learned lawyer of his time , took part in the debate. He
was now more than eighty years old, and could well remember
the political contests of the reign of James the First. He had
sate in the Long Parliament, and had taken part with the
Roundheads, but had always been for lenient counsels, and
had laboured to bring about a general reconciliation. His
abilities, which age had not impaired, and his professional
knowledge, which had long overawed all Westminster Hall,
constitution of the realm.

commanded the

ear of the

House of Commons. He,

too, de-

clared himself against the augmentation of the regular forces.

much

was resolved that a supply should
be granted to the crown; but it was also resolved that a bill
should be brought in for making the militia more efficient.
This last resolution was tantamount to a declaration against
the standing army. The King was greatly displeased; and it
was whispered that, if things went on thus, the session would
not be of long duration.*
After

debate,

it

• Commons’ Journals, Nov. 12.
1685; Leeuwen, Nov. IJ.j Barillon,
Nov.)!-; Sir John Bramston’s Memoirs. The best report of the debates
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On the morrow the contention was renewed. The language
of the country party was perceptibly bolder and sharper than'
on the preceding day. That paragraph of the King’s speech
which related to supply preceded the paragraph which related

CHAP.
VI.
1685.

On this ground Middleton proposed that the
paragraph relating to supply should be first considered in
committee.
The opposition moved the previous question.
They contended that the reasonable and constitutional practo the test.

was to grant no money till grievances had been redressed,
and that there would be an end of this practice if the House
itself bound servilely to follow the order in which
matters were mentioned by the King from the throne.
The division was taken on the question whether Middleton’s motion should be put. The Noes were ordered by the
Speaker to go forth into the lobby. They resented this much,
and complained loudly of his servility and partiality: for they
conceived that, according to the intricate and subtle rule
which was then in force, and which, in our time, was superseded by a more rational and convenient practice, they were
entitled to keep their seats; and it was held by all the parliamentary tacticians of that age that the party which stayed
in the House had an advantage over the party which went
out; for the accommodation on the benches was then so deficient that no person who had been fortunate enough to get a
good seat was willing to lose it. Nevertheless, to the dismay
tice

thought

Commons

in November, 1(585, is one of which the history is someThere are two manuscript copies of it in the British
Harl. 1181.; Lans. 253. In these copies the names of the
speakers are given at length. The author of the Life of James published
in 1102 transcribed this report, but gave only the initials of the speakers.
The editors of Chandler's Debates and of the Parliamentary History
guessed from these initials at the names, and sometimes guessed wrong.
They ascribe to Waller a very remarkable speech, which will hereafter
be mentioned, and which was really made by Windham, member for
Salisbury. It was with some concern that I found myself forced to give
up the belief that the last words uttered in public by Waller were so

of ibe

what curious.

Museum,

honourable

to

him.

17

*
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many persons on whose votes the court had
depended were seen moving towards the door.

0 f the ministers,

— absolutely

Among them was Charles Fox, Paymaster of the Forces, and
son of Sir Stephen Fox, Clerk of the Green Cloth. The
Paymaster had been induced by his friends to absent himself
during part of the discussion. But his anxiety had become
insupportable.
He came down to the Speaker’s chamber,
heard part of the debate, withdrew, and, after hesitating for

an hour or two between conscience and five thousand pounds
a year, took a manly resolution and rushed into the House
Two officers of the army, Colonel John
Darcy, son of the Lord Conyers, and Captain James Kendall,
withdrew to the lobby. Middleton went down to the bar and
expostulated warmly with them. He particularly addressed
himself to Kendall, a needy retainer of the court, who had,
in obedience to the royal mandate, been sent to Parliament
by a packed corporation in Cornwall, and who had recently
obtained a grant of a hundred head of rebels sentenced to
transportation.
“Sir,” said Middleton, “have not you a
troop of horse in His Majesty’s service?” “Yes, my Lord,”
answered Kendall: “but my elder brother is just dead, and
has left me seven hundred a year.”
When the tellers had done their office it appeared that the
of
Ayes were one hundred and eighty-two, and the Noes one
hundred and eighty-three. In that House of Commons which
had been brought together by the unscrupulous use of chicanery, of corruption, and of violence, in that House of
Commons of which James had said that more than eleven
twelfths of the members were such as he would himself have
nominated, the court had sustained a defeat on a vital quesjust in time to vote.

Defeat
i*rn-°

“ enl

-

tion.*
*

Commons’ Journals, Nov.

13. I6S5; Bramston’s Memoirs; ReMemoirs; Rarillon, Nov. Jg. Leeuwen, Nov. if.; Memoirs of
Fox, 1117; The Case of the Church of England fairly
stated; Burnet, i* 666- and Speaker Onslow’s note.

resby’s

;

Sir Stephen
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In consequence of this vote the expressions -which the CHAP.
VI.

King had used respecting the test were, on the thirteenth of
November, taken into consideration. It was resolved, after

IS85.

much discussion, that an address should be presented to him,
reminding him that he could not legally continue to employ
officers who refused to qualify, and pressing him to give such
directions as might quiet the apprehensions and jealousies of
his people.*

A

motion was then made that the Lords should be reWhether this motion was

quested to join in the address.
honestly

made by the opposition,

in the

hope that the concur-

rence of the peers would add weight to the remonstrance, or
artfully made by the courtiers, in the hope that a breach between the Houses might be the consequence, it is now impossible to discover.

The proposition was rejected.**

The House then resolved itself into a committee, for the
purpose of considering the amount of supply to be granted.
The King wanted fourteen hundred thousand pounds: but
the ministers saw that it would be vain to ask for so large a
sum. The Chancellor of the Exchequer mentioned twelve
hundred thousand pounds.

The

chiefs of the opposition

Commons’ Journals, Nor. 1685; Harl. MS. 1187.; Lans. MS. 253.
The conflict of testimony on this subject is most extraordinary;
and , after long consideration I must own that the balance seems to mo
to be exactly poised. In the Life of James (1102), the motion is re•
*•

,

presented as a court motion. This account is confirmed by a remarkable passage in the Stuart Papers, which was corrected by the Pretender
himself. (Clarke’s Life of James the Second, ii. 55.) On the other hand,
Reresby, who was present, and Barilton, who ought to have been well
informed, represent the motion as an opposition motion. Th’e Harleian
and Lansdowne manuscripts differ in the single word on which the whole
depends. Unfortunately Bramslon was not at the House that day.
James Van Leeuwen mentions the motion and the division, but does not
add a word which can throw the smallest light on the slate of parlies.
I must own myself unable to draw with confidence any inference from
the names of the tellers, Sir Joseph Williamson and Sir Francis Russell
for the majority, and Lord Ancram and Sir Henry Goodricke for the
minority. 1 should have thought Lord Ancram likely to go with the
court, and Sir Henry Goodricke likely to go with the opposition.
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replied that to vote for such a grant would be to vote for the

VI.
11 . 85

.

"permanence of the present military establishment: they were
disposed to give only so much as might suffice to keep the
regular troops on foot till the militia could be remodelled;
and they therefore proposed four hundred thousand pounds.
The courtiers exclaimed against this motion as unworthy of
the House and disrespectful to the King: but they were manOne of the western members, John
fully encountered.

Windham, who
himself.

sate for Salisbury, especially distinguished

He had

always, he said, looked with dread and

aversion on standing armies
strengthened those feelings.

;

and recent experience had
to touch on a

He then ventured

theme which had hitherto been studiously avoided.
described the desolation of the western counties.

Second
defeat o f
the govern-,

meat.

He

The people,

he said, were weary of the oppression of the troops, weary
of free quarters, of depredations, of still fouler crimes which
the law called felonies, but for which, when perpetrated by
this class of felons, no redress could be obtained. The King’s
servants had indeed told the House that excellent rules had
been laid down for the government of the army; but none
could venture to say that these rules had been observed.
What, then, was the inevitable inference? Did not the contrast between the paternal injunctions issued from the throne
and the insupportable tyranny of the soldiers prove that the
army was even now too strong for the prince as well as for the
people?
The Commons might surely, with perfect consistency, while they reposed entire confidence in the intentions of His Majesty, refuse to make any addition to a force
which it was clear that His Majesty could not manage.
The motion that the sum to be granted should not exceed
four hundred thousand pounds, was lost by twelve votes.
This victory of the ministers was little better than a defeat.

The

leaders of the country party, nothing disheartened, re-

treated a

little,

made another

stand, and proposed the sura
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of seven hundred thousand pounds. Tho committee divided
again, and the courtiers were beaten by two hundred and i«85."~
twelve votes to one hundred and seventy. *
On the following day the Commons went in procession to ts« Kio*
Whitehall with their address on the subject of the test. The mind*
m'
King received them on his throne. The address was drawn mons.°
for the great
up in respectful and affectionate language
majority of those who had voted for it were zealously and even
superstitiously loyal, and had readily agreed to insert some
complimentary phrases, and to omit every word which the
courtiers thought offensive.
The answer of James was a cold
and sullen reprimand. He declared himself greatly displeased and amazed that the Commons should have profited
60 little by the admonition which he had given them. “But,”
said he, “however you may proceed on your part, I will
be very steady in all the promises which I have made to
you.” •*
The Commons reassembled in their chamber, discontented,
yet somewhat overawed. To most of them the King was still
;

an object of
injuries,

filial

and with

Three more years filled with
more galling than injuries, were
dissolve the ties which bound the Cavalier

reverence.
insults

scarcely sufficient to

gentry to the throne.

The Speaker repeated the substance of the King’s reply.
then the
There was, for some time, a solemn stillness
order of the day was read in regular course ; and the
House went into committee on the bill for remodelling the
;

militia.

In a few hours, however, the spirit of the opposition
When, at the close of the day, the Speaker resumed
the chair, Wharton, the boldest and most active of the for

revived.

,

Whigs
•

*•

,

m

proposed that a time should be appointed for taking

Commons’
Commons’

sped

to

ibe Kin*.

Journals, Nov. i6. 1685; Harl. MS. 1181.; Lans. MS. 235
Journals, Nov. 11, 18. 1685.
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John Coke, member for Derby, though a noted Tory, seconded Wharton.
“I hope,” he said, “that we are all Englishmen, and that
we shall not be frightened from our duty by a few high
words.”
It was manfully, but not wisely, spoken.
The whole
House was in a tempest. “Take down his words,” “To the
His Majesty's answer into consideration.

bar,”

“To the Tower,”

who were most

resounded from every

Those

side.

bo
reprimanded: but the ministers vehemently insisted that he
should be sent to prison. The House might pardon, they
said, offences committed against itself, but had no right to
pardon an insult offered to the crown. Coke was sent to the
Tower. The indiscretion of one man had deranged the whole
system of tactics which had been 60 ably concerted by the
chiefs of the opposition.
It was in vain that, at that moment,
Edward Seymour attempted to rally his followers, exhorted
them to fix a day for discussing the King’s answer, and expressed his confidence that the discussion would be conducted
lenient proposed that the offender should

with the respect duo from subjects to the sovereign.

members were so much cowed by the royal
so much incensed by the rudeness of Coke,

The

displeasuro, and

that it would not
have been safe to divide. •
The House adjourned; and the ministers flattered themselves that the spirit of opposition was quelled. But on the
morrow, the nineteenth of November, new and alarming

symptoms appeared.

The

time had arrived for taking into

consideration the petitions which had been presented from

England against the late elections. When on the
first meeting of the Parliament, Seymour had complained
of the force and fraud by which the government had prevented
the sense of constituent bodies from being fairly taken, he

all

parts of

•

Commons’

Durnet,

i.

,

Journals, Nov.

18.

1685; Harl.

MS. 1181.

;

Lans. MS. 253.;
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had found no seconder. But many "who had then flinched c p *
~
from his side had subsequently taken heart, and, with Sir isss.
John Lowthcr, member for Cumberland, at their head, had,
before the recess, suggested that there ought to be an inquiry
into the abuses which had so much excited the public mind.
The House was now in a much more angry temper ; and many
voices were boldly raised in menace and accusation. The
ministers were told that the nation expected, and should
have, signal redress. Meanwhile it was dexterously intimated
that the best atonement which a gentleman who had been
brought into the House by irregular means could make to the
public was to use his ill acquired power in defence of the
religion and liberties of his country. No member who, in
that crisis, did his duty had anything to fear. It might be
necessary to unseat him; but the whole influence of the opposition should be employed to procure his reelection.*
On the same day it became clear that the spirit of oppo- ° pp ° 80‘~
sition had spread from the Commons to the Lords, and even
to the episcopal bench. William Cavendish, Earl of Devonshire, took the lead in the Upper House; and he was well The eji-i
qualified to do so. In wealth and influence he was second «hire.
to none of the English nobles; and the general voice designated him as the finest gentleman of his time. His magnifi-

^

cence, his taste, his talents, his classical learning, his high
spirit,

by

the grace and urbanity of his manners, were admitted

his enemies.

His eulogists, unhappily, could not pretend

had escaped untainted from the widespread
Though an enemy of Popery and of
arbitrary power, he had been averse to extreme courses, had

that his morals

contagion of that*!lge.

• Lonsdale’s Memoirs.
Burnet tells us (i. 667.) that a sharp debate
about elections took place in the House of Commons after Coke's committal. It must therefore have been on the 19th of November; for
Coke was committed late on the 18th , and the Parliament was prorogued
on the 20th. Burnet's narrative is confirmed by the Journals, from
which it appears that several elections were under discussion on the 19th.
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been -willing, when the Exclusion Bill was lost, to agree to a
compromise, and had never been concerned in the illegal and
imprudent schemes which had brought discredit on the Whig
party.
But, though regretting part of the conduct of his
friends , he had not , on that account , failed to perform
zealously the most arduous and perilous duties of friendship.
He had stood near Russell at the bar, had parted from him on
the sad morning of the execution with close embraces and
with many bitter tears, nay, had offered to manage an escape
at the hazard of his own life.* This great nobleman now
proposed that a day should be fixed for considering the royal
speech. It was contended, on the other side, that the Lords,
by voting thanks for the speech, had precluded themselves
from complaining of it. But this objection was treated with
contempt by Halifax. “Such thanks,” he said with the sarcastic pleasantly m which he excelled, “imply no approbation.
We are thankful whenever our gracious Sovereign
deigns to speak to us. Especially thankful are we when, as
on the present occasion, he speaks out, and gives us fair
warning of what we are to suffer.”** Doctor Henry Compton,
Bishop of London, spoke strongly for the motion. Though
not gifted with eminent abilities, nor deeply versed in the
learning of his profession, he was always heard by the House
with respect; for he was one of the few clergymen who could,
in that age, boast of noble blood. His own loyalty, and the
loyalty of his family, had been signally proved. His father,
the second Earl of Northampton, had fought bravely for King
Charles the First, and, surrounded by the parliamentary
soldiers, had fallen, sword in hand, refusing to give or take

'

* Burnet, i. 660 .;
Funeral Sermon of the Duke of Devonshire,
preached by Kennel, 1108 ; Travels of Cosmo III. in England.
•* Bramston’s Memoirs. Burnet is incorrect both as to the lime when
the remark was made and as to the person who made it. In Halifax’s
Letter to a Dissenter will be found a remarkable allusion to this dis-

cussion.
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he waB ordained, had chap
borne arms in the Guards; and, though he generally did his~I5s~
best to preserve the gravity and sobriety befitting a prelate,
some flashes of his military spirit would, to the last, occasionally break forth. He had been entrusted with the religious education of the two Princesses, and had acquitted
himself of that important duty in a manner which had satisfied all good Protestants, and had secured to him considerable
influence over the minds of his pupils, especially of the Lady
Anne.* He now declared that he was empowered to speak
the sense of his brethren, and that, in their opinion and in
his own, the whole civil and ecclesiastical constitution of the
realm was in danger.
One of the most remarkable speeches of that day was vincoont
made by a young man, whose eccentric career was destined
This was Charles Mordaunt, Viscount
to amaze Europe.
Mordaunt, widely renowned, many years later, as Earl of
Peterborough. Already he had given abundant proofs of his
courage, of his capacity, and of that strange unsoundness of
mind which made his courage and capacity almost useless to
his country.
Already he had distinguished himself as a wit
and a scholar, as a soldier and a sailor. He had even set his
heart on rivalling Bourdaloue and Bossuet.
Though an
avowed freethinker, he had sate up all night at sea to compose
Bermons, and had with great difficulty been prevented from
edifying the crew of a man of war with bis pious oratory.**
He now addressed the House of Peers, for the first time,
with characteristic eloquence, sprightliness, and audacity.
He blamed the Commons for not having taken a bolder line.
“They have been afraid,” he said, “to speak out. Tl^ey
have talked of apprehensions and jealousies.
What have
apprehension and jealousy to do here? Apprehension and
quarter.

himself, before

* Wood, Atb. Ox.; Gooch's Funeral
•• Teonge’s Diary.

Sermon on Bishop Compton.
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which we regard future and
The evil which we are considering is neither

CHAP. jealousy are the feelings with
VI.
1685

.

uncertain evils.

A standing army exists. It is officered by Papists. We have no foreign enemy. There is no
rebellion in the land. For what, then, is this force maintained, except for the purpose of subverting our laws and
establishing that arbitrary power which is so justly abhorred
by Englishmen? ” *
future nor uncertain.

and savage
which he was a master; but he soon found that it was
not quite so easy to browbeat the proud and powerful barons
of England in their own hall, a3 to intimidate advocates whose
bread depended on his favour or prisoners whoso necks were
A man whose life had been passed in attacking
at his mercy.
and domineering, whatever may bo his talents and courage,
generally makes a mean figure when he is vigorously assailed:
for , being unaccustomed to stand on the defensive , he
becomes confused; and the knowledge that all those whom
he has insulted are enjoying his confusion confuses him still
more.
Jeffreys was now, for the first time since ho had
become a great man, encountered on equal terms by adversaries who did not fear him.
To the general delight, he
passed at once from the extreme of insolence to the extreme
of meanness, and could not refrain from weeping with rage
and vexation.** Nothing indeed was wanting to his humiliaJeffreys spoke against the motion in the coarse

style of

* Barillon has given the best account of this debate.
I will extract
his report of Mordaunt's speech. “Milord Mordaunt, quoique jeune,
parla avec Eloquence et force. II dil que la question n'dloit pas rdduite,
comme la Chambre des Communes le prdtendoit, & guerir des jalousies
et defiances, qui avoient lieu dans les choses incertaines; mais que ce
qui ce passoil ne 1’dloit pas, qu’il y avoit une armde sur pied qui subsistoit, et qui dtoit remplie d’ofOciers Catholiques, qui ne pouvoit Ctre
conservde que pour le renversement des loix, et que la subsistence de
l’armde, quand il n'y a aucune guerre ni au dedans ni au dehors, dtoit

r^tablissement du gouvemcment arbilraire, pour lequel les Anglois ont
une aversion si bien fondle.”
** He was very easily moved
to tears.
“He could not,” says the
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House was crowded by about a hundred peers,
number than had voted even on the great day of the

tion; for the

a larger

Exclusion

Bill.

The King,

too, was present.

J

168 j.

His brother

had been in the habit of attending the sittings of the Lords for
amusement, and used often to say that a debate was as entertaining as a comedy.
James came, not to be diverted, but
in the hope that his presence might impose some restraint on
the discussion.

He

was disappointed.

The

sense of the

House was

so strongly manifested that, after a closing speech,
of great keenness, from Halifax, the courtiers did not ven-

ture to divide. An early day was fixed for taking the royal
speech into consideration; and it was ordered that every
peer who was not at a distance from Westminster should be in
his place.*

On

the following morning the

robes, to the House of Lords.

King came down,

in his Prorog*-

The Usher of the Black Rod

the Commons to the bar; and the Chancellor announced that the Parliament was prorogued to the tenth of
The members who had voted against the court
were dismissed from the public service. Charles Fox quitted
the Pay Office. The Bishop of London ceased to be Dean of
the Chapel Royal, and his name was struck out of the list of

summoned

February.**

Privy Councillors.

author of the Panegyric, “refrain from weeping on bold affronts."
of bis hectoring and proud carriage; what could
for a man in bis great post to cry and sob?"
In the answer to the Panegyric it is said that “his having no command of

And again: “They talk
be more bumble than
bis tears spoiled

him

for a hypocrite."

* Lords’ Journals, Nov. 19. 1685; Barillon,
Dutch Despatch,
Nov.JJ.; Luttreil’s Diary , Nov. 19.; Burnet, i. 665. The closing speech
of Halifax is mentioned by the Nuncio in his despatch of Nov. |jj. Adda,
about a month later, bears strong testimony to Halifax’s powers.
“Da questo uomo che ha gran credito net parlamenlo, e grande
eloquenza, non si possono attendere cbe Here contradizioni, e ncl parlito
Regio non vi 6 un uomo da conlrapporsi.’’ Dec. f {.
" Lords’ and Commons' Journals, Nov. 20. 1685.
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The

was to put an end to a legal
proceeding of the highest importance. Thomas Grey, Earl
of Stamford, sprung from one of the most illustrious houses
effect of the prorogation

of England, had been recently arrested and committed close

Tower on a charge of high treason. He was
accused of having been concerned in the Rye House Plot.
A true bill had been found against him by the grand jury of

prisoner to the

the City of London, and had been

removed

into the

House of

Lords, the only court before which a temporal peer can,
during a session of Parliament, be arraigned for any offence
higher than a misdemeanour. The first of December had

been fixed for the

trial;

and orders had been given that West-

minster Hall should be fitted up with seats and hangings.

In

consequence of the prorogation, the hearing of the cause was
postponed for an indefinite period; and Stamford soon regained his liberty. *
Three other Whigs of great eminence were in confinement
when the session closed, Charles Gerard, Lord Gerard of
Brandon, eldest son of the Earl of Macclesfield, John Hampden, grandson of the renowned leader of the Long ParliaGerard and
ment, and Henry Booth, Lord Delamere.

Hampden were accused of having taken part in the Rye House
Delamere pf having abetted the Western insurrection.
was not the intention of the government to put either
Gerard or Hampden to death. Grey had stipulated for their
ucrard
Hunpdcn. lives before he consented to become a witness against them.**
But there was a still stronger reason for sparing them. They
were heirs to large property: but their fathers were still
living.
The court could therefore get little in the way of forfeiture, and might get much in the way of ransom.
Gerard
was tried, and, from the very scanty accounts which have
come down to us, seems to have defended himself with great
Plot:

Truia of

It

*

•*

Lords’ Journals, Nov
Burnet.,

i.

11, 11, 18

.

1685.

646.
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boasted of the exertions and

sacrifices CHAP.

his family in- the cause of Charles the First,

VI.

and

1685 ,

proved Rumsey, the witness who had murdered Russell by
telling one story and Cornish by telling another, to be utterly
undeserving of credit. The jury, with some hesitation, found
a verdict of Guilty. After long imprisonment Gerard was
suffered to

redeem himself.*

Hampden had

inherited the

opinions and a large share of the abilities of his

political

grandfather, but had degenerated from the uprightness and

the courage by which his grandfather had been distinguished.

was, with cruel cunning, long
kept in an agony of suspense, in order that his family might
pay
largely
induced
to
for
mercy. His spirit sank under
be
the terrors of death. When brought to the bar of the Old
Bailey he not only pleaded guilty, but disgraced the illustrious

It appears that the prisoner

name which he bore by abject submissions and

entreaties.

He

protested that he had not been privy to the design of assassination; but he

owned

that he

had meditated rebellioh, pro-

fessed deep repentance for his offence, implored the intercession of the Judges, and

were extended

to

vowed that,

him, his whole

life

if

the royal clemency

should be passed in

The Whigs were
and loudly declared him to be far
more deserving of blame than Grey, who, even in turning
King’s evidence, had preserved a certain decorum. Hampden’s life was spared; but his family paid several thousand
pounds to the Chancellor. Some courtiers of less note succeeded in extorting smaller sums. The unhappy man had
spirit enough to feel keenly the degradation to which he had
evincing his gratitude for such goodness.

furious at his pusillanimity,

stooped.

He

He

survived the day of his ignominy several years.

lived to see his party triumphant, to be once

portant

member of it,

to rise high in the state,

his persecutors tremble in their turn.
*

But

more an imand to make

his prosperity

was

Bra ms ton’s Memoirs; LuUreli’s Diary,
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embittered by one insupportable recollection.

He

never re-

gained his cheerfulness, and at length -died by his own hand.*
ThatDelamere, if he had needed the royal mercy, would
have found it is not very probable. It is certain that every

advantage which the letter of the law gave to the government
was used against him without scruple or shame. He was in a
The
different situation from that in which Stamford stood.
indictment against Stamford had been removed into the House
of Lords during the session of Parliament, and therefore
could not be prosecuted till the Parliament should reassemble.
All the peers would then have voices, and would be judges as
well of law as of fact. But the bill against Delamere was not
found till after the prorogation.** He was therefore within
the jurisdiction of the Court of the Lord High Steward. This
court, to which belongs, during a recess of Parliament, the
cognizance of treasons and felonies committed by temporal
peers, was then so constituted that no prisoner charged with
a political offence could expect an impartial trial. The King
named a Lord High Steward. The Lord High Steward named,
at his discretion certain peers to sit on their accused brother.
The number to be summoned was indefinite. No challenge
was allowed. A simple majority, provided that it consisted
of twelve, was sufficient to convict. The High Steward was
60le judge of the law; and the Lords Triers formed merely a
jury to pronounce on the question of fact. Jeffreys was ap,

pointed High Steward.
selection

He

selected thirty Triers;

and the

was characteristic of the man and of the times.

All

the thirty were in politics vehemently opposed to the prisoner.
Fifteen of them were colonels of regiments, and might be re-

moved from
King.
•

The

Burnet,
**

their lucrative

commands

at the pleasure

of the

Among the remaining fifteen were the Lord Treasurer,
i.

trial in Ihe Collection of Slate Trials; Bramston’s
647.; Lords’ Journals, Dec. 20. 1689.

Lords Journals, Nov.

Memoirs;

9, 10, 16. 16S5.
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the principal Secretary of State, the Steward of the House- CBAp.
VI.

hold, the Comptroller of the Household, the Captain of the'

1686.

Band of Gentlemen Pensioners, the Queen’s Chamberlain,
and other persons who were bound by strong ties of interest
to the court. Nevertheless, Delamere had some great advantages over the humbler culprits who had been arraigned

at the

Old Bailey.

There the jurymen,

violent partisans,

taken for a single day by courtly Sheriffs from the mass of

and speedily sent back to mingle with that mass, were
under no restraint of shame, and being little accustomed to
weigh evidence, followed without scruple the directions of
the bench. But in the High Steward’s Court every Trier was
a man of some experience in grave affairs. Every Trier filled
a considerable space in the public eye. Every Trier, beginning from the lowest, had to rise separately and to give in his
That ververdict, on his honour, before a great concourse.
dict, accompanied with his name, would go to every part of
the world, and would live in history. Moreover, though the
selected nobles were all Tories, and almost all placemen,
many of them had begun to look with uneasiness on the King’s
proceedings, and to doubt whether the case of Delamere
might not soon be their own
Jeffreys conducted himself, as was his wont, insolently
and unjustly. He had indeed an old grudge to stimulate his
He had been Chief Justice of Chester when Delamere,
zeal.
thenMr.Booth, represented that county inParliament. Booth
had bitterly complained to the Commons that the dearest interests of his constituents were intrusted to a drunken jackpudding.* The revengeful judge was now not ashamed to
resort to artifices which even in an advocate would have been
culpable. He reminded the Lords Triers, in very significant
language, that Delamere had, inParliament, objected to the
society

*

Speech on the Corruption of the Judges

in

Lord Delamere’s works,

1694.

Macaulay , Hittory.

II.

IS
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Monmonth a fact which was not, and could
But it was not in the power of Jeffreys
overawe a synod of peers as he had been in the habit of
overawing common juries. The evidence for the crown would
probably have been thought amply sufficient on the Western
Circuit or at the City Sessions, but could not for a moment
impose on such men as Rochester, Godolphin, and Churchill;
nor were they, with all their faults depraved enough to condemn a fellow creature to death against the plainest rules of
justice.
Grey, Wade, and Goodenough were produced, but
could only repeat what they had heard said by Monmouth and
by Wildman’s emissaries. The principal witness for the prosecution, a miscreant named Saxton, who had been concerned in the rebellion, and was now labouring to earn his
pardon by swearing against all who were obnoxious to the
government, was proved by overwhelming evidence to have
told a series of falsehoods. All the Triers, from Churchill
who, as junior baron, spoke first, up to the Treasurer, pronounced, on their honour, that Delamere was not guilty.
The gravity and pomp of the whole proceeding made a deep
impression even on the Nuncio, accustomed as he was to the
ceremonies of Rome, ceremonies which, in solemnity and
splendour, exceed all that the rest of the world can show. *
The King, who was present, and was unable to complain of
a decision evidently just, went into a rage with Saxton, and
vowed that the wretch should first be pilloried before Westminster Hall for perjury, and then sent down to the West to
be hanged, drawn, and quartered for treason. **
Effect of
The public joy at the acquittal of Delamere was great. The
reign of terror was over. The innocent began to breathe
qaiuai.
freely, and false accusers to tremble.
One letter written on
* Fu una funiione piena di gravity, di ordine, e di gran speciositi.
bill for attainting

"

,

not be, in evidence.

to

,

Adda, Jan.
*’
||.

The

If. 1686 .
Trial is in the Collection of State Trials.

Leeuwen, Jan U.

1686 .
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The widow

of Russell, in her retirement, learned the good news with
mingled feelings. “I do bless God,” she wrote, “that he
has caused some stop to be put to the shedding of blood in
this poor land.
Yet when I should rejoice with them that do
rejoice, I seek a corner to Weep in.
I find I am capable of no
more gladness; but every new circumstance, the very comparing my night of sorrow after such a day, with theirs of joy,
does, from a reflection of one kind or another, rack my uneasy mind. Though I am far from wishing the close of theirs
like mine, yet I cannot refrain giving some time to lament
mine was not like theirs.”*
And now the tide was on the turn. The death of Stafford,
witnessed with signs of tenderness and remorse by the populace to whose rage he was sacrificed, marks the close of one
proscription.
The acquittal of Delamere marks the close
The crimes which had disgraced the stormy
of another.
tribuneship of Shaftesbury had been fearfully expiated. The
blood of innocent Papists had been avenged more than tenfold by the blood of zealous Protestants.
Another great
reaction had commenced.
Factions were fast taking new
forms. Old allies were separating. Old enemies were uniting.
Discontent was spreading fast through all the ranks of the
party lately dominant. A hope, still indeed faint and indefinite, of victory and revenge, animated the party which had
lately seemed to be extinct.
Amidst such circumstances the
eventful and troubled year 1685 terminated, and the year
1686 began.
The prorogation had relieved the King from the gentle pn* r‘^
remonstrances of the Houses but he had still to listen to cottrl*
remonstrances, similar in effect, though uttered in a tone
even more cautious and subdued. Some men who had hitherto
served him but too strenuously for their own fame and for the
1

t

:

*

Lady Russell

to Dr.

FilzwiUiam, Jan. 15 1686

*

18

.

*
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To r >«*-

public welfare

had begun to

feel painful

misgivings,

occasionally ventured to hint a small part of what they

and

felt.

years the zeal of the English Tory for here-

During many
ditary monarchy and his zeal for the established religion had
grown up together and had strengthened each other. It had
never occurred to him that the two sentiments, which seemed
inseparable and even identical, might one day be found to be
not only distinct but incompatible.

of the

strife

From

the

commencement

between the Stuarts and the Commons, the cause

of the crown and the cause of the hierarchy had, to all appearance, been one. Charles the First was regarded by the
Church as her martyr. If Charles the Second had plotted
against her, he had plotted in secret. In public he had ever
professed himself her grateful and devoted son, had knelt at
her altars, and, in spite of his loose morals, had succeeded

body of her adherents that he felt a
Whatever conflicts, therefore,
Whigs
and Roundheads, he had at least been hitherto undisturbed
by conflict in his own mind. He had seen the path of duty
plain before him.
Through good and evil he was to be true
to Church and King. But, if those two august and venerable
powers, which had hitherto seemed to be so closely connected
that those who were true to one could not be false to the
other, should be divided by a deadly enmity, what course
was the orthodox Royalist to take? What situation could
be more trying than that in which he would be placed, distracted between two duties equally sacred, between two
in persuading the great

sincere preference for her.

the honest Cavalier might have had to maintain against

affections equally ardent?

How

was he to give to Caesar

all

and yet to withhold from God no part
of what was God’s? None who felt thus could have watched,
without deep concern and gloomy forebodings, the dispute

that was Caesar's,

between the King and the Parliament on the subject of the
If James could even now be induced to reconsider his
test.
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Houses reassemble, and to comply
might yet be well.

to let the

their wishes, all

with CHAP.
VI.
1686.

Such were the sentiments of the King’s two kinsmen, the
Earls of Clarendon and Rochester. The power and favour
of these noblemen seemed to be great indeed. The younger
brother was Lord Treasurer and prime minister; and the
elder, after holding the Privy Seal during some months, had
been appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. The venerable
Ormond took the same side. Middleton and Preston, who,
as managers of the House of Commons, had recently learned
by proof how dear the established religion was to the loyal
gentry of England, were also for moderate counsels.
At the very beginning of the new year these statesmen and
the great party which they represented had to suffer a cruel
mortification.

That the

late

King had been

at heart a

Roman

Catholic had been, during some months, suspected and whis-

The
made without great scandal.

pered, but not formally announced.

disclosure, indeed,

could not be

Charles had, times

without number,

declared himself a Protestant,

and had

been in the habit of receiving the Eucharist from the Bishops
of the Established Church.
Those Protestants who had
stood by him in his difficulties, and who still cherished an
affectionate remembrance of him, must be filled with shame
life had been a lie,
he professed to belong to their communion, he had
really regarded them as heretics, and that the demagogues
who had represented him as a concealed Papist had been
the only people who had formed a correct judgment of his
character. Even Lewis understood enough of the state of
public feeling in England to be aware that the divulging
of the truth might do harm, and had, of his own accord,
promised to keep the conversion of Charles strictly secret.*
James, while his power was still new, had thought that on

and indignation by learning that his whole
that, while

*

Lewis

lo Barilloo,

Feb.

ig. 168 J.
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was advisable to be cautious, and had not ventured to inter his brother with the rites of the Church of Rome.
For a time, therefore, every man was at liberty to believe
what he wished. The Papists claimed the deceased prince
as their proselyte.
The Whigs execrated him as a hypocrite
and a renegade.
The Tories regarded the report of his
apostasy as a calumny which Papists and Whigs had, for very
this point it

‘
.

pnbiica-

different reasons, a

papers

now took

thestronj
Charles

“•

common

interest in circulating.

James

a step which greatly disconcerted the whole Anglican party. Two papers, in which were set forth very concisely tho arguments ordinarily used by Roman Catholics in

controversy with Protestants, had been found in Charles’s
strong box, and appeared to be in his handwriting.

These

papers James showed triumphantly to several Protestants,
and declared that, to his knowledge, his brother had lived

and died a Roman Catholic.

*

One of

the persons to

whom

the manuscripts were exhibited was Archbishop Sancroft.

He read them with much

emotion , and remained silent. Such
silence was only the natural effect of a struggle between respect and vexation. But James supposed that the Primate
was struck dumb by the irresistible force of reason , and
eagerly challenged his Grace to produce, with the help of the
whole episcopal bench, a satisfactory reply, “Let me have
a solid answer, and in a gentlemanlike style ; and it may have
the effect which you so much desire of bringing me over to
your Church.”
The Archbishop mildly said that, in his
opinion, such an answer might, without much difficulty, be
written, but declined the controversy on the plea of reverence for the memory of his deceased master. This plea tho
King considered as the subterfuge of a vanquished disputant.** Had he been well acquainted with the polemical literature of the preceding century and a half, he would have
•

Evelyn’s Diary, Oct.

** Clarke’s Life of

2, 1685.

James the Second,

ii.
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Orig.
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might have been composed by any lad of fifteen in the college ~i686.—
of Douay, and contained nothing which had not, in the
opinion of all Protestant divines, been ten thousand times
refuted. In his ignorant exultation he ordered these tracts
to be printed with the utmost pomp of typography, and appended to them a declaration attested by his sign manual,
and certifying that the originals were in his brother’s own
hand. Janies himself distributed the whole edition among
his courtiers and among the people of humbler rank who
crowded round his coach. He gave one copy to a young
woman of mean condition whom he supposed, to be of his
own religious persuasion, and assured her that she would be
greatly edified and comforted by the perusal.
In requital
of his kindness she delivered to him, a few days later, an
epistle adjuring him to come out of the mystical Babylon and
•
to dash from his lips the cup of fornications.
These things gave great uneasiness to Tory churchmen. F s *“ n «
Nor were the most respectable Roman Catholic noblemen •peciable
much better pleased. They might indeed have been excused c»i™o"it«.
if passion had, at this conjuncture, made them deaf to the
voice of prudence and justice: for they had suffered much.
Protestant jealousy had degraded them from the rank to
which they were born, had closed the doors of the Parliament
House on the heirs of barons who had signed the Charter,
had pronounced the command of a company of foot too high
a trust for the descendants of the generals who had conquered atFlodden and Saint Quentin. There was scarcely one
eminent peer attached to the old faith whose honour, whose
estate, whose life had not been in jeopardy, who had not passed
months in the Tower, who had not often anticipated for hiraVI

f

* Lceuwen, Jan.
T T and 45.1686. Her teller, though very long and
very absurd, was thought worth sending to the Stales General as a sign
of (ho limes.
'

.
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of Stafford.

Men who had

been so long and

oppressed might have been pardoned if they had
first opportunity of obtaining at once greatness and revenge.
But neither fanaticism nor ambition,
neither resentment for past wrongs nor the intoxication

~Te*<ir~ cruelly

eagerly seized the

produced by sudden good fortune, could prevent the most
eminent Roman Catholics from perceiving that the prosperity
which they at length enjoyed was only temporary, and, unless
wisely used, might be fatal to them. They had been taught,
by a cruel experience, that the antipathy of the nation to their
religion was not a fancy which would yield to the mandate
of a prince,- but a profound sentiment, the growth of five
generations, diffused through all ranks and parties, and intertwined not less closely with the principles of the Tory than
It was indeed in the power
of the King, by the exercise of his prerogative of mercy, to
suspend the operation of the penal laws. It might hereafter
be in his power, by discreet management, to obtain from the
Parliment a repeal of the acts which imposed civil disabilities

with the principles of the Whig.

on those who professed his religion. But, if he attempted to
subdue the Protestant feeling of England by rude means, it
was easy to see that the violent compression of so powerful
and clastic a spring would be followed by as violent a recoil.
The Roman Catholic peers, by prematurely attempting to
force their way into the Privy Council and the House of Lords,
might lose their mansions and their ample estates, and might
end their lives as traitors on Tower Hill, or as beggars at the
porches of Italian convents.

Such was the
*

who was

feeling of William Herbert, Earl of Powis,

generally regarded as the chief of the

Roman

Ca-

and who, according to Oates, was to have
been prime minister if the Popish plot had succeeded. John
Lord Bellasyse took the same view of affairs. In his youth
he had fought gallantly for Charles the First, had been re-

tholic aristocracy,
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warded after the Restoration with high honours and commands and had quitted them when the Test Act was passed.
With these distinguished leaders all the noblest and most
opulent members of their church concurred, except Lord
Arundell of Wardour, an old man fast sinking into second

chap.

,

childhood.

But there was at the court a small knot of Roman Catholics cwj»J
whose hearts had been ulcerated by old injuries, whose heads i<om»n
Calhollcs*
had been turned by recent elevation, who were impatient to
climb to the highest honours of the state, and who, having
little to lose, were not troubled by thoughts of the day ot
reckoning. One of these was Roger Palmer, Earl of Castelmaine in Ireland, and husband of the Duchess of Cleveland.
His title had notoriously been purchased by his wife’s dishonour and his own. liis fortune was small. His temper,
naturally ungentle, had been exasperated by his domestic
vexations, by the public reproaches, and by what he had
undergone in the days of the Popish plot. He had been long
a prisoner, and had at length been tried for his life. Happily
for him, he was not put to the bar till the first burst of popular rage had spent itself, and till the credit of the false witHe had therefore escaped,
nesses had been blown upon.
though very narrowly.* With Castelmaine was allied one Jerm n>most
favoured
of
his
wife’s
the
hundred lovers, Henry
of
Jermyn, whom James had lately created a peer by the title
of Lord Dover. Jermyn had been distinguished more than
twenty years before by his vagrant amours and his desperate
duels. He was now ruined by play, and was eager to retrieve
his fallen fortunes by means of lucrative posts from which the
To the same party belonged an in- Whl,e
laws excluded him.**
‘

*

See his

trial

manifesto, printed
•*

in

the Collection of Stale Trials, and his curious

in 1681.

M6moires de Grammonl; Pepys's Diary, Aug. 19.

to Seignelay,

Feb. T*T .

1686.

1662.
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named White, who had been much
who had served the House of Austria as something
between an envoy and a spy, and who had been rewarded for
•
his services with the title of Marquess of Albeville.
Soon after the prorogation this reckless faction was
strengthened by an important reinforcement. Bichard Talbot, Earl of Tyrconnel, the fiercest and most uncompromising
of all those who hated the liberties and religion of England,
arrived at court from Dublin.
Talbot was descended from Ih old Norman family which
had been long settled in Leinster, which had there sunk into
degeneracy, which had adopted the manners of the Celts,
which had, like the Celts, adhered to the old religion, and
which had taken part with the Celts in the rebellion of 1641.
In his youth he had been one of the most noted sharpers and
bullies of London.
He had been introduced to Charles and
James when they were exiles in Flanders, as a man fit and
ready for the infamous service of assassinating the Protector.
Soon after the Restoration, Talbot attempted to obtain the
favour of the royal family by a service more infamous still.
A plea was wanted which might justify the Duke of York in
breaking that promise of marriage by which he had obtained
from Anne Hyde the last proof of female affection. Such a
plea Talbot, in concert with some of his dissolute companions,
undertook to furnish.
They agreed to describe the poor
young lady as a creature without virtue, shame, or delicacy,
and made up long romances about tender interviews and
triguing pushing Irishman

abroad,

Jjt(

Talbot in particular related how, in one of
he had unluckily overturned the Chanupon a pile of papers and how cleverly she
had averted a discovery by laying the blame of the accident
on her monkey.
These stories, which, if they had been
true, would never have passed the lips of any but the basest

stolen favours.

his secret visits to her,
cellor’s inkstand

•

Uonrepaux

,

to Seignelay,

Feb.

-fa.

1680.
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of mankind, were pure inventions. Talbot was soon forced
to own that they were so; and he owned it without a blush.
The injured lady became Duchess of York. Had her husband been a man really upright and honourable, he would
have driven from his presence with indignation and contempt
the wretches

who had slandered

her.
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But one of the pe-

of James’s character was that no act, however
wicked and shameful, which had been prompted by a desire
to gain his favour, ever seemed to him deserving of disapprobation. Talbot continued to frequent the court, appeared
culiarities

daily with brazen front before the princess whose ruin he had
and was installed into the lucrative post of chief
pandar to her husband. In no long time Whitehall was thrown
into confusion by the news that Dick Talbot, as he was commonly called, had laid a plan to murder the Duke of Ormond.
The bravo was sent to the Tower: but in a few days he was
again swaggering about the galleries, and carrying billets
backward and forward between his patron and the ugliest
maids of honour. It was in vain that old and discreet counsellors implored the royal brothers not to countenance this
bad man, who had nothing to recommend him except his fine
person and his taste in dress. Talbot was not only welcome
at the palace when the bottle or the dicebox was going round,
but was heard with attention on matters of business. He
affected the character of an Irish patriot, and pleaded, with
great audacity, and sometimes with success, the cause of hiB
countrymen whose estates had been confiscated. He took
care, however, to be well paid for his services, and succeeded
in acquiring, partly by the sale of his influence, partly by
gambling, and partly by pimping, an estate of three thousand
pounds a year. For under an outward show of levity, profusion, improvidence, and eccentric impudence, he was in
truth one of the most mercenary and crafty of mankind. He
was now no longer young, and was expiating by severe Buffer-

plotted,
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and disease had
and manners. He
cursed and

ings the dissoluteness of his youth: but age

VI.

made no
still,

essential

change

in his character

-whenever he opened his mouth, ranted,

swore with such frantic violence that superficial observers set

The multitude was
libertines.
man who, even when sober, was
than others when they were drunk,

him down for the wildest of
unable to conceive that a

more furious and boastful
and who seemed utterly incapable of

disguising any emotion

or keeping any secret, could really be a cold-hearted, farsighted , scheming sycophant. Yet such a man was Talbot.
In truth his hypocrisy was of a far higher and rarer sort than
the hypocrisy which had flourished in Barebone’s Parliament.
is not he who conceals vice
behind the semblance of virtue, but he who makes the vice
which he has no objection to show a stalking horse to cover
darker and more profitable vice which it is for his interest

For the consummate hypocrite

to hide.

Talbot, raised by James to the earldom of Tyrconnel, had

commanded

the troops in Ireland during the nine months
which elapsed between the death of Charles and the com-

mencement of the viceroyalty of Clarendon. When the new
Lord Lieutenant was about to leave London for Dublin, the
General was summoned from Dublin to London. Dick Talbot
had long been well known on the road which he had now to
travel.
Between Chester and the capital there was not an
inn where he had not been in a brawl. Wherever he came ho
pressed horses in defiance of law, swore at the cooks and
postilions, and almost raised mobs by his insolent rodomontades.
The Reformation, he told the people, had ruined
everything.
But fine times were coming. The Catholics
would soon be uppermost. The heretics should pay for all.
Raving and blaspheming incessantly, like a demoniac, he
came to the court.* As soon as he was there, he allied himself
*

Mdmoires dc Grauimont; Life of Edward, Earl of Clarendon;
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called with one voice for war on the constitution of the Church ~i 6 s«r"
and the State. They told their master that he owed it to his
religion and to the dignity of his crown to stand firm against
the outcry of heretical demagogues, and to let the Parliament
see from the first that he would be master in spite of opposition, and that the only effect of opposition would bo to make
him a hard master.
Each of the two parties into which the court was divided Feeling
f
had zealous foreign allies. The ministers of Spain, of the S, ,^*i ers
Empire, and of the States General were now as anxious to“^f®rr^gn
Rochester
support
support
as they had formerly been to
HaliAll the influence of Barillon was employed on the other
fax.
side; and Barillon was assisted by another French agent, inferior to him in station, but far superior in abilities, Bonrepaux. Barillon was not without parts, and possessed in
large measure the graces and accomplishments which then
distinguished the French gentry. But his capacity was scarcely equal to what his great place required.
He had become
sluggish and self indulgent, liked the pleasures of society and
of the table better than business, and on great emergencies
generally waited for admonitions and even for reprimands
from Versailles before he showed much activity.* Bonrepaux
had raised himself from obscurity by the intelligence and
industry which he had exhibited as a clerk in the department
of the marine, and was esteemed an adept in the mystery of
mercantile politics. At the close of the year 1685, he was
closely with Castelmaine, Dover,

sent to

London

,

and Albeville.

*

charged with several special commissions of

Correspondence of Henry, Earl of Clarendon, pattitn, particularly the
letter dated Dec. 29. ins. ); Sheridan MS. among the Stuart Papers ; Ellis
Correspondence, Jan. 12 1686.
* See his later correspondence, panim; St. Evrcraond, panimi
Jladame de Sdvignd’s Letters in the beginning of 1689. See also the
instructions to Tallard after the peace of Ryswick, in the French
1

.

Archives.
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high importance. He was to lay the ground for a treaty of
commerce; ho was to ascertain and report the state of the
and he was to make some
overtures to the Huguenot refugees, who, it was supposed,
had been so effectually tamed by penury and exile, that they
would thankfully accept almost any terms of reconciliation.
The new Envoy’s origin was plebeian; his stature was dwarfish, his countenance was ludicrously ugly, and his accent
was that of his native Gascony but his strong sense, his keen
penetration, and his lively wit eminently qualified him for his
post. In spite of every disadvantage of birth and figure he
was soon known as a most pleasing companion and as a most

English fleets and dockyards;

:

skilful diplomatist.

He

while flirting with the

contrived,

Duchess of Mazarin, discussing literary questions with Waller
and Saint Evremond, and corresponding with La Fontaine,
to acquire a considerable knowledge of English politics.
His
skill in maritime affairs recommended him to James
who had,
,

during many years, paid close attention to the business of the
Admiralty, and understood that business as well as he was

They conversed

capable of understanding anything.

day long and freely about the
dockyards.

The

state of the shipping

every

and the

result of this intimacy was, as might have

been expected, that the keen and vigilant Frenchman conceived a great contempt for the King’s abilities and character.
The world, he said, had much overrated His Britannic Majesty, who had less capacity than Charles, and not more
virtues.*

The two envoys of Lewis, though pursuing one

object,

They made a partition
of the court. Bonrepaux lived chiefly with Rochester and
Rochester’s adherents. Barillon’s connections were chiefly
very judiciously took different paths.

• St.

Simon, Mdraoircs, 1691, 1119;

Bonrepaux

to

Seignelay,

8”
’,

St.

Feb. T8¥

.

Evremond; La Fontaine;
1686.
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with the opposite faction.

The consequence was
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sometimes saw the same event in different points of view.
The best account now extant of the contest which at this time
agitated Whitehall is to be found in their despatches.
As each of the two parties at the Court of James had the The Pop*
support of foreign princes, so each had also the support of an order or
ecclesiastical authority to which the King paid great de- posed °io
ference. The Supreme Pontiff was for legal and moderate
courses; and his sentiments were expressed by the Nuncio
and by the Vicar Apostolic.* On the other side was a body
of which the weight balanced even the weight of the Papacy,
the mighty Order of Jesus.
That at this conjuncture these two great spiritual powers,
once, as it seemed, inseparably allied, should have been
opposed to each other, is a most important and remarkable
circumstance. During a period of little less than a thousand
years the regular clergy had been the chief support of the
Holy See. By that See they had been protected from episcopal
interference; and the protection which they had received had
been amply repaid. But for their exertions it is probable
that the Bishop of Rome would have been merely the honorary
president of a vast aristocracy of prelates. It was by the aid
of the Benedictines that Gregory the Seventh was enabled to
contend at once against the Franconian Caesars and against
the secular priesthood. It was by the aid of the Dominicans
and Franciscans that Innocent the Third crushed the Albigensian sectaries.

In the sixteenth century the Pontificate, ex-

posed to new dangers more formidable than had ever before

The order
ofjosus -

• Adda,
and Dec. )f 1685. In these despatches
Nov. J}., Dec.
gives strong reasons for compromising matters by abolishing the
penal laws and leaving the test. He calls the quarrel with the Parliament
a “gran disgrazia." He repeatedly bints that the King might, by a
constitutional policy, have obtained much for the Homan Catholics, and
that the attempt to relieve them illegally is likely to bring great calamities on them.

Adda
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was saved by a new religious order, which was
animated by intense enthusiasm and organized with exquisite
skill.
When the Jesuits came to the rescue of the Papacy,
they found it in extreme peril but from that moment the tide
of battle turned. Protestantism, which had, during a whole
generation, carried all before it, was stopped in its progress,
and rapidly beaten back from the foot of the Alps to the
shores of the Baltic. Before the Order had existed a hundred
years, it had filled the whole world with memorials of great
things done and suffered for the faith. No religious community could produce a list of men so variously distinguished:
none had extended its operations over bo vast a space yet in
none had there ever been such perfect unity of feeling and
action.
There was no region of the globe, no walk of speculative or of active life, in which Jesuits were not to be found.
They guided the counsels of Kings. They deciphered Latin
inscriptions.
They observed the motions of Jupiter’s satellites. They published whole libraries, controversy, casuistry,
history, treatises on optics, Alcaic odes, editions of the
fathers, madrigals, catechisms, and lampoons.
The liberal
education of youth passed almost entirely into their hands,
and was conducted by them with conspicuous ability. They
appear to have discovered the precise point to which intellectual culture can be carried without risk of intellectual
emancipation. Enmity itself was compelled to own that, in
the art of managing and forming the tender mind, they had
no equals. Meanwhile they assiduously and successfully
threatened

it,

:

;

cultivated the eloquence of the pulpit.
assiduity

and

still

With

still

greater

greater success they applied themselves to

the ministry of the confessional. Throughout Catholic Europe
the secrets of every government and of almost every family

of note were in their keeping.

They glided from one Prounder innumerable disguises, as
simple rustics, as Puritan preachers. They

testant country to another

gay Cavaliers

,

as
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wandered

to countries which neither mercantile avidity

nor
had ever impelled any stranger to explore.
They were to be found in the garb of Mandarins, superintending the observatory at Pekin. They were to be found, spade
in hand, teaching the rudiments of agriculture to the savages
of Paraguay. Yet, whatever might be their residence, whatever might be their employment, their spirit was the same,
liberal curiosity

entire devotion to the

the central authority.

common cause, implicit obedience to
None of them had chosen his dwelling

place or his vocation for himself.

Whether the

Jesuit should

under the arctic circle or under the equator whether he
should pass his life in arranging gems and collating manuscripts at the Vatican or in persuading naked barbarians in
the southern hemisphere not to eat each other, were matters
which he left with profound submission to the decision ol
If he was wanted at Lima, he was on the Atlantic in
others.
the next fleet. If he was wanted at Bagdad he was toiling
through the desert with the next caravan. If his ministry
was needed in some country where his life was more insecure
than that of a wolf, where it was a crime to harbour him,
where the heads and quarters of his brethren, fixed in the
public places, showed him what he had to expect, he went
without remonstrance or hesitation to his doom. Nor is this
heroic Bpirit yet extinct. When, in our own time, a new and
terrible pestilence passed round the globe, when, in some
great cities, fear had dissolved all the ties which hold society
live

,

,

when the secular clergy had deserted their flocks,
when medical succour was not to be purchased by gold, when
together,

the strongest natural affections bad yielded to the love of life,

even then the Jesuit was found by the pallet which bishop and
curate, physician and nurse, father and mother, had deserted,
bending over infected lips to catch the faint accents of confession, and holding up to the last, before the expiring penitent,
the image of the expiring Redeemer.
Macaulay, History.

II.

19
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Bat with the admirable energy,

disinterestedness,

and

self-devotion which were characteristic of the Society, great

was alleged, and not without foundation, that the ardent public spirit which made the Jesuit
regardless of his ease, of his liberty, and of his life, made
him also regardless of truth and of mercy that no means
which could promote the interest of his religion seemed to
•him unlawful, and that by the interest of his religion he too
often meant the interest of his Society. It was alleged that,
in the most atrocious plots recorded in history, his agency
could be distinctly traced; that, constant only in attachment
to the fraternity to which he belonged, he was in some
countries the most dangerous enemy of freedom, and in others
the most dangerous enemy of order. The mighty victories
which he boasted that he had achieved in the cause of the
Church were, in the judgment of many illustrious members
of that Church, rather apparent than real. Ho had indeed
vices were mingled.

It

;

laboured with a wonderful show of success to reduce the
world under her laws but he had done so by relaxing her
;

laws to suit the temper of the world.
elevate

human nature

to the

Instead of toiling to
noble standard fixed by divine

precept and example, he had lowered the standard

till it was
beneath the average level of human nature. He gloried in
multitudes of converts who had been baptized in the remote
regions of the East: but it was reported that from some of
those converts the facts on which the whole theology of the
Gospel depends had been cunningly concealed, and that

others were permitted to avoid persecution by bowing down
before the images of false gods, while internally repeating

Nor was it only in heathen countries that
such arts were said to be practised. It was not strange that
all ranks, and especially of the highest ranks,

Paters and Aves.

people of

crowded to the confessionals in the Jesuit temples ; for from
those confessionals none went discontented away.
There
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the priest was

all

things to all men.

rigour as might not drive those
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He showed just so much

who

knelt at his spiritual'
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Dominican or the Franciscan church. If he
had to deal with a mind truly devout, he spoke in the saintly

tribunal to the

tones of the primitive fathers: but with that very large part

of mankind who have religion enough to make them uneasy
when they do wrong, and not religion enough to keep them

from doing wrong, he followed a very different system. Since
he could not reclaim them from guilt, it was his business to
save them from remorse. He had at his command an immense
In the
dispensary of anodynes for wounded consciences.
books of casuistry which had been written by his brethren,
and printed with the approbation of his superiors, were to be
found doctrines consolatory to transgressors of every class.
There the bankrupt was taught how he might, without sin,
secrete his goods from his creditors. The servant was taught
how he might, without sin, run off with his master’s plate.
The pandar was assured that a Christian man might innocently
earn his living by carrying letters and messages between
married women and their gallants. The high spirited and
punctilious gentlemen of France were gratified by a decision
The Italians, accustomed to darker
in favour of duelling.
and baser modes of vengeance, were glad to learn that they
might, without any crime, shoot at their enemies from behind
hedges. To deceit was given a license sufficient to destroy
the whole value of human contracts and of human testimony.
In truth, if society continued to hold together, if life and
property enjoyed any security, it was because common sense
and common humanity restrained men from doing what the
Society of Jesus assured them that they might with a safe
conscience do.

So strangely were good and

evil

ter of these celebrated brethren;

the secret of their gigantic power.

intermixed in the charac-

and the intermixture was
That power could never
19 *
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have belonged to mere hypocrites.
It could never have
belonged to rigid moralists. It was to be attained only by
men sincerely enthusiastic in the pursuit of a great end and
at the same time unscrupulous as to the choice of means.
From the first the Jesuits had been bound by a peculiar
allegiance to the Pope. Their mission had been not less to
quell all mutiny within the Church than to repel the hostility
of her avowed enemies. Their doctrine was in the highest
degree what has been called on our side of the Alps Ultramontane, and differed almost as much from the doctrine
of Bossuet as from that of Luther. They condemned the
Gallican liberties, the claim of oecumenical councils to control
the Holy See, and the claim of Bishops to an independent
commission from heaven. Lainez, in the name of the whole
fraternity, proclaimed at Trent, amidst the applause of the
creatures of Pius the Fourth, and the murmurs of French and
Spanish prelates, that the government of the faithful had
been committed by Christ to the Pope alone, that in the Pope
,

alone

all

sacerdotal authority was concentrated,

and that

through the Pope alone priests and bishops derived whatever
divine authority they possessed. •
During many years the
union between the Supreme Pontiffs and the Order had con-

Had that union been still unbroken when
James the Second ascended the English throne, had the influence of the Jesuits as well as the influence of the Pope
been exerted in favour of a moderate and constitutional

tinued unbroken.

policy,

it is

probable that the great revolution which in a short

time changed the whole state of European affairs would never
have taken place. But, even before the middle of the seventeenth century, the Society, proud of
fident in

A

its

strength,

its services and conhad become impatient of the yoke.

who looked for protecand guidance rather to the court of France than to the

generation of Jesuits sprang up,

tion

•

Fra Paolo,

lib. vii.

;

Pallavicino, lib. xviii. cap. 15.
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Rome; and this disposition was not a little strength- CHAP.
VI.
ened when Innocent the Eleventh was raised to the papal' 1686.
court of
throne.

The

Jesuits were, at that time,

death against an enemy

engaged

whom they had at

first

in a

war

to the

disdained, but

whom

they had at length been forced to regard with respect
and fear. Just when their prosperity was at the height, they

were braved by a handful of opponents , who had indeed no
influence with the rulers of this world, but who were strong in
religious faith and intellectual energy. Then followed a long,
a strange, a glorious conflict of genius against power. The
Jesuit called cabinets, tribunals, universities to his aid; and
they responded to the call. Port Royal appealed , not in vain,
to the hearts and to the understandings of millions.
The dictators of Christendom found themselves, on a sudden, in the
position of culprits. They were arraigned on the charge of
having systematically debased the standard of evangelical
morality, for the purpose of increasing their own influence;
and the charge was enforced in a manner which at once
arrested the attention of the whole world: for the chief
accuser was Blaise Pascal. His intellectual powers were such
as have rarely been bestowed on any of the children of men;
and the vehemence of the zeal which animated him was but
too well proved by the cruel penances and vigils under which
his macerated frame sank into an early grave.
His spirit was
the spirit of Saint Bernard: but the delicacy of his wit, the
purity, the energy, the simplicity of his rhetoric, had never
been equalled, except by the great masters ofAttic eloquence.
All Europe read and admired, laughed and wept. The Jesuits
attempted to reply: but their feeble answers were received by
the public with shouts of mockery. They wanted, it is true,
no talent or accomplishment into which men can be drilled by
elaborate discipline; but such discipline, though it may bring
out the powers of ordinary minds , has a tendency to suffocate.
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CHAP. rather than to develope, original genius.
VI.

1686.

Father
Petrs.

It was universally
acknowledged that, in the literary contest, the Jansenists
were completely victorious. To the Jesuits nothing was left
but to oppress the sect which they could not confute. Lewis
the Fourteenth was now their chief support. His conscience
had, from boyhood, been in their keeping; and he had learned
from them to abhor Jansenism quite as much as he abhorred
Protestantism, and verymuch more than he abhorred Atheism.
Innocent the Eleventh , on the other hand, leaned to the Jansenist opinions. The consequence was, that the Society found
itself in a situation never contemplated by its founder.
The
Jesuits were estranged from the Supreme Pontiff; and they
were closely allied with a prince who proclaimed himself the
champion of the Gallican liberties and the enemy of Ultramontane pretensions. Thus the Order became in England
an instrument of the designs of Lewis, and laboured, with a
success which the Roman Catholics afterwards long and bitterly deplored, to widen the breach between the King and the
Parliament, to thwart the Nuncio, to undermine the power
of the Lord Treasurer, and to support the most desperate
schemes of Tyrconnel.
Thus on one side were the Hydes and the whole body of
Tory churchmen, Powis and all the most respectable noblemen and gentlemen of the King’s own faith, the States General,
the House of Austria, and the Pope. On the other side were
a few Roman Catholic adventurers, of broken fortune and
tainted reputation, backed by France and by the Jesuits.
The chief representative of the Jesuits at Whitehall was an
English brother of the Order, who had, during some time,
acted as Viceprovincial, who had been long regarded by James
with peculiar favour, and who had lately been made Clerk of
the Closet. This man, named Edward Petre, was descended
from an honourable family. His manners were courtly; his
speech was flowing and plausible ; but he was weak and vain.
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covetous and ambitious. Of all the evil counsellors who had C ”JAP
access to the royal ear, he bore, perhaps, the largest part in 1S86

-

.

the ruin of the House of Stuart.
The obstinate and imperious nature of the King gave great Tb#

advantages to those who advised him to be firm, to yield noand to make himself feared. One state maxim had taken

thing,

temper
1

'

ntouj.

possession of his small understanding, and was not to be dis-

lodged by reason. To reason, indeed, he was not in the
habit of attending. His mode of arguing, if it is to be so
called, was one not uncommon among dull and stubborn persons who are accustomed to be surrounded by their inferiors.
He asserted a proposition; and, as often as wiser people
ventured respectfully to show that it was erroneous, he asserted it again, Jn exactly the same words, and conceived
that, by doing so, he at once disposed of all objections.*
“I will make no concession,” he often repeated; “my father
made concessions, and he was beheaded.” ** If it were true
that concession had been fatal to Charles the First, a man of
sense would have known that a single experiment is not sufficient to establish a general rule even in sciences much less
complicated than the science of government; that, since the
beginning of the world, no two political experiments were
ever made of which all the conditions were exactly alike ; and
that the only way to learn civil prudence from history is to
examine and compare an immense number of cases. But, if
the single instance on which the King relied proved anything,
it proved that he was in the wrong.
There can be little doubt
that, if Charles had frankly made to the Short Parliament,
which met in the spring of 1040, but one half of the conces,

• This was Ihe practice of his daughter Anne; and Marlborough
said
that she had learned it from her father.
Vindication of the Duchess of
Marlborough.
** Down to tho lime of the trial of the Bishops
James went on tell,
ing Adda that all the calamities of Charles the First were “per la troppa
indulgenia.”
Despatch ol
igss.

—

—

July 9,
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he made, a few months later, ta the Long Parliament, he would have lived and died a powerful King. On
the other hand, there can be no doubt whatever that, if he
had refused to make any concession to the Long Parliament,
and had resorted to arms in defence of the ship-money and of
the Star Chamber, he would have seen, in the hostile ranks,
Hyde and Falkland side by side with Hollis and Hampden.
But, in truth , he would not have been able to resort to arms
for not twenty Cavaliers would have joined his standard. It
was to his large concessions alone that he owed the support
of that great body of noblemen and gentlemen who fought so
long and so gallantly in his cause. But it would have been
useless to represent these things to James.
Another fatal delusion had taken possession of his mind,
and was never dispelled till it had ruined him. He firmly
believed that, do what he might, the members of the Church
of England would act up to their principles. It had , he knew,
been proclaimed from ten thousand pulpits, it had been solemnly declared by the University of Oxford that even tyranny as frightful as that of the most depraved of the Caesars
did not justify subjects in resisting the royal authority; and
hence he was weak enough to conclude that the whole body
of Tory gentlemen and clergymen would let him plunder,
oppress, and insult them without lifting an arm against him.
It seems strange that any man should have passed his fiftieth
year without discovering that people sometimes do what they
think wrong: and James had only to look into his own heart
for abundant proof that even a strong sense of religious duty
will not always prevent frail human beings from indulging their
passions in defiance of divine laws, and at the risk of awful
penalties.
He must have been conscious that, though he
thought adultery sinful, he was an adulterer: but nothing
could convince him that any man who professed to think rebellion sinful would ever, in any extremity, be a rebel.
The
sions which

,
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he might, without danger, outrage and torture at his pleasure "TsmT™
nor did he ever see his error till the Universities were preparing to coin their plate for the purpose of supplying the
military chest of his enemies, and till aBishop, long renowned
for loyalty, had thrown aside his cassock, girt on a sword,
and taken the command of a regiment of insurgents.
In these fatal follies the King was artfully encouraged by a The King
minister who had been an Exclusionist, and who still called raged in
himself a Protestant, the Earl of Sunderland. The motives by son"
and conduct of this unprincipled politician have often been <lerl,nd
misrepresented. He was, in his own lifetime, accused by the
Jacobites of having, even before the beginning of the reign
of James , determined to bring about a revolution in favour of
the Prince of Orange, and of having, with that view , recommended a succession of outrages on the civil and ecclesiastical
constitution of the realm. This idle story has been repeated
down to our own days by ignorant writers. But no well informed historian, whatever might be his prejudices, has condescended to adopt it: for it rests on no evidence whatever;
and scarcely any evidence would convince reasonable men
that Sunderland deliberately incurred guilt and infamy in
order to bring about a change by which it was clear that he
could not possibly be a gainer, and by which, in fact, he lost
immense wealth and influence. Nor is there the smallest
reason for resorting to so strange a hypothesis. For the truth
lies on the surface.
Crooked as this man’s course was, the
law which determined it was simple. His conduct is to be
ascribed to the alternate influence of cupidity and fear on a
mind highly susceptible of both those passions, and quicksighted rather than far-sighted. He wanted more power and
more money. More power he could obtain only at Rochester’s
expense; and the obvious way to obtain power at Rochester’s
expense was to encourage the dislike which the King felt for
;

'
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moderate counsels. Money could be most easily
and most largely obtained from the court of Versailles; and
Sunderland was eager to sell himself to that court. He had
no jovial generous vices. He cared little for wine or for
beauty: but ho desired riches with an ungovernable and insatiable desire.
The passion for play raged in him without
measure, and had not been tamed by ruinous losses. His
hereditary fortune was ample. He had long filled lucrative
posts , and had neglected no art which could make them more
lucrative but his ill luck at the hazard table was such that his
estates were daily becoming more and more encumbered.
In
the hope of extricating himself from his embarrassments he
betrayed to Barillon all the schemes adverse to France which
had been meditated in the English cabinet, and hinted that a
Secretary of State could in such times render services for
which it might be wise in Lewis to pay largely. The Ambassador told his master that six thousand guineas was the
smallest gratification that could be offered to so important a
minister. Lewis consented to go as high as twenty-five thousand crowns, equivalent to about five thousand six hundred
pounds sterling. It was agreed that Sunderland should receive this sum yearly, and that he should, in return, exert
:

,

all

his influence to prevent the reassembling of the Parlia-

ment. *

He
made

joined himself therefore to the Jesuitical cabal,

and

so dexterous an use of the influence of that cabal that

succeed Halifax in the high dignity of
Lord President without being required to resign the far more

he was appointed

*

to

Barillon, Nov. iJ. 1685;

Lewis to Barillon,

^g^~.

In a highly

curious paper which was written in 1681, almost certainly by Bonrepaux,
and which is now in the French archives, Sunderland is described thus:
“La passion qu’il a pour le jeu, et les perles considerables qu’il y fait,
incommodent fort ses affaires. 11 n'aime pas le vin; et il halt lea

—

femmes.”
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active

and

lucrative post of Secretary.*

He

felt,

however, CHAP.
VI.

he could never hope to obtain paramount influence in the
court while he was supposed to belong to the Established
In private
All religions were the same to him.
Church.

that

I486.

he was in the habit of talking with profane
contempt of the most sacred things. He therefore determined
to let the King have the delight and glory of effecting a conversion. Some management, however, was necessary. No
circles, indeed,

man

is

utterly without regard for the opinion of his fellow

and even Sunderland, though not very sensible to
shame, flinched from the infamy of public apostasy. He
played his part with rare adroitness. To the world he showed
himself as a Protestant. In the royal closet he assumed the
character of an earnest inquirer after truth, who was almost
persuaded to declare himself a Roman Catholic, and who,
while waiting for fuller illumination, was disposed to render
creatures;

every service in his power to the professors of the old faith.
James, who was never very discerning, and who in religious
matters was absolutely blind, suffered himself, notwithstanding all that he had seen of human knavery, of the knavery of
courtiers as a class, and of the knavery of Sunderland in
particular, to be duped into the belief that divine grace had
touched the most false and callous of human hearts. During
many months the wily minister continued to be regarded at
court as a promising catechumen, without exhibiting himself
to the public in the character of a renegade.**
He early suggested to the King the expediency of appointing a secret committee of Roman Catholics to advise on
It appears from the Council Book that be look bis place as preDecember, 1685.
Bonrepaux was not so easily deceived as James. “En son paril (Sunderland) n'cn professe aucune (religion), eten parle fort
librement. Ces sortes de discours seroienl en execration en France,
lei ils sont ordinaires parmi un certain nombre de gens du pais."
*

sident on the 4ih of
••

ticulier

—

Bonrepaux

to

Seignelay,

1681,
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This committeemet sometimes at Chiffinch’s lodgings, and sometimes
at the official apartments of Sunderland, who, though still
nominally a Protestant, was admitted to all its deliberations,
and soon obtained a decided ascendency over the other
members. Every Friday the Jesuitical cabal dined with the
Secretary.
The conversation at table was free; and the
weaknesses of the prince whom the confederates hoped to
manage were not spared. To Petre Sunderland promised a
Cardinal’s hat to Castelmaine a splendid embassy to Rome
to Dover a lucrative command in the Guards; and to Tyrconnel high employment in Ireland. Thus bound together
by the strongest ties of interest, these men addressed themselves to the task of subverting the Treasurer’s power.*
There were two Protestant members of the cabinet who
Perfidy of
Jeffreys.
QO k n0 decided part in the struggle. Jeffreys was at this
time tortured by a cruel internal malady which had been
aggravated by intemperance. At a dinner which a wealthy
Alderman gave to some of the leading members of the government the Lord Treasurer and the Lord Chancellor were so
drunk that they stripped themselves almost stark naked, and
were with difficulty prevented from climbing up a sign-post to
drink His Majesty’s health. The pious Treasurer escaped
with nothing but the scandal of the debauch: but the Chancellor brought on a violent fit of his complaint.
His life was
for some time thought to be in serious danger.
James expressed great uneasiness at the thought of losing a minister
who suited him so well, and said, with some truth, that the
loss of such a man cotild not be easily repaired.
Jeffreys,
when he became convalescent, promised his support to both
the contending parties, and waited to see which of them
would prove victorious. Some curious proofs of his duplicity
all

matters affecting the interests of their religion.

;

j.

,

•

MS.

;

Clarke’s Life of Jam** ibe Second,
Barillon, March
1686

ii.

14. 11. Orig.

Mem.; Sheridan

.
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are

still

extant.

It

has been already said that the two French

Cl

^

p-

London had divided the Te5«7~
Bonrepaux was constantly with
Rochester; and Barillon lived with Sunderland. Lewis was
informed in the same week by Bonrepaux that the Chancellor
was entirely with the Treasurer, and by Barillon that the
Chancellor was in league with the Secretary."
Godolphin, cautious and taciturn, did his best to preserve GodoiHis opinions and wishes were undoubtedly with
neutrality.
Rochester; but his office made it necessary for him to be in
constant attendance on the Queen; and he was naturally unwilling to be on bad terms with her.
There is indeed reason
to believe that he regarded her with an attachment more roagents

who were then

resident in

English court between them.

mantic than often finds place in the hearts of veteran states-

men; and circumstances, which it is now necessary to relate, had thrown her entirely into the hands of the Jesuitical
cabal.""

The King, stern as was his temper and grave as was his
deportment, was scarcely less under the influence of female King,
attractions than his more lively and amiable brother had been.

The

beauty, indeed, which distinguished the favourite ladies
of Charles was not necessary to James.
Barbara Palmer,
Eleanor Gwynn, and Louisa de Querouaille were among the
finest women of their time.
when
young, had surJames,
rendered his liberty, descended below his rank, and incurred
the displeasure of bis family for the coarse features of Anno
Hyde. He had soon, to the great diversion of the whole
court, been drawn away from his plain consort by a plainer
mistress, Arabella Churchill. His second wife, though twenty

—

• Reresby’s
Jan.
..

A

lV

f

i

Memoirs;

Luttrell's Diary,

Jan. 25.

Feb.

2. 168|

;

Barillon, Feb.

Bonrepaux,

**

Dartmouth's note on Burnet,
remarked that Godolphin

i.

621.

In a contemporary satire

it is

“ Boats time with

politic head., and all approves
Pleased with the charge of the Queen's muff and gloves."
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and of no unpleasing face or
had frequent reason to complain of his inconstancy.
But of all his illicit attachments the strongest was that which
Catharine bound him to Catharine Sedley.
Sedley.
*
This woman was the daughter of Sir Charles Sedley, one
of the most brilliant and profligate wits of the Restoration.
The licentiousness of his writings is not redeemed by much
grace or vivacity; but the charms of his conversation were
acknowledged even by sober men who had no esteem for his
character. To sit near him at the theatre, and to hear his
Drycriticisms on a new play was regarded as a privilege.*
den had done him the honour to make him a principal interlocutor in the Dialogue on Dramatic Poesy. The morals of
Sedley were such as, even in that age, gave great scandal.
He on one occasion, after a wild revel, exhibited himself
years younger than himself,

v,

“

i«86.

figure,

9

m

,

without a shred of clothing in the balcony of a tavern near

Covent Garden, and harangued the people who were passing
in language so indecent and profane that he was driven in by
a shower of brickbats, was prosecuted for a misdemeanour,
was sentenced to a heavy fine, and was reprimanded by the
Court of King’s Bench in the most cutting terms.** His
daughter had inherited his abilities and his impudence. Personal charms she had none, with the exception of two brilliant
eyes, the lustre of which, to men of delicate taste, seemed
and unfeminine. Her form was lean, her countenance
haggard. Charles, though he liked her conversation, laughed
fierce

at her ugliness ,

mended her to

and said that the priests must have recombrother by way of penance. She well knew
handsome, and jested freely on her own

his

that she was not

Yet, with strange inconsistency, she loved to
adorn herself magnificently, and drew on herself much keen
ridicule by appearing in the theatre and the ring plastered,

homeliness.

*
**

Pepys, Oct. 4 166*.
Pepys, July 1. 1663.
.
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painted, clad in Brussels lace, glittering with diamonds , and c
affecting all the graces of eighteen.*

The

'

nature of her influence over James

is

^p

-

isss.”

not easily to be

He was no longer young. He was a religious man
he was willing to make for his religion exertions and
from which the great majority of those who are
called religious men would shrink. It seems strange that any
attractions should have drawn him into a course of life which
he must have regarded as highly criminal; and in this case
none could understand where the attraction lay. Catharine
herself was astonished by the violence of his passion. “It
cannot be my beauty,” she said “for he must see that I have
none and it cannot be my wit, for he has not enough to know
that I have any.”
At the moment of the King’s accession a sense of the new
responsibility which lay on him made his mind for a time
peculiarly open to religious impressions.
He formed and
announced many good resolutions spoke in public with great
severity of the impious and licentious manners of the age, and
in private assured his Queen and his confessor that he would
lie wrote to his mistress
see Catharine Sedley no more.
intreating her to quit the apartments which she occupied at
Whitehall, and to go to a house in Saint James’s Square which
had been splendidly furnished for her at his expense. He at
the same time promised to allow her a large pension from his
privy purse.
Catharine, clever, strong-minded, intrepid, and
conscious of her power, refused to stir. In a few months it
began to be whispered that the services of Chiffinch were
again employed, and that the mistress frequently passed and
repassed through that private door through which Father
Huddleston had borne the host to the bedside of Charles.
The King’s Protestant ministers had, it seemB, conceived
a hope that their master’s infatuation for this woman might
explained.

at least

sacrifices

;

;

,

*

See Dorset’s

satirical lines

on her.
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cure him of the more pernicious infatuation which impelled

~ him to attack their religion. She had all the talents which
could qualify her to play on his feelings, to make game of his
scruples, to set before him in a strong light the difficulties
intrigue* and dangers into whicli he was running headlong.
Rochester,
1686.

cheater in

Catharine
sediey.

the champion of the Church, exerted himself to strengthen

Ormond, who

is popularly regarded as the
pure and high-minded in the EngEven Lady Rochester
lish Cavalier, encouraged the design.
was not ashamed to cooperate, and that in the very worst
way. Her office was to direct the jealousy of the injured wife

her influence.

personification of

all

that

is

towards a young lady who was perfectly innocent. The whole
court took notice of the coldness and rudeness with which the
Queen treated the poor girl on whom suspicion had been
thrown: but the cause of Her Majesty’s ill humour was a

went on prosperously and

mystery.

For a time the

secretly.

Catharine often told the King plainly what the

intrigue

Protestant Lords of the Council only dared to hint in the most
delicate phrases.

His crown, she said, was at stake: the

old dotard Arundell and the blustering Tyrconnel would lead

him to his ruin. It is possible that her caresses might have
done what the united exhortations of the Lords and the Commons, of the House of Austria and the Holy See, had failed
to do, but for a strange mishap which changed the whole face
of affairs. James, in a fit of fondness, determined to make
his mistress Countess of

Dorchester in her own right.

Catha-

and declined the invidious
Her lover was obstinate, and himself forced the
honour.
patent into her hands. She at last accepted it on one condition which shows her confidence in her own power and in
She made him give her a solemn promise not
his weakness.
that he would never quit her, but that, ifhedidso, he would
himself announce his resolution to her, and grant her one

rine saw all the peril of such a step,

,

,

parting interview.
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news of her elevation got abroad, the whole

palace was in an uproar.
the veins of the Queen.

The warm blood of Italy boiled

CHAP.
VI.

in

1688.

Proud of her youth and of her

charms, of her high rank and of her stainless chastity, she
could not without agonies of grief and rage see herself deserted and insulted for such a rival.
Rochester, perhaps

remembering how patiently, after a short struggle, Catharine
of Braganza had consented to treat the mistresses of Charles
with politeness, had expected that, after a little complaining
and pouting, Mary of Modena would be equally submissive.
It was not so.
She did not even attempt to conceal from the
eyes of the world the violence of her emotions. Day after
day the courtiers who came to see her dine observed that the
dishes were removed untasted from the table. She suffered
the tears to stream down her cheeks unconcealed in the presence of the whole circle of ministers and envoys. To the
King she spoke with wild vehemence. “Let me go,” she
cried.
“You have made your woman a Countess: make her a
Queen. Put my crown on her head. Only let me hide myself
in some convent, where I may never see her more.”
Then,
more soberly, she asked him how he reconciled his conduct
to his religious professions.
“You are ready,” she said, “to
put your kingdom to hazard for the sake of your soul; and
yet you are throwing away your soul for the sake of that
creature.” Father Petre, on bended knees, seconded these
remonstrances. It was his duty to do so; and his duty was

not the less strenuously performed because it coincided with
his interest.
The King went on for a time sinning and reIn his hours of remorse his penances were severe.
Mary treasured up to the end of her life , and at her death
bequeathed to the convent of Chaillot, the scourge with
penting.

which he had vigorously avenged her wrongs upon his own
shoulders. Nothing but Catharine’s absenco could put an
end to this struggle between an ignoble love and an ignoble
* Macaulay,

History.

11.

20
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James wrote, imploring and commanding her
to depart. He owned that he had promised to bid her farewell
in person.
“But I know too well,” he added, “the power
which you have over me. I have not strength of mind enough
to keep my resolution if I see you.” He offered her a yacht to
convey her with all dignity and comfort to Flanders, and
superstition.

Vi.
'

1680.

threatened that

if

she did not go quietly she should be sent

at one time worked on his feelings by
Then she assumed the airs of a martyr,
and impudently proclaimed herself a sufferer for the Protestant religion.
Then again she adopted the style of John
Hampden. She defied the King to remove her. She would
try the right with him.
While the Great Charter and the
Habeas Corpus Act were the law of the land, she would live
where she pleased. “And Flanders,” she cried; “never!
I have learned one thing from my friend the Duchess of Mazarin; and that is never to trust myself in a country where there
are convents.” At length she selected Ireland as the place

away by

She

force.

pretending to be

ill.

of her exile, probably because the brother of her patron
Rochester was viceroy there. After many delays she departed,
leaving the victory to the Queen. *

The history
fect, if it

of this extraordinary intrigue would be imperis still extant a religious
own hand,

were not added that there

meditation, written by the Treasurer, with his

on the very same day on which the intelligence of his attempt
govern his master by means of a concubine was despatched

to

by Bonrepaux

No composition of Ken or
of more fervent and exalted piety

to Versailles.

Leighton breathes a

spirit

* The chief materials for the history
of this intrigue are the despatches of Barillon and Bonrepaux at the beginning of the year 1686
.

See Barillon,

Feb. T*p, Feb.
Feb. Jf., and Bonrepaux under the first four dates; Evelyn’s Diary, Jan. 19.; Rereaby’s
Memoirs; Burnet, i. 682.; Sheridan MS.; Chaillol MS- ; Adda’s De~ and
spatches,
1686. Adda writes like a pious, but weak and
ignorant man. He appears to have known nothing of James’s past life.
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Hypocrisy cannot be suspected: for the

paper was evidently meant only for the writer’s own eye, and
was not published till he had been more than a century in his
So much is history stranger than fiction; and so true
is it that nature has caprices which art dares not imitate.'
A dramatist would scarcely venture to bring on the stage a
grave prince, in the decline of life, ready to sacrifice his

l886t

"

grave.

crown

in order to serve the interests of his religion, inde-

fatigable in

making proselytes, and yet deserting and

insulting

who had youth and beauty for the sake of a profligate
paramour who had neither. Still less, if possible, would a
a wife

dramatist venture to introduce a statesman stooping to the
wicked and shameful part of a procurer, and calling in his
wife to aid him in that dishonourable office, yet, in his

mo-

ments of leisure, retiring to his closet, and there secretly
pouring out his soul to his God in penitent tears and devout
ejaculations.

•

The Treasurer soon found that,

means Decline
had com- Chester's
1Dflucnce
The Queen was now

in using scandalous

for the purpose of obtaining a laudable end, he

mitted, not only a crime, but a folly.
his

enemy.

She affected, indeed,

‘

to listen with civility while

the Hydes excused their recent conduct as well as they could;
and she occasionally pretended to use her influence in their
favour: but she must have been more or less than woman

The meditation bears date ~ -~ 168
Bonrepaux, in bis despatch
b
same day, says, “L’intrigue avoit
conduile par Milord
Rochester et sa femme. .
Leur projet dtoit dc faire gouverner le Roy
°

*

M

of the

.

.

d’Anglcterre par la nouvelle coratesse. 11s s'6loient assures d’elle.”
While Bonrepaux was writing thus, Rochester was writing as follows:
“Oh God , teach me so to number my days that I may apply my heart
unto wisdom. Teach me to number the days that 1 have spent in vanity
and idleness, and teach me to number those that I have spent in sin and
wickedness. Ob God , teach me to number the days of my affliction too,
and to give thanks for all that is come to me from thy hand. Teach me
likewise to number the days of this world’s greatness, of which I have so
great a share; and leach me to look upon them as vanity and vexation
of spirit."

20

*
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conspiracy which had been
formed against her dignity and her domestic happiness by the

had

really forgiven the

family of her husband’s

first

The

wife.

Jesuits strongly re-

presented to the King the danger which he had so narrowly
escaped.
His reputation, they said, his peace, his soul,

had been put
nister.

in peril

by the machinations of

The Nuncio, who would

his

prime mi-

gladly have counteracted

the influence of the violent party, and cooperated with the

moderate members of the cabinet, could not honestly or
decently separate himself on this occasion from Father Petre.
James himself, when parted by the sea from the charms which
had so strongly fascinated him, could not but regard with
resentment and contempt those who had sought to govern
him by means of his vices. What had passed must have had
the effect of raising his own Church in his esteem, and of
lowering the Church of England. The Jesuits, whom it was
the fashion to represent as the most unsafe of spiritual guides,
as sophists who refined away the whole system of evangelical
morality, as sycophants

who owed

their influence chiefly to

the indulgence with which they treated the sins of the great,

had reclaimed him from a life of guilt by rebukes as sharp and
bold as those which David had heard from Nathan and Herod
from the Baptist. On the other hand, zealous Protestants,
whose favourite theme was the laxity of Popish casuists and
the wickedness of doing evil that good might come, had
attempted to obtain advantages for their own Church in a way
which

all

Christians regarded as highly criminal.

The victory
The

of the cabal of evil counsellors was therefore complete.

King looked

coldly on Rochester.

ministers soon perceived that the

minister only in name.

The

and foreign
Lord Treasurer was prime

He continued

courtiers

to offer his advice daily,

and had the mortification to find it daily rejected. Yet he
could not prevail on himself to relinquish the outward show
of power and the emoluments which he directly and indirectly
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his best, therefore, to

CHAP.
vt.

conceal his vexations from the public eye. But his violent pas-

1686.

him for the part
of a dissembler. His gloomy looks , when he came out of the
council chamber, showed how little he was pleased with what
had passed at the board and, when the bottle had gone round
freely, words escaped him which betrayed his uneasiness."
He might, indeed, well be uneasy. Indiscreet and un-

sions

and

his intemperate habits disqualified

;

popular measures followed each other in rapid succession.
All thought of returning to the policy of the Triple Alliance

was abandoned. The King explicitly avowed to the minisof those continental powers with which he had lately
intended to ally himself, that all his views had undergone a
change, and that England was sti'I to be, as she had been
under his grandfather, his father and his brother, of no
account in Europe. “I am in no tondition,” he said to the
Spanish Ambassador, “to trouble myself about what passes

ters

,

abroad.

It is

my

course, to establish

my

for

religion.”

resolution to

lei,

foreign affairs take their

my authority at home, and to do something

A

few days later he announced the same

intentions to the States General."* From that time to the close
of his ignominious reign, he made no serious effort to escape
from vassalage, though, to the last, he could never hear,
without transports of rage, that men called him a vassal.

The two events which proved to the public that Sunderland and Sunderland’s party were victorious were the prorogation of the Parliament from February to May, and the
departure of Castelmaine for

Rome

with the appointments

of an Ambassador of the highest rank."*
*

“ Je

Milord Rochester comme il sortoit du conseil fort chagrin;
fin du souper, il lui en dchappe quelque chose."
Bonrepaux,

vis

sur la
Feb. iJ. 1686.
et,

**

Bari,lon .

See also Barillon, March T T ,
'

”Apr;rr i April
London Gazette, Feb. 11. 168|; LutlrelPs Diary, Feb. 8. ; Leeuwen,
Feb. -j9# .; Clarke’s Life of James the Second, ii. 76. Orig. Mem.
:

1686.

***
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Hitherto

all

the business of the English government at the

papal court had been transacted by John Caryl. This gentleman was known to his contemporaries as a man of fortune
and fashion, and as the author of two successful plays, a
tragedy in rhyme which had been made popular by the action

and

recitation of Betterton,

and a comedy which owes all its
These pieces have

value to scenes borrowed from Moliere.

long been forgotten; but what Caryl could not do for himself has been done for him by a more powerful genius. Half a
line in the Rape of the Lock has made his name immortal.
C«stel-

maina
sent to

Rome.

Caryl,

who was,
enemy

like all the other respectable

Roman

had acquitted himself of his delicate errand at Rome with good sense and good
The business confided to him was well done but
feeling.
he assumed no public character, and carefully avoided all
His mission, therefore, put the government to
display.
scarcely any charge, and excited scarcely any murmurs. His
place was now most unwisely supplied by a costly and ostenCatholics, an

to violent courses,

;

tatious embassy, offensive in the highest degree to the

people

of England, and by no means welcome to the court of Rome.
Castelmaine had it in charge to demand a Cardinal’s hat for
his confederate Petre.
The Hagaenou
ill

treat-

ed by
James.

About the same time the King began
equivocal manner,

to show, in an un-

the feeling which he really entertained

towards the banished Huguenots. While he had still hoped
to cajole his Parliament into submission and to become the
head of an European coalition against France, he had affected
to blame the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and to pity
the unhappy men whom persecution had driven from their
country. He had caused it to be announced that, at every
church in the kingdom, a collection would be made under
A proclamation on this subject
his sanction for their benefit.
had been drawn up in terms which might have wounded the
pride of a sovereign less sensitive and vainglorious than

—
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But all was now changed. The principles of the
treaty of Dover were again the principles of the foreign policy “lissT
of England. Ample apologies were therefore made for the
discourtesy with which the English government had acted
towards France in showing favour to exiled Frenchmen. The
proclamation which had displeased Lewis was recalled. * The
Huguenot ministers were admonished to speak with reverence
of their oppressor in their public discourses, as they would
answer it at their peril. James not only ceased to express
commiseration for the sufferers but declared that he believed
them to harbour the worst designs, and owned that he had
been guilty of an error in countenancing them. One of the
most eminent of the refugees, John Claude, had published
on the Continent a small volume in which he described with
Lewis.

,

Barillon

demanded

some opprobrious mark should be put on
James complied, and in full council declared it

his book.

great force the sufferings of his brethren.
that

pleasure that Claude’s libel should be burned by the

before the Royal Exchange.

Even Jeffreys was

to

be

his

hangman
and

startled,

ventured to represent that such a proceeding was without
example, that the book was written in a foreign tongue, that
it

had been printed

at a foreign press, that it related entirely

had taken place in a foreign country,
and that no English government had ever animadverted on
such works. James would not suffer the question to be discussed. “My resolution,” he said, “is taken. It has become
the fashion to treat Kings disrespectfully; and they must
stand by each other. One King Bhould always take another’s
part: and I have particular reasons for showing this respect
to the King of France.” There was silence at the board. The
order was forthwith issued; and Claude’s pamphlet was comto transactions which

•

Leeuwen

,

w'- *?

1686 .
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ch ap,

many
who had always been reputed steady loyalists.*
The promised collection was long put off under various
pretexts. The King would gladly have broken his word but
it was pledged so solemnly that he could not for very shame
mitted to the flames, not without the deep murmurs of

;

Nothing, however, which could cool the zeal
of congregations was omitted. It had been expected that,
according to the practice usual on such occasions, the people

retract.**

would be exhorted to liberality from the pulpits. But James
was determined not to tolerate declamations against his religion and his ally. The Archbishop of Canterbury was therefore commanded to inform the clergy that they must merely
read the brief, and must not presume to preach on the
sufferings of the French Protestants.*** Nevertheless the
contributions were so large that, after all deductions, the sum
of forty thousand pounds was paid into the Chamber of London. Perhaps none of the munificent subscriptions of our
own age has borne so great a proportion to the means of the
nation, f

The King was bitterly mortified by the large amount of the
had been made in obedience to his own call.

collection which

He knew,

he said, what

mere Whiggish
*

May

May

Barillon,

Diary,

May

all this liberality

spite to himself

and

*686 ;

5.; Luiirell’s Diary of the

meant.

It

was

his religion. ff

He had

May TTr ;.

Evelyn’s

Citters,

same

date; Privy Council Book,

2.

**

p^b 22

Lady Russell

to

Dr. FiUwilliam, Jan. 22. 1686; Barillon, Feb. If

•

1686. “Ce prince tdmoigne,” says Barillon, “une grande aversion
pour eux, et aurail bien voulu se dispenser de la collecte, qui est
ordonnde en leur favour: mais il n'a pas cru que cela flit possible.”
*•* Barillon,

Mar.

1686.
4.

of the commissioners, dated March 15. 1688.
d’Angleterre connait bien que les gens mal intentionn£s
pour lui sonl les plus prompts et les plus disposes a donner considdrablement. ... Sa Majesty Britannique connoll bien qu'il auroil

f Account
++ “Le Koi

616 a propos de

ne point ordonner de collecte,

el

que

les

gens mal
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already resolved that the

money should be of no use

to those

the donors wished to benefit. He had been, during
some weeks, in close communication with the French embassy
on this subject, and had, with the approbation of the court

whom

of Versailles , determined on a course which

it is

°!^ p

-

i6s«."

not very

easy to reconcile with those principles of toleration to which

he afterwards pretended to be attached. The refugees were
James
zealous for the Calvinistic discipline and worship.
therefore gave orders that none should receive a crust of
bread or a basket of coals who did not first take the sacrament according to the Anglican ritual. * It is strange that
this inhospitable rule should have been devised by a prince
who affected to consider the Test Act as an outrage on the
rights of conscience for, however unjustifiable it may be to
establish a sacramental test for the purpose of ascertaining
whether men are fit for civil and military office, it is surely
much more unjustifiable to establish a sacramental test for the
purpose of ascertaining whether, in their extreme distress,
they are fit objects of charity. Nor had James the plea which
may be urged in extenuation of the guilt of almost all other
persecutors: for the religion which he commanded the refugees to profess, on pain of being left to starve, was not his
own religion. His conduct towards them was therefore less
excusable than that of Lewis: for Lewis oppressed them in
the hope of bringing them over from a damnable heresy to the
true Church: James oppressed them only for the purpose
of forcing them to apostatize from one damnable heresy to
:

another.

Several Commissioners, of whom the Chancellor was one,

had been appointed

to dispense the public alms.

intcntionnds contre'la
celle occasion
*

Mar.

pour

When

they

religion Catbolique et contre lui se servent de
l^moigner lcur ifcle.”
Barillon, April if. 1686.

Barillon, Feb. if.,

—

*•

April if.

1686;

Lewis

to

Barillon,

jV
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met for the

The

first

time, Jeffreys

announced the royal pleasure.

refugees, he said, -were too generally enemies of

mo-

narchy and episcopacy. If they wished for relief, they must
become members of the Church of England, and must take
the sacrament from the hands of his chaplain. Many exiles,

who had come full of gratitude and hope
The

dis-

pensing

power.

to apply for succour,

heard their sentence, and went broken-hearted away. *
May was now approaching; and that month had been
fixed for the meeting of the Houses but they were again prorogued to November.** It was not strange that the King did
not wish to meet them: for he had determined to adopt a
policy which he knew to be, in the highest degree, odious to
them. From his predecessors he had inherited two prerogatives, of which the limits had never been defined with strict
accuracy, and which, if exerted without any limit, would
of themselves have sufficed to overturn the whole polity of
These were the dispensing
the State and of the Church.
power and the ecclesiastical supremacy. By means of the
dispensing power the King purposed to admit Roman Catholics, not merely to civil and military, but to spiritual,
offices.
By means of the ecclesiastical supremacy he hoped
to make the Angelican clergy his instruments for the destruction of their own religion.
It was not
This scheme developed itself by degrees.
thought safe to begin by granting to the whole Roman Catholic body a dispensation from all statutes imposing penalties
and tests. For nothing was more fully established than that
such a dispensation was illegal. The Cabal had, in 1672, put
The Commons,
forth a general Declaration of Indulgence.
as soon as they met, had protested against it. Charles the
Second had ordered it to be cancelled in his presence, and
:

*

“ He
•*

Barillon, April If. 168fi; Lady Russell to Dr. Fitzwilliam
sent away many,” she says, “ with sai hearts."
London Gazette of May 13. 1686.

,

April 14.
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had, both by his own mouth and by a written message, as- chap.
sured the Houses that the step which had caused bo much TsSaT
complaint should never be drawn into precedent. It would
have been difficult to find in all the Inns of Court a barrister

of reputation to argue in defence of a prerogative which the
Sovereign , seated on his throne in full Parliament , had
solemnly renounced a few years before. But it was not quite
so clear that the

King might not, on

special grounds, grant

exemptions to individuals by name. The first object of James,
was to obtain from the courts of common law an
acknowledgment that, to this extent at least, he possessed

therefore,

the dispensing power.
But, though his pretensions were moderate when com-®^*"
pared with those which he put forth a few months later, he roer '* c ’
soon found that he had against him almost the whole sense of J « d «<>**
Westminster Hall. Four of the Judges gave him to understand
that they could not, on this occasion, serve his purpose; and
it is remarkable that all the four were violent Tories, and that
among them were men who had accompanied Jeffreys on the
Bloody Circuit, and who had consented to the death of Cornish
and of Elizabeth Gaunt. Jones, the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, a man who had never before shrunk from any
drudgery, however cruel or servile, now held in the royal
closet language which might have become the lips of the
purest magistrates in our history. He was plainly told that he
must either give up his opinion or his place. “For my place,”
he answered, “1 care little. I am old and worn out in the
f

(

am mortified to find that your Mame capable of giving a judgment which none but
an ignorant or a dishonest man could give.” “I am deterservice of the crown ; but I

jesty thinks

mined,”
all

Jones,

Judges who will be
“ Your Majesty,” answered

said the King, “to have twelve

of my mind as to this matter.”

“may

find twelve

Judges of your mind, but hardly
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twelve lawyers.” *

He was

dismissed together with Montague,

Chief Baron of the Exchequer, and two puisne Judges, Neville and Charlton.
One of the new Judges was Christopher
Milton, younger brother of the great poet.

Of

Christopher

he had
been a Royalist, and that he now, in his old age, leaned towards Popery. It does not appear that he was ever formally
reconciled to the Church of Rome: but he certainly had
scruples about communicating with the Church of England,
and had therefore a strong interest in supporting the dis-

little is

known except that,

in the time of the civil war,

pensing power.**
The King found his counsel as refractory as his Judges.
The first barrister who learned that he was expected to defend
the dispensing power was the Solicitor General, Heneage
Finch. He peremptorily refused, and was turned out of of-

on the following day.*** The Attorney General, Sawyer,
was ordered to draw warrants authorising members of the
Church of Rome to hold benefices belonging to the Church of
England. Sawyer had been deeply concerned in some of the
harshest and most unjustifiable prosecutions of that age; and
the Whigs abhorred him as a man stained with the blood of
Russell and Sidney: but on this occasion he showed no want
of honesty or of resolution. “Sir,” said he, “this is not
merely to dispense with a statute; it is to annul the whole
statute law from the accession of Elizabeth to this day. I dare
not do it; and I implore your Majesty to consider whether
such an attack upon the rights of the Church be in accordance
with your late gracious promises.” f
Sawyer would have
been instantly dismissed as Finch had been, if the government
could have found a successor: but this was no easy matter. It
fice

•

Reresby’s Memoirs; Eachard,

iii.

191.

;

Kennet,

iii.

451.

'* London Gazette, April 22. and 29. 1686; Barillon, April R.; Evelyn’s
Diary, June 2.; Lutlrell, June 8.; Dodd's Church History.
••* North’s Life of Guildford, 288
| Reresby’s Memoirs.
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was necessary for the protection of the rights of the crown that
one at least of the crown lawyers should be a
ability,

man

and experience; and no such man was

of learning,

c

^

p*
.

1686

willing to de-

fend the dispensing power. The Attorney General was thereThofore permitted to retain his place during some months.
mas Powis, an insignificant man, who had no qualification
for high employment except servility, was appointed Solicitor.
The preliminary arrangements were now complete. There c«o of
was a Solicitor General to argue for the dispensing power, ward
8 e
and twelve Judges to decide in favour of it. The question
was therefore speedily brought to a hearing.
Sir Edward
Hales, a gentleman of Kent, had been converted to Popery
in days when it was not safe for any man of note openly to
declare himself a Papist. He had kept his secret, and, when
questioned, had affirmed that he was a Protestant with a
solemnity which did little credit to his principles.
When
James had ascended the throne, disguise was no longer necessary.
Sir Edward publicly apostatized, and was rewarded
with the command of a regiment of foot. He had held his
commission more than three months without taking the sacrament. He was therefore liable to a penalty of five hundred
pounds, which an informer might recover by action of debt.
A menial servant was employed to bring a suit for this sum in
the Court of King’s Bench. Sir Edward did not dispute the
facts alleged against him, but pleaded that he had letters
patent authorising him to hold his commission notwithstanding
the Test Act. The plaintiff demurred, that is to say, admitted Sir Edward’s plea to be true in fact, but denied that it
was a sufficient answer. Thus was raised a simple issue of
law to be decided by the court. A barrister, who was notoriously a tool of the government, appeared for the mock
plaintiff, and made some feeble objections to the defendant’s
The new Solicitor General replied. The Attorney
plea.
General took no part in the proceedings. Judgment was given
*
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by the Lord Chief Justice, Sir Edward Herbert. He announced that he had submitted the question to all the twelve
Judges, and that, in the opinion of eleven of them, the King
might lawfully dispense with penal statutes in particular cases,
and for special reasons of grave importance. The single dissentient, Baron Street, was not removed from his place. He
was a man of morals so bad that his own relations shrank from
him, and that the Prince of Orange, at the time of the Revolution, was advised not to see him.
The character of Street
makes it impossible to believe that he would have been more

The

makes
Exchequer would have been permitted to retain his post. There
was,
can be no reasonable doubt that the dissenting Judge
like the plaintiff and the plaintiff’s counsel, acting collusively.

scrupulous than his brethren.
it

It

character of James

impossible to believe that a refractory Baron of the

was important that there should be a great preponderance
yet it was

of authority in favour of the dispensing power;

important that the bench, which had been carefully packed

should appear to be independent.
One
Judge, therefore, the least respectable of the twelve, was
permitted, or more probably commanded, to give his voice

for the occasion,

against the prerogative.*

The power which the courts of law had thus recognised
was
not suffered to lie idle. Within a month after the decision
0
of the King’s Bench had been pronounced, four Roman Catholic Lords were sworn of the Privy Council.
Two of these,
Powis and Bellasyse, were of the moderate party, and probably took their seats with reluctance and with many sad forebodings. The other two, Arundell and Dover, had no such
misgivings.**
•

lers,

June
**

See the account of the case

May
2l.

in the Collection of State Trials; Cil-

1686; Evelyn’s Diary,

As

to Street, see

London Gazette, July

June

27.; Luttrell's Diary,

Clarendon’s Diary, Dec. 27. 1688
19. 1686.
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dispensing power was, at the same time, employed chap.

Roman Catholics to hold eccleThe new Solicitor readily
drew the n ° msn
*
Catholics
One authowas in favour of a wretch named Edward hold ec-

for the purpose of enabling
siastical

preferment.
7

...

r,

../..i

warrants in which Sawyer had refused to be concerned.

of these warrants

who had two livings which he was determined to keep tic*!* beand through all changes. He administered the sa- neflces
crament to his parishioners according to the rites of the sciater.
Church of England on Palm Sunday 1 686. On Easter Sunday,
only seven days later, he was at mass. The royal dispensaSclater,

-

at all costs

tion authorised

To

him

to retain the

emoluments of his benefices.
whom he had re-

the remonstrances of the patrons from

ceived his preferment he replied in terms of insolent defiance,
and, while the Roman Catholic cause prospered, put forth an
absurd treatise in defence of his apostasy. But, a very few

weeks

after the Revolution, a great congregation

assembled

Savoy, to see him received again into
bosom of the Church which he had deserted. He read his
recantation with tears flowing from his eyes, and pronounced
a bitter invective against the Popish priests whose arts had
at Saint Mary’s in the

the

seduced him.*
Scarcely less infamous was the conduct of Obadiah Walker.

w«ik»r.

He was an aged priest of the Church of England, and was well
known in the University of Oxford as a man of learning. He
had

been suspected of leaning towards Pobut had outwardly conformed to the established re-

in the late reign

pery,

and had

been chosen Master of University
James, Walker deterwhich he had hitherto worn.
absented himself from the public worship of the Church of

ligion,

College.

mined

He

to

Soon

throw

at length

after the accession of

off the disguise

* See the letters patent in Gutcb’s Collectanea
Curiosa. The dale is
the 3d of May, 1686. Sclater’s Consensus Veterum; Gee’s reply, entitled
Veteres Vindicati; Dr. Anthony Horneck’s account of Mr. Sclater’s
recantation of the errors of Popery on the fah of May, 1689; Dodd’s
Church History, part viii. book ii. art. a.
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England, and, with some fellows and undergraduates whom
he had perverted, heard mass daily in his own apartments.
One of the first acts performed by the new Solicitor General
was to draw up an instrument which authorised Walker and
his proselytes to hold their benefices , notwithstanding their
apostasy. Builders were immediately employed to turn two
sets of rooms into an oratory.
In a few weeks the Roman
Catholic rites were publicly performed in University College.
A Jesuit was quartered there as chaplain. A press was
established there under royal license for the printing of Roman Catholic tracts. During two years and a half. Walker
continued to make war on Protestantism with all the rancour
of a renegade but when fortune turned he showed that he
wanted the courage of a martyr. He was brought to the bar
of the House of Commons to answer for his conduct, and was
base enough to protest that he had never changed his religion,
that he had never cordially approved of the doctrines of the
Church of Rome and that he had never tried to bring any
other person within the pale of that Church. It was hardly
worth while to violate the most sacred obligations of law and
of plighted faith, for the purpose of making such converts as
:

,

these.*
Tha

further.
Sdater and
In a short time the King went a step
*
Walker had only been permitted to keep, after they became
to a Papists, the preferment which had been bestowed on them

Deanery

Christi;i«eii

catholic,

while they passed for Protestants.

To confer a high office in

avowed enemy of that Church
was a far bolder violation of the laws and of the royal word.
The Deanery of
bold
for
James.
But no course was too
Christchurch became vacant. That office was, both in dignity
and in emolument, one of the highest in the University of
Oxford. The Dean was charged with the government of a
the Established Church on an

*

Ellis

Gulch’s Collectanea Curiosa; Dodd, viii. ii. 3. ; Wood, Atb. Ox.
Correspondence, Feb. 27. 1686; Commons’ Journals, Oct. 26. 1636.
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number of youths of high connections and of great

™p

C!

*

'
hopes than could then be found in any other college. He was j 68g
also the head of a Cathedral. In both characters it was necessary that he should be a member of the Church of England.
Nevertheless John Massey, who was notoriously a member of
the Church of Rome, and who had not one single recommendation except that he was a member of the Church of Rome,
was appointed by virtue of the dispensing power; and soon
within the walls of Christchurch an altar was decked, at which
mass was daily celebrated.* To the Nuncio the King 6aid
that what had been done at Oxford should very soon be done
at Cambridge.**
Yet even this was a small evil compared with that which Deposit
Protestants had good ground to apprehend. It seemed but «bopric«.
too probable that the whole government of the Anglican
Church would shortly pass into the hands of her deadly
enemies. Three important sees had lately become vacant,
The
that of York, that of Chester, and that of Oxford.
Bishopric of Oxford was given to Samuel Parker, a parasite,
whose religion, if he had any religion, was that of Rome,
and who called himself a Protestant only because he was encumbered with a wife. “I wished,” the King said to Adda,
“to appoint an avowed Catholic: but the time is not come.
Parker is well inclined to us; he is one of us in feeling; and
by degrees he will bring round his clergy.”*** The Bishopric
of Chester, vacant by the death of John Pearson, a great
name both in philology and in divinity, was bestowed on
Thomas Cartwright, a still viler sycophant than Parker. The
Archbishopric of York remained several years vacant. As no
good reason could be found for leaving so important a place

*

.

,

* Gutch’s Collectanea Curiosa; Wood’s Athens Oxonienses; Dialogue between a Churchman and a Dissenter, 1689.
*• Adda, July
y'j. 1686.

•‘Adda,

1

Aug.e.

1686.

Macaulay , History. 1L
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unfilled, men suspected that the nomination was delayed only
the King could venture to place the mitre on the head
of an avowed Papist. It is indeed highly probable that the
Church of England was saved from this outrage by the good
till

sense and good feeling of the Pope.

Without a special disno Jesuit could be a Bishop; and Innocent could not be induced to grant such a dispensation to

pensation from

Rome

Petre.
Resolu-

James did not even make any secret of

his intention to

tion of

James

lo

use his
ecclesiastical

supre-

macy
against
the

Church.

exert vigorously and systematically for the destruction of the

Established Church

head.

He

the powers which he possessed as her

all

plainly said that ,

by a wise dispensation of Promeans of healing
Henry and Elizabeth

vidence, the Act of Supremacy would be the

the fatal breach which

it

had caused.

had usurped a dominion which rightfully belonged to the
Holy See. That dominion had , in the course of succession,
descended to an orthodox prince, and would beheld by him
in trust for the Holy See. He was authorised by law to repress
spiritual abuses; and the first spiritual abuse which he would
repress should be the

assumed of defending
doctrines of Rome.
His dim.
cutties.

liberty

their

own

which the Anglican clergy
and of attacking the

religion

*

But he was met by a great difficulty. The ecclesiastical
supremacy which had devolved on him, was by no means the
same great and terrible prerogative which Elizabeth, James
the First, and Charles the First had possessed. The enact*
“Ce prince m’a dit que Dieu avoit permis que toutes lesloix qui
ont dt6 faites pour gtablirla religion Protestante, etd^truire la religion
Catbolique, servent prdsentement de fondement A ce qu’il veut faire pour
l’dtablissement de la vraie religion, ct le mettent en droit d’exercer un
pouvoir encore plus grand que celui qu'ont ies rois Catboliques sur lea
affaires ecclAsiastiques dans les aulres pays."
Barilion, July 4$. 1686.
To Adda His Majesty said, a few days later, “Cbe 1'autoriUt concessale
dal parlamento sopra l’Ecclesiaslico senza alcun limite con fine contrario fosse adesso per servire al vantaggio de' tnedesimi Cattolici."

—

July 23.

Aug.

a.
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an almost boundless chap.
visitatorial authority over the Church, though it had never isss."
been formally repealed, had really lost a great part of its
force.
The substantive law remained; but it remained unaccompanied by any formidable sanction or by any efficient
system of procedure, and was therefore little more than a dead

ment which annexed

to

the crown

*

letter.

The statute, which restored to Elizabeth the spiritual
dominion assumed by her father and resigned by her sister,
contained a clause authorising the sovereign to constitute a
tribunal which

might investigate, reform, and punish

Under the

ecclesiastical delinquencies.

authority given

all

by

Court of High Commission was created. That
court was , during many years , the terror of Nonconformists,
and, under the harsh administration of Laud, became an
object of fear and hatred even to those who most loved the

this clause, the

Established Church.

When

the

Long Parliament met,

High Commission was generally regarded
of the

many grievances under which

as the

t

the

most grievous

the nation laboured.

An

act was therefore somewhat hastily passed, which not only
took away from the Crown the power of appointing visitors to
superintend the Church, but abolished all ecclesiastical courts
without distinction.
After the Restoration, the Cavaliers who filled the House
of Commons, zealous as they were for the prerogative, still

remembered with bitterness the tyranny of the High Commission, and were by no means disposed to revive an institution
so odious. They at the same time thought, and not without
reason, that the statute which had swept away all the courts
Christian of the realm, without providing any substitute, was

open

to grave objection.

They accordingly repealed

that

which related to the
Thus, the Archidiaconal Courts, the
Consistoiy Courts, the Court of Arches, the Court of Pecu-

statute, with the exception of the part

High Commission.

21 *
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and the Court of Delegates were revived: but the enactment by which Elizabeth and her successors had been empowered to appoint Commissioners with visitatorial authority
over the .Church was not only not revived, but was declared,
with the utmost strength of language, to be completely abrogated. It is therefore as clear as any point of constitutional
law can be that James the Second was not competent to
appoint a Commission with power to visit and govern the
Church of England.* But, if this were so, it was to little
purpose that the Act of Supremacy , in high sounding words,
empowered him to amend what was amiss in that Church.
Nothing but a machinery as stringent as that which the Long
Parliament had destroyed could force the Anglican clergy to
become his agents for the destruction of the Anglican doctrine
and discipline. He therefore as early as the month of April
1686 determined to create a new Court of High Commission.
This design was not immediately executed. It encountered
the opposition of every minister who was not devoted to
France and to the Jesuits. It was regarded by lawyers as an
outrageous violation of the law, and by Churchmen as a direct
Perhaps the contest might have
attack upon the Church.
lasted longer, but for an event which wounded the pride and
inflamed the rage of the King. He had, as supreme ordinary,
liars,

,

,

put forth directions, charging the clergy of the establishment
to abstain from touching in their discourses on controverted
Thus, while sermons in defence of the
points of doctrine.

Roman Catholic

religion

were preached on every Sunday and

holiday within the precincts of the royal palaces, the Church

of the state, the Church of the great majority of the nation,
was forbidden to explain and vindicate her own principles.

The

spirit

of the whole clerical order rose against

this in-

* The whole question is lucidly and unanswerably argued in a little
contemporary tract, entitled “The King’s Power in Mailers Ecclesiastical (airly slated.” See also a concise but forcible argument by
Archbishop Sancroft. Doyly's Life of Sancroft, i. 22 <j.
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William Sherlock, a divine of distinguished

abilities,

CHAP,
vi.

who had written

with sharpness against Whigs and Dissenters,
and had been rewarded by the government with the Mastership of the Temple and with a pension, was one of the fijst
who incurred the royal displeasure. His pension was stopped,
and he was severely reprimanded.* John Sharp, Dean of
Norwich and Rector of St. Giles’s in the Fields, soon gave
still greater offence.
He was a man of learning and fervent
piety, a preacher of great fame, and an exemplary parish
In
politics
he
was
a Tory,
priest.
, like most of his brethren
and had just been appointed one of the royal chaplains. He
received an anonymous letter which purported to come from
one of his parishioners who had been staggered by the arguments of Roman Catholic theologians, and who was anxious
to be satisfied that the Church of England was a branch of the
true Church of Christ. No divine, not utterly lost to all sense
of religious duty and of professional honour, could refuse to
answer such a call. On the following Sunday Sharp delivered

*

loss.

,

an animated discourse against the high pretensions of the
Some of his expressions were exaggerated,
see of Rome.
distorted, and carried by tale-bearers to Whitehall. It was
falsely said that he had spoken with contumely of the theological disquisitions which had been found in the strong box
of the late King, and which the present King had published.
Compton, the Bishop of London, received orders from
Sunderland to suspend Sharp till the royal pleasure should be
further known. The Bishop was in great perplexity. His
recent conduct in the House of Lords had given deep offence
to the court. Already his name had been struck out of the
Already .he had been dismissed
list of Privy Councillors.
from his office in the royal chapel. He was unwilling to give
fresh provocation: but the act which he was directed to perform was a judicial act. He felt that it was unjust, and he
*

Letter from

James

to Clarendon,

Feb. 18 168 J.
.
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He creates a

new
Court of

High

Commission.

was assured by the best advisers that it was also illegal, to
inflict punishment without giving any opportunity for defence.
He accordingly, in the humblest terms, represented his difficulties to the King, and privately requested Sharp not to
appear in the pulpit for the present. Reasonable as were
Compton’s scruples, obsequious as were his apologies, James
was greatly incensed. What insolence to plead either natural
justice or positive law in opposition to an express command
of the Sovereign ! Sharp was forgotten. The Bishop became
a mark for the whole vengeance of the government. * The
King felt more painfully than ever the want of that tremendous
engine which had once coerced refractory ecclesiastics. He
probably knew that, for a few angry words uttered against
his father’s government, Bishop Williams had been suspended
by the High Commission from all ecclesiastical dignities and
functions. The design of reviving that formidable tribanal
was pushed on more eagerly than ever. In July London was
alarmed by the news that the King had, in direct defiance
of two acts of Parliament drawn in the strongest terms entrusted the whole government of the Church to seven Commissioners.** The words in which the jurisdiction of thesie
officers was described were loose, and might be stretched no
almost any extent. All colleges and grammar schools, eve n
those founded by the liberality of private benefactors, we *e
placed under the authority of the new board. All who d 3pended for bread on situations in the Church or in academic al
institutions, from the Primate down to the youngest cura e,
from the Vicechancellors of Oxford and Cambridge down :o
the humblest pedagogue who taught Corderius, were at t te
,

*

The best account

his son.

CiUers,^^

•• Barillon,

July It.;

Ellis

Lultrell’s Diary,

2
j*

of these transactions

is in

the Life of Sharp,

>y

1686.

1686.

Cillers, July J{.;

Privy Council Bo k,

Correspondence, July 11.; Evelyn’s Diary, July
Aug. 8, 6.
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many thousands was

su-

spected of doing or saying anything distasteful to the govern-

CHAP.
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ment, the Commissioners might cite him before them. In
their mode of dealing with him they were fettered by no rules.
They were themselves at once prosecutors and judges. The
accused party was furnished with no copy of the charge. He
was examined and cross-examined. If his answers did not
give satisfaction, he was liable to be suspended from his
office, to be ejected from it, to be pronounced incapable of
holding any preferment in future. If he were contumacious,
he might be excommunicated, or, in other words, be deprived of all civil rights and imprisoned for life. He might
also, at the discretion of the court, be loaded with all the
costs of the proceeding by which he had been reduced to
beggary. No appeal was given. The Commissioners were
directed to execute their office notwithstanding any law which
might be, or might seem to be, inconsistent with these regulations. Lastly, lest any person should doubt that it was
intended to revive that terrible court from which the Long
Parliament had freed the nation, the new tribunal was
directed to use a seal bearing exactly the same device and
the same superscription with the seal of the old High Commis-

sion.*

The

chief Commissioner was the Chancellor.

His pre-

sence and assent were necessary to every proceeding. All
men knew how unjustly, insolently, and barbarously he had
acted in courts where he had been, to a certain extent, re-

by the known laws of England. It was, therefore,
how he would conduct himself in a
which he was at entire liberty to make forms ot
procedure and rules of evidence for himself.

strained

not

difficult to foresee

situation in

*

The

device was a rose and crown. Before the device was the
of the Sovereign's name; after it the letter It. Round the
“Sigillum commissariorum regis majestatis

initial letter

seal

was

Ibis inscription,

ad causas ecclesiasticas.”
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the other six Commissioners three were prelates and

three laymen.

The name

of Archbishop Sancroffc stood

first.

But he was fully convinced that the court was illegal, that all
its judgments would be null, and that by sitting in it he should
incur a serious responsibility.

He

therefore determined not

comply with the royal mandate. He did not, however, act
on this occasion with that courage and sincerity which he
showed when driven to extremity two years later. He begged
The
to be excused on the plea of business and ill health.
other members of the board, he added, were men of too
much ability to need his assistance. These disingenuous apologies ill became the Primate of all England at such a crisis;
nor did they avert the royal displeasure. SancrofVs name
was not indeed struck out of the list of Privy Councillors:
to

but, to the bitter mortification of the" friends of the Church,

he was no longer summoned on Council days. “If,” said the
King, “ho is too sick or too busy to go to the Commission, it
is a kindness to relieve him from attendance at Council.”*
The government found no similar difficulty with Nathaniel
Crewe, Bishop of the great and opulent see of Durham, a man
nobly born, and raised so high in his profession that he could
scarcely wish to rise higher, but mean, vain, and cowardly.
He had been made Dean of the Chapel Royal when the Bishop
of London was banished from the palace. The honour of
being an Ecclesiastical Commissioner turned Crewe’s head.
It was to no purpose that some of his friends represented to
him the risk which he ran by sitting in an illegal tribunal. He
was not ashamed to answer that he could not live out of the
royal smile, and exultingly expressed his hope that his name
would appear in history, a hope which has not been altogether
disappointed.**
•

Appendix to Clarendon’s Diary; Cillers, Oct.

Ocl. 41**

; Doyly's Life of Sancroft.
Burnet, i. 676.

r

.'

1686; Barillon,
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Sprat, Bishop of Rochester,

was the third

He was a man to whose talents

Commissioner.

rical

has scarcely done justice.

been usual to print

Unhappily for

his

his verses in collections

cle-

VI.

posterity

fame,

it

CHAP.
isss.

has

of the British

who judge of him by

his verses must conwho, without one spark of
Cowley’s admirable genius, mimicked whatever was least
commendable in Cowley’s manner: but those who are acquainted with Sprat’s prose writings will form a very different
estimate of his powers,. He was indeed a great master of our
language, and possessed at once the eloquence of the orator,
of the controversialist, and of the historian.
His moral
character might have passed with little censure had he belonged to a less sacred profession for the worst that can be
said of him is that he was indolent, luxurious, and worldly:
but such failings, though not commonly regarded as very

poets ; and those
sider

him

as a servile imitator,

;

heinous in men of secular callings, are scandalous in a prelate.

The

Archbishopric of York was vacant; Sprat hoped to ob-

tain it,

and therefore accepted a seat

at the ecclesiastical

board: but he was too good-natured a man to behave harshly;
and he was too sensible a man not to know that he might at
some future time be called to a serious account by a Parliament. He therefore, though he consented to act, tried to do
as

little

The

and to make as few enemies,

mischief,

*
as possible.

Lord TreaLord President, and the Chief Justice of the King’s
Bench. Rochester, disapproving and murmuring, consented
to serve. Much as he had to endure at the court, he could
three remaining Commissioners were the

surer, the

not bear to quit

it.

Much

as

he loved the Church, he could

not bring himself to sacrifice for her sake his white staff, his
patronage, his salary of eight thousand pounds a year, and
the far larger indirect emoluments of his office.
his conduct to others,
* Burnet,

i.

615.

ii.

and perhaps
629.

;

to himself,

He excused
by pleading

Sprat’s Letters to Dorset.
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a Commissioner, he might be able to prevent much
and that, if he refused to act, some person less attached

that, as
evil,

would be found to replace him.
Sunderland was the representative of the Jesuitical cabal.
Herbert’s recent decision on the question of the dispensing
power seemed to prove that he would not flinch from any
service which the King might require.
As soon as the Commission had been opened, the Bishop
of London was cited before the new tribunal. He appeared.
“I demand of you,” said Jeffreys, “a direct and positive
answer. Why did not you suspend Dr. Sharp?
The Bishop requested a copy of the Commission in order
that he might know by what authority he was thus interrogated.
“If you mean,” said Jeffreys, “to dispute our
authority, I shall take another course with you.
As to the
Commission, I do not doubt that yon have seen it. At all
events you may see it in any coffee-house for a penny.” The
insolence of the Chancellor’s reply appears to have shocked
the other Commissioners, and he was forced to make some
awkward apologies. He then returned to the point from which
he had started. “This,” he said, “is not a court in which
written charges are exhibited. Our proceedings are summary,
and by word of mouth. The question is a plain one. Why
did you not obey the King? ” With some difficulty Compton
to the Protestant religion

Proceedings
against

the Bishop of

Loudon.

obtained a brief delay, and the assistance of counsel. When
the case had been heard, it was evident to all men that the
Bishop had done only what he was bound to do. The TreaThe
surer, the Chief Justice, and Sprat were for acquittal.
King’s wrath was moved. It seemed that his Ecclesiastical
Commission would fail him as his Tory Parliament had failed
him. He offered Rochester a simple choice, to pronounce
the Bishop guilty, or to quit the Treasury. Rochester was
base enough to yield. Compton was suspended from all spiritual functions and the charge of his great diocese was Corn;
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He

continued, c ”* p

-

however, to reside in his palace and to receive his revenues; “76*67“
for it was known that, had any attempt been made to deprive
him of his temporalities, he would have put himself under the

common law; and Herbert himself declared
law, judgment must be given against the
This consideration induced the King to pause. Only

protection of the
that, at

crown.

common

a few weeks had elapsed since he had packed the courts of
Westminster Hall in order to obtain a decision in favour of his
dispensing power.
He now found that, unless he packed
them again, he should not be able to obtain a decision in
favour of the proceedings of his Ecclesiastical Commission.
He determined, therefore, to postpone for a short time
the confiscation of the freehold property of refractory
clergymen. •
The temper of the nation was indeed such as might well Disconmake him hesitate.
During some months discontent had cited by
’
been steadily and rapidly increasing. The celebration of the
Ji"Roman Catholic worship had long been prohibited by Act^ia°,[
of Parliament.
During several generations no Roman Ca- {j?is°tnd
tholic clergyman had dared to exhibit himself in any public ™ s ‘e g
place with the badges of his office. Against the regular clergy,
and against the restless and subtle Jesuits by name, had been
enacted a succession of rigorous statutes. Every Jesuit who
set foot in this country was liable to be hanged, drawn, and
quartered. A reward was offered for his detection. He was
not allowed to take advantage of the general rule, that men
are not bound to accuse themselves. Whoever was suspected
of being a Jesuit might be interrogated, and, if he refused to
answer, might be sent to prison for life.** These laws, though
they had not, except when there was supposed to be some
* Burnet, i. 617.; Barillon, Sept.
are in the Collection of State Trials.
•* 21 Eliz. c. 2.; 2 Jac. 1. c. 4.
; 3 Jac.

1686.

The public proceedings

I. c. 5.
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peculiar danger,

been

strictly

executed, and though, they had

never prevented Jesuits from resorting to England, had made
disguise necessary.
But all disguise was now thrown off.
Injudicious members of the King’s Church, encouraged by

him, took a pride in defying statutes which were still of undoubted validity, and feelings which had a stronger hold
of the national mind than at any former period.
Roman
Catholic chapels rose all over the country. Cowls, girdles
of ropes, and strings of beads constantly appeared in the
streets, and astonished a population, the oldest of whom had
never seen a conventual garb except on the stage. A con-

vent rose at Clerkenwell on the

site

of the ancient cloister

coln’s

The Franciscans occupied a mansion in LinInn Fields.
The Carmelites were quartered in the

City.

A society

of Saint John.

James’s Palace.

of Benedictine monks was lodged in Saint
In the Savoy a spacious house, including

and a school, was built for the Jesuits. * The skill
and care with which those fathers had, during several generations, conducted the education of youth, had drawn forth
reluctant praises from the wisest Protestants.
Bacon had
pronounced the mode of instruction followed in the Jesuit
colleges to be the best yet known in the world, and had
warmly expressed his regret that so admirable a system of intellectual and moral discipline should be subservient to the
interests of a corrupt religion.** It was not improbable that
the new academy in the Savoy might, under royal patronage,
a church

prove a formidable rival to the great foundations of Eton,
Westminster, and Winchester. Indeed, soon after the school
was opened, the classes consisted of four hundred boys,
about one half of whom were Protestants. The Protestant
pupils were not required to attend mass: but there could be
no doubt that the influence of able preceptors, devoted to
•

*•

Clarke’s Life of

De Augmentis,

James

i.

the Second,

ii.

79, 80 Orig.

Mem.

vi. 4.
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the

Roman

Catholic Church, and versed in

833
all

the arts which

win the confidence and affection of youth, would make many

c,

^

p-

1

168S .

converts.

These things produced great excitement among the popuwhich is always more moved by what impresses the
Thousands
is addressed to the reason.
of rude and ignorant men , to whom the dispensing power and
were
without
a meaning,
Commission
words
Ecclesiastical
the
saw with dismay and indignation a Jesuit college rising on the
banks of the Thames, friars in hoods and gowns walking in
the Strand, and crowds of devotees pressing in at the doors
of temples where homage was paid to graven images. Riots
broke out in several parts of the country. At Coventry and
Worcester the Roman Catholic worship was violently interrupted.* At Bristol the rabble, countenanced, it was 6aid,
by the magistrates, exhibited a profane and indecent pageant,
in which the Virgin Mary was represented by a buffoon, and
in which a mock host was carried in procession. The garrison
was called out to disperse the mob. The mob, then and ever
since one of the fiercest in the kingdom, resisted. Blows
were exchanged, and serious hurts inflicted.** The agitation
was great in the capital, and greater in the City, properly so
called, than at Westminster. For the people of Westminster
had been accustomed to see among them the private chapels
of Roman Catholic Ambassadors: but the City had not, within
living memory, been polluted by any idolatrous exhibition.
lace,

senses than by what

Now, however,

the resident of the Elector Palatine, encouraged by the King, fitted up a chapel in Lime Street. The
heads of the corporation, though men selected for office on
account of their known Toryism, protested against this proceeding, which, as they said, the ablest gentlemen of the
long robe regarded as illegal. The Lord Mayor was ordered
• Cillers,
** Cillers,

May
May

4J. 16S6.
JJ. 1686 .

Adda, May

j{.
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appear before the Privy Council. “Take heed what you
do,” said the King. “Obey me; and do not trouble yourself
to

VI.
'

either about gentlemen of the long robe or gentlemen of the

The Chancellor took up the word, and reprimagistrate with the genuine eloquence of the Old Bailey bar. The chapel was opened. All
the neighbourhood was soon in commotion. Great crowds
assembled in Cheapside to attack the new mass house. The
priests were insulted. A crucifix was taken out of the building
and set up on the parish pump. The Lord Mayor came to
quell the tumult, but was received with cries of “No wooden
gods.” The trainbands were ordered to disperse the crowd:
but they shared in the popular feeling ; and murmurs were
heard from the ranks, “We cannot in conscience fight for
Popery.”*
The Elector Palatine was, like James, a siucere and
zealous Catholic, and was, like James, the ruler of a Probut the two princes resembled each other
testant people
little in temper and understanding. The Elector had promised
to respect the rights of the Church which he found established
He had strictly kept his word, and had
in his dominions.
not suffered himself to be provoked to any violence by the
indiscretion of preachers who, in their antipathy to his faith,
occasionally forgot the respect which they owed to his pershort robe.”

manded the unfortunate

;

He learned,

been
London by the injudicious act of his
representative, and, much to his honour, declared that be
would forego the privilege to which, as a sovereign prince, he
son.**

with concern, that great offence had

given to the people of

was

entitled, rather than

endanger the peace of a great city.

“I, too,” he wrote to James,
* Ellis

Correspondence. April

April |S.; Privy Council
Feb. 2H,
March 28.
.
^
Mir.H.t Apri 5T' A P nl
,

*’

“have Protestant subjects;

27. 1686

Book, March

n

;

Barillon, April ||.

28.;

;

Luttrell’s Diary;

Cillers,

Adda,

April 23.

-ffifT

Burnet’s Travels.
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caution and delicacy

it is

—

James,

sary that a Catholic prince so situated should act.”
instead of expressing gratitude for this

c *ap.

neces-

humane and

Teae;

consi-

derate conduct, turned the letter into ridicule before the foreign ministers.

have a chapel
if

It

was determined that the Elector should
whether he would or not, and that,

in the City

the trainbands refused to do their duty, their place should

be supplied by the Guards.*

The effect of these disturbances on trade was serious.
The Dutch minister informed the States General that the
business of the Exchange was at a stand. The Commissioners
of the Customs reported to the King that, during the month
which followed the opening of Lime Street Chapel, the receipt
in the port of the Thames had fallen off by some thousands of
pounds. ** Several Aldermen, who, though zealous royalists
appointed under the new charter, were deeply interested in
the commercial prosperity of their city, and loved neither
Popery nor martial law, tendered their resignations. But the
King was resolved not to yield. He formed a camp on £, r™™dpat
Hounslow Heath, and collected there,7 within a circumference
low*
of about two miles and a half, fourteen battalions of foot and
thirty-two squadrons of horse, amounting to thirteen thousand
fighting men. Twenty-six pieces of artillery, and many wains
laden with arms and ammunition, were dragged from the
Tower through the City to'Hounslow.*** The Londoners saw
this great force assembled in their neighbourhood with a
terror which familiarity soon diminished. A visit to Hounslow
became their favourite amusement on holidays. The camp
presented the appearance of a vast fair. Mingled with the
musketeers and dragoons, a multitude of fine gentlemen and
* Barillon,
7

"
***

Citters
Ellis

.

Juno

Juno 4.

1686.
6.

1686.

Correspondence , June

26. 1686;

Citters, July

Lutlrell’a

Diary. July 19.
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from Soho Square

,

women from
hoods and gowns,

sharpers and painted

Whitefriars, invalids in sedans,

monks

in

lacqueys in rich liveries, pedlars, orange girls, mischievous
apprentices and gaping clowns, was constantly passing

and

From some

pa-

repassing through the long lanes of tents.

were heard the noises of drunken revelry , from others
In truth the place was merely a gay
suburb of the capital. The King, as was amply proved two
years later, had greatly miscalculated. He had forgotten that
vicinity operates in more ways than one. He had hoped that
his army would overawe London: but the result of his policy
was that the feelings and opinions of London took complete
vilions

the curses of gamblers.

possession of his army.*

Scarcely indeed had the encampment been formed when
there were rumours of quarrels between the Protestant and
Popish soldiers.** A little tract, entitled A humble and hearty
Address to all English Protestants in the Army, had been
The writer veheactively circulated through the ranks.
mently exhorted the troops to use their arms in defence, not
of the mass book, but of the Bible, of the Great Charter, and
of the Petition of Right. He was a man already under the
frown of power. His character was remarkable, and his his-

,

tory not uninstructive.
Samuel
Johnson,

His name was Samuel Johnson. He was a priest of the
Church of England, and had been chaplain to Lord Russell.
Johnson was one of those persons who are mortally hated by
their opponents, and less loved than respected by their allies.
His morals were pure, his religious feelings ardent, his learn• See the contemporary poems, entitled Hounslow Heath and CaeGhost; Evelyn's Diary, June 2. 1686. A ballad in the Pepysian
collection contains the following lines:
“1 liked the place beyond expressing,
1 ne'er saw a camp so fine.
Not a maid in a plain dressing,
But might taste a glass of wine.”
•* Lultrell’s Diary, June 18. 1686.
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His profession made him peculiarly odious to the zealous
supporters of monarchy ; for a republican in holy orders was
a strange and almost an unnatural being. During the late
reign Johnson had published a book entitled Julian the Apostate.

The

object of this work was to

show that the

Christians

of the fourth century did not hold the doctrine of nonresistance. It was easy to produce passages from Chrysostom
and Jerome written in a spirit very different from that of the
Anglican divines who preached against the Exclusion Bill.

Johnson, however, went further. He attempted to revive
the odious imputation which had, for very obvious reasons,
been thrown by Libanius on the Christian soldiers of Julian,
and insinuated that the dart which slew the imperial renegade
came, not from the enemy, but from some Rumbold or Ferguson in the Roman ranks. A hot controversy followed. Whig
and Tory disputants wrangled fiercely about an obscure
passage, in which Gregory ofNazianzus praises a piousBishop
who was going to bastinado somebody. The Whigs maintained that the holy man was going to bastinado the Emperor;
the Tories that, at the worst, he was only going to bastinado
a captain of the guard. Johnson prepared a reply to his assailants, in which he drew an elaborate parallel between JuJulian had, during
lian and James, then Duke of York.
many years, pretended to abhor idolatry, while in heart an
idolater.
Julian had, to serve a turn, occasionally affected
respect for the rights of conscience. Julian had punished
cities which were zealous for the true religion, by taking away
their municipal privileges. Julian had, by his flatterers, been
called the Just.
James was provoked beyond endurance.
Johnson was prosecuted for a libel, convicted, and condemned
to a fine which he had no means of paying. He was therefore
Macaulay, History.

II.

22
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kept in gaol; and

it

seemed

likely that his confinement

would

vi.
1686.

nogb
Speke.

end only with

his life.*

Over the room which he occupied in the King’s Bench
prison lodged another offender whose character well deserves
This was Hugh Speke, a young man of good
to be studied.
family, but of a singularly base and depraved nature.
His
love of mischief and of dark and crooked ways amounted
without
being found
almost to madness. To cause confusion
out was his business and his pastime and he had a rare skill
;

honest enthusiasts as the instruments of his coldblooded malice. He had attempted, by means of one of his
puppets, to fasten on Charles and James the crime of murderin using

ing Essex in the Tower.

On

this occasion the

Speke had been traced and, though he succeeded
;

agency of
in

throwing

the greater part of the blame on his dupe, he had not escaped

with impunity.

He was now

a prisoner; but his fortune en-

abled him to live with comfort; and he was under so
restraint that

little

he was able to keep up regular communication

who managed a secret press.
very man for Speke’s purposes, zealous

with one of his confederates

Johnson was the
and intrepid, a scholar and a practised

controversialist, yet

A close intimacy sprang up between the
two fellow prisoners. Johnson wrote a succession of bitter
and vehement treatises which Speke conveyed to the printer.
When the camp was formed at Hounslow, Speke urged Johnson to compose an address which might excite the troops to
mutiny. The paper was instantly drawn up. Many thousands
of copies were Struck off and brought to Speke’s room,
whence they were distributed over the whole country, and
especially among the soldiers.
A milder government than
that which then ruled England would have been moved to
as simple as a child.

* See the memoirs of Johnson
prefixed to the folio edition of his
,
his Julian, and his answers to his opponents. See also Hickes’s
Jovian.

life,
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high resentment by such a provocation.

made.

A

subordinate agent

Strict search -was c ”* p *

who had been employed

to cir-

isse.

by giving up Johnson; and
Johnson was not the man to save himself by giving up Speke.
An information was filed, and a conviction obtained without Proceeddifficulty.
Julian Johnson, as he was popularly called, was»««in*t
0
sentenced to stand thrice in the pillory, and to be whipped
Newgate
from
to Tyburn. The Judge, Sir Francis Withins,
culate the address saved himself

told the criminal to be thankful for the great lenity of the At-

who might have treated the case as one of
“I owe him no thanks,” answered Johnson,
whose only crime is that I have defended
the Church and the laws, to be grateful for being scourged
like a dog, while Popish scribblers are suffered daily to insult
the Church and to violate the laws with impunity?” The
energy with which he spoke was such that both the Judges
and the crown lawyers thought it necessary to vindicate themselves, and protested that they knew of no Popish publications such as those to which the prisoner alluded. He instantly
drew from his pocket some Roman Catholic books and trinkets
which were then freely exposed for sale under the royal
patronage, read aloud the titles of the books, and threw a
rosary across the table to the King’s counsel. “ And now,”
he cried with a loud voice , “ I lay this information before God,
before this court, and before the English people. We shall
soon see whether Mr. Attorney will do his duty.”
It was resolved that, before the punishment was inflicted,
Johnson should be degraded from the priesthood. The prelates who had been charged by the Ecclesiastical Commission
with the care of the diocese of London cited him before them
in the chapter house of Saint Paul’s Cathedral.
The manner
in which he went through the ceremony made a deep impression on many minds; When ho was stripped of his sacred
robe he exclaimed, “You are taking away my gown because I
torney General ,

high treason.
dauntlessly.

“Am I,

22

*
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have tried to keep your gowns on your backs.” The only part
of the formalities which seemed to distress him 'fras the plucking of the Bible out of his hand. Ho made a faint struggle to
retain the sacred book, kissed it* and burst into tears. “You
cannot,” he said, “ deprive me of the hopes which I owe to it.”
Some attempts were made to obtain a remission of the flogging.

A Roman Catholic priest offered to intercede

in consideration

of a bribe of two hundred pounds. The money was raised
and the priest did his best, but in vain. “Mr. Johnson,”
said the King, “has the spirit of a martyr; and it is fit that he
should be one.” William the Third said, a few years later,

of ono of the most acrimonious and intrepid Jacobites,

“He

has set his heart on being a martyr, and I have set mine on disappointing him.” These two speeches would alone suffice
to explain the widely different fates of the two princes.
The day appointed for the flogging came. A whip of nine
lashes was used. Three hundred and seventeen stripes were
inflicted; but the sufTerer never winced.
He afterwards said
that the pain was cruel, but that, as he was dragged at the
tail of tho cart, he remembered how patiently the cross had
been borne up Mount Calvary, and was so much supported by
the thought that, but for the fear of incurring the suspicion
of vain glory, he would have sung a psalm with as firm and
cheerful a voice as if he had been worshipping God in the
congregation.
It is impossible not to wish that so much
heroism had been less alloyed by intemperance and intolerance. •
Zeal of
the Anglican
clergy
against

Among the clergy of the Church of England Johnson
found no sympathy. He had attempted to justify rebellion
he had even hinted approbation of regicide ; and they still, in

Popery,
• Life of

Johnson, prefixed to his works; Secret History of the happy

Revolution, by

Hugh Speke;

Stale Trials; Citters,

gives the best account of the trial.
confirms his narrative.

I

y' 1686.

Cilters

have seen a broadside which
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clung to the doctrine of non- c

But they saw with alarm and concern the progress
of what they considered as a noxious superstition, and, while
they abjured all thought of defending their religion by the
sword, betook themselves manfully to weapons of a different
kind. To preach against the errors of Popery was now re-

^

p*

resistance.

garded by them as a point of duty and a point of honour. The writing*.
London clergy, who were then in abilities and influence decidedly at the head of their profession, set an example which
was bravely followed by their ruder brethren all over the
country. Had only a few bold men taken this freedom, they
would probably have been at once cited before the Ecclesiastical Commission; but it was hardly possible to punish an
offence which was committed every Sunday by thousands of
The presses of the cadivines, from Berwick to Penzance.
pital, of Oxford, and of Cambridge, never rested.
The act
which subjected literature to a censorship did not seriously
impede the exertions of Protestant controversialists; for it
contained a proviso in favour of the two Universities, and
authorised the publication of theological works licensed by
the Archbishop of Canterbury. It was therefore out of the
power of the government to silence the defenders of the
established religion. They were a numerous, an intrepid,
and a well appointed band of combatants. Among them were
eloquent declaim ers, expert dialecticians, scholars deeply
read in the writings of the fathers and in all parts of ecclesiastical history.

Some of them,

at a later period,

turned

against one another the formidable arms which they had

common enemy, and by their fierce conand insolent triumphs brought reproach on the
Church which they had saved. But at present they formed
an united phalanx. In the van appeared a rank of steady and

wielded against the
tentions

skilful veterans, Tillotson, Stillingfleet, Sherlock,

Whitby, Patrick, Tenison, Wake.

The

Prideaux,

rear was brought
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up by the most distinguished bachelors of

-

-

T^T

cruits

'

arts

who were

Conspicuous amongst the reCambridge sent to the field was a distinguished

studying for deacon's orders.

whom

pupil of the great Newton, Henry Wharton, who had, a few
months before, been senior wrangler of his year, and whose
early death was soon after deplored by men of all parties as
an irreparable loss to letters. * Oxford was not less proud
of a youth, whose great powers, first essayed in this conflict,
afterwards troubled the Church and the State during forty

eventful years, Francis Atterbury.

By

such

men

as these

every question in issue between the Papists and the Protestants was debated, sometimes in a popular style which boys

and women could comprehend, sometimes with the utmost
and sometimes with an immense display
of learning. The pretensions of the Holy See, the authority

subtlety of logic,

of tradition, purgatory, transubstantiation , the sacrifice of
the mass, the adoration of the host, the denial of the cup to

the

laity,

confession, penance, indulgences, extreme unction,

the invocation of saints, the adoration of images, the celibacy

of the clergy, the monastic vows, the practice of celebrating
public worship in a tongue unknown to the multitude, the
corruptions of the court of Rome, the history of the Reformation,

the characters of the chief reformers, were copiously

Great numbers of absurd legends about miracles
wrought by saints and relics were translated from the Italian,
and published as specimens of the priestcraft by which the
greater part of Christendom had been fooled. Of the tracts
put forth on these subjects by Anglican divines during the
short reign of James the Second many have probably
perished.
Those which may still be found in our great
**
libraries make up a mass of near twenty thousand pages.
discussed.

•

**

See the preface to Henry Wharton’s Posthumous SermonsThis I can attest from my own researches. There is an excellent

collection in the British

Museum. Birch

tells us, in his Life

of Tillolson,
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The Roman Catholics did not yield the victory without a chap*
struggle. One of them, named Henry Hills, had been ap- " 6 8fi.'“
i

pointed printer to the royal household and chapel,

and had Th *
been placed by the King at the head of a great office in Lon- catimiic
don from which theological tracts came forth by hundreds, ojcr-'*
ms cl,#l1
Obadiah Walker’s press was not less active at Oxford. But,
with the exception of some bad translations of Bossuet’s ad'

mirable works, these establishments put forth nothing of the
It was indeed impossible for any intelligent
and candid Roman Catholic to deny that the champions of his
Church were, in every talent and acquirement, completely
overmatched. The ablest of them would not, on the other
side, have been considered as of the third rate.
Many of
them, even when they had something to say, knew not how to
say it. They had been excluded by their religion from English
schools and universities nor had they ever, till the accession
of James, found England an agreeable, or even a safe, residence. They had therefore passed the greater part of their
lives on the Continent, and had almost unlearned their mother

smallest value.

;

tongue.

When they preached,

the derision of the audience.

•

their outlandish accent

They

spelt like

moved

washerwomen.

Their diction was disfigured by foreign idioms; and, when
they meant to be eloquent, they imitated, as well as they
could, what was considered as fine writing in those Italian
academies where rhetoric had then reached the last stage
of corruption. Disputants labouring under these disadvantages would scarcely, even with truth on their side, have
been able to make head against men whose style is eminently
distinguished by simple purity and grace. *
that Archbishop Wake had not been able to form even a perfect catalogue of all the tracts published in this controversy.
* Cardinal Howard spoke strongly to Burnet at Rome on this subject.
Burnet, i. 662. There is a curious passage to the same effect in a despatch of Barillon: but 1 have mislaid the reference.
One of the Roman Catholic divines who engaged in this controversy,
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Sco land.
i

The

England in the year 1686 cannot be better
described than in the words of the French Ambassador.
situation of

‘‘The discontent,” he wrote, “is great and general: but the
fear of incurring still worse evils restrains all who have
The King openly expresses his joy at
anything to lose.
finding himself in a situation to strike bold strokes. He likes
to be complimented on this subject. He has talked to me
about it, and has assured me that he will not flinch.” *
Meanwhile in other parts of the empire events of grave
importance had taken place. The situation of the episcopalian
Protestants of Scotland differed widely from that in which
their English brethren stood. In the south of the island the
religion of the state was the religion of the people, and had a
strength altogether independent of the strength derived from
a Jesuit named Andrew Pulton, whom Mr. Oliver, in his biography
ol the Order, pronounces to have been a man of distinguished ability,
very frankly owns his deficiencies. “A. P. having been eighteen years
out of his own country, pretends not yet to any perfection of the English
expression or orthography.” His orthography is indeed deplorable. In
one of his letters wright is put for write, woed for would. lie challenged
Tenison to dispute with him in Latin, that they might be on equal terms.
In a contemporary satire, entitled The Advice, is the following
couplet:
“Send Pulton to be lashed at Busby’s school,
That be in print no longer play the foot.”

—

Another Roman Catholic, named William Clench, wrote a treatise on
the Pope's supremacy, and dedicated it to the Queen in Italian. The
following specimen of his style may suffice.
del sagro marito fortunata consortel 0 dolce alleviaraento d’aflari alti! O grato ristoro
di pensieri noiosi, nel cui petto latteo, lucente speccbio d’illibata
matronal pudicizia, nel cui seno odorato, come in porto d’amor, si ritira
il Giacomo 1 O beata regia coppial 0 felice inserto tra l'invincibil leoni
e le eandide aquilel ”
Clench’s English is of a piece with his Tuscan. For example, “Peter
signifies an inexpugnable rock, able to evacuate all the plots of Hell's
divan, and naufragale all the lurid designs of empoisoned heretics.”
Another Roman Catholic treatise, entitled “The Church of England
truly represented,” begins by informing us that “the ignis fatuus of
reformation which had grown to a comet by many acts of spoil and
rapine, had been ushered into England, purified of the filth which it
bad contracted among the lakes of the Alps.”
* Barilloo, July
iJ. 1686.

“O

,

/
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were far more numerous than the Papists and the Protestant
The Established Church of
taken together.
Scotland was the Church of a small minority. The majority
of the lowland population was firmly attached to the Presbyterian discipline. Prelacy was abhorred by the great body
of Scottish Protestants, both as an unscriptural and as a
foreign institution. It was regarded by the disciples of Knox
as a relic of the abominations of Babylon the Great.
It painfully reminded a people proud of the memory of Wallace and
Bruce that Scotland, since her sovereigns had succeeded to a
fairer inheritance, had been independent in name only. The
episcopal polity was also closely associated in the public mind
with all the evils produced by twenty-five years of corrupt and

168 $.

Dissenters

cruel

maladministration.

Nevertheless

this

polity

stood,

though on a narrow basis and amidst fearful storms , tottering
indeed, yet upheld by the civil magistrate, and leaning for
support, whenever danger became serious, on the power
of England. The records of the Scottish Parliament were
thick set with laws denouncing vengeance on those who in any
direction strayed from the prescribed pale. By an Act passed
in the time of Knox, and breathing his spirit, it was a high
crime to hear mass, and the third offence was capital.* An
Act recently passed, at the instance of James, made it death
to preach in any Presbyterian conventicle whatever, and even
to attend such a conventicle in the open air.** The Eucharist
was not, as in England, degraded into a civil test; but no
person could hold any office, could sit in Parliament, or
could even vote for a member of Parliament, without subscribing, under the sanction of an oath, a declaration which

condemned

in the strongest terms the principles

both of the

Papists and of the Covenanters.***
*

-

Act Pari.

Act Pari. Aug.

May

8.

1685.

24. t560j

Dec.

15. 1567.

— Act Pari. Aug.

31. 1681.
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In the Privy Council of Scotland there were two parties
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Qneenaberry.

corresponding to

the two parties which were

contending
William Douglas, Duke of

against each other at Whitehall.

Queensberry, was Lord Treasurer, and had, during some
first minister.
He was nearly connected by affinity, by similarity of opinions, and by similarity
of temper, with the Treasurer of England. Both were Tories:
both were men of hot temper and strong prejudices; both
were ready to support their master in any attack on the civil
liberties of his people; but both were sincerely attached to
the Established Church. Queensberry had early notified to
the court that, if any innovation affecting that Church were
contemplated, to such innovation he could be no party. But
among his colleagues were several men not less unprincipled
than Sunderland. In truth the Council chamber at Edinburgh
had been, during a quarter of a centuty, a seminary of all
public and private vices; and some of the politicians whose
character had been formed there had a peculiar hardness
of heart and forehead to which Westminster, even in that bad
age, could hardly show anything quite equal. The Chancellor, James Drummond, Earl of Perth, and his brother,

years, been considered as

Perth,

Me

I

fort.

.

John Lord Melfort, were bent on
The Chancellor had already an
He had brought into

the Secretary of State,

supplanting Queensberry.

unquestionable

title

to the royal favour.

use a little steel thumb-screw which gave such exquisite torment that it had wrung confessions even out of men on whom
His Majesty’s favourite boot had been tried in vain.* But it
was well known that even barbarity was not so sure a way to
their
apostasy,

the heart of James as apostasy.

To

apostasy, therefore,

Perth and Melfort resorted with a certain audacious baseness
which no English statesman could hope to emulate. They
declared that the papers found in the strong box of Charles
the

Second had converted them both
*

Burnet,

i.

to the true faith;

and

581.
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they Degan to confess and to hear mass. * How little conscience had to do with Perth’s change of religion he amply

c

“| p -

16g6 _

proved by taking to wife, a few weeks later, in direct defiance
of the laws of the Church which he had just joined, a lady
his cousin german, ^without waiting for a dispensaWhen the good Pope learned this, he said with scorn
tion.

who was

,

and indignation which well became him, that this was a
But James was more easily

strange sort of conversion.**
satisfied.

The

apostates presented themselves at Whitehall,

and there received such assurances of

his favour, that they
ventured to bring direct charges against the Treasurer.
Those charges, however, were so evidently frivolous that
James was forced to acquit the accused minister; and many

thought that the Chancellor had ruined himself by his malignant eagerness to ruin his rival.

There were a few, how-

who judged more correctly. Halifax, to whom Perth
expressed some apprehensions, answered with a sneer that
there was no danger. “Be of good cheer, my Lord; thy
The prediction was correct.
faith hath made thee whole.”
Perth and Melfort went back to Edinburgh, the real heads
ever,

of the government of their country.*** Another member of the
Scottish Privy Council, Alexander Stuart, Earl of Murray,
the descendant and heir of the Regent, abjured the religion

of which his illustrious ancestor had been the foremost champion, and declared himself a member of the Church of Rome.
Devoted as Queensberry had always been to the cause of prerogative, he could not Btand his ground against competitors
who were willing to pay such a price for the favour of the
court.
He had to endure a succession of mortifications and
humiliations similar to those which, about the same time, F*»onr
wn 10
began to embitter the life of his friend Rochester. Royal u,'“
letters camo down authorising Papists to hold offices without
taking the test.
The clergy were strictly charged not to
»

Burnet,

i.

652 , 653 .

** Ibid.

i.

678 .

»*

Ibid.

i.

653 .

*«*•
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less.

The Chancellor took on himself to send the macers of the
Privy Council round to the few printers and booksellers who
could then be found in Edinburgh, charging them not to
publish any

work without his

license.

It

was well understood

that this order was intended to prevent the circulation of Protestant treatises.

that

he had

in his

One honest stationer told the messengers
shop a book which reflected in very coarse
know whether he might sell

terms on Popery, and begged to

They asked

it.

Bible.*

A

to see it; and he showed them a copy of the
cargo of images, beads, crosses and censers

Lord Perth. The importation
of such articles had long been considered as illegal but now

arrived at Leith directed to

;

the officers of the customs allowed the superstitious garments

and
Hi ota at

trinkets to pass.**

In a short time

it

was known that a

Popish chapel had been fitted up in the Chancellor’s house,
and that mass was regularly said there. The mob rose. The

Edinburgh.

mansion where the idolatrous rites were celebrated was fierceThe iron bars which protected the windows
were wrenched off. Lady Perth and some of her female
One rioter was seized, and
friends were pelted with mud.
ordered by the Privy Council to be whipped. His fellows
rescued him and beat the hangman. The city was all night in
confusion. The students of the University mingled with the
crowd and animated the tumult. Zealous burghers drank the
health of tho college lads and confusion to Papists, and encouraged each other to face the troops. The troops were
already under arms. Conspicuous among them were Clavcrhouse’s dragoons, the dread and abhorrence of Scotland.
They were now received with a shower of stones, which
wounded an officer. Orders were given to fire; and several
The disturbance was serious; but the
citizens were killed.
Drummonds, inflamed by resentment and ambition, exagly attacked.

* Fountainball, Jan. 28. 168).

** Ibid. Jan. 11. 168).
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strangely. Queensberry observed that their reports c

would lead any person , who had not been a witness of the

^p

-

1S8S .

tumult, to believe that a sedition as formidable as that of

Masaniello had been raging at Edinburgh.

They

in return

accused the Treasurer, not only of extenuating the crime
of the insurgents, but of having himself prompted it, and did
all in their power to obtain evidence of his guilt.
One of the
ringleaders, who had been taken, was offered a pardon if he
would own that Queensberry had set him on but the same
religious enthusiasm , which had impelled the unhappy prisoner to criminal violence, prevented him from purchasing
his life by a calumny.
He and several of his accomplices were
banged. A soldier, who was accused of exclaiming, during
the affray, that he should like to run his sword through a
Papist, was 6hot; and Edinburgh was again quiet: but the
sufferers were regarded as martyrs and the Popish Chancellor
became an object of mortal hatred which in no long time was
;

;

,

largely gratified.

*

The King was much incensed. The news of the tumult A"*"
reached him when the Queen, assisted by the Jesuits, had
just triumphed over Lady Dorchester and her Protestant
The malecontents should find, he declared, that the
allies.
only effect of the resistance offered to his will was to make him

°t

resolute.** He sent orders to the Scottish
Council to punish the guilty with the utmost severity, and to

more and more

He pretended to be fully
convinced of tho Treasurer’s innocence, and wrote to that
minister in gracious words; but the gracious words were accompanied by ungracious acts. The Scottish Treasury was

make unsparing use of tho boot.***

* Fountainhall , Jan. 31. and Feb. 1. 168g.
; Burnet, i. 678. ; Trials of
David Mowbray and Alexander Keith, in the Collection of State Trials;
Bonrepaux, Feb. if.
** Lewis to Barillon,
Feb. f{. 1686.
Fountainhall, Feb. 16.; Wodrow, book iii. chap. x. sec. 3. “We
require,’’ His Majesty graciously wrote, “ that you spare no legal trial by

torture or otherwise.”
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pnt into commission in spite of the earnest remonstrances
of Rochester, who probably saw his own fate prefigured in

Queensberry was, indeed, named
and was made President of the Privy
though thus broken, was still a fall.
He was also removed from the government of the castle of
Edinburgh and was succeeded in that confidential post by
the Duke of Gordon a Roman Catholic. **
And now a letter arrived from London, fully explaining
plans
that of his kinsman.*

First Commissioner,

Council: but his

fall,

,

,

nis

huTscuN to the Scottish Privy Council the intentions of the King.
Und
*

strenuous opposition in the Council.

Some members were
Others who were

unwilling to see the existing laws relaxed.

D

uon or'
scMch
Counciltors sent
to Lon-

What

he wanted was that the Roman Catholics should be exempted
from all laws imposing penalties and disabilities on account
of nonconformity, but that the persecution of the Covenanters
should go on without mitigation.*** This scheme encountered

,

by no means averse to some relaxation, yet felt that it would
be monstrous to admit Roman Catholics to the highest honours
of the state, and yet to leave unrepealed the Act which made
The answer
it death to attend a Presbyterian conventicle.
of the board was, therefore, less obsequious than usual.
The King in reply sharply reprimanded his undutiful Councillors, and ordered three of them, the Duke of Hamilton,
Sir George Lockhart, and General Drummond, to attend him
Hamilton’s abilities and knowledge, though
at Westminster.
by no means such as would have sufficed to raise an obscure
,
man to eminence, appeared highly respectable in one who
was premier peer of Scotland. Lockhart had long been regarded as one of the first jurists, logicians, and orators that
his country had produced, and enjoyed also that sort of consideration which is derived from large possessions; for his
*
**
*•*

Bonrepaux, Feb.

$|. 1686.

Founiainhall, Marob 11. 1686; Adda,
This letter is dated March 4. 1686.

March

^
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was such as at that time very few Scottish nobles pos- CHAP.
VI.
sessed. *
He had been lately appointed President of the' 1686.
Court of Session. Drummond , a younger brother of Perth
and Melfort, was commander of the forces in Scotland. He
was a loose and profane man: but a sense of honour which
his two kinsmen wanted restrained him from a public apostasy.
He lived and died, in the significant phrase of one
of his countrymen, a bad Christian but a good Protestant.**
James was pleased by the dutiful language which the three
Councillors used when first they appeared before him. He
spoke highly of them to Barilton, and particularly extolled
Lockhart as the ablest and most eloquent Scotchman living.
They soon proved, however, less tractable than had been expected; and it was rumoured at court that they had been
perverted by the company which they had kept in London.
Hamilton lived much with zealous churchmen; and it might
be feared that Lockhart, who was related to the Wharton
family, had fallen into still worse society. In truth it was
natural that statesmen fresh from a country where opposition
in any other form than that of insurrection and assassination
had long been almost unknown, and where all that was not
lawless fury was abject submission, should have been struck
by the earnest and stubborn, yet sober, discontent which
pervaded England, and should have been emboldened to try
the experiment of constitutional resistance to the royal will.
They indeed declared themselves willing to grant large relief
to the Roman Catholics; but on two conditions; first, that
similar indulgence should be extended to the Calvinistic sectaries; and, secondly, that the King should bind himself by
a solemn promise not to attempt anything to the prejudice of
estate

,

the Protestant religion.

•

**

Barillon, April \*t

The words are

in

lfi86; Burnet, l. 870.
a letter of Johnstone of Waristoon.

.
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Both conditions were highly

distasteful to

luctantly agreed, however, after a dispute

James. He rewhich lasted se-

some indulgence should be granted to the
|Oli»lions with Presbyterians: but he would by no means consent to allow
the Kinf.
which he demanded for members of his
full
liberty
them the
own communion.* To the second condition proposed by the
Their ne-

veral days, that

throe Scottish Councillors he positively refused to listen.

The

Protestant religion, he said, was false ; and he would not give

any guarantee that he would not use
judice of a false religion.

his

power

to the pre-

The altercation was long, and was

not brought to a conclusion satisfactory to either party.**
Meeting
of the
Scotch
Estates.

The

time fixed for the meeting of the Scottish Estates

drew near; and it was necessary that the three Councillors
should leave London to attend their parliamentary duty at

On this occasion another affront was offered to
Queensberry. In the late session he had held the office of
Lord High Commissioner, and had in that capacity represented the majesty of the absent King. This dignity, the
greatest to which a Scottish noble could aspire, was now transferred to the renegade Murray.
On the twenty-ninth of April the Parliament met at EdinEdinburgh.

They
prore

re'

fractory.

burgh.

A letter

from the King was read.

Estates to give relief to his

Roman

He

exhorted the

Catholic subjects,

and

offered in return a free trade with England and an amnesty for

A

committee was appointed to draw up an
answer. That committee, though named by Murray, and
composed of Privy Councillors and courtiers, framed a reply,

political offences.

indeed of dutiful and respectful expressions, yet clearly

full

Some words of Barillon deserve to be transcribed. They would
alone suffice to decide a question which ignorance and party spirit
have done much to perplex. “Celle libertd accordde aux noneonformistes a faite une grande difficult^, et a 6t6 ddbatluc pendant plusieurs
Jours. Le Roy d’Angletcrre avoit fort envie que les Caiholiques cussent
seuls la libertd de l’exercice de leur religion.’’ April 4 ;. 1686.
•

•• Barillon

,

April Jg. 1686; Cillers, April 4J. gg.

May

ft.
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indicating a determination to refuse what the

King demanded.

CHAP.
VI.

was said, would go as far as their consciences
meet His Majesty’s wishes respecting his subjects of the Roman Catholic religion. These expressions were
far from satisfying the Chancellor yet, such as they were, he
was forced to content himself with them, and even had some
difficulty in persuading the Parliament to adopt them.
Objection was taken by some zealous Protestants to the mention
made of the Roman Catholic religion. There was no such
religion.
There was an idolatrous apostasy, which the laws
punished with the halter, and to which it did not become

The

Estates,

would allow

it

1S88.

to

:

Christian

men to give

flattering titles.

To

call

such a supersti-

was to give up the whole question which was
between Rome and the reformed Churches.
The
offer of a free trade with England was treated as an insult.
“ Our fathers,” said one orator, “ sold their King for southern

tion Catholic
at issuo

and we still lie under the reproach of that foul bargain.
it not be said of us that we have sold our Godl”
Sir
John Lauder of Fountainhall, one of the Senators of the
College of Justice, suggested the words, “the persons commonly called Roman Catholics.” “Would you nickname His
Majesty?” exclaimed the Chancellor.
The answer drawn
by the committee was carried; but a large and respectable
gold

;

Let

minority voted against the proposed words as too courtly.*

was remarked that the representatives of the towns were,
almost to a man, against the government.
Hitherto those
It

members had been of small account in the Parliament, and
had generally been considered as the retainers of powerful
noblemen. They now showed, for the first time, an independence, a resolution, and a spirit of combination which
alarmed the court.**
The answer was so unpleasing to James that he did not
suffer it to be printed in the Gazette.
Soon he learned that a
*

Fountainhall,

Macaulay, Hit lory.

May
II.

6. 1686.

••

Ibid.

June

15. 1686,

23
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he wished to see passed, would not even be
brought in. The Lords of Articles, whose business was to
draw up the acts on which the Estates were afterwards to deliberate, were virtually nominated by himself. Yet even the
Lords of Articles proved refractory. When they met, the
three Privy Councillors who had lately returned from London
took the lead in opposition to the royal will. Hamilton declared plainly that he could not do what was asked. He was a
faithful and loyal subject; but there was a limit imposed by
conscience. “Conscience!” said the Chancellor: “conscience
is a vague word, which signifies any thing or nothing.” Lock-

CHAP. law, such as
VI.
I486.

hart,

who

sate in Parliament as representative of the great

county of Lanark, struck in. “If conscience,” he said, “be
a word without meaning, we will change it for another phrase
which, I hope, means something. For conscience let us put

These words raised a
General Drummond, who represented Perthshire, declared that he agreed with Hamilton and Lockhart.
Most of the Bishops present took the same side.*

the fundamental laws of Scotland.”
fierce debate.

Cillers, May if. 1«86. Cillers informed the Slates that he bad
his intelligence from a sure band. I will iranscribe part of his narrative.
ll is an amusing specimen of the pyebald dialect in which the
Dutch diplomatists of that age corresponded.

“Des konigs missive, boven en behalven den Hoog Commissaris
aensprake, aen hel parlement afgesonden, gclyck dal altoos gebruyekelyck is, waerby Syne Majesteyl nu in genere versochl hiefl de miligatie
der rigoureuse ofte sanglante wetten van het Ryck jegens het Pausdom,
in het Generate Cornice des Articles (soo men hel daer naeml) na ordre
gestelt en gelesen synde, in’t voteren, den Hertog van Hamilton onder
anderen klaer uyt seyde dat hy daertoe niet soude verstaen, dal hy
anders genegen was den konig in alien voorval getrouw te dienen
volgens het diclamen syner conscientie: ’t gene reden gaf aen de Lord
Cancelier de Grave Perts le seggen dat het woort conscientie niets cn
beduyde, en atleen een individuum vagum was, waerop der Chevalier
Locquard dan verder giogb; wil man niet verstaen de betyckenis van het
woordt conscientie, soo sal ik in fortioribus seggen dat wy meynen
volgens de fondamenlale wetten van het ryck.”
There is, in the Hind Let Loose, a curious passage to which I should
have given no credit, but for this despatch of Cillers. “They cannot
endure so much as^o hear of the name of conscience. One that was
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even in the Committee of Articles, James

command a majority. He was mortified and irritated
He held warm and menacing language, and

c <iap.
'

|

gg8

.

tidings.

punished some of his mutinous servants in the hope that the
Several persons were dismissed
rest would take warning.
from the Council board. Several were deprived of pensions,
which formed an important part of their income. Sir George
Mackenzie of Rosehaugh was the most distinguished victim.
He had long held the office of Lord Advocate, and had taken
such a part in the persecution of the Covenanters that to this
day he holds, in the estimation of the austere and godly
,

peasantry of Scotland,

a place not far removed from the

unenviable eminence occupied by Claverhouse.

The

legal

attainments of Mackenzie were not of the highest order: but,

a wit, and an orator, he stood high in the opinion
of his countrymen and his renown had spread even to the
coffee-houses of London and the cloisters of Oxford. The
remains of his forensic speeches prove him to have been a man
of parts, but are somewhat disfigured by what he doubtless
considered as Ciceronian graces, interjections which show
more art than passion , and elaborate amplifications, in which
epithet rises above epithet in wearisome climax. He had now,
He was, therefore,
for the first time, been found scrupulous.
in spite of all his claims on the gratitude of the government,
deprived of his office. He retired into the country and soon
after went up to London for the purpose of clearing himself,
as a scholar,

;

,

but was refused admission to the royal presence.* While the
King was thus trying to terrify the Lords of Articles into submission, the popular voice encouraged them to persist.

The

utmost exertions of the Chancellor could not prevent the nawell acquaint with the Council’s humour in this point told a gentleman
that was going before them, ‘I beseech you, whatever you do, speak
nothing of conscience before the Lords, for they cannot abide to hear
that word.’”
* Founlainhall. May It. 1686 .
*

23 *
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from expressing itself through the pulpit and
the press. One tract, written with such boldness and acrimony that no printer dared to put it in type, was widely circulated in manuscript. The papers which appeared on the
other side of the question had much less effect, though they
were disseminated at the public charge, and though the
Scottish defenders of the government were assisted by an
English auxiliary of great note, Lestrange, who had been
sent down to Edinburgh, and had apartments in Holyrood
tional sentiment

House/
At length, after three weeks of debate, the Lords of ArThey proposed merely that Roman
ticles came to a decision.
Catholics should be permitted to worship
houses without incurring any penalty; and

God

in private

it soon appeared
measure was from coming up to the King’s
demands and expectations, the Estates either would not pass
it at all, or would pass it with great restrictions and modifica-

that, far as this

tions.

"While the contest lasted the anxiety in London was intense.
Every report, every line, from Edinburgh was eagerly devoured. One day the story ran that Hamilton had given way
and that the government would carry every point. Then
came intelligence that the opposition had rallied and was more
obstinate than ever. At the most critical moment orders were
sent to the post-office that the bags from Scotland should be
transmitted to Whitehall. During a whole week not a single
private letter from beyond the Tweed was delivered in London. In our age such an interruption of communication would
throw the whole island into confusion: but there was then so
little trade and correspondence between England and Scotland that the inconvenience was probably much smaller than
has been often occasioned in our own time by a short delay in
the arrival of the Indian mail. While the ordinary channels
.

*

Wodrow,
'

III. x. 3.
\
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of information were thus closed, the crowd in the galleries of

Whitehall observed with attention the countenances of the

King and

™ P<

CI

“
,

686 .

was noticed, with great satisfaction, that, after every express from the North, the enemies
of the Protestant religion looked more and more gloomy. At ™.c T * r ®
o ar
length, to the general joy, it was announced that the struggle ed.
was over, that the government had been unable to carry its
measures, and that the Lord High Commissioner had adjourned the Parliament.*
Arbitrary
If James had not been *proof to all warning,
0 these events system cf
would have sufficed to warn him. A few months before this go*erntime the most obsequious of English Parliaments had refused scotiaod.
to submit to his pleasure. But the most obsequious of English
Parliaments might be regarded as an independent and high
spirited assembly when compared with any Parliament that
had ever sate in Scotland; and the servile spirit of Scottish
Parliaments was always to be found in the highest perfection,
extracted and condensed, among the Lords of Articles.
Yet even the Lords of Articles had been refractory. It was
plain that all those classes, all those institutions, which, up to
this year, had been considered as the strongest supports of
monarchical power, must, if the King persisted in his insane
policy, be reckoned as parts of the strength of the opposition.
All these signs, however, were lost upon him. To every
expostulation he had one answer he would never give way
for concession had ruined his father; and his unconquerable
firmness was loudly applauded by the French embassy and by
his ministers.

It

,

:

the Jesuitical cabal.

He now proclaimed that he had been only too
when he had condescended to ask the assent of the

gracious
Scottish

His prerogative would enable him not
only to protect those whom he favoured, but to punish those

Estates to his wishes.

*

June

CHters,

Luttrell’s Diary,

June

yr

,

June

-,Y-

*086 ;

Founlainball, June 15.;

2. 16 .
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had crossed him. He was confident that, in Scotland,
his dispensing power would not be questioned by any court of
law. There was a Scottish Act of Supremacy which gave to
the sovereign such a control over the Church as might have
Accordingly Papists were adsatisfied Henry the Eighth.
mitted in crowds to offices and honours. The Bishop of Dunkeld, who, as a Lord of Parliament, had opposed the government, was arbitrarily ejected from his see, and a successor
was appointed. Queensberry was stripped of all his employments, and was ordered to. remain at Edinburgh till the
accounts of the Treasury during his administration had been
examined and approved.* As the representatives of the
towns had been found the most unmanageable part of the
Parliament, it was determined to make a revolution in every
burgh throughout the kingdom. A similar change had recently been effected in England by judicial sentences : but in
Scotland a simple mandate of the prince was thought suffiAll elections of magistrates and of town councils were
cient.
prohibited; and the King assumed to himself the right of
filling up the chief municipal offices.**
In a formal letter to
the Privy Council he announced his intention to fit up aRoraan
Catholic chapel in his palace of Holyrood and he gave orders
that the Judges should be directed to treat all the laws against
Papists as null, on pain of his high displeasure. He however
comforted the Protestant Episcopalians by assuring them that,
though he was determined to protect the Roman Catholic
Church against them, he was equally determined to protect
them against any encroachment on the part of the fanatics.
To this communication Perth proposed an answer couched in
the most servile terms. The Council now contained many
Papists; the Protestant members who still had seats had been
cowed by the King’s obstinacy and severity; and only a few

w ho

;

*
**

Fountainhall, June 21 1686 .
.

Ibid.

September

16 1686.
.
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muriUurs were heard.

Hamilton threw out against the
dispensing power some hints which he made haste to explain
away. Lockhart said that he would lose his head rather than
sign such a letter as the Chancellor had drawn, but took care
to say this in a whisper which was heard only by friends.
Perth’s words were adopted with inconsiderable modifications; and the royal commands were obeyed; but a sullen
discontent spread through that minority of the Scottish nation
by the aid of which the government had hitherto held the
majority down.*
When the historian of this troubled reign turns to Ireland,
his task becomes peculiarly difficult and delicate.
His steps,
to borrow the fine image used on a similar occasion by a
Roman poet, are on the thin crust of ashes, beneath which
faint

—

Cf A p -

^
"

|

168 6.

ireUnd.

—

the lava

is still

glowing.

unhappy country,

The seventeenth

century has, in that

nineteenth a fatal heritage of
amnesty for the mutual wrongs inflicted by the Saxon defenders of Londonderry, and by the
Celtic defenders of Limerick, has ever been granted from
the heart by either race. To this day a more than Spartan
haughtiness alloys the many noble qualities which characterize the children of the victors, while a Helot feeling,
compounded of awe and hatred, is but too often discernible in
the children of the vanquished. Neither of the hostile castes
can justly be absolved from blame but the chief blame is due
to that shortsighted and headstrong prince who , placed in a
situation in which he might have reconciled them , employed
left to the

malignant passions.

No

;

all his power
them to close

The

to inflame their animosity,
in

and

at length forced

a grapple for life and death.

grievances under which the

members of

his

Church

state of

laboured, in Ireland differed widely from those which he was

attempting to remove in England and Scotland.

The

Irish

Statute Book, afterwards polluted by intolerance as barbarous
*

Founlainball, Sept. 16.;

Wodrow,

111. x. 2.
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as that of the dark ages, then contained scarce a single

enactment, and not a single stringent enactment, imposing
any penalty on Papists as such. On our side of Saint George’s
Channel every priest who received a neophyte into the bosom
of the Church of Rome was liable to be hanged, drawn,
and quartered. On the other side he incurred no such danger.
A Jesuit who landed at Dover took his life in his hand but he
walked the streets of Dublin in security. Here no man could
hold office, or even earn his livelihood as a barrister or a
;

schoolmaster, without previously taking the oath of supre-

macy: but in Ireland a public functionary was not held to be
under the necessity of taking that oath unless it were formally
tendered to him.* It therefore did not exclude from employment any person whom the government wished to promote.
The sacramental test and the declaration against transubstantiation were unknown nor was either House of Parliament
closed against any religious sect.
It might seem, therefore, that the Irish Roman Catholic
was in a situation which his English and Scottish brethren in
the faith might well envy. In fact, however, his condition
was more pitiable and irritating than theirs. For, though not
persecuted as a Roman Catholic, he was oppressed as an
Irishman. In his country the same line of demarcation which
separated religions separated races; and he was of the conquered, the subjugated, the degraded race. On the same
soil dwelt two populations, locally intermixed, morally and
politically sundered.
The difference of religion was by no
means the only difference, and was perhaps not even the
;

Hostility

of rices

• The provisions of the Irish Act of Supremacy, 2 Elii. chap. I., are
substantially the same with those of the English Act of Supremacy,
1 Klii. chap. !•: but the English act was soon found to be defective; and
the defect was supplied by a more stringent act, 5 Elir. chap. 1. No such
supplementary law was made in Ireland. That the construction mentioned in the test was put on the Irish Act of Supremacy, we are told by
Archbishop King: State of Ireland, chap. ii. sec. 9. He calls this
construction Jesuitical; but I cannot see it in that light.
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They sprang
They spoke different languages. They

chief difference, which existed between them.

from different stocks.
had different national characters

c ®* p '

~
|686

opposed as any
two national characters in Europe. They were in widely
stages
such
different
of civilisation. Between two
populations
there could be little sympathy; and centuries of calamities and
wrongs had generated a strong antipathy. The relation in
which the minority stood to the majority resembled the
relation in which the followers of William the Conqueror
stood to the Saxon churls, or the relation in which the followers of Cortes stood to the Indians of Mexico.
The appellation of Irish was then given exclusively to the
Celts and to those families which, though not of Celtic origin,
had in the course of ages degenerated into Celtic manners.
These people , probably somewhat under a million in number,
had, with few exceptions, adhered to the Church of Rome.
Among them resided about two hundred thousand colonists,
proud of their Saxon blood and of their Protestant faith.*
The great preponderance of numbers on one side was Abort g(n«lpe»'
..
.
more than compensated by a great superiority of intelligence,
vigour, and organization on the other. The English settlers
seem to have been, in knowledge, energy, and perseverance,
rather above than below the average level of the population of
the mother country. The aboriginal peasantry, on the contrary, were in an almost savage state.
They never worked
till they felt the sting of hunger.
They were content with
accommodation inferior to that which, in happier countries,
was provided for domestic cattle. Already the potato a root
which can be cultivated with scarcely any art, industry, or
capital, and which cannot be long stored, had become the
food of the common people. ** From a people so fed diligence
as strongly

,

*

Political

** Political

Anatomy of Ireland.
Anatomy of Ireland,

1672; Irish Hudibras, 1689; John

Dunton’s Account of Ireland 1699.
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Aboriginal
aristocracy.

and forethought were not to be expected. Even within a few
miles of Dublin, the traveller, on a soil the richest and most
verdant in the world, saw with disgust the miserable burrows
out of which squalid and half naked barbarians stared wildly
*
at him as he passed.
The aboriginal aristocracy retained in no common measure
the pride of birth, but had lost the influence which is derived
from wealth and power. Their lands had been divided by
Cromwell among his followers. A portion, indeed, of the
vast territory which he had confiscated had, after the restoration of the House of Stuart, been given back to the ancient
proprietors. But much the greater part was still held by
English emigrants under the guarantee of an Act of Parliament. 'This act had been in force a quarter of a century ; and
under it mortgages, settlements, sales, and leases without
number had been made. The old Irish gentry were scattered
over the whole world. Descendants of Milesian chieftains
swarmed in all the courts and camps of the Continent. Those
despoiled proprietors who still remained in their native land,
brooded gloomily over their losses, pined for the opulence
and dignity of which they had been deprived and cherished
wild hopes of another revolution. A person of this class was
described by his countrymen as a gentleman who would be
rich if justice were done , as a gentleman who had a fine estate
He seldom betook himself to any
if he could only get it.**
peaceful calling. Trade, indeed, he thought a far more
disgraceful resource than marauding. Sometimes he turned
freebooter. Sometimes he contrived, in defiance of the law,
to live by coshering, that is to say, by quartering himself on
the old tenants of his family, who, wretched as was their own
condition, could not refuse a portion of their pittance to one
,

•

*•

Clarendon lo Rochester, May 4. Ifi8<5.
Bishop Malony's Letter to Bishop Tyrrel, March

8. 1689.

—
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whom

they

still

regarded as their rightful lord. *
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gentleman who had been so fortunate as to keep or to regain ——
some of his land too often lived like the petty prince of a
savage tribe, and indemnified himself for the humiliations
which the dominant race made him suffer by governing his
by keeping a rude haram, and by maddening or stupefying himself daily with strong drink. ** PolitiNo statute, indeed, excluded him
cally he was insignificant.
from the House of Commons: but he had almost as little
chance of obtaining a seat there as a man of colour has of
being chosen a Senator of the United States. In fact only one
Papist had been returned to the Irish Parliament since the
Restoration. The whole legislative and executive power was
in the hands of the colonists; and the ascendency of the ruling
caste was upheld by a standing army of seven thousand men,
on whose zeal for what was called the English interest full
•••
reliance could be placed.
On a close scrutiny it would have been found that neither
the Irishry nor the Englishry formed a perfectly homogeneous
body. The distinction between those Irish who were of Celtic
blood, and those Irish who sprang from the followers of
Strongbow and De Burgh, was not altogether effaced. The
Fitzes sometimes permitted themselves to speak with scorn
of the Os and Macs and the Os and Macs sometimes repaid
that scorn with aversion. In the preceding generation one
of the most powerful of the O’Neills refused to pay any mark
of respect to a Roman Catholic gentleman of old Norman
descent. “ They say that the family has been here four hun-

vassals despotically,

*

;

* Statute 16 & It Charles I. chap.
16.; King's Slate of Ibe Protestants of Ireland, chap. ii. sec. 8.
** King, chap. ii. sec. 8.
Miss Edgeworth’s King Corny belongs to
a later and much more civilised generation; but whoever has studied
that admirable portrait can form some notion of what King Corny’s

great grandfather must have been.
*** King, chap. iii. sec. 3.
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dred years. No matter. I hate the clown as if he had come
yesterday.”*
It seems, however, that such feelings were
rare, and that the feud which had long raged between the
aboriginal Celts and the degenerate English had nearly given
place to the fiercer feud which separated both races from the

modern and Protestant colony.
The colony had its own internal

disputes, both national

The majority was English; but a large minority
came from the south of Scotland. One half of the settlers

and

religious.

belonged
senters.

Church ; the other half were DisScot and Southron were strongly

to the Established

But

in Ireland

bound together by their common Saxon origin. Churchman
and Presbyterian were strongly bound together by their common Protestantism. All the colonists had a common language
and a common pecuniary interest. They were surrounded
by common enemies, and could be safe only by means of
common precautions and exertions.
The few penal laws,
therefore, which had been made in Ireland against Protestant
Nonconformists, were a dead letter.** The bigotry of the
most sturdy churchman would not bear exportation across
St. George’s Channel.
As soon as the Cavalier arrived in
Ireland, and found that, without the hearty and courageous
assistance of his Puritan neighbours, he and all his family
would run imminent risk of being murdered by Popish
marauders, his hatred of Puritanism, in spite of himself,
began to languish and die away. It was remarked by eminent
men of both parties that a Protestant who, in Ireland, was
called a high Tory would in England have been considered as
a moderate Whig.***
* Sheridan MS.; Preface to the first volume of the Hibernia Anglicana, 1690; Secret Consults of the Romish Party in Ireland, 1689.
**
“There was a free liberty of conscience by connivance, though
King, chap. iii. sec. 1.
not by the law.”
***
In a letter to James found among Bishop Tyrrel’s papers, and
dated Aug. 14. 1686 , are some remarkable expressions. “There are few

—
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Protestant Nonconformists, on their 6ide, endured, chap.

more patience than could have been expected,

the sight “liiiT*

of the most absurd ecclesiastical establishment that the world

Four Archbishops and eighteen Bishops were
fifth part of the number
inhabited the single diocese of London.
Of the parochial clergy a large proportion were pluralists and
There were some
resided at a distance from their cures.
who drew from their benefices incomes of little less than a
thousand pounds a year, without ever performing any spiriYet this monstrous institution was much less
tual function.
disliked by the Puritans settled in Ireland than the Church
of England by the English sectaries. For in Ireland religious
divisions were subordinate to national divisions;
and the
Presbyterian, while, as a theologian, he could not but condemn the established hierarchy, yet looked on that hierarchy
with a sort of complacency when he considered it as a sumptuous and ostentatious trophy of the victory achieved by the
great raco from which he sprang.*
Thus the grievances of the Irish Roman Catholic had
has ever seen.

employed

in

looking after about a

of churchmen

who

hardly anything in

Roman

Catholic.

Staffordshire

common with the grievances of the English
The Roman Catholic of Lancashire or

had only to turn Protestant; and he was

at once,

in all respects, on a level with his neighbours: but, if the

Roman

Catholic of Munster and Connaught had turned Pro-

testants,

they would

or none Protestants

still

have continued to be a subject

that country but

such as are joined with the
the common enemy.” And again: “Those that passed
for Tories here” (that is in England) “publicly espouse the Whig
quarrel on the other side the water.” Swift said the same thing to King
William a few years later: “I remember when I was last in England
1 told the King that the highest Tories we bad with us would make
tolerable Whigs there.”
Letter concerning the Sacramental Test.
• The wealth and negligence of the established clergy of Ireland are
mentioned in the strongest terms by the Lord Lieutenant Clarendon, a
most unexceptionable witness.
in

Whigs against

—

oogle

;
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Whatever evils the Roman Catholic suffered in England were the effects of harsh legislation, and might have
been remedied by a more liberal legislation. But between
people.

the two populations which inhabited Ireland there was an
inequality which legislation

remove.

had not caused and could not

The dominion which one

of those populations

exercised over the other was the dominion of wealth over
poverty, of knowledge over ignorance, of civilised over un-

man.
James himself seemed, at the commencement of his reign,
be perfectly aware of these truths. The distractions of

civilised
Coarse

wbicb
lames
ought to
hare followed.

to

Ireland, he said, arose, not from the differences between the
Catholics and the Protestants, but from the differences between the Irish and the English.* The consequences which
he should have drawn from this just proposition were sufficiently obvious but unhappily for himself and for Ireland he
;

failed to perceive

them.

If only national animosity could be allayed, there could

be

doubt that religious animosity, not being kept alive,
as in England, by cruel penal acts and stringent test acts,
would of itself fade away. To allay a national animosity such
as that which the two races inhabiting Ireland felt for each
other could not be the work of a few years. Yet it was a
work to which a wise and good prince might have contributed
much; and James would have undertaken that work with advantages such as none of his predecessors or successors possessed.
At once an Englishman and a Roman Catholic, he
belonged half to the ruling and half to the subject caste, and
was therefore peculiarly qualified to be a mediator between
them. Nor is it difficult to trace the course which he ought
to have pursued.
He ought to have determined that the
existing settlement of landed property should be inviolable
little

*

I68J.

Clarendon reminds the King of this in a letter dated March 14.
“ It certainly is,” Clarendon adds “a most true notion."
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and he ought to have announced that determination in such a
manner as effectually to quiet the anxiety of the new proprietors, and to extinguish any wild hopes which the old proWhether, in the great transfer
prietors might entertain.
of estates, injustice had or had not been committed, was imThat transfer, just or unjust, had taken place so
material.
long ago, that to reverse it would be to unfix the foundations
of society. There must be a time of limitation to all rights.

CHAP.
VI .
686 .

After thirty-five years of actual possession, after twenty-five
years of possession solemnly guaranteed

by

statute, after in-

numerable leases and releases, mortgages and devises, it was
too late to search for flaws in titles. Nevertheless something
might have been done to heal the lacerated feelings and to
raise the fallen fortunes of the Irish gentry.

were

in a thriving condition.

They had

The

colonists

greatly improved

by building, planting, and fencing. The rents
had almost doubled within a few years; trade was brisk; and
the revenue, amounting to about three hundred thousand
pounds a year, more than defrayed all the charges of the local
government, and afforded a surplus which was remitted to
England.
There was no doubt that the next Parliament
which should meet at Dublin, though representing almost
their property

exclusively the English interest, would, in return for the
King’s promise to maintain that interest in all its legal rights,

him a very considerable sum for the purpose
of indemnifying, at least in part, such native families as had
been wrongfully despoiled. It was thus that in our own time
the French government put an end to the disputes engendered
by the most extensive confiscation that ever took place in
Europe. And thus, if James had been guided by the advice of
his most loyal Protestant counsellors, he would have at least
willingly grant to

greatly mitigated one of the chief evils which afflicted Ireland.*
* Clarendon strongly recommended this course, and was of opinion
that the Irish Parliament would do its part. See bis letter to Ormond,
Aug. 28 1686
.

.
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legs,

Having done

this,

he shonid have laboured to reconcile

the hostile races to each other by impartially protecting the
rights and restraining the excesses of both. He should have
punished with equal severity the native who indulged in the
license of barbarism, and the colonist who abused the strength
of civilisation. As far as the legitimate authority of the crown
extended,
and in Ireland it extended far,
no man who
was qualified for office by integrity dnd ability should have
been considered as disqualified by extraction or by creed for

—

any public

—

trust.

It is

probable that a Homan Catholic King,

with an ample revenue absolutely at his disposal, would, without

much

Roman

have secured the cooperation of the
work of restill have been left to

difficulty,

Catholic prelates and priests in the great

conciliation.

Much, however, must
influence of time. The

native race would still
have had to learn from the colonists industry and forethought,
the arts of life, and the language of England. There could
not be equality between men who lived in houses and men
who lived in sties, between men who were fed on bread and
men who were fed on potatoes, between men who spoke the
noble tongue of great philosophers and poets and men who,
with a perverted pride, boasted that they could not writhe
their mouths into chattering such a jargon as that in which
the Advancement of Learning and the Paradise Lost were

the healing

written.

*

Yet

it is

not unreasonable to believe that,

if

the

had been steadily
followed by the government, all distinctions would gradually
have been effaced, and that there would now have been no
more trace of the hostility which has been the curse of Ireland
than there is of the equally deadly hostility which once raged
between the Saxons and the Normans in England.
gentle policy which has been described

* It

him

was an O’Neill of great eminence wbo said tbat

to writhe bis

mouth

to chatter

English.

it

did not

Preface to the

first

become
volume

of the Hibernia Anglicana.
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Unhappily James, instead of becoming a mediator became ci*ap.
the fiercest and most reckless of partisans. Instead of allaying “sitir'
the animosity of the two populations, he inflamed it to amserHe determined to reverse their ror<
height before unknown.
relative position , and to put the Protestant colonists under
the feet of the Popish Celts. To be of the established religion,
to be of the English blood was, in his view, a disqualification
for civil and military employment. He meditated the design
of again confiscating and again portioning out the soil of half
‘

,

and showed his inclination so clearly that one
was soon agitated by terrors which he afterwards vainly
wished to sooth, and the other by hopes which he afterwards
vainly wished to restrain. But this was the smallest part of
He deliberately resolved, not merely
his guilt and madness.
the island,
class

to give to the aboriginal inhabitants of Ireland the entire

possession of their

own

country, but also to use them as his

instruments for setting up arbitrary government in England.

The event was such
nists turned to

The mother
Then came

been foreseen. The colobay with the stubborn hardihood of their race.
as might have

country justly regarded their cause as her own.
a desperate struggle for a tremendous stake.

Everything dear to nations was wagered on both sides nor
can we justly blame either the Irishman or the Englishman
for obeying, in that extremity, the law of self-preservation.
The contest was terrible, but short. The weaker went down.
His fate was cruel; and yet for the cruelty with which he was
treated there was, not indeed a defence, but an excuse: for,
though he suffered all that tyranny could inflict, he suffered
nothing that he would not himself have inflicted. The effect
of the insane attempt to subjugate England by means of Ireland was that the Irish became hewers of wood and drawers
of water to the English. The old proprietors, by their effort
:

to recover what they had lost lost the greater part of what
they had retained. The momentary ascendency of Popery
,

Macaulay, History.

11.

£4
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series of

barbarous laws against Popery as
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made

the statute book of Ireland a proverb of infamy through-

out Christendom. Such were the bitter fruits of the policy
of James.
We have seen that one of his first acts, after he became
King, was to recall Ormond from Ireland. Ormond was
the head of the English interest in that kingdom:
firmly attached to the Protestant religion;

and

his

he was

power

far

exceeded that of an ordinary Lord Lieutenant, first, because
he was in rank and wealth the greatest of the colonists and,
secondly, because he was not only the chief of the civil administration, but also commander of the forces. The King
was not at that time disposed to commit the government
wholly to Irish hands. He had indeed been heard to say that
a native viceroy would soon become an independent sovereign.* For the present, therefore, he determined to divide
the power which Ormond had possessed, to entrust the civil
administration to an English and Protestant Lord Lieutenant,
and to give the command of the army to an Irish and Roman
Catholic General. The Lord Lieutenant was Clarendon the
General was Tyrconnel.
Tyrconnel sprang, as has already been said, from one
of those degenerate families of the Pale which were popularly
,

;

classed with the aboriginal population of Ireland.

times , indeed , in his rants , talked with

of the Celtic barbarians : ** but
with the natives.

The

they returned his hatred.

all his

Norman

He somehaughtiness

sympathies were really

Protestant colonists he hated

;

and

Clarendon’s inclinations were very

* Sheridan MS- among the Stuart Papers.
I ought to acknowledge
the courtesy with which Mr. Glover assisted me in my search Tor this
valuable manuscript. James appears, from the instructions which he
his son in 1692, to have retained to the last the notion that
Ireland could not without danger be entrusted to an Irish Lord Lieu-

drew up for
tenant.
**

Sheridan MS.
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but he was, from temper, interest, and principle, c ”| p
an obsequious courtier. His spirit was mean ; his circum- ~my~'
and his mind had been deeply
stances were embarrassed
imbued with the political doctrines which the Church of England had in that age too assiduously taught. His abilities,
however, were not contemptible; and, under a good King,
he would probably have been a respectable viceroy.
About three quarters of a year elapsed between the recall Jo"""of Ormond and the arrival of Clarendon at Dublin. During
that interval the King was represented by a board of Lords
Justices: but the military administration was in Tyrconnel’s mm.
different:

-

;

Already the designs of the court began gradually to
A royal order came from Whitehall foi
This order Tyreonnel strictly
executed as respected the English. Though the country was
infested by predatory bands, a Protestant gentleman could
scarcely obtain permission to keep a brace of pistols. The
native peasantry, on the other hand, were suffered to retain
The joy of the colonists was therefore great,
their weapons. *
when at length, in December 1685, Tyreonnel was summoned
to London and Clarendon set out for Dublin. But it soon
appeared that the government was really directed, not at
Dublin, but in London. Every mail that crossed St. George’s
Channel brought tidings of the boundless influence which
Tyreonnel exercised on Irish affairs. It was said that he was
to be a Marquess, that he was to be a Duke, that he was to
have the command of the forces, that he was to be entrusted
with the task of remodelling the army and the courts of
hands.

unfold themselves.

disarming the population.

’
Clarendon was bitterly mortified at finding himself Hg c " or
member of that administration of which he had ,ion»expected to be the head. He complained that whatever he

justice.**

a subordinate

• Clarendon to Rochester, Jan. t». 168|; Secret Consults of the Romish Parly in Ireland, 1G90.
* Clarendon to Rochester, Feb. 21. 168J.

U'
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did was misrepresented by his detractors, and that the gravest
resolutions touching the country which he governed were
adopted at Westminster, made known to the public, discussed
at coffee-houses communicated in hundreds of private letters, some weeks before one hint had been given to the Lord
Lieutenant. His own personal dignity, he said, mattered
little: but it was no light thing that the representative of the
majesty of the throne should be made an object of contempt
to the people.* Panic spread fast among the English when
they found that the viceroy, their fellow countryman and
fellow Protestant, was unable to extend to them the protection which they had expected from him.
They began to
know by bitter experience what it is to be a subject caste.
They were harassed by the natives with accusations of treason
and sedition. This Protestant had corresponded with Monmouth that Protestant had said something disrespectful of
the King four or five years ago when the Exclusion Bill was
under discussion; and the evidence of the most infamous of
mankind was ready to substantiate every charge. The Lord
Lieutenant expressed his apprehension that, if these practices
were not stopped, there would soon bo at Dublin a reign of
terror similar to that which he had seen in London, when every
man held his life and honour at the mercy of Oates and Bcdloe.**
Clarendon was soon informed, by a concise despatch from
Sunderland, that it had been resolved to make without delay
a complete change in both the civil and the military government of Ireland, and to bring a large number of Roman
Catholics instantly into office.
His Majesty, it was most
ungraciously added, had taken counsel on these matters with
persons more competent to advise him than his inexperienced
,

Punic

among
the culO'
Bis la.

:

,

Lord Lieutenant could possibly
*

Clarendon

to

Rochester, March
••

***

be. ***

Rochester and Sunderland, March

14.

Clarendon to Sunderland, Feb. 23. 168}.
Sunderland to Clarendon, March 11. 168 }.

2.

168};

and

to
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reached the viceroy the intelligence CHAP,
Before
VI.
which it contained had, through many channels, arrived in 1686.
Ireland. The terror of the colonists was extreme. Outnumbered as they were by the native population , their condition would be pitiable indeed if the native population were
this letter

be armed against them with the whole power of the state;
and nothing less than this was threatened. The English inhabitants of Dublin passed each other in the Btreets with deOn the Exchange business was suspended.
jected looks.
Landowners hastened to sell their estates for whatever could
be got, and to remit the purchase money to England. Traders
began to call in their debts and to make preparations for reThe alarm soon affected the revenue.*
tiring from business.
Clarendon attempted to inspire the dismayed settlers with a
confidence which he was himself far from feeling. He assured
them that their property would be held sacred, and that, to
his certain knowledge, the King was fully determined to
to

maintain the act of settlement which guaranteed their right
But his letters to England were in a very diffe-

to the soil.

He ventured even to expostulate with the King,
and, without blaming His Majesty’s intention of employRoman
Catholics,
expressed a strong opinion that the
ing
Roman Catholics who might be employed should be Engrent strain.

lishmen. **

The reply of James was dry and cold. He declared that
he had no intention of depriving the English colonists of their
land, but that he regarded a large portion of them as his
enemies, and that, since he consented to leave so much property in the hands of his enemies , it was the more necessary
that the civil and military administration should be in the
hands of his friends.***
•
**
\

***

Clarendon to Rochester, March 14. 168J.
Clarendon to James, March 4. u>S|.
James to Clarendon, April 6. iGSii
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Accordingly several
Privy Council

Roman

;

Roman

Catholics were sworn of the

and orders were sent

to corporations to

Catholics to municipal advantages.*

Many

admit

officers

of the army were arbitrarily deprived of their commissions
It was to no purpose that the Lord Lieutenant pleaded the cause of some whom he knew to be good
subjects.
Among them were old Cavaliers,
and
loyal
soldiers

and of their bread.

for monarchy, and who bore the
marks of honourable wounds. Their places were supplied by
recommendation
but their religion. Of the
men who had no
new Captains and Lieutenants, it was said, some had been
cow-herds, some footmen, some noted marauders; some had
been so used to wear brogues that they stumbled and shuffled
about strangely in their military jack boots. Not a few of the
officers who were discarded took refuge in the Dutch service,
and enjoyed, four years later, the pleasure of driving their
successors before them in ignominious rout through the waters
of the Boyne.**
The distress and alarm of Clarendon were increased by
news which reached him through private channels. Without
his approbation, without his knowledge, preparations were
making for arming and drilling the whole Celtic population of
Tyrthe country of which he was the nominal governor.
connel from London directed the design and the prelates of
Every priest had been instructed
his Church were his agents.
to prepare an exact list of all his male parishioners capable of
bearing arms, and to forward it to his Bishop.***
It had already been rumoured that Tyrconnel would soon
return to Dublin armed with extraordinary and independent

who had fought bravely

;

‘Sunderland to Clarendon, May 22. 1686; Clarendon to Ormond,
30. ; Clarendon to Sunderland, July 6. 11.
•* Clarendon to Rochester and Sunderland, June 1. 1686; (o Rochester, June 12.; King's State of the Protestants of Ireland, chap. ii.
*ec. 6, 1.; Apology for the Protestants of Ireland, 1689.

May

•**

Clarendon

to

Rochester,

May

15. 1686.
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The Lord
resign the pomp

powers; and the rumour gathered strength daily.
Lieutenant,

whom no

insult could drive to

C HAP ,

Tagir

he should submit
and approve himself in all
things a faithful and obedient subject. He had never, he
said, in his life, had any difference with Tyrconnel, and he
Clarendon aptrusted that no difference would now arise.*
pears not to have recollected that there had once been a plot
to ruin the fame of his innocent sister, and that in that plot
Tyrconnel had borne a chief part. This is not exactly one of
the injuries which high spirited men most readily pardon.
But, in the wicked court where the Hydes had long been
pushing their fortunes, such injuries were easily forgiven and
forgotten, not from magnanimity or Christian charity, but
from mere baseness and want of moral sensibility. In June Tyrconnel
n“
1686, Tyrconnel came. His commission authorised him onlyJJg“^
to command the troops: but he brought with him royal in- nerai
structions touching all parts of the administration, and at once
took the real government of the island into his own hands.
On the day after his arrival he explicitly said that commissions
must be largely given to Roman Catholic officers and that
room must be made for them by dismissing more Protestants.
He pushed on the remodelling of the army eagerly and indefatigably. It was indeed the only part of»the functions of a
Commander in Chief which he was competent to perform for,
though courageous in brawls and duels, he knew nothing of
military duty. At the very first review which he held , it was
evident to all who were near to him that he did not know how
to draw up a regiment.** To turn Englishmen out and to put
Irishmen in was, in his view, the beginning and the end of tioi»oce.
the administration of war. He had the insolence to cashier
the Captain of the Lord Lieutenant’s own Body Guard: nor
and emoluments of

his place, declared that

cheerfully to the royal pleasure,

-

,

;

*

"

Clarendon to Rochester, May
Ibid. June 8. 1686.

11. 1686,
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was Clarendon aware of what had happened till he saw a Roman Catholic, whose face was quite unknown to him, escorting the state coach.* The change was not confined to the
officers alone.
The ranks were completely broken up and
recomposed. Four or five hundred soldiers were turned out
of a single regiment chiefly on the ground that they were below the proper stature. Yet the most unpractised eye at once
perceived that they were taller and better made men than
their successors, whose wild and squalid appearance disgusted
the beholders.** Orders were given to the new officers that
no man of the Protestant religion was to be suffered to enlist.
The recruiting parties, instead of beating their drams for
volunteers at fairs and markets, as had been the old practice,
repaired to places to which the Roman Catholics were in the
habit of making pilgrimages for purposes of devotion. In a
few weeks the General had introduced moro than two thousand natives into the ranks; and the people about him confidently affirmed that by Christmas day not a man of English
race would be left in the whole army.***
On all questions which arose in the Privy Council, Tyrconnel showed similar violence and partiality. John Keating,
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, a man distinguished by
ability, integrity, and loyalty, represented with great mildness that perfect equality was all that the General could reasonably ask for his own Church. The King, he said, evidently
meant that no man fit for public trust should bo excluded
because he was a Roman Catholic, and that no man unfit for
public trust should be admitted because he was a Protestant.
Tyrconnel immediately began to curse and swear. “I do not
know what to say to that; I would have all Catholics in.”f
•

**

Secret Consults of the Romish Parly in Ireland.
to Rochester, June 26. and July 4. 1686

Clarendon

;

Apology for the

Protestants of Ireland, 1689.
*•*

to

Clarendon to Rochester, July
the King, Aug. 14.
fr Clarendon to Rochester, June

4, 22. 1086;

to

Sunderland

,

July 6.;

19. 1686.
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own
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religious persuasion CH

and ventured

to remonstrate

"

^

P<

~

168 i'

with him ; but he drove them from him with imprecations.*

His brutality was such that many thought him mad. Yet it
less strange than the shameless volubility with which he

was

uttered falsehoods.

He had long before earned the nickname

of Lying Dick Talbot; and, at Whitehall, any wild fiction

was commonly designated as one of Dick Talbot’s truths.
daily proved that he was well entitled to this unenviable reputation. Indeed in him mendacity was almost a
disease. He would, after giving orders for the dismission of
English officers , take them into his closet, assure them of his
confidence and friendship, and implore heaven to confound
him, sink him, blast him, if he did not take good care of their
Sometimes those to whom he had thus perjured
interests.
himself learned, before the day closed, that he had cashiered

He now

them.**

On

his arrival,

though he swore savagely at the Act of

Settlement, and called the English interest a foul thing, a

damned thing, he yet pretended to be
convinced that the distribution of property could not, after
many years, be altered.*** But, when he had n* is bent
e~
been a few weeks at Dublin, his language changed. He began pe»i li
°f
to harangue vehemently at the Council board on the necessity se*uemen,
of giving back the land to the old owners. He had not, however, as yet, obtained his master’s sanction to this fatal project. National feeling still struggled feebly against superstition in the mind of James. He was an Englishman: he was
an English King; and he could not, without some misgivings,
consent to the destruction of the greatest colony that England
roguish thing, and a

the lapse of so

‘

•

Clarendon to Rochester, June 22. 1686.
Sheridan MS. ; King’s State of the Protestants of Ireland , chap. iii.
There is a most striking instance of Tyrconnel’s impudent
mendacity in Clarendon’s letter to Rochester, July 22 1686
"• Clarendon to Rochester, June 8. 1686.
**

sec. 8. sec. 8.

.

.
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He

re-

turn!. to

England.

had ever planted. The English Roman Catholics with whom
he was in the habit of taking counsel were almost unanimous
Not only the honest and
in favour of the Act of Settlement.
moderate Powis, but the dissolute and headstrong Dover,
gave judicious and patriotic advice. Tyrconnel could hardly
hope to counteract at a distance the effect which such advice
must produce on the royal mind. He determined to plead
the cause of his caste in person; and accordingly he set out,
at the end of August, for England.
His presence and his absence were equally dreaded by the
Lord Lieutenant. It was indeed, painful to be daily browbeaten by an enemy but it was not less painful to know that
an enemy was daily breathing calumny and evil counsel in the
royal ear. Clarendon was overwhelmed by manifold vexations.
He made a progress through the country, and found
that he was everywhere treated by the Irish population with
,

:

contempt.

The Roman

Catholic priests exhorted their con-

gregations to withhold from him

all

marks of honour.

The

native gentry, instead of coming to pay their respects to him.

The King
displeteed

with
Clarendon.

remained at their houses. The native peasantry everywhere
sang Erse songs in praise of Tyrconnel, who would, they
doubted not, soon reappear to complete the humiliation of
their oppressors.* The viceroy had scarcely returned to
Dublin, from his unsatisfactory tour, when he received letters
which Informed him that he had incurred the King’s serious
displeasure. His Majesty
expected
so these letters ran
his servants not only to do what he commanded, but to do it
from the heart, and with a cheerful countenance. The Lord
Lieutenant had not, indeed, refused to cooperate in the reform of the army and of the civil administration; but his
cooperation had been reluctant and perfunctory: his looks
had betrayed his feelings and everybody saw that he disap-

—

—

;

*

Clarendon

sults of the

Rochester, Sept. 23. and Oct.
Romish Party in Ireland, 1690.
to

2.

1686; Secret

Con-
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proved of the policy which he was employed to carry into
In great anguish of mind he wrote to defend himbut he was sternly told that his defence was not satisfactory. He then, in the most abject terms , declared that he
effect.*

c ®* p ’
TiisT^

self;

would not attempt to justify himself, that he acquiesced in the
it what it might, that he prostrated himself in the dust, that he implored pardon, that of all penitents
he was the most sincere , that he should think it glorious to die
in his Sovereign’s cause, but found it impossible to live under
Nor was this mere interested
his Sovereign’s displeasure.
hypocrisy, but, at least in part, unaffected slavishness and
poverty of spirit; for in confidential letters, not meant for the
royal eye, he bemoaned himself to his family in the same
He was miserable; he was crushed; the wrath of the
strain.
King was insupportable; if that wrath could not be mitigated,
The poor man’s terror inlife would not be worth having.**
creased when he learned that it had been determined at
Whitehall to recall him, and to appoint, as his successor, his
rival and calumniator, Tyrconnel.*** Then for a time the
prospect seemed to clear; the King was in better humour;
and during a few days Clarendon flattered himself that his
brother’s intercession had prevailed, and that the crisis was
royal judgment, be

passed, f

In truth the crisis was only beginning. While Clarendon funk'd* 1
was trying to lean on Rochester, Rochester was unable longer ^s ^*
jC4l
to suppoft himself. As in Ireland the elder brother, though «*b*i.
retaining the guard of honour, the sword of state, and the
title of Excellency, had really been superseded by the Commander of the Forces, so in England, the younger brother,
though holding the white staff, and walking, by virtue of his
high office, before the greatest hereditary nobles, was fast
*

Clarendon
Clarendon
Clarendon
i Ibid. Nov.

**
*'*

lo

Rochester, Oct.

6. 1686.

King and lo Rochester, Oct.
Rochester, Oct. 29, 30. 1686.

to the
lo

23. 1686,

27. 1686.
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The Parliament was again
prorogued to a distant day, in opposition to the Treasurer’s
known wishes. He was not even told that there was to be
another prorogation, but was left to learn the news from the
Gazette. The real direction of affairs had passed to the cabal
which dined with Sunderland on Fridays. The cabinet met
only to hear the despatches from foreign courts read: nor did
those despatches contain anything which was not known on
the Royal Exchange for all the English Envoys had received
orders to put into the official letters only the common talk of
antechambers, and to reserve important secrets for private
communications which were addressed to James himself, to
Sunderland or to Petre.* Yet the victorious faction was not
The King was assured by those whom he most
content.
trusted that the obstinacy with which the nation opposed his
designs was really to be imputed to Rochester. How could
the people believe that their Sovereign was unalterably resolved to persevere in the course on which he had entered,
when they saw at his right hand, ostensibly first in power and
trust among his counsellors, a man who notoriously regarded
that course with strong disapprobation? Every step which
had been taken with the object of humbling the Church of
England, and of elevating the Church of Rome, had been
opposed by the Treasurer. True it was that, when he had
found opposition vain he had gloomily submitted, nay, that
he had sometimes even assisted in carrying into effect)* the very
plans against which he had most earnestly contended. True
it was that, though he disliked the Ecclesiastical Commission,
he had consented to be a Commissioner. True it was that he
had, while declaring that he could see nothing blamable in
the conduct of the Bishop of London, voted sullenly and
sinking into a mere financial clerk.

;

,

,

reluctantly for the sentence of deprivation.

enough.
*

A

Barillon,

But

this

was not

prince, engaged in an enterprise so important
SepU

£}. 16SC; Clarke’s Life

of James Ihe Second,

ii.

98.
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and arduous as that on which James was bent, had a right to
expect from his first minister, not unwilling and ungracious
acquiescence, but zealous and strenuous cooperation. While
such advice was daily given to James by those in whom he
reposed confidence, he received, by the penny post, many
anonymous letters filled with calumnies against the Lord
Treasurer. This mode of attack had been contrived by Tyrconnel, and was in perfect harmony with every part of his infamous life.*
The King hesitated. He seems, indeed, to have really

chap.

regarded his brother-in-law with personal kindness the effect
of near affinity, of long and familiar intercourse, and of many
mutual good offices. It seemed probable that, as long as
Rochester continued to submit himself, though tardily and
with murmurs to the royal pleasure he would continue to be
Sunderland, therefore, with exin name prime minister.
,

,

,

quisite

cunning, suggested to his master the propriety of

asking the only proof of obedience which

language of the artful Secretary,

it

was quite certain
such was the

At present,

thatRochester nover would give.

—

it

—

was impossible to consult

of the King’s servants respecting the object
nearest to the King’s heart. It was lamentable to think that
religious prejudices should, at such a conjuncture, deprive
with the

first

the government of such valuable assistance.

prejudices might not prove insurmountable.

Perhaps those

Then

the de-

had of
had some misgivings about the points in dispute between
the Protestants and Catholics.** This was enough. The King Attempt*
ceiver whispered that, to his knowledge, Rochester

late

,

,

...

'

~r

t

.

i

of Jam ea

eagerly caught at the hint- He began to flatter himself that to conhe might at once escape from the disagreeable necessity of che«ter.'
removing a friend, and secure an able coadjutor for the great
work which was in progress. He was also elated by the hope
•

Sheridan MS.

** Clarke’s Life of

James

the Second,

ii.

100.
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that he might have the merit

and the glory of saving a fellow
He seems, indeed, about this time,
have been seized with an unusually violent fit of zeal for his
religion; and this is the more remarkable, because he had just
relapsed, after a short interval of self-restraint, into debauchery which all Christian divines condemn as sinful, and
which, in an elderly man married to an agreeable young wife,
is regarded even by people of the world as disreputable.
Lady Dorchester had returned from Dublin, and was again
the King’s mistress. Her return was politically of no importance. She had learned by experience the folly of attempting
.to save her lover from the destruction to which he was running
headlong. She therefore suffered the Jesuits to guide his
political conduct; and they, in return, suffered her to wheedle
him out of money. She was, however, only one of several
abandoned women who at this time shared, with his beloved
Church, the dominion over his mind.* He seems to have
determined to make some amends for neglecting the welfare
of his own soul by taking care of the souls of others. He set

'

1681.

creature from perdition.

to

good will, but with
and arbitrary mind, for the
Every audience which the

himself, therefore, to labour, with real
the

good will of a coarse,

stern,

conversion of his kinsman.
Treasurer obtained was spent in arguments about the authoof the Church and the worship of images. Rochester was
firmly resolved not to abjure his religion; but he had no

rity

scruple about employing in self-defence artifices as discredit-

able as those which
to speak like a

He affected

had been used against him.

man whose mind was not made up professed

himself desirous to be enlightened

,

if

he was

in error,

bor-

rowed Popish books, and listened with civility to Popish
divines. He had several interviews withLeyburn, the Vicar
Apostolic, with Godden, the chaplain and almoner of the
Queen Dowager, and with Bonaventure Giffard a theologian
,

*

Barillon, Sept. ij. 1686; Bonrcpaux,

June

4. 1687.
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It was
be a formal disputation between these
The King told
Rochester to choose any ministers of the Established Church,
with two exceptions. The proscribed persons were Tillotson
and Stillingfleet. Tillotson, the most popular preacher of
that age, and in manners the most inoffensive of men, had
been much connected with some leading Whigs and Stilling*
fleet, who was renowned as a consummate master of all the
weapons of controversy, had given still deeper offence by
publishing an answer to tho papers which had been found in
the strong box of Charles the Second. Rochester took the
two royal chaplains who happened to be in waiting. One of
them was Simon Patrick, whose commentaries on the Bible
still form a part of theological libraries; the other was Jane,
a vehement Tory, who had assisted in drawing up that decree
by which the University of Oxford had solemnly adopted the

trained to polemics in the schools of Douay.

that there should

VI.
168S.

doctors and some Protestant clergymen.

;

The conference took place at
Rochester, who
be known that he had even consented to hear
the arguments of Popish priests, stipulated for secrecy. No
auditor was suffered to be present except the King. The
subject discussed was the real presence. The Roman Catholic divines took on themselves the burden of the proof.
Patrick and Jane said little; nor was it necessary that they
should say much; for the Earl himself undertook to defend
tho doctrine of his Church, and, as was his habit, soon
warmed with conflict, lost his temper, and asked with great
vehemence whether it was expected that he should change his
religion on such frivolous grounds.
Then he remembered
how much he was risking, began again to dissemble, complimented the disputants on their skill and learning, and asked
time to consider what had been said. •
worst

follies

of Filmer.

Whitehall on the thirtieth of November.

did not wish

*

it

to

Barilloa, Dec.

T^. 1686; Burnet,

i.

684.

;

Clarke's Life of

James

the
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.”

Slow as James was, he could not but see that this was
mere trifling. He told Barillon that Rochester’s language
was not that of a man honestly desirous of arriving at the
truth.

Still

the

King did not

like to

propose directly to his

brother-in-law the simple choice, apostasy or dismissal: but,
three days after the conference, Barillon

Treasurer, and, with

much

waited on the

circumlocution and

many

ex-

pressions of friendly concern, broke the unpleasant truth.

“Do you mean,”

said Rochester, bewildered by the involved
and ceremonious phrases in which the intimation was made,
“that, if I do not turn Catholic, the consequence will be that

my place?” “I say nothing about consequences,”
answered the wary diplomatist. “I only come as a friend to
express a hope that you will take care to keep your place.”
“But surely,” said Rochester, “the plain meaning of all this
is that I must turn Catholic or go out.” He put many questions
for the purpose of ascertaining whether the communication
was made by authority, but could extort only vague and
mysterious replies. At last, affecting a confidence which he
was far from feeling, he declared that Barillon must have been
imposed upon by idle or malicious reports. “I tell you,” he
said, “that the King will not dismiss me, and I will not resign.
I know him: he knows me; and I fear nobody.” The
Frenchman answered that he was charmed, that he was
ravished to hear it, and that his only motive for interfering
was a sincere anxiety for the prosperity and dignity of his excellent friend the Treasurer. And thus the two statesmen
parted, each flattering himself that he had duped the other.*
Meanwhile, in spite of all injunctions of secrecy, the news

I shall lose

ii. 100. j Dodd's Church History.
I have tried to frame a fair
narrative out of these conflicting materials. It seems clear to me, from
Rochester's own papers, that be was on this occasion by no means so
stubborn as he has been represented by Burnet and by the biographer
of lames.
* From Rochester's Minutes, dated Dec. 3. 1686.
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Lord Treasurer had consented to be instructed in the
doctrines of Popery had spread fast through London.
Patrick and Jane had been seen going in at that mysterious
that the

CHAP.
VI.
tegs.

door which led to Chiffinch’s apartments. Some Roman Catholics about the court had, indiscreetly or artfully, told all,
The Tory churchmen
all, that they knew.
waited anxiously for fuller information. They were mortified to think that their leader should even have pretended to
waver in his opinion but they could not believe that he would
stoop to be a renegade. The unfortunate minister, tortured
at once by his fierce passions and his low desires, annoyed
by the censures of the public, annoyed by the hints which he

and more than

;

had received from Barillon,

afraid of losing character, afraid
of losing office, repaired to the royal closet. He was determined to keep his place, if it could be kept by any villany
but one. He would pretend to be shaken in his religious
opinions, and to be half a convert: he would promise to give
strenuous support to that policy which he had hitherto opposed: but, if he were driven to extremity, he would refuse
to change his religion.
He began, therefore, by telling the
King that the business in which His Majesty took so much
interest was not sleeping, that Jane and Giffard were engaged
in consulting books on the points in dispute between the
Churches, and that, when these researches were over, it would
be desirable to have another conference. Then he complained
bitterly that all the town was apprised of what ought to have
been carefully concealed, and that some persons, who, from
their station, might be supposed to be well informed, reported
strange things as to the royal intentions. “It is whispered,”
he said , “ that , if I do not do as your Majesty would have me,
I shall not be suffered to continue in my present station.”

The King
that

it

was

said, with
difficult to

some general expressions of kindness,
prevent people from talking, and that
These vague phrases

loose reports were not to be regarded.
Macaulay, Uitlory.

11.

25
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perturbed mind of the minister.
His agitation became violent, and he began to plead for his
“ Your Majesty
if he had been pleading for his life.

were not likely

to quiet the

place as

sees that I do all in my power to obey you. Indeed I will do
all that I can to obey you in every thing,
I will serve you in
your own way. Nay,” he cried, in an agony of baseness, “I
will do what I can to believe as you would have me.
But
do not let me be told, while I am trying to bring my mind to
this, that, if I find it impossible to comply, I must lose all.
For I must needs tell your Majesty that there are other considerations.” “Oh, you must needs,” exclaimed the King,
with an oath. For a single word of honest and manly sound,
escaping in the midst of all this abject supplication, was
sufficient to move his anger.
“I hope, Sir,” said poor Rochester, “that I do not offend you. Surely your Majesty

could not think well of

me

if I

did not say so.”

The King

recollected himself, protested that he was not offended,

and

advised the Treasurer to disregard idle rumours, and to confer
again with Jane and Giffard.
Dismis-

*

After this conversation, a fortnight elapsed before the

sion of

Rochester.

blow fell. That fortnight Rochester passed in inand imploring. He attempted to interest in his favour
who had the greatest influence at court.
He could not, he said, renounce his own religion: but, with
that single reservation he would do all that they could desire.
Indeed, if he might only keep his place, they should find that
he could be more useful to them as a Protestant than as one of
their own communion.** His wife, who was on a sick bed,
had already, it was said, solicited the honour of a visit from
the much injured Queen, and had attempted to work on Her
Majesty’s feelings of compassion.*** But the Hydes abased
themselves in vain. Petre regarded them with peculiar maledecisive

triguing

those Roman Catholics

,

*
** Bari lion

,

From
Dec.

Rochester’s Minutes, Dec. 4 1686.
** Burnet,

Jg. 1686.

f.

6M.
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On

•

the evening of the

seventeenth of December tho Earl was called into the royal
closet.

tears.

MP

CI

-

~6^T

James was unusually discomposed, and even shed
occasion, indeed, could not but call up some

The

recollections which might well soften even a hard heart.

made

expressed his regret that his duty
to indulge his private partialities.
sary, he said, that those

who had

It

it

He

impossible for him

was absolutely neces-

the chief direction of his

affairs

should partake his opinions and feelings.

that he

had very great personal obligations

that no fault could be found with the

way

He owned

to Rochester,

and

which the financial business had lately been done: but the office of Lord
Treasurer was of such high importance that, in general, it
ought not to be entrusted to a single person, and could not
safely be entrusted by a Roman Catholic King to a person
zealous for the Church of England. “ Think better of it, my
Lord,” he continued. “Read again the papers from my
brother’s box. I will give you a little more time for consideration, if you desire it.” Rochester saw that all was over,
and that the wisest course left to him was to make his retreat
with as much money and as much credit as possible. He
succeeded in both objects. He obtained a pension of four
thousand pounds a year for two lives on the post office. He
had made great sums out of the estates of traitors, and carin

him in particular Grey’s bond for forty thousand
pounds, and a grant of all the estate which the crown had in
Grey’s extensive property.** No person had ever quitted

ried with

office

on terms so advantageous.

sincere friends of the Established

deed, very slender claims.
•

“

Bonrepaux,

To

the applause of tho

Church Rochester had,

in-

save his place he had sate in

1681.

Rochester’s Minutes, Dec. 19. 1686; Barillon,

685.; Clarke's Life of
Book, Dec. 29. 1686.
i.

To

James the Second,

ii.

102.;

168?;

Burney

Treasury Warrant
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which had been illegally created for the purpose
of persecuting her. To save his place he had given a dishonest vote for degrading one of her most eminent ministers,
had affected to doubt her orthodoxy, had listened with the
outward show of docility to teachers who called her schismatical and heretical, and had offered to cooperate strenuously
with her deadliest enemies in th^ir designs against her. The
highest praise to which he was entitled was this, that he had
shrunk from the exceeding wickedness and baseness of publicly abjuring, for lucre, the religion in which he had been
brought up, which he believed to be true, and of which he
had long made an ostentatious profession. Yet he was extolled by the great body of Churchmen as if he had been the
The Old and New Testabravest and purest of martyrs.
ments, the Martyrologies of Eusebius and of Fox, were
ransacked to find parallels for his heroic piety. He was Daniel
in the den of lions, Shadrach in the fiery furnace, Peter in
the dungeon of Herod, Paul at the bar of Nero, Ignatius in
the amphitheatre, Latimer at the stake. Among the many
facts which prove that the standard of honour and virtue
among the public men of that age was low, the admiration
excited by Rochester’s constancy is, perhaps, the most
decisive.

Dismission of
Clureadou.

Tyr-

In his fall he dragged down Clarendon. On the seventh
of January 1G87, the Gazette announced to the people of LonOn the
don that the Treasury was put into commission.
eighth arrived at Dublin a despatch formally signifying that in

connel

Lord
Dejjuly.

a month Tyrconnel would assume the government of Ireland.

was not without great difficulty that this man had surmounted the numerous impediments which stood in the way
of his ambition. It was well known that the extermination
It

of the English colony in Ireland was the object on which his
bfcart

was

set.

He had, therefore, to overcome some scruples
He had to surmount the opposition, not

in the royal mind.

_
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merely of all the Protestant members of the government, not CTtAP.
_ vi.
merely of the moderate and respectable heads of the lloman isss.
Catholic body, but even of several members of the Jesuitical
cabal. * Sunderland shrank from the thought of an Irish revolution, religious, political,

and

social.

To

Tyrconncl was personally an object of aversion.
therefore suggested as the

man

He was

the

Queen

Powis was

best qualified for the .vice-

of illustrious birth he was a sincere Roman
and yet he was generally allowed by candid Probo an honest man and a good Englishman. All
opposition, however, yielded to Tyreonnel’s energy and
cunning.
He fawned, bullied, and bribed indcfatigably.
Petre’s kelp was secured by flattery. Sunderland was plied
at once with promises and menaces. An immense price was
offered for his support, no less than an annuity of five
thousand pounds a year from Ireland, redeemable by payment
of fifty thousand pounds down.
If this proposal wero rejected, Tyrconnel threatened to let the King know that the
Lord President had, at the Friday dinners, described His
Majesty as a fool who must be governed either by a woman or
by a priest. Sunderland, pale and trembling, offered to procure for Tyrconnel supreme military command, enormous
appointments, anything but the viceroyalty: but all compromise was rejected; and it was necessary to yield. Mary
of Modena herself was not free from suspicion of corruption.
There was in London a renowned chain of pearls which was
valued at ten thousand pounds. It had belonged to Prince
Rupert; and by him it had been left to Margaret Hughes,
royalty.

:

Catholic:

testants to

• Bishop Malony in a Idler to Bishop Tyrrel says, “ Never a Catholic
or other English will ever think or make a step, nor suffer the King to
make a step for your rcstauration, hut leave you as you were hitherto,
and leave your enemies over your beads: nor is there any Englishman,
Catholic or other, of what quality or degree soever alive, that will stick

to sacrifice all Ireland for to save the least interest of his own in England , and would as willingly sec all Ireland over inhabited by English of

whatsoever religion as by the Irish.”
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a courtesan who, towards the close of his

life,

had exercised

a boundless empire over him. Tyrconnel loudly boasted that
with this chain he had purchased the support of the Queen.
There were those, however, who suspected that this story

was one of Dick Talbot’s truths, and that

it

had no more

foundation than the calumnies which, twenty-six years before,

he had invented to blacken the fame of Anne Hyde. To the
he spoke of the uncertain

Roman Catholic courtiers generally

tenure by which they held offices, honours, and emoluments.

The King might

die to-morrow, and might leave them at the
mercy of a hostile government and a hostile rabble. But, if
the old faith could be made dominant in Ireland, if the Protestant interest in that country could be destroyed, there
would still be, in the worst event, an asylum at hand to which
they might retreat, and where they might either negotiate or
defend themselves with advantage.
A Popish priest was
hired with the promise of the mitre of Waterford to preach at
Saint James’s against the Act of Settlement; and his sermon,
though heard with deep disgust by the English part of the
The struggle which
auditory, was not without its effect.
patriotism had for a time maintained against bigotry in the
“
There is work to be done in Ireroyal mind was at an end.
land,” said James, “which no Englishman will do.”*
All obstacles were at length removed; and in February
1687, Tyrconnel began to rule his native country with the
power and appointments of Lord Lieutenant, but with the
humbler title of Lord Deputy.
Dismay
uf tba
Kuglish
colonist*
in lr«-

Und.

'

His arrival spread dismay through the whole English poClarendon was accompanied, or speedily followed,
across St. George’s Channel, by a large proportion of the
most respectable inhabitants of Dublin, gentlemen, tradesmen, and artificers. It was said that fifteen hundred families
emigrated in a few days. The panic was not unreasonable.
pulation.

*

The best account

of these transactions

is

in the

Sheridan MS-
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In a short time almost every Privy

•

C °^ F 1SS1 .

and Justice
It seemed
that things would soon be ripe for a general election and that
a House of Commons bent on abrogating the Act of Settlement would easily be assembled.* Those who had lately
Councillor, Judge, Sheriff, Mayor, Alderman,

of the Peace was a Celt and a

Roman

Catholic.

,

been the lords of the island now cried out, in the bitterness
of their souls, that they had become a prey and a laughingstock to their own serfs and menials ; that houses were burnt
and cattle stolen with impunity; that the new soldiers roamed
the country, pillaging, insulting, ravishing, maiming, tossing

one Protestant in a blanket, tying up another by the hair and
scourging him; that to appeal to the law was vain; that Irish
Judges, Sheriffs, juries, and witnesses were all in a league to
save Irish criminals and that, even without an Act of Parliament, the whole soil would soon change hands; for that, in
every action of ejectment tried under the administration of
Tyrconnel judgment had been given for the native against
the Englishman.**
While Clarendon was at Dublin the Privy Seal had been in
the hands of Commissioners. His friends hoped that it would,
on his return to London, be again delivered to him. But the
King and the Jesuitical cabal had determined that the disgrace
of the Hydes should be complete. Lord Arundell of Wardour,
;

,

Roman Catholic, received the Privy Seal. Bellasyse, a
Roman Catholic was made First Lord of the Treasury and
Dover, another Roman Catholic, had a seat at the board.
a

,

;

The appointment of a ruined gambler to such a trust would
alone have sufficed to disgust the public.
The dissolute
Etherege, who then resided at Ratisbon as English envoy,
*

Sheridan MS.j Oldmiion’s Memoirs of Ireland; King’s Slate of
iii.
Apology for the
;

Ihe Protestants of Ireland, particularly chapter
Protestants of Ireland, 1689.
**

Secret Consults of the

Romish Parly

in Ireland, 1690

.
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could not refrain from expressing, with a sneer, his hope
that his old boon companion, Dover, would keep the King’s

money better than his own. In order that the finances might
not be ruined by incapable and inexperienced Papists, the
obsequious , diligent and silent Godolphin was named a Commissioner of the Treasury, but continued to be Chamberlain
to the
Effect of
the fall of
theiijdes.

Queen.

The

*
is a great epoch
in the
r
was clear that what ho

dismission of the two brothers

reign of James.

From

that time

it

wanted was not liberty of conscience for the members
of his own church, but liberty to persecute the members of
Pretending to abhor tests, he had himself
imposed a test. He thought it hard, he thought it monstrous,
really

other churches.

that able

and

loyal

men

should be excluded from the public

Roman

Catholics. Yet he had himself turned out of office a Treasurer, whom he admitted to be
both loyal and able, solely for being a Protestant. The cry
was that a general proscription was at hand , and that every

service solely for being

public functionary must
to lose his place.**

make up

Who

the Hydes had fallen?

his

mind

to lose his soul or

indeed could hope to stand where

They were

the brothers-in-law of the

King, the uncles and natural guardians of his children, his
friends from early youth, his steady adherents in adversity
and peril, his obsequious servants since he had been on the
throne. Their solo crime was their religion; and for this
crime they had been discarded. In great perturbation men
began to look round for help; and soon all eyes were fixed
on one whom a rare concurrence both of personal qualities
and of fortuitous circumstances pointed out as the deliverer.
* London Gazette, Jan. 6. and March 1«. 168*; Evelyn’s Diary,
March 10. Etherege’s Idler lo Dover is in the British Museum.

“ “Pare che gli animi sono inaspriti della voce che corre per il
popolo, d’esser cacciato il detto minislro per non esscre Catlolico percih
tirarsi al

esterminio de’ Protestanti.”

— Adda
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